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Preface

This book is the seventh and last volume of that
great work by Otto Jespersen thefirstvolume of which
was published in 1909.
Before his death in 19431 Otto Jespersen had written
Chs. I — X I and planned the rest of the book. During
his last illness, when he foresaw the possibility of death
before he should have finished his work himself, he
expressed a wish that, in that event, I should publish
the present volume.
Chs. I — V were written by Otto Jespersen (denoted
hereafter as OJ) after the publication of vol. V I in 1942,
and are here published with minor changes and additions by me (NH).
Chs. V I — V I I were written by m e immediately before
the W a r at OJ's dkectibfts^h the basis of his Progress
in Language (London 1894) and were afterwards revised

by 0 J.
1

Obituary notices by Danes: C. A.Bodelsen in Festskrift udgivet
af Kobenhavns Universitet i Anledning af Universitetets Aarefest,
November 1943, pp. 137—142 (in Danish); another article on O. J.
by Professor Bodelsen (in English) will appear in the Bulletin du
Cercle Linguistique de Copenhague. — L. L. Hammerich in Det Kgl.
Danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Oversigt over Selskabets Virksomhed 1943—44 (Kobenhavn 1944) pp. 41—57 (in Danish), to which is
appended a bibliography of O. J.'s works 1930—1943 by Niels
Haislund pp. 57—63 (in continuation of C. A. Bodelsen's bibliography in A Grammatical Miscellany Offered to Otto Jespersen (Copenhagen 1930), pp. 433—457). — Louis Hjelmslev in Acta Linguistica
III fasc. 2 — 3 (Copenhague 1942—43), pp. 119—130 (in French). —
Niels Haislund in English Studies (ESts) vol. X X V no. 5 (Oct. 1943),
pp. 138—143 (in English).
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VI

Ch. VIII was written by me, in part on the basis of
an old MS. written by OJ (before 1920!), and was afterwards revised by 0 J.
Ch. IX was written by OJ. Here, too, I have made
minor changes and additions, e.g. Section 9.26.
The chapters on Comparison, X — X I , were originally
written for vol. VI (immediately before the War), but
OJfinallydecided to reserve them for vol. VII. Ch. X
was written by me and revised by OJ. Professor Paul
Christophersen, Ph. D. (denoted by his initials in the
survey below), who wrote parts of vol. VT, has written
some sections on irregular comparison (11.1—11.34), and
I have written sections 11.36—11.38, both parts being
revised by OJ, who wrote the rest of Ch. X I himself.
Before his last illness OJ had written a few sections
on the Articles, viz. on the morphology of the articles
(12.1—12.2,) and Border Cases (12.3—12.33). As he
foresaw that he might not Live tofinish"these chapters
himself, he dictated a plan for the treatment of the syntactical part of the chapters on the articles, a "theory
of the stages of familiarity" (cf. below, 12.4X—12.44),
and on the basis of this plan I have written the rest of
Ch. XII (from 12.5X on) and Chs. XIII—XVI.
Finally 1 have written Chs. XVII—XVIII, Quantifiers and Mood.
The above account may be summarized as follows in
a schematic survey (cf. the corresponding list in vol. VI
p. iv):
Chapter

I-V
VI-VI1
VIII
IX
9.26

OJ
OJ(1894)/NH/OJ
(OJ)NH/OJ
OJ
NH/OJ
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VII

Chapter

X
XI
11.1-11.34
11.3,-11.3,
XII-XVIII
12.1-12.3,

NH/OJ
PC/NH/OJ
PC/OJ
NH/OJ

NH
OJ

M y material for the parts written by m e after OJ's
death was chiefly illustrative examples from OJ's collections, in most places amply supplemented by examples
collected by myself; thus the majority of illustrative
examples used in the chapters on the articles are due
to m y own observations, but m a n y of them originate
from books formerly belonging to OJ, in m a n y cases
collected by m e during bis lifetime. For the chapter on
quantifiers I have also occasionally benefited by some
very old notes written by O J (for lectures ?).
The list of Technical Terms (pp. 648—663) was
planned and begun by O J andfinishedby me.
I have done m y best to complete this volume in Otto
Jespersen's spirit and on the lines followed by him in
the other parts of the grammar. It will be for others to
decide to what degree I have succeeded.
The M S . was completed before the end of the war.
After the W a r Professor W . E. Collinson, Professor
Jespersen's old friend, was kind enough to go very
carefully through the chapters written by me. His
critical remarks and additions, which I had an opportunity to discuss with him in London in 1946, have
greatly increased the value of this part of the work, and
I owe him a great debt of gratitude for his assistance.
A printers' strike in Copenhagen in 1947 held up the
printing of the book, and later the reading of the proofs
occasionally collided with other work I had to do.

VIII

Preface.

I a m highly indebted to Mr. Walt Arneson, B. A.,
who has gone through the whole of the MS., some of it
during Professor Jespersen's lifetime, and criticized the
linguistic form in which the work is presented to the
reader. H e has not only suggested formal improvements
on m a n y points, but also kept an open eye on the contents and offered suggestions of various kinds, particularly as regards U. S. usage.
Further I offer m y cordial thanks to Professor Bruce
Dickins, who, during m y stay in Cambridge in 1946,
read some chapters of the MS., and to Professor Paul
Christophersen, who has kindly read the proofs of some
of thefirstchapters and looked at various other sections.
Both have offered valuable critical remarks.
M y friend Professor 0. Vocadlo of Prague during our
stay in Cambridge in 1946 read some chapters of m y
M S . and later he has read a proof. H e has not only
pointed out a number of misprints which might otherwise have been overlooked^ but also offered m a n y valuable suggestions as regards the contents for which I a m
very grateful to him.
Finally I a m glad to have an opportunity on behalf of
Mr. Frans Jespersen, M . Sc, and myself to express our
profound gratitude to the directors of the Carlsberg
Foundation, who have not only granted personal support
to m e for the preparation of the M S . and given m e a
grant for m y stay in England in 1946, but have also
offered a generous subvention towards the printing of
the book.
Copenhagen, May 1949. Niels Haislund.
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L =
—
Through the Looking-Glass. L (6d.
ed.) (1871).
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Cather P = Willa Cather, The Professor's House. T 1926 (1925).
Caxton B = William Caxton, Blanchardyn, ed. Kellner. L
1890 (1489).
R =
—
Reynard the Fox, ed. Arber.
(1481).
cf = confer.
Ch = Geoffrey Chaucer, Skeat's Six-Volume Edition. (A, B, C,
etc, the Groups in Canterbury Tales. M P = Minor Poems.
H F = Hous of Fame. L ( G W ) = Legend of Good W o m e n .
P F = Parlement of Foules. R = Romaunt of the Rose.
T = Troilus.)
ChE = Otto Jespersen, Chapters on English. L 1918.
Chesterton B

= Gilbert K. Chesterton, Robert Browning. L
1906 (1903).

Ch =
D =

—
—

F

=

—

T

=

—

Chaucer. L 1932.
Charles Dickens.
L (1913).
The Innocence ofFather Brown. T
1911.
The M a n who was
Thursday. (1908).

Childers R = E. Childers, The Riddle of the Sands. L (Nelson).
Christie Cards = Agatha Christie, Cards on the Table. L 1936.
LE
=
—
Lord EdgWare Dies. L 1933.
3A
=
—
Three-Act Tragedy. Albatross 1935.
Churchill C = Winston Churchill, Coniston. L 1906.
Clough = Arthur H. Clough, Poems and Prose Remains. L
1869. 2 vols.
Coleridge
= Samuel Coleridge, Poetical Works. L 1893 (MM)
B =
—
Biographia Literaria.
(Everyman) (1817).
Sh =
—
Lectures on Shakespeare.
(Bohn).
eoll. = colloquial.
Collier E = Price Collier, England and the English. N.Y. 1909.
Collingwood R = W . G. Collingwood, Life of John Ruskin. L
1905.

8
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Collins M = Wilkie Ctollins, The Moonstone (The World's
Classics) (1868).
W
—
The W o m a n in White (ib.) (1860).
Congreve
= William Congreve in the Mermaid Series. L.
DD =
-—
The Double-Dealer. (1693).
OB =
—
The Old Batchelor. (1693).
(Both in Works I. 6th ed. 1753).
Connington T T = J. J. Connington [A. W . Stewart], The T w o
Tickets Puzzle. T 1930.
Conway C = Hugh Conway [F. J. Fargus], Called Back. T 1884
(1883).
QCouch, see Quiller-Couch.
Cowper

= William Cowper, Poetical Works. Globe ed. L
1889.
L =
—
Letters, ed. J. G. Frazer. L
1912.

cp. = compare.
Crofts Ch = Freeman Wills Crofts, The Cheyne Mystery.
G =
—
Inspector French's Greatest Case.
St =
—
The Starvel Tragedy.
All in Inspector French's Case Book. L n.d.
Cronin C = A. J. Cronin, The Citadel. L 1938 (1937).
H =
—
The Hatter's Castle. L 1931.
Curme C G = G. O. Curme, College English Grammar. Richmond 1925.
S =
—
Syntax (A Grammar of the English
Language HI). Boston 1931.
Dan. = Danish.
Dane F D = Clemence Dane [Winifred Ashton], First the
Blade (Nelson). (1918).
L
=
—
Legend (Omnibus) (1919).
Daniel D R = Samuel Daniel, A Defence of R y m e . 1925 (1602).
Darwin B = Charles Darwin, His Life, etc, by F. Darwin. L
1892.
D =
—
Descent of M a n (1871).
E =
—
Expression of the Emotions
(1872).
L =
—
Life and Letters, 3 vols. L 1888.
Deeping R R = Warwick Deeping, Roper's R o w . L 1929.
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Deeping 3R = Warwick Deeping, Three Rooms. L 1930.
Defoe G
= Daniel Defoe, The Complete Gentleman, ed.
Bulbring. L 1890.
M
=
—
Moll Flanders (The Abbey Classics) (1722).
P
=
—
Journal of the Plague Year, ed.
Brayley. L n.d. (1722).
R
=
—
Robinson Crusoe 1719 (Facsimile
ed. L 1883).
R2 =
—
Farther Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe. L 1719.
Rox =
—
Roxana (The Abbey Classics)
(1724).
Dekker F

= Thomas Dekker, The Pleasant Comedie of Old
Fortunatus, ed. Scherer
(1600).
G =
—
The Gull's Hornbook, ed.
McKerrow (King's Library
1904) (1609).
S =
—
The Seven Deadly Sins, ed.
Arber. L 1879 (1606).
Sh =
—
The Shoemaker's Holiday, ed.
W a m k e <fc Proescholdt
(1600).

Deloney = The Works of Thomas Deloney, ed. F. O. Mann
Oxford 1912.
Deutschbein M E = Deutschbein, Mutschmann, Eicker, Hand
buch der englischen grammatik. Lpz
1926.
S N S = M a x Deutschbein, System der neuengli
schen Syntax. Cethen 1917.
Devil E = The Merry Devil of Edmonton (in Gayley LT)
Di A m . Notes = Charles Dickens, American Notes. (Every
man) (1842).
D (or D C ) =
—
David Copperfield. L 1897
(MM) (1849-50).
Do
=
—
Dombey and Son. L 1887
(Ch. D. ed.) (1848).
F
=
—
Our Mutual Friend. L 1912
(Nelson) (1865).

10
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= Charles Dickens, Hard Times. L 1903 (Nelson) (1854).
L
=
—
Letters. L 1893 (MM).
M
_
—
Martin Chuzzlewit. L n.d.
(Ch. D. ed.) (1843).
N
=
—
Nicholas Nickleby. L 1900
( M M ) (1839).
p
—
—
Pickwick Papers. L 1890
(Chapman & Hall)
(1837L).
P [Ch&H] =
—
Pickwick Papers. L 1911
(ib. pop. ed.).
Pw
=
—
Pickwick Papers. T.
S(k)
=
—
Sketches. T 1886 (1836).
T
=
—
Tale of T w o Cities. T
(1859).
X
=
—
Christmas Books. L 1892

Di H

(MM).
dial. = dialect(s), dialectal.
Dickinson C = G. Lowes Dickinson, Letters from John
Chinaman. L 1904
(1901).
F =
—
in Forster, Goldsworthy
Lowes Dickinson. L
1934.
Im =
—
Is Immortality Desirable? Boston 1909.
R =
—
Religion. L 1906 (1905).
S =
—
A Modern Symposium.
L1906or 1915 (1905).
Dobson F = Henry A. Dobson, Fielding. L 1889 (1883).
P =
—
Collected Poems. L 1897.
Doren S w = Carl van Doren, Swift. L 1931.
Doyle B
F
G
M

= Arthur Conan Doyle.The Hound of the Baskervilles. T 1902.
-=
—
The Sign of Four. T 1891
(1889).
=
—
The Great Shadow. T 1893.
—
The Stark Munro Letters.
= •
T 1895.
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Doyle S

= Arthur Conan Doyle, 1, 2 = Adventures; 3, 4 =
Memoirs; 5, 6 = Return;
of Sherlook Holmes. T
1893-1905.
Sh =
—
Complete Short Stories. L
1929.
St =
—
A Study in Scarlet. T 1892
(1887).

Dreiser A T = Theodore Dreiser, A n American Tragedy. N.Y.
(1925).
F
=
—
Free, and Other Stories. N.Y.
1918.
Drinkwater P = John Drinkwater, Poems 1908-14. L 1917.
Dryden = John Dryden, Poetical Works. Globe ed. L 1890.
(Sometimes quoted from vol. 5 of Scott's ed.).
Dyboski T = R o m a n Dyboski, Tennysons Sprache und Stil.
Wien 1907.
E = English.
E3, see below Sh.
ead = eadem (same authoress).
Earle M = John Earle, Micro-cosmographie (Arber) (1628).
Eastw = Chapman, Jonson, Marston, Eastward Hoe (in Gayley).
ed. = edition (by), edited (by).
E D D = Joseph Wright, English Dialect Dictionary. Oxf.
1898ff.— E D G see Wright below.
E E P = Alexander Ellis, O n Early English Pronunciation. L
1869 ff.
Egerton Castle K = Egerton Castle, Keynotes. L 1893.
E K = Otto Jespersen, Studier over engelske kasus. Kobenhavn 1891.
E1E = Elizabethan English.
Eliot, see G E .
Elizabeth Exp = Expiation, by the Author of Elizabeth and
her German Garden [Countess Russell].
(1929).
R
= The Adventures of Elizabeth in Riigen. L
1911 (1904).
Ellis M = Havelock Ellis, M a n and W o m a n . L 1904.
N =
—
The N e w Spirit. L 1892.

12
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ElSmith Tz = Eleanor Smith, Tzigane. L n.d. (1935).
Ertz G = Susan Ertz, The Galaxy. L n.d. (1929).
Escott E = T. H . S. Escott, England. L 1887.
ESt(n) = Englische Studien (Periodical). Lpz.
ESts = English Studies (Periodical). Amsterdam.
Eton = A Day of M y Life .. B y an Eton Boy. L 1889.
F = French; folio.
Farnol A = Famol, The Amateur Gentleman. L n.d. (1913).
Farquhar B = George Farquhar, The Beaux' Strategem (in
Restoration Plays, Everyman 1912).
Fielding
= Henry Fielding, Works, Second ed. L 1762.
(8 vols).
JA =
—
Joseph Andrews (Everyman)
(1742).
T =
—
T o m Jones. L 1782 (1749). 4
vols.
First = M y First Book, by W . Besant and 20 Other Writers.
L 1897.
Flaherty I = Liam O'Flaherty, The Informer (Traveller's
Libr.) (1925).
Fludyer = [R. C. Lehmann,] Harry Fludyer at Cambridge. L
1890.
Ford = John Ford, ed. Havelock Ellis in Mermaid Series. L.
Forster = John Forster, Life of Charles Dickens (Chapman
and Hall) (1871—74).
I = E. M . Forster, A Passage to India. P 1936 (1924).
Fowler K E
= H. W . and F. G. Fowler, The King's English.
Oxford 1906.
M E U = H. W . Fowler, A Dictionary of Modern English Usage. Oxford 1926.
Frankau D(ance) = Gilbert Frankau, Dance, Little Gentleman! L n.d.
Franklin = Benjamin Franklin, Autobiography, ed. Macdonald. L 1906.
Franz = W . Franz, Shakespeare-Grammatik. 2 Aufl. Heidelberg 1909.
N = Nachtrag (in 3. Aufl. 1924).
Freeman C T = R. Austin Freeman, A Certain Dr. Thorndyke. L n.d.
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Freeman T h = R. Austin Freeman, The Famous Cases of Dr.
Thorndyke. L n.d.
TI =
—
Dr. Thorndyke Intervenes. L 1935.
Froude C
= James Anthony Froude, Carlyle [see above].
O
=
—
Oceana. T 1886.
RC =
—
Relations with Carlyle.
Fulg = Fulgens & Lucres, by H . Medwall, ed. Boas & Reed.
Oxford 1926 (between 1513 and 1519) (quoted by page).
fut = future.
G = German.
Galsw B
C

= John Galsworthy, Beyond. L 1933.
=
—
The Country House. L 1911
(1907).
Car
=
—
Caravan. L 1925.
D
=
—
The Dark Flower. T 1913.
EC(h) =
—
End of the Chapter. L 1935.
F
=
—
The Freelands. L 1916 (Nelson).
FCh =
—
O n Forsyte 'Change. L 1930
(or Grove ed. L 1930).
FM
=
—
A Family M a n and Other
Plays. T.
Frat =
—
Fraternity. T 1909.
FS
=
—
The Forsyte Saga. L 1925.
IC
=
—
In Chancery. L 1920.
IPh
=
—
The Island Pharisees. L
1925 (1/- ed.) (1904).
Loy
=
—
Loyalties. (1922).
M
=
—
A Motley. T 1910.
MP
=
—
The M a n of Property. L
1906. Pop. ed. 1915.
M W
=
—
Maid in Waiting. L 1931.
p
=
—
Plays (1 = Silver Box. 2 =
Joy. 3 = Strife. 4 = The
Eldest Son. 6 = The
Little Dream. 6 = Justice. 7 = The Fugitive.
8 = The Pigeon. 9 =
The Mob). L 1910-14.

14
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T
Tat
TL
WM
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= John Galsworthy, Saint's Progress. L 1919.
=
—
The Silver Spoon. L 1926.
=
—
Swan Song. L 1928.
=
—
Five Tales. L 1918.
=
—
Tatterdemalion. L 1920.
=
—
To Let. L 1921.
=
—
The White Monkey. L 1924.

Galton H = Francis Galton, Hereditary Genius. L 1892 (1869).
Gamelyn = The Tale of Gamelyn. Ed. Skeat. Oxford 1884.
Gammer (Gurton's Needle), page in Manly's Specimens.
Gardiner H = Samuel R. Gardiner, Student's History of England. L 1898.
Garnett Go = David Garnett, G o She Must. L 1927.
L
=
—
Lady into Fox. T 1929.
MZ =
—
M a n in the Zoo. T 1929.
T
= Richard Garnett, The Twilight of the Gods.
L 1888.
= George Gascoigne, The Steele Glas. Arber
(1576).
Gay B P = John Gay, Singspiele [Beggar's Opera and Polly],
ed. Sarrazin.
Gaye, Vivandiere. L.
GE A
= George Eliot, A d a m Bede. L 1900 (1859).
L
=
—
Life and Letters. T.
M
=
—
The Mill on the Floss. T (1860).
Mm =
—
Middlemarch. N . Y. n.d. (Burt)
(1871-72).
S
=
—
Silas Marner. T or Everyman (1861).
V
=
—
The Lifted Veil. T (1859).
Gascoigne

Gibbon M = Memoirs of the Life of Edward Gibbon, ed. Birkbeck Hill. L 1900.
Gibbs B R = Philip Gibbs, Blood Relations. L (1935).
Gilbert = W . S. Gilbert, Original Plays. First Series. L 1884.
Gissing B = George Gissing, Born in Exile. L (Nelson) (1892).
G =
—
The N e w Grub Street. L 1908
(1891).
H
=
—
The House of Cobwebs. L 1914
(Constable).
0
=
—
The Odd W o m e n . L (Nelson)
(1893).
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Gissing R = George Gissing, Henry Ryecroft. L 1912.
Gk = Greek.
Goldsm V = Oliver Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield. 2 vols.
1766 [Facsimile ed. L 1885], or ed. Stein. Oxford 1922.
Goldsmith = Oliver Goldsmith, Globe ed. L 1889.
Gosse D = Edmund Gosse, T w o Visits to Denmark. L 1912.
F =
—
Father and Son. L 1907.
L =
—
English Literature. Illustrated. L
1903.
P =
—
Portraits and Sketches. L 1912.
G P = Georgian Poetry 1911-1912. L 1912.
Gr = Greek.
Grand T = Sarah Grand [Mrs. McFall Clarke], The Heavenly
Twins. L 1893.
Grattan & Gurrey O L L = Our Living Language. L 1925.
Graves Goodbye = Robert Graves, Goodbye to All That. L 1929.
IC =
—
I, Claudius. L 1936.
Gray = The Poetical Works of Thomas Gray. Cooke's ed. L
(quoted by page, poem, line).
Green H = John Richard Green, A Short History of the
English People. Ulustr. ed. L 1894.
Greene F = Robert Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay,
ed. Ward. Oxford 1887 (ab.
1590).
J4 =
—
James the Fourth in Manly's
Specimens.
Gretton H = R. H. Gretton, A Modern History of the English
People. Ulustr. ed. L 1894.
GS = Otto Jespersen, Growth and Structure of the English
Language. Lpz. (1st ed. 1905).
Hadow Ch = Grace E. Hadow, Chaucer and his Times. L
1914.
Haggard S = Rider Haggard, She. L 1896 (1887).
Hamerton F = Philip G. Hamerton, French and English. T.
Hammett T h = Dashiell Hammett, The Thin Man. L 1934.
Hankin = St. J. Hankin [1869-1909], Three Plays. L 1927.
Hardy E = Thomas Hardy, The Hand of Ethelbertha. T
1876.
F =
—
Far from the Madding Crowd.
L 1906 (1874).
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Hardy L

= Thomas Hardy, Life's Little Ironies. L 1903
(1894).
R —
—
The Return of the Native. Wessex ed. L 1912 (1878).
T =
—
Tessof theD'Urbervilles.L1892
(1891).
U —
—
Under the Greenwood Tree.
W =
—
Wessex Tales. L 1889 (1888).
Harpsfield M = Harpsfield's Life of More. E. E. T. S. 186.
L 1932.
Harraden D = Beatrice Harraden, The Scholar's Daughter. T
1906 (1903).
F =
—
The Fowler. L 1899.
S =
—
Ships that Pass in the
Night. L (6d. ed.) (1893).
Harris Shaw = Frank Harris, Bernard Shaw. L 1931.
Harrison IS = G. B. Harrison, Introducing Shakespeare. Pelican 1939.
R = Frederic Harrison, John Ruskin. L 1902.
Hart B T = Frances Noyes Hart, The Bellamy Trial (Amr).
1929 (Heinemann's Omnibus Books).
Hawth(orne)
= Nathaniel Hawthorne, Works. N.Y. 1900.
S =
=
The Scarlet Letter
L 1903 (1850).
Sn =
—
The Snow Image
and Other TwiceTold Tales. N.Y.
n. d. (Caldwell).
T =
—
Tanglewood Tales.
L n.d. (Warne).
H a y B = [John Hay,] The Breadwinners. T 1883.
Hazlitt A = William Hazlitt, Liber Amoris (Routledge). (1823).
Hemingway F A = Ernest Hemingway, A Farewell to Arms.
P (1929).
OT =
—
In Our Time. L 1926.
Henderson Shaw = Archibald Henderson, George Bernard
Shaw. N.Y. 1918.
Henley B
= William E. Henley and Stevenson, Beau
Austin. L. (1884).
Burns =
—
Centenary ed. of Burns.
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Hergesheimer M B = Joseph Hergesheimer, Mountain Blood.
L 1922.
Herrick M = Robert Herrick, Memoirs of an Amerioan Citizen.
N.Y. 1905.
Hewlett F = Maurice H. Hewlett, The Forest Lovers. L 1910
(1898).
Q =
—
The Queen's Quair. L 1904.
Heywood P = John Heywood, The Four P P (Manly I 483ff.).
Quoted by line.
Pr =
—
A Dialogue of the Effectual
Proverbs . .. concerning
Marriage (1562), ed. J. S.
Farmer. L 1906.
Holmes A = Oliver W . Holmes, The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table. L 1904 (1857).
Hope C

= Anthony Hope [Hawkins], Comedies of Courtship. T 1896.
Ch =
—
A Change of Air. T 1893.
D =
—
Dolly Dialogues. L 1894.
F =
—
Father Stafford. L 1900 (6d. ed.).
In =
—
Intrusions of Peggy. L 1907
(Nelson).
M =
—
A M a n of Mark. L (6d. ed.)
Q =
—
Quisant6. L (Nelson).
R =
—
Rupert of Hentzau. T 1898.
Z =
—
The Prisoner of Zenda. L 1894.

Housman J = Laurence Housman, John of Jingalo. L 1912.
Howells S = W . D. Howells, The Rise of Silas Lapham. T
(1884-85).
Hughes TI = Thomas Hughes, T o m Brown's School-Days. L
1886 (1856).
T2 =
—
T o m Brown at Oxford. L 1886
(1861).
Hunt A = Leigh Hunt, Autobiography. Oxford 1928 (World's
Classics) (1850).
Huxley L = T. Huxley, Life and Letters 1-2. L 1900.
LS =
—
Lectures and Lay Sermons (Everyman).
AHuxley A H = Aldous Huxley, Antic Hay. Phoenix Libr.
1928 (1923).
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AHuxley B L

BNW

= Aldous Huxley, Those Barren Leaves. T
(1925).
—
Brave
New World. Al=
—

CY =
EG =
Jest. Pil. =

—

LM =

—

MC =
PCP

=

—
—

batros 1933 (1932).
Crome Yellow. L 1923
(1921).
Eyeless in Gaza. L
1936.
Jesting Pilate. Phoenix
Libr. (1926).
Little Mexican & Other
Stories. L 1924.
Mortal Coils. L 1922.
Point Counter Point. L
1931 (1928).

ib = ibidem (same work).
id = idem (same author, cf ead).
IF = Indogermanische Forschungen.
inf = infinitive.
ing = verbal substantive in -ing.
Ingoldsby = The Ingoldsby Legends by Thomas Ingoldsby
[Richard Harris Barham]. L 1899 (1840).
Jackson S = Holbrook Jackson, Bernard Shaw. L 1907.
Jaoob G = Naomi Jacob, Groping. L 1933.
Lie =
—
That Wild Lie. L n.d.
Jacobs L = W . W . Jacobs, The Lady of the Barge. L (Nelson)
(1902).
James A
= Henry James, The American. T (1877).
G
= Montague Rhodes James, Ghost Stories of an
Antiquary. P 1937 (1910).
R
H = Henry James, Roderick Hudson. L (Nelson)
(1875).
s
=
—
The Soft Side. L 1900.
™
=
—
T w o Magies. L (1898).
Jameson F = Margaret Storm Jameson, Farewell to Youth.
L 1928.
JeansMU = James Jeans, The Mysterious Universe. Pelican 1937
(1930).
Jenkins B = Herbert Jenkins, Bindle. L 1916.
Jerome N N = Jerome K. Jerome, Novel Notes. T 1894.
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Jerome T

= Jerome K. Jerome, Three Men in a Boat. L
1889.
TB =
—
Three Men on the Bummel. T 1900.
TC =
—
T o m m y & Co. L (1904).

Jerrold C = Douglas Jerrold, Mrs. Caudle's Curtain Lectures.
L n.d. (1846).
Jevons L = W . Stanley Jevons, Elementary Lessons in Logic
L 1885 (1870).
Johnson L = Samuel Johnson, Lives of the Most Eminent
English Poets. 4 vols. L1781.
R =
—
Rasselas, ed. Birkbeck Hill.
Oxford 1887 (1759).
Johnston O = Mary Johnston, B y Order of the Company. L
1914.
Jonson, see BJo.
Joyce lr = P. W . Joyce, English as W e Speak it in Ireland.
L 1910.
Juliana = Juliana, ed. William Strunk. Boston 1904.
Karpf SCh = Fritz Karpf, Syntax in den Werken Chauoers.
Wien 1930.
Kaye-Smith G A = Sheila Kaye-Smith, Green Apple Harvest L 1923 (1920).
HA =
—
The End of the House
of Alard. L 1923.
T
=
—
Tamarisk Town. L
1923 (1919).
Keats = John Keats, The Complete Works, ed. Buxton Forman. Glasgow 1900.
K e m p N(ine)DW = K e m p s Nine Daies Wonder, ed. Dyce 1840
(1600).
Kennedy C N = Margaret Kennedy, The Constant Nymph. T
(1924).
R
==
—
Red Sky at Morning. L
1927.
Ker E = W . P. Ker, English Literature, Medieval. L 1912.
Kidd S = Benjamin Kidd, Social Evolution. L 1894.
King O = C. Daly King, Obelists at Sea. L 1932.
Kinglake E = A. W . Kinglake, Eothen, ed. Hogarth & Collins.
Oxford 1914 (1844).
B
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King's E = H. W . and F. G. Fowler, The King's English.
Oxford 1906.
Kingsley H = Charles Kingsley, Hypatia. L n.d. (1853).
Kipling B
= Rudyard Kipling, Barrack-Room Ballads.
1892 (Engl. Libr.).
DW =
—
The Day's Work. T (1898).
JI
=
—
The Jungle Book. 1897
(Engl. Libr.) (1894).
J2
=
—
The Second Jungle Book.
T 1897 (1895).
K
=
—
Kim. L 1908 (Pocket ed.)
(1901).
L
=
—
The Light that Failed
(Engl. Libr.) (1890).
MOP =
—
Mine O w n People (Engl.
Libr.) (1891).
P
=
—
Puak of Pook's Hill. T
(1906).
S
=
—
Stalky & Co. T (1899).
ST
=
—
Soldiers Three. T (1888).
V
=
—
Collected Verse. N.Y. 1917.
Knecht K = Jacob Knecht, Die Kongruenz zwischen Subjekt
und Pradikat. Heidelberg 1911.
Krapp C G = G. P. Krapp, Comprehensive Guide to Good English. N.Y. 1927.
Kriiger = Gustav Kriiger, Schwierigkeiten des Englischen.
Dresden und Leipzig 1897 ff.
K y d = The Works of Thomas Kyd, ed. Boas. L 1901 (page).
L a m b E = Charles Lamb, The Essays of Elia. L 1899 (Dent).
R =
—
Rosamund Gray. L 1905 (1798).
Landor C = Walter S. Landor, Imaginary Conversations, ed.
Havelock Ellis. L 1886
(1824-29).
P =
—
Pericles and Aspasia, ed. id.
L n.d. (1836).
Lang Ban & A B = Andrew Lang, Ban and Arriere Ban. L 1894.
C
=
—
Custom and Myth. L 1893
(1884).
E
=
—
Essays in Little. L 1891.
T
=
—
Tennyson. L 1904.
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Lat = Latin.
Lawrence L
= D. H. Lawrence, The Ladybird. L 1923.
LG =
—
The Lost Girl. L 1920.
SL =
—
Sons and Lovers. L 1927
(1913).
Lay = Layamon, ed. E. Madden.
Lecky D = William E. H. Lecky, Democracy and Liberty. L
1896.
Le Gallienne Y = Richard Le Gallienne, Young Lives. L (1899).
Lehmann D A = Rosamond Lehmann, Dusty Answer. Phoenix
Libr. 1930 (1927).
Lewes H = George H . Lewes, History of Philosophy. L 1893
(1845-46).
Lewis B
= Sinclair Lewis, Babbitt. L 1922.
EG =
—
Elmer Gantry. L 1927.
MartinArrowsmith. LI 926(1925).
MA =
—
MS =
—
Main Street. L 1923 (1920).
Lindsay C A = Norman Lindsay, The Cautious Amorist. L
1934.
Linklater J
= Eric Linklater, Juan in America. L 1931.
MM =
—
Magnus Merriman. Albatross
(1933).
Locke A

= William J. Locke, The Joyous Adventures
of Aristide Pujol.
Cheaped.Ln.d.(1912).
BV
=
—
The Beloved Vagabond.
L (1906).
CA
=
—
The Coming of Amos. L
1924.
D
=
—
Derelicts. Cheap ed.
(1897).
FS
=
—
Far-away Stories. Cheap
ed. L n.d.
GP
=
—
The Great Pandolfo. L
1925.
HB
=
—
House of Baltazar. L
1920.
Ordeyne =
—
The Morals of Marcus
Ordeyne. L 1906
(1905).
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Locke S
SJ
St

= William J. Locke, Septimus. L 1916 (1909).
=
—
Simon the Jester.L 1910.
=
—
A Study in Shadows. L
n.d. (1896).
W
=
—
The Wonderful Year. L
1916.
LondE = A Book of London English 1384-1425, ed. R. W .
Chambers and M. Daunt. Oxford 1931.
London A = Jaok London, Adventure. L 1911.
C =
—
The War of the Classes. N.Y.
1905.
F =
—
The Faith of Men. L 1904.
M =
Martin Eden. L1915 (Popular ed.)
(1909).
V =
—
The Valley of the Moon. L 1914
(1913).
W =
—
White Fang. L 1908 (1906).
Longfellow = Henry W . Longfellow, Poetical Works. L 1881.
Lounsbury SU = Thomas R. Lounsbury, The Standard of
Usage in English. N.Y. 1908.
Lowell
= James R. Lowell, Poetical Works in one vol.
L 1892 (MM).
St =
—
M y Study Windows. L n.d.

(Scott) (1871).
Lowndes B D = Mrs. Belloc Lowndes, Bread of Deceit. T (1925).
Ivy=i
—
The Story of Ivy. T
1928.
Lubbock P = John Lubbock, The Pleasures of Life. L (6d. ed.).
Lucas R R = E. V. Lucas, Rose and Rose. L 1921.
Lyly 0 = John Lyly, Campaspe, in Manly, Specimens of the
Pre-ShakespeareanDrama. Boston 1900
(page).
E =
—
Euphues, ed. Arber (1579-80).
Rose Mac(aulay) D A = Rose Macaulay, Dangerous Ages
(Collins 1/- Libr.)
(1921).
K
=
—
Keeping up Appearances. T (1928).
O
=
—
Orphan Island. L
1924.
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Rose Mac(aulay) P
T
Mac(aulay) B

=

E

=

H

=

L

=

W H =
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= Rose Macaulay, Potterisrn. L 1922
(1920).
=
—
Told by an Idiot. L
1923.
Thomas B. Macaulay, Biographical Essays.T.
—
Essays, Critical and
Historical. T.
—
History of England.
T.
—
Life end Letters, by
Trevelyan (Nelson).
—
Warren Hastings.
L n.d. (1841).

MacCarthy = Justin MacCarthy, A History of Our O w n
Times. N.Y. 1880.
Macdonald F, see Franklin.
Macdonell E = A. G. Macdonell, England, Their England.
Albatross 1934 (1933).
MacGill Ch = Patrick MacGill, Children of the Dead End.
L 1914.
= Compton Mackenzie, Carnival. L 1922 (1912).
Mackenzie C
PR =
—
Poor Relations. L1919.
RR =
—
Rich Relatives. L
1921.
S
=
—
Sinister Street. 2 vols.
L 1913-14.
Maclaren A = Ian Maolaren [John Watson], The Days of
Auld Lang Syne. L 1896.
Mai, see Malory.
Malet C = Lucas Malet [Mary Harrison], Sir Richard Calmady.
L 1901.
Mal(ory) = Thomas Malory, Morte D'Arthur, ed. O. Sommer.
L 1889.
Mandv = Voiage and Travayle of Sir John Maundeville, ed.
Halliwell. L 1883.
Mannin C h E = Ethel Mannin, Children of the Earth. P (1930).
Conf =
—
Confessions and Impressions.
L 1932 (1930).
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Mannin M
= Ethel Mannin, The Magician. L 1931.
RS =
—
Rose and Sylvie. L 1938.
W
=
—
Women also Dream. L 1937.
Marl(owe) or Ml E = Cristopher Marlowe, Edward the Second,
ed. Tucker Brooke.
Oxford 1910.
F =
—
Doctor Faustus.
J =
—
The Jew of Malta.
T =
—
Tamburlaine. All in
Breymann & Wagner's ed. Heilbronn 1885 ff.
H =
—
Hero and Leander,
ed. Tucker Brooke.
Oxford 1910.
Masefield C = John Masefield, Captain Margaret. L n.d.
(Nelson) (1908).
E =
—
The Everlasting Mercy. L
1912 (1911).
M =
—
Multitude and Solitude. L
n.d. (Nelson) (1909).
S =
—
Sard Harker. L 1924.
W =
—
The Widow in the Bye-Street.
L 1912.
Mason Ch == A. E. W . Mason, They Wouldn't Be Chessmen.
L 1935.
R =
—
Running Water. L (1907).
3G =;
—
The Three Gentlemen. L 1932.
Massinger N = Philip Massinger, New W a y to Pay Old Debts
(in Gayley, Repres. Eng. Com. III).
Masterman O T = J. C. Masterman, An Oxford Tragedy. P
1939 (1933).
W L =* W . S. Masterman, The Wrong Letter, L
1926.
Matthews A = Brander Matthews, The American of the Future. N.Y. 1909.
F =
—
His Father's Son. N.Y.
1896.
Maugham A K
= W . Somerset Maugham, Ah King. L 1933.
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Maugham Alt

= W . Somerset Maugham, Altogether (Collected Stories).
L 1934.
—
Cakes
and Ale. L
c
=
1930.
F(PS) =
—
Six Stories Written in the First
Person Singular. L 1931 or
T 1932.
HB
=
—
Of H u m a n Bondage. L 1929
(1915).
MS
=
—
The Moon and
Sixpence. T
(1919).
PI
=
—
Plays. 4 vols. T.
P(V) =
—
The Painted Veil.
L 1925.
—
The Trembling of
TL
=
a Leaf. T 1923
(1921).

Maurier T = George du Maurier, Trilby. L 1894.
Maxwell B Y = W . B. Maxwell, The Case of Bevan Yorke.
ChN
EG
F
G
HR

=
=
=
=
=

—
—
—
—
—

ML
S
WF

=
=
=

—
—
—

L 1927.
Children of the Night. L 1925.
Elaine at the Gates. L 1924.
Fernando. T 1926.
Gabrielle. L 1926.
Himself and Mr. Bailees. T
1929.
A M a n and his Lesson. L1919.
SpinsterofthisParish.L1922.
W e Forget Because W e Must.
T (1928).

Maynard Smith F = H . Maynard Smith, The Inspeotor Frost
Omnibus. L 1933 (Benn).
McKenna M
= Stephen McKenna, Midas & Son. L 1919.
Ninety =
—
Ninety-six Hours'
Leave. L 1917.
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McKenna S

=

Stephen McKenna,

Sonia. L (Methuen)
(1917).
Sh =
—
Sheila Intervenes. L
1918 (1913).
SM =
—
Sonia Married. L1918.
SS =
—
The Sixth Sense. L
1918 (1915).
McKnight E W = George H. McKnight, English Words and
their Background.
N.Y. 1923.
M n E =»
—
Modem English in
the Making. N.Y.
& L 1928.
M E = Middle English.
Medwin S = T. Medwin, Life of Shelley, ed. Buxton Forman.
Oxford 1913.
Menoken B B = H. L. Mencken, A Book of Burlesques. N.Y.
1924 (1916).
AL =
—
The American Language, 3rd
ed. N.Y. 1923.
AL* =
—
4th ed. 1936.
Mered(ith) E = George Meredith, The Egoist. L 1892 (1879).
H =
—
Evan Harrington. L 1889
(1861).
R =
—
The Ordeal of Richard
Feverel. L 1895 (1859).
SP =
—
Selected Poems. L 1919
(1897).
T
=
—
The Tragic Comedians L.
1893 (1881).
Merm. = The Mermaid Series of the Old Dramatists.
Merrick C = L. Merrick, Conrad in Quest of his Youth. L n.d.
(1903).
Merriman S = H. Seton Merriman [H. S. Scott], The Sowers. L 1905 (1896).
V
=
—
The Vultures. L 1902.
V G
=
~
The Velvet Glove. L
1901.
Mi, see Milton.
Mill L = John Stuart Mill, On Liberty. L 1859 (1858).
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Milne P = A. A. Milne, Mr. P y m Passes By. (1st perform. 1920).
Mi(lton) A = John Milton, Areopagitica, ed. Hales. Oxford.
Poetical Works from H. C. Beeching's ed. Oxford 1900; C =
Comus; P L = Paradise Lost; P R = Paradise Regained;
S = Sonnets; SA = Samson Agonistes. Other titles occasionally abbreviated. Pr = English Prose Writings, ed. H.
Morley. L 1889.
Mitford O V = Mary Russell Mitford, Our Village, ed. Ritohie.
L 1906 (1819-32).
Ml, see Marlowe.
M M = Macmillan.
M o d E (or M n E ) = Modern English.
Moore E W = George Moore, Esther Waters. P 1936 (1894).
L
=
—
—
The Lake. L 1921 (1905).
More A = Thomas More, Utopia. Arber's reprint of 2nd ed.
of Robinson's transl.
U =
—
—
The transl. ed. J.H.Lupton. Oxford 1895.
Morley H B = Christopher Morley, H u m a n Being. L 1933.
TL =
—
Thunder on the Left. P
1937 (1926).
M = John Morley, Miscellanies. L 1886.
Morris C = William Morris, Signs of Change. L 1888.
E =
—
The Earthly Paradise. L 1880.
N =
—
News from Nowhere. L 1908.
Mulock H = Dinah Mulock [Mrs. Craik], John Halifax Gentleman. T (1858).
Murray D = James A. H. Murray, The Dialect of the Southern
Counties of Scotland. L 1873.
N E D = A N e w English Dictionary, by Murray, Bradley,
Craigie, and Onions. Oxford 1884-1933.
Neg. = Otto Jespersen, Negation in English. Copenhagen 1917.
Nicolson SP = Harold Nicolson, Some People. L 1930.
Norris O = Frank Norris, The Octopus. L 1908 (Nelson) (1901).
P =t
—
The Pit. L 1908 (ib) (1903).
S =
—
Shanghaied. L (ib).
North = North's Plutarch, facsimile ed. (1579)N P = Newspaper (or periodical; among those most frequently
quoted are The Times, Daily News, Daily Chronicle, Westminster Gazette, The Tribune; N e w York Times; Evening
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News; Everyman; Public Opinion; The Outlook; The Bookman; Review of Reviews; The World's Work).

O E = Old English.
O F = Old French.
OHenry (B) = The Best of O. Henry. N.Y. n.d.
Onions A S = C. T. Onions, A n Advanced English Syntax.
Oxford 1904.
Oppenheim Laxw = E. Phillips Oppenheim, Mr. Laxworthy's
Adventures. L 1913.
Oros. = Orosius, ed. Sweet.
Orr L = Mrs. Orr, Life of Robert Browning. L 1891.
Orrm = The Orrmulum, ed. R. Holt 1878.
Osborne = The Letters of Dorothy Osborne to W . Temple, ed.
Moore Smith. Oxford 1928.
Otway = Thomas Otway, The Orphan and Venice Preserved,
ed. McClumpha. Boston 1904(?).
Page J = Thomas Nelson Page, John Marvel Assistant. N.Y. 1909.
Palm P = Birger Palm, The Place of the Adjective Attribute.
Lund 1911.
Palmer Gr = H. E. Palmer, A Grammar of Spoken English.
1924.
Parker R = Gilbert Parker, The Right of W a y . L 1906 (1901).
Pascoe P S = C. E. Pascoe, Everyday Life in our Public
Schools. L n.d.
Pater P = Walter Pater, Imaginary Portraits. L 1887.
R =
—
The Renaissance. L 1912 (1873).
Payn S = James Payn, Sunny Stories. L.
Payne Al = L. W . Payne, Word-List from East Alabama
(Univ. of Texas). 1909.
P E = Present English.
Peacock M or S = Peacock's Memoirs of Shelley, ed. BrettSmith. L 1909.
Pegge Anecd = S. Pegge, Anecdotes of the English Language.
2nd ed. 1814.
Peele D = George Peele, David and Bethsabe, in Manly's
Specimens of Pre-Shakespearean Drama II (page).
Pennell L = Elizabeth Robins Pennell, The Lovers. L 1917.
pf = perfect.
P G or PhilGr = Otto Jespersen, The Philosophy of Grammar.
L 1924.
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Philips L = F. C. Philips, As in a Looking-Glass. T 1886.
Phillips P = Stephen Phillips, Paolo and Francesca. L 1900
(1899).
Phillpotts G R = Eden Phillpotts, The Gray Room. T 1922
(1921).
K
=
—
The Three Knaves. L 1912.
M
=
—
The Mother. L 1908.
PhSt = Phonetische Studien. Marburg.
Pinero B = Arthur W . Pinero, The Benefit of the Doubt. L
1895.
M =
—
The Magistrate. L 1897 (1885).
Q =
—
The Gay Lord Quex. L 1900
(1899).
T =
—
The Second Mrs. Tanqueray. L
1895 (1893).
pi = plural.
plpf = pluperfect.
Plunket Greene E = R. and E. Plunket Greene, Eleven-Thirty
till Twelve. L 1934.
P M L A = Publ. of the Mod. Lang. Ass. of America.
Poe
= Edgar Allan Poe, Works. L 1872.
Selections. L (1887?) (Cassell's Red
S=
—
Libr.).
Pope = Alexander Pope, Poetical Works. L 1892 (Globe ed.).
Poutsma = H. Poutsma, A Grammar of Late Modern English.
2nd ed. 1928; the later vols, in 1st ed.
pple = participle.
prep. = preposition.
Priestley A
= J. B. Priestley, A d a m in Moonshine. L 1927.
AP =
—
Angel Pavement (1931).
B
=
—
Benighted. L 1929.
F
=
—
Faraway. L 1932.
G
=
—
The Good Companions. LI930
(1929).
prs = present.
prt = preterit.
Progr = Otto Jespersen, Progress in Language. L 1894.
ptc = participle.
Puttenham = George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie.
Arber. (1589).
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Q = quarto.
(q) = quoted second-hand.
Quentin P = Patrick Quentin, A Puzzle for Fools. L 1936.
Quiller-Couch M = Arthur T. Quiller-Couch,Major Vigoureux.
L 1907.
T =
—
Troy Town. L
n.d. (1888).
Quincey = Thomas D e Quincey, Confessions of an OpiumEater, etc. L 1901 (MM).
Raleigh M = Walter A. Raleigh, Milton. L (1900).
S =
—
Style. L 1904 (1897).
Sh =
—
Shakespeare. L 1907.
Rea Six = Lorna Rea, Six Mrs. Greenes. L 1929.
Read K = Opie Read, A Kentucky Colonel.
Redford W = John Redford, W y t and Science in Manly's
Specimens I 421ff. Quoted by verse (ab. 1530 ace. to N E D ) .
Rehearsal = George Villiers, The Rehearsal. Arber. (1671).{
Richardson G = Samuel Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison.
L 1754.
Ridge B
= William Pett Ridge, 69 Birnam Road. L 1907.
=
—
N a m e of Garland. T (1907).
G
L
=
—
Lost Property. L 1902.
ME =
—
MordEm'ly.L 1918 (1898).
N
=
~
Nearly Five Million. L
1907.
S
=
—
A Son of the State. L
(6d. ed.) (1899).
Ritchie M = Anne Thackeray Ritchie, Chapters from Some
Memoirs. T 1896.
Roberts M = Morley Roberts, The Private Life of Henry Maitland. L 1912.
[Leigh] Rogers, Wine of Fury. L 1924 (Grant Richards).
Roister = [Udall,] Ralph Roister Doister. Arber. (1553?).
Roosevelt A = Theodore Roosevelt, American Ideals. N.Y.
1901.
Rose Mac(aulay), see M — .
Royce R = Josiah Royce, Rare Questions. N.Y. 1908.
Ru(skin) C = John Ruskin, The Crown of Wild Olive. L 1904
(1866).
F =
—
Readings in Fore Clavigera. 1902.
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Ru(skin) O n P = John Ruskin, Ruskin on Painting. N.Y.
1879.
P
=
—
Praeterita. L 1907.
S
=
—
Sesame and Lilies. L 1904
(1864).
Sel =
—
Selections. 2 vols. L 1893.
T
=
—
Time and Tide. L 1904 (1867).
U
=
—
UntoThisLast.L 1895(1861).
Russell E d = Bertrand Russell, O n Education. L 1926.
FO =
—
Freedom and Organisation
(1934).
SE =
—
Sceptical Essays. L 1928.
SR =
—
Principles of Social Reconstruction. L 1917.
W =
—
What I Believe (1925).
Sackville-West E = V. Sackville-West, The Edwardians. T
1931 (1930).
Saintsbury = George Saintsbury, A Short History of English
Literature. L 1919 (MM).
Salt Joy = Sarah Salt, Joy is m y Name. L 1929.
Savage O W = R. H . Savage, M y Official Wife. T 1891.
Sayere G N
= Dorothy M . Sayere, Gaudy Night. L 1935.
HC
=
—
Have His Carcase. L
1934.
HH
=
—
Hangman's Holiday. L
1934.
NT
=
—
The Nine Tailors. Albatross 1934.
UnnD =
—
Unnatural Death. L1935.
sb = substantive.
So = Scottish.
Schreiner T = Olive Schreiner, Trooper P. Halket. L 1897.
Scott A
= Walter Scott, The Antiquary. Edinb. 1821
(1816) (canto and stanza).
I(v)
=
—
Ivanhoe. Everyman (1819).
LL
=
—
The Lady of the Lake. Edinb.
1874 (1810).
O or O M =
—
Old Mortality. Oxford 1906
(1816).
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Seeley E = John R. Seeley, The Expansion of England. L
1883.
L =
—
Lectures and Essays. L 1895.
Selden = John Selden, Table Talk. Arber's Reprints (1689).
sg = singular.
Sh = William Shakespeare. Abbreviations of plays, etc, as in
Schmidt's Shakespeare-Lexicon (As = As Y o u Like It. R 2
= Richard the Second. H 4 A = First Part of Henry the
Fourth. Tp = Tempest, etc. Wint (notWT) = Winter's Tale.
Lines numbered as in the Globe ed. Spelling as in the Folio
of 1623. — Sh? E 3 = Edward the Third, ed. Warnke and
Proesoholdt. Halle 1886.
Sh-lex. = Alexander Schmidt, Shakespeare-Lexicon. 3rd ed.
Berlin 1902.
Shaw 1
2
A

= G. Bernard Shaw, Plays. Unpleasant. L 1898.
=
—
Plays. Pleasant. L 1898.
=
—
Androcles and the Lion, etc.
L 1916.
B
=
—
John Bull's Other Island.
L 1907.
C
=
—
Cashel Byron's Profession.
L 1901.
D
=
—
The Doctor's Dilemma. L
1911.
F
=
—
Fabianism. L.
Ibsen =
—
The Quintessence of Ibsenism. L.
IW
=
—
A n Intelligent Woman's
Guide to Socialism.L1928.
J
=
—
John Bull's Other Island.
L 1907.
StJ
=
—
Saint Joan. L 1924.
M
=
—
M a n and Superman. L 1903.
M s
=
—
Misalliance, The Dark Lady,
Fanny's First Play. L
1914.
p
=
—
Three Plays for Puritans. L
1901.
T T

=

~

Too True to be Good. T
1935.
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= Percy Bysshe Shelley, Poetical Works, ed.
Hutchinson. Oxford
1904.
L
=
—
Letters, ed. Ingpen. L
1909.
P
=
—
[Prose,] Essays and Letters. L (Camelot).
PW =
—
Prose Works, ed. R. H.
Shepherd. 2 vols. L
1912.

Mary Shelley F = Frankenstein (Everyman) (1818).
Sher(idan) = Richard B. Sheridan, Dramatic Works. T.
Sherriff F = R. C. Sherriff, The Fortnight in September. T (1931).
Sidney A = Philip Sidney, Apologie for Poetrie. Arber's Reprints (wr. ab. 1580).
Sinclair R = Upton Sinclair, The Industrial Republic. L 1907.
Sitwell M = Osbert Sitwell, Miracle on Sinai. Albatross 1934
(1933).
Smedley F = Frank Smedley, Frank Fairleigh. T (1850).
Smollett R = Tobias Smollett, Roderick Random. Everyman
(1748).
Sonnenschein = E. A. Sonnenschein, A N e w English Grammar.
Oxford 1921.
Southey L = Robert Southey, Letters, ed. M. H. Fitzgerald.
Oxford 1912 (World's Classics).
Spect(ator) = Addison, etc, The Spectator, ed. Morley. L 1888.
Spencer A = Herbert Spencer, Autobiography. L 1904.
E =
—
Essays. L 1883.
Ed =
—
OnEduoation. L 1882 (1861).
F =
—
Facts and Comments. L 1902.
M =
—
M a n versus the State. L 1884.
Spenser F Q = E d m u n d Spenser, The Faery Queen in the Globe
ed.
Spies K S = H. Spies, Kultur und Sprache im neuen England.
Lpz. 1925.
Stacpoole C = H. de Vere Stacpoole, Cottage.
StE = Standard English.
Stedman O = A. M . M . Stedman, Oxford. L 1887.
Steel F = Flora A. Steel, O n the Face of the Waters. L (1896).
Stephen L =^ Life and Letters of Leslie Stephen. L 1906.
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= Laurence Sterne, Works. L 1885 (Nimmo).
M =
—
Tristram Shandy and A Sentimental Journey. L 1911 (MM).

Stev(enson) A

= Robert Louis Stevenson, The Art of Writing. L 1905.
=
—
TheBlackArrow.
L 1904 (1888).
=
—
Catriona. L
(1893).
=
—
The Dynamiter. 1895
(1885).
=
—
Dr. Jekyll and

B
C
D

JH

Mr. Hyde. T
JHF =

—

K

=

—

M

=

—

M B

=

—

*"

=

—

•"

T

U =
V =

=

—

=

—

—
—

1886.
Dr. Jekyll, etc,
and Other
Fables. L1896.
Kidnapped. L
1886.
The Merry Men.
L 1896 (1887).
M e n and Books.
L 1901 (1882).
Memoirs and
Portraits. L
1900 (1887).
N e w Arabian
Nights. L n.d.
(1882).
Treasure Island.
L (Cassell)
(1882).
Underwoods. L
1894 (1887).
Virginibus Puerisque. L 1894
(1881).

sth = something.
Stockton R = Francis R. Stockton, Rudder Grange (1879).
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Stoffel Int = Cornelis Stoffel, Intensives and Downtoners.
Heidelberg 1901.
S
=
—
Studies in English. Zutphen
1894.
Storm E P h = Johan Storm, Englische Philologie. Lpz. 1892,
1896.
Strachey E V = Lytton Strachey, Eminent Victorians. L 1926
(Phoenix Libr.) (1918).
QV =
—
Queen Victoria. L 1928 (ib)
(1921).
Straw = Jack Straw, ed. H. Schiitt. Heidelberg 1901 (1593).
Street A = G. S. Street, Autobiography of a Boy. L 1894.
E =
—
Episodes. L 1895.
Strong B = L. A. G. Strong, The Brothers. L 1933 (1932).
Sutro F = Alfred Sutro, Five Little Plays. L 1912.
Sweet E
= Henry Sweet, Elementarbueh des gesprochenen
Englisch. Lpz. 1886.
NEG =
—
A N e w English Grammar. Oxford 1892, 1898.
P
=
—
A Primer of Spoken English.
Oxford 1890.
S
=
—
The Practical Study of Languages. L 1899.
Swift
= Jonathan Swift, Works. Dublin 1785.
J
=
—
Journal to Stella, ed. Aitken.
L 1901.
P
=
—
Polite Conversation, ed. Saintsbury. L 1892 (1738).
T
=
—
The Tale of a Tub. L 1760 (1704).
UL =
—
Unpublished Letters of Dean
Swift, ed. Birkbeck Hill. L
1899.
Swinburne A = Algernon Charles Swinburne, Atalanta in
Calydon,
etc. T.
E =
—
Erechtheus. L
1876.
L =
—
Love's Cross
Currents. T
1905.
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Swinburne SbS = Algernon Charles Swinburne, Songs before
Sunrise. L
1903 (1871).

Sh =

T

=

—

-A- Study of

—

Shakespeare.
L (1879).
Tristram of
Lyonesse. L
1884 (1882).

Swinnerton S = Frank Swinnerton, Summer Storm. T 1927
(1926).
Tarkington F
MA

=
=

PI

=

Tu

=

Tenn(yson)

Booth Tarkington, TheFlirt.Ln.d. (1913).
—
The Magnificent
Ambersons. N.Y.
1918.
—
The Plutocrat. N.Y.
1927.
—
The Turmoil. N.Y.
1934 (1915).

= Alfred Tennyson, Poetical Works in one vol.
L 1894.
L =
—
Life and Letters. T 1899.
Thack B = William M . Thackeray, Burlesques. L 1869.
E =
—
Henry Esmond. T (1852).
H =
—•
History of Sam. Titmarah
and The Great Hoggarty Diamond. L
1878 (1841).
N =
—
The Newoomes. L 1901
(1853).
P =
—
The History of Pendennis. 1 vol. ed.; sometimes quoted from T, 3
vols. (1848-50).
S =
—
The Book of Snobs. L
1900 (1848).
Sk =
—
Sketches and Travels in
London. L 1901.
V =
—
Vanity Fair. L 1890
(1847-48).
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Thenks = Thenks Awf'lly. Sketches in Cockney. L 1890.
Thomson S = James Thomson, The Seasons, etc, ed. J. L. Robertson. Oxford 1881.
Towneley = The Towneley Plays, ed. England. E.E.T.S. 1897.
Tracy P = L. Tracy, The Park Lane Mystery. L (1924 ?).
Trampe Bodtker C = Critical Contributions to Early English
Syntax. Christiania 1908.
Trelawny R = E. J. Trelawny, Recollections of Shelley, etc
L 1906 (1858).
Trollope A
B
D
O
W

= Anthony Trollope, Autobiography. Oxford 1923
(World's Classics) (1883).
=
—
Barchester Towers (Bonn's
Libr.) (1857).
=
—
The Duke's Children. T
(1880).
=
—
A n Old Man's Love. T.
=
—
The Warden. L 1913 (Bonn's
Libr.) (1855).

Twain H = Mark Twain [Samuel Clemens], Huckleberry
Finn. T (1884).
M =
—
Life on the Missisippi. L 1887
(1883).
S =
—
The Stolen White Elephant.
Tylor A = Edward B. Tylor, Anthropology. L 1881.
U S or U. S. = the United States of America.
Vachell H = Horace A. Vachell, The Hill. L 1905.
V a V (also Vices & V.) = Vices and Virtues, ed. Holthausen.
vb =s verb.
vg = vulgar.
Walker L = Hugh Walker, Literature of the Victorian Era.
Cambridge 1910.
O =
—
Outlines of Victorian Literature.
Cambridge 1913.
Walpole A
= Hugh Walpole, All Soul's Night. L 1933 (MM).
C
=
—
The Cathedral. L 1922.
Cp =
—
Captives. L 1920.
DF =
—
The Dark Forest. L (Nelson)
(1916).
DW =
—
TheDuohessofWrexe. (1914).
F
=
—
Fortitude. (1913).
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Walpole G M = Hugh Walpole, The Green Mirror. (1918).
OL =
—
The Old Ladies. T (1924).
RH =
—
Portrait of a Man with Red
Hair. L 1925.
RH =
—
Rogue Herries. L 1930.
SC =
—
The Secret City. (1919).
ST =
—
The Silver Thorn. T 1928.
W
=
—
Wintersmoon. L 1928.
CN =
—
Captain Nicholas. T (1934).
Walton A = Izaak Walton, The Compleat Angler. L 1653.
Ward D = Mrs. Humphrey Ward, David Grieve. T 1892.
E =
—
Eleanor. L 1900.
F =
—
Fenwick's Career. L 1906.
M =s
—
The Marriage of William
Ashe. L (Nelson) (1905).
R =
—
Robert Elsmere. T (1888).
Washington U = Booker Washington, Up from Slavery. N.Y.
1905.
Waugh B M = Evelyn Waugh, Black Mischief. Albatrossl933.
W
=• Alec Waugh, Wheels within Wheels. L 1933.
Wells A
= H. G. Wells, Anticipations. L 1902 (1901).
B
=
—
Bealby. Conard. 1915.
Bish =
—
The Soul of a Bishop. L (1917).
Blw =
—
Mr. Bletchworthy on Rampole
Island. T 1929 (1928).
Br =
—•
Mr. Britling Sees it Through. L
1916.
CI =
—
The World of William Clissold. L
1926.
EA =
—
An Experiment in Autobiography.
L 1934.
EL =
—
An Englishman Looks at the
World. T (1914).
F
=
—
The Future in America. L 1907
(1906).
Fm =
—
The First Men in the Moon. L (Nelson) (1901.
H
=
—
The Wife of Sir Isaac Harman.
L 1914.
Inv =
The Invisible Man. L 1924 (1897).
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Wells J P
K
L
M
Ma
N

= H . G. Wells, Joan and Peter. L 1918.
=
—
Kipps. L (Nelson) (1905).
=
—
Love and Mr. Lewisham. L 1900.
=
—
Mankind in the Making. L 1903.
=
—
Marriage. T (1912).
=
—
The N e w Machiavelli. L 1911
(1910).
OH =
—
Outline of History. L 1920.
Par =
—
Mr. Parman. L 1930.
PF =
—
The Passionate Friends. L (1913).
T
=
—
Twelve Stories and a Dream. L
(6d. ed.) (1903).
TB =
—
Tono-Bungay. T (1909).
TM =
—
The Time Machine. L 1895.
TM* =
—
—
Cheap ed. 1911.
U
=
—
A Modern Utopia. L 1905.
=
—
A n n Veronica. L 1909.
V
W W =
—
The W a r of the Worlds. L 1912
(Nelson) (1898).

Westermarck M = Edward Westermarck, The History of
H u m a n Marriage. L 1894.
Wharton H M = Edith Wharton, The House of Mirth. N.Y.
1905.
White N — Percy White, The N e w Christians. T.
Whitman L = Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass. Boston 1898
(1855).
Whittier = John Greenleaf Whittier, Poetical Works. Oxford
ed. 1904.
= Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray. N.Y.
n.d. (1891).
H =
—
The Happy Prince. L 1889 (1888).
Im =
—
The Importance of Being Earnest.
Ln.d. (1895).
In =
—
Intentions. L 1891 (Engl. Libr.).
L =
—
LordArthurSavile'sCrime.T(1887).
P =
—
D e Profundis. L 1905.
R =
—
The Ballad of Reading Gaol. L 1898.
S =
—
Sebastian Melmoth. L 1904.
Wilder H = Thornton Wilder, Heaven's M y Destination. N.Y.
1934.

Wilde D
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Wilkins P = Wilkins, Pericles, ed. Mommsen. Oldenburg 1857.
Williamson L = C. N . <fc A. M . Williamson, The Lightning
Conductor. L
(Nelson).
p =
The Princess Passes. L (ib).
T = D. Williamson, Twenty-Five Years Reign. L
1935.
Wister G = Owen Wister, General Grant. 1900.
W L L = Ward, Lock & Co.'s London. L 1927.
Woolf D = Virginia Woolf, Mrs. Dalloway. T 1929 (1925).
Wordsw (orth)
= William Wordsworth, Poetical Works, ed.
Hutchinson (Oxf.
ed.). Sometimes
quoted from Macmillan's 1 vol. ed.
Lit =
—
Literary Criticism.
L 1905 (Frowde).
P =
—
The Prelude (book
and line).
Worth S = Nicholas Worth, The Southerner. N.Y. 1909.
Wright EDG(r) = Joseph Wright, English Dialect Grammar.
R
= Elizabeth Mary Wright, Rustic Speech and
Folk-lore. Oxford 1913; cf. E D D .
Wulfing = J. Ernst Wulfing, Die Syntax in den Werken Alfreds
des Grossen. Bonn 1894-1901.
YeatsCC = W.B.Yeats, The Countess Cathleen. L 1920 (1892).
Yonge G = Charlotte M . Yonge, A Book of Golden Deeds.
L n.d.
Young PC, see Brett Young.
Zangwill G = Israel Zangwill, The Grey Wig. L 1903.

Chapter I

Word-Classes
1.11. I have in this work in the main followed the
traditional system of word-classes ('parts of speech').
See on the theory in general chs IV-VI of PhilGr.
Here I shall chiefly deal with the manner in which
words belonging to one class are derived from words
of another class, with or without change. I shall continually refer to the Morphology presented in vol VI,
much of which will here be repeated in a different arrangement. The numbers in parentheses refer to vol VI
if nothing is said to the contrary. Unimportant classes
have been left out.
1.1a. A great m a n y English words may, if considered
isolatedly (as parts of 'language'), belong to more
classes than one; but in each particular application (in
'speech') they can only belong to one, and it is generally easy to determine which one. Fight is a vb in they
fight, but a sb in theirfightand thisfight.Walk, in the
same way, is a sb infeetakes a walk / they took a walk j
two walks, but a vb in they walk, he walks, he (they)
walked.
Compare also:
His former love for her (sb).
H e loved her once (vb).
The two words love are related to each other as admiration and admire.
See especially vol V I 6.12.
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Substantives
1.2i. Substantives m a y be formed from any wordclass or from word-groups, even from sentences, as
'quotation-words', vol II 8.21, e. g. Y o u r late was
misheard as light \ There should be two l's in his n a m e |
All the "Thou shalt not's" of the Bible.
Sbs (and vbs) from various word-classes with repetition: clop-clop, etc, vol V I 10.2. W i t h change of vowel:
chit-chat, tittle-tattle, pitter-pat, bim-bam-bwm vol V I 10.3
With change of consonant: hanky-panky, argle-bargle,
airy-fairy, hurdy-gurdy, etc, vol V I 10.4.
1.2s. Sbs m a y be formed from other sbs with the
endings
-ate, -at: cardinalate, proletariat (24.8)
-cy: chaplaincy (13.22), aristocracy (13.23)
-dom: d u k e d o m (25.35)
-hood: brotherhood (25.3)
-ism: Americanism (19.95)
-ship: authorship (25.33).
These are mainly predicative nexus-sbs.
-eer, -ier, -yer: engineer, hosier, lawyer (14.5^ 15.5)
-er: Londoner, widower (14.3!ff.).Cf below-er from vbs.
-ist: pianist, copyist (19.9)
-He: Pittite, pittite (24.7)
-ster: gunster, barrister (15.1).
These are chiefly agent-nouns of various kinds.
-ade: lemonade (24.2)
-age: anchorage, cottage (24.3)
-ess: princess, actress, duchess (19.1)
-et, -ette: turret, cigarette, suffragette (24.6)
-ie, -y: archie, Billy, baby (13.4)
-let: brooklet (23.4)
-ling: sapling (23.5).
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1.23. Sbs m a y be formed from adjs
(1) without any ending, chiefly to denote concretes
(persons or things); the chief criterion is the possibility
of having a pi in -s: the whites, natives, Liberals, elders;
sweets, vegetables, evils, dailies, etc (vol II ch I X and
ib 8.14). This should be kept strictly apart from the use
of adjs as primaries, the poor, etc (vol II ch X I ) ,
(2) with endings to denote predicative nexus-words:
-ance, -ence, -ancy, -ency: abundance, excellence, -cy,
constancy (21.63)
-hood: falsehood (25.3)
-ice: justice (19.92) where cowardice should be added).
-th: depth (24.45)
-tude: exactitude (24.98)
-ty: nobility (24.9).
1.24. Sbs m a y be formed from vbs
(1) without any ending: approach, build (7.1 ff.).
O n voice-alteration: belief from believe see vol V I ch
X I I ; on sbs in -tch from vbs in -k see ib 12.5; on difference in stress 11.9,
(2) with one of the following endings to denote nexussbs:
-ade: blockade (24.2)
-age: marriage (24.3)
-al: acquittal (22.2)
-ance, -ence: frequence, importance (21.63, on forms in
-cy see 21.6S)
-ation: organization (21.7)
-ery:fishery(15.72)
-fication: purification (25.13)
-ing: breaking (21.9, cf vol V ch VIII)
-ion (-sion, -tion): acquisition, addition, extension, suggestion (21.7)
-ment: banishment (21.8)
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-o(u)r: error (15.62)
-ure: closure (15.6X)
-y: enquiry (13.2i),
(3) with one of the following endings to denote agents:
-er, -or: baker, protector (14.1iff.,-erer 14.4)
-io(u)r: warrior, saviour (14.52)
ster: brewster, spinster (15.1)
-trix: testatrix (15.94),
(4) in -ee implying dependent nexus: nominee (13.6).
Adjectives
1.3i. Adjectives m a y be formed from sbs
(1) without any ending: chief (vol LT ch XIII on the
relation between adjunctal use of sbs and transition
into adjs),
(2) with one of the endings
-al: suicidal, commercial, sexual (22.1)
-an: Lutheran (21.1)
-ar.m oracular (15.4)
-ary, -ory: fragmentary, contributory (15.8)
-ean: Jacobean (21.L,)
-ed: talented, blue-eyed (24.1)
-en: golden, brazen, maiden (20.4)
-ern: southern (21.52)
-ese: journalese (19.8)
-esque: Kiplingesque (19.66)
-ful: doubtful (23.2)
-ic(al): heroic, hestoric(al) (22.3)
-ine: labyrinthine (21.4)
-ish: childish (19.6)
-less: endless (23.3)
-like: godlike (23.1)
-ly: scholarly (22.7)
-proof: bulletproof (25.28)
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-ous: venomous (19.7)
-y: bloody (13.3).
Adjs m a y be formed from adjs with the endings
-fold: manifold (25.27)
-ish: blueish (19.63)
-ly: sickly (22.74 )
-y: bluey (13.36); with repetition: goody goody, hightyflighty (13.48).
1.3a. Numeral adjs from other numerals:
-th: seventh (24.4!)
-teen: sixteen (irregular: thirteen, fifteen)
-ty: sixty (irregular: thirty, fifty; in spelling: forty).
1.33. Adjs m a y be formed from vbs with the endings
-ant, -ent: triumphant, persistent (21.6)
-alive: talkative, contemplative (25.24)
-ble: eatable, persuasible, soluble (22.6)
-ful: forgetful (23.22)
-ive: active (25.2X)
-less: dauntless (23.32)
-y: quaky (13.37).
Participles, (1) in -ing, (2) formed in various other
ways, m a y in some respects be considered adjs.

Verbs
1.4i. Verbs m a y be formed from sbs
(1) without any ending: a r m (6.2ff.);with change of
vowel: bleed (11.5), with change of stress: object (11.9,
cf vol I 5.7), with change of consonant: prove (12.2 ff.),
(2) with the endings
-en: lengthen (20.5)
-fy: personify (25.lx)
-ize (-ise): symbolize (19.4).
O n transitive and intransitive uses of vbs from sbs
see vol III 16.6.
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1.42. Vbs m a y formed from adjs
(1) without any change: calm, black (6.9ls 20.5J
. (2) with the endings
-en: blacken (20.5)
-fy: clarify (25.1).
O n transitive and intransitive uses of vbs from adjs
see vol III 16.5.
Vbs m a y be formed from advs without any change:
out (6.93).
Adverbs

1.5i. Adverbs from substantives m a y be formed with
the endings
-ling(s): sideling(s) (23.6)
-ly: hourly (22.92)
-s: needs (18.1).
1.5a. Adverbs m a y be formed from adjs
(1) without any change. This depends on the O E
adverbial ending -e, which was to some extent retained
in M E : dene, dere, faste, harde, loude, slowe, and then
disappeared.
The obsolete adj fain (OE fcegen 'glad') is in M o d E
hardly ever used except predicatively (he is fain to 'he
is glad to, rejoices to' passing into 'he is obliged to'); in
the combination would fain (do...) it was originally in
apposition to the subject, but was then apprehended as
an adv 'gladly, willingly': Mi S A 1535 Yet Hope would
fain subscribe.
1.53. (2) with the ending -ly (22.8). O n words in -ly
derived from sbs which can be used both as adjs and
advs see vol V I 22.92; on -lily ib 22.93.
As advs = adjs which never take -ly, we m a y mention little, less, least, much, more, enough; long; bett
best, worse, worst.
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1.54. No fixed boundary can be drawn between adjs
and advs.
(a) This isfirstseen in cases in which a predicative
approaches the status of an adv; m a n y instances are
given in vol III 17.2 ff.: go fast, run deep, arrive
punctual (Hope, 17.25), he heavy, speak fair, play false,
the fire burns clear, smell sweet, ring true, look foolish, etc; on the use of advs in -ly in such cases see ib
17.57.
(b) Next w e have what in vol II 15.2 I termed adjective-subjunct: an adj placed before another adj in adjunctal use, functions virtually as an adv: burning hot,
wide open, wide awake; u n c o m m o n good, extraordinary
meek, precious poor, mighty quick, jolly beastly, terrible strong, devilish clever; bitter cold, dead tired, etc,
some of these combinations, however, having a colloquial or vulgar ring. This has led to the two words very
and pretty becoming in fact advs. O n new(ly)-born and
moderately) sized see vol II 15.3.
(c) Thirdly, w e have combinations like sweep the room
clean, beat one hollow, etc, in which I think w e have the
adj, not the adv, as predicative in a simple nexus as
object of result; see vol V 3.7, cf 3.72 and especially 3.8:
cut each other dead, taking things easy, catch it bad, etc.
N E D looks upon easy in take it easy, let one off easy as
an adv.
(d) In the familiar "This is easier said than done"
most grammarians will probably take easier as an adv
(— more easily said than done), but a different analysis
is perhaps also possible: easier as an adj (predicative)
and said and done as appositional (easier when said
than w h e n done).
In the following lists the letters (a), (b), (c), (d) refer
to the above classes.
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1.5s. In several cases we have two adverbial forms,
one = the adj and the other with -ly. These are often
differentiated, the former being used of time, etc, and
the latter usually of manner and often in a figurative
sense.
The examples are here given in alphabetical order.
cheap: sell, buy cheap | he got off cheaply.
clean: clean shaven; Sh Caes I. 3.35 cleane from the
purpose; Carlyle SB- 57 he was clean gone; I had clean
forgotten it | cleanly dressed. — O n cleanly [klenli] adj
(with adv cleanlily) see vol V I 22.75.
clear: clear-cut face; the thieves got clear away; jump
clear of the hedge | he expressed himself clearly; it
will be clearly understood.
close: olose by the house; close shaven; Ruskin S 1.196
[Nature] keeps it close sealed (c) | ib 1.481 this curse
seems to follow too closely on the excess; Doyle S
1.209 you cannot guard yourself too closely.
dead: Di D 15 dead sleepy; dead certain; dead against |
deadly wounded.
dear: buy dear | (figuratively) he sold his life dearly;
love dearly; dearly beloved brethren (in church
phraseology).
deep: deep-set eyes; Carlyle S R 89 sunk us so deep in thy
troublous dim Time-Element; be deep in debts; D i D o
143 deep-laid scheming; he drinks deep | deeply
offended; Ruskin S 1.205 he is thinking deeply; he
deeply regrets.
direct: he went direct to Paris (without detours) | he
left directly after the sermon; directly opposed tendencies.
due: due north | it was duly confirmed.
easy: take it easy (c); formerly frequent (Sh, etc) in cases
where now easily. Cf above on easier.
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even: even then, even if | spread evenly.
evil: formerly frequent as an adv ( N E D quotations up to
1693 and 1749) Sh Lr I. 1. 169 thou dost euill (sb?) |
evilly disposed.
fair: promise, bid fair; copy fair (c) | deal fairly with him.
false: Dryden [q N E D s. v. spell v.2 3] it is false spelle
throughout this book; Darwin L 3.10 Lyell's memory
plays him false when he says ... (a) | falsely accused.
fast: run fast; play fast and loose (a); fast asleep |
fastly (rare): fastly bound.
fit: Thack P 2.32 She cried fit to break your heart;
Caine M 52 I was tremblingfitto drop; Parker R
15 he can sing a comic songfitto make you die; I
laughedfitto die (a?) |fitlyarranged.
fiat: fall flat (a) | I tell you flatly.
free: I got itfreeof charge | he drinksfreely;criticize
freely.
full: full well (nearly obsolete); full many (poet.); Di
D o 272 full dressed; he looked m e full in the face |
fully satisfied.
hard: he works hard, strives hard, itfreezeshard; he
is hard up; hard by the church | hardly; see VI 22.9X
and add: Di D o 54 Joe has been hardly used; he took
it hardly; hardly earned money.
high: high up in the air; play high; Di D o 285 I have
looked for you high and low | highly cultivated,
excited; think highly of some one.
fust: just now, just at that spot (moment); I just
managed it j justly accused.
late: better late than never; soon or late; he works
early and late; late in the day | he was lately seen
in this neighbourhood.
like: he behaved just like you | likely see vol VI 22.94.
loud: speak loud (a) | (morefiguratively)proclaim loud-
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ly; praise loudly, cf Scott Poet. W 88 A n d loudly
Marmion's bugle blew ... Some clamour'd loud for
armour lost.
low: speak low; bow low (a); G E A 1.108 curtseying
low | lowly b o m (N.B. lowly also as an adj).
near: he stood near the door; near akin (related) | it
touches m e nearly; not nearly enough; cf vol V I 22.9!.
new: newly see vol II 15.31.
plain: speak plain (a); Sterne 26 I told you as plain as
words could tell you such a thing | plainly (common).
pretty: vol II 15.22 J prettily dressed.
quick: come, go quick (a); Galsw Car 897 Under the
new sun, where blood ran quicker than in this foggy
land | it must be made quickly, or not at all; quickly
afterwards (NED).
right: serves you right; Right Reverend; right away,
through, up, down | you rightly suppose; I don't
rightly know; Ruskin S 1.117 to the rightly perceiving mind.
round: round about, look round; the car will be round
in a minute | tell him roundly (— 'flatly'); written
roundly, but without a flourish.
scarce: as an adv archaic | scarcely (now the usual form).
short: stop short (a), break (snap) short (off) (NED) (b), cut
short (c); the effect came short of their desire (='did
not amount to', N E D ) | shortly 'briefly, abruptly, in
a short time'; shortly after.
sound: sound asleep | he slept soundly; she reasons
soundly; he ought to be soundly thrashed.
still: he is still alive; still better | stilly (rare; V I 22.83).
straight: walk straight before you (a); straight across;
ask him straight(-)away; straight forward | straightly
(same meaning; rare).
strong: he comes it strong (a); Di Ch 20 it blew so
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strong; still going strong (a); Trollope D 190 go in
hard and strong for committees | strongly built; he
strongly opposed the measure.
swift, swiftly without difference, cf Pope 34 Nor half so
swift the trembling doves can fly ... Not half so
swiftly thefierceeagle moves.
wide: wide open, wide awake (b); Fox 2.115 he answers
wide of the mark | widely separated; we differ widely
from each other.
wrong: go wrong (a), read wrong; Spectator no. 405 several of the Words were wrong spelt, cf Storm E P h 729;
Austen P 186 she has been acting wrong | wrongly
(the usual adv).
O n -ly added to superlatives (mostly, lastly) and
ordinals (firstly, etc) see vol VI 22.96.
O n usual and more than usually see ib 22.98 and add
the quotations: Austen M 302 they sat much longer
than usual in the dining-parlour j G E A 1.178 She
would have wanted to put on her hat earlier than
usual, only she had told Captain D. that she usually
set out about eight o'clock | Hardy F 39 he called as
usual to the dogs j] Garnett 44 more than usually
despondent | Stevenson V P 123 more than usually
black thoughts.
1.56. Sure at the beginning of a sentence is seemingly
an adv (Sure, you have not forgotten . . . ) , but is
really a predicative adj (without a vb), hke true, etc.
See vol III 17.97. It is placed parallel to the adv surely
in Keats 2.155 Sure I have heard ... Surely I have
traced ...
Some forms in -less (23.3) are frequently used as
advs, e. g. in Sh causeless, doubtless, questionless.
these are placed infrontof the sentence, they m a y be
apprehended in the same way as sure above. Other

c
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words in -less, e.g. blameless, needless, are only used as
adjs, and advs in -ly are formed from them. As an adj,
doubtless is generally supplanted by indubitable.
Previous to (more c o m m o n than previously to) is now
a kind of composite preposition, but previous must be
analyzed as an adjective in apposition to the whole
sentence. In the same way w e have preparatory to
and prior to:
Examples: L a m b R 30 he was come to pass one
night at Widford, previous to his departure for Edinburgh | Bronte P 3 m y father became bankrupt a short
time previous to his death | ib 98 what had I known
of female character previously to m y arrival? | ib 188 |
Hardy F 39 he called to the dogs, previously to shutting
them up [( Di D 216 I gave M r W . m y hand preparatory to going away myself | Wilde In 70 he was taken
back to Newgate, preparatory to his removal to the
colonies | N E D 1875 [It] seems, prior to experience,
very improbable.
If to does not follow, previously has to be used: he
had seen her a short time previously.
Analogously we have the group preposition according to and the group conjunction according as on the
one hand, and the adv accordingly on the other. On
the exceptional use of accordingly before as see vol VI
22.94.
Thus also subsequent to —• subsequently, (rare as in
Poe 340 subsequently to the period when
) | contrary to my wishes | subject to the King's consent \ ir
respective of cost.
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Chapter II

Sentence-Structure and Word-Order
2.1i. Our chief concern here is with the fully articulate sentences, those containing a subject and a finite
vb. In such sentences the vb (V) m a y be considered
the centre, round which the other parts are grouped,
the subject (S), predicative (P), and object (O) being
the parts most closely connected with the verb, while
tertiaries (advs, prepositional groups, clauses, etc) are
more peripheral.
The relation between subject, object, and predicative
in general has been dealt with in vol III chs xi-xviii;
ib 17.8-9 some kinds of not fully articulate sentences
have been mentioned (Who so smooth as Mr. M ? | all
right | She a beauty! | And we alive! | no matter | and
a good thing too | Not bad, those old times j the more
fool you | no matter what the consequences, etc).
Other kinds of inarticulate or semi-articulate sentences contain an infinitive, see vol V 20.2ff.(What to
do ? | H o w account for it ? | W h y not do it at once ? |
M y nephew marry a tragedy queen! | You coward, to
lay your hand on your wife!, etc). — Incomplete questions (What of that?, etc) and exclamations (What for!,
etc) were dealt with in vol V 25.4.
Some other types of such sentences will be dealt with
below in ch III.
W h a t determines the order in which words are arranged in speech? Here we find various principles or
tendencies, which are of a more or less universal character, though by no means strictly logical; these m a y
in certain cases be in conflict with one another, but
in others they concur. They are here, for later reference,
classed as A, B, etc.
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2.1a. (A) First we shall mention the principle of
Actuality: what is at the moment uppermost in the
speaker's mind tends to befirstexpressed. This is the
reason, or rather one of the reasons, w h y the subject
— what one is going to speak about —• is generally
given infrontposition. But it m a y also be the object,
or the predicative, or any other element that is drawn
forward in this way. Very often it is something which
has just been mentioned in a preceding sentence, thus
what some scholars (French, Danish, Dutch) call an
'anaphoric' pronoun (e. g. that, or a relative pronoun
at the beginning of a clause). Such back-reference explains the front position of such words as so (so I
am, so a m I; so long a time) and neither (neither a m I).
Examples will be given below (2.23).
The greater interest felt for persons than for things
is in vol H I 14.7J given as the reason for an indirect
object being generally placed before a direct object.
(Exceptions ib 14.73ff.).
But it is evident that this principle of actuality or
interest if carried through might easily lead to chaos,
such as is found in the jumble often heard in the speech
of small children and sometimes in the careless speech
of undeveloped minds.
2.13. (B). Precedence of modifier. A modifying word is
generally placed before that which is modified (determined, defined, specialized) by it.
This is clearly seen in a junction, where the primary
comes last:
5

4

3

2

1

A not particularly well expressed thought,
and where a genitive precedes the other sb: John's
children. In compounds the modifying element is as a
rule placedfirst:gas-light, etc (vol VT 8.2). The same
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principle applies to quantifiers, whether simple or co
sisting of a prepositional group: many women, a lot of
money, a glass of wine; quantifiers even are placed before other adjuncts: many old women, much cold water,
all young people, and often before an article: half the
way, half an hour, all the servants, both the servants,
many a man.
This principle accounts for the invariable precedence
of not, when it is a word-modifying element: not infrequently | not the slightest reason | he was found not
guilty | not quiteright,etc.
Further, it accounts for the difference between "Nearly all died" = 'they died with few exceptions' and "all
nearly died" = 'everybody was on the verge of dying'.
In a nexus it is more difficult to apply the same
principle because the relation between primary (S or 0)
and secondary (V) is not the same as in a junction. But
in AnalSynt 33.6 I maintain that "the notion expressed
by a vb is made more definite by the subject: goes is
specified in different ways when we say that the minister, the watch, time, a rumour goes, etc." If this is accepted it affords a further explanation of the prevalence of the order SV, but, it must be admitted, not of
the order V O , for the object specifies the vb, not inversely.
In a dependent nexus the subject also generally precedes the predicate part: they judged me (S) a happy man
(P) | this will make her (S) happy (P), vol V 1.7 and
ch II. Similarly the subject precedes an infinitive: this
will make the watch (S) go (I); cf also nexus-sbs: the
King's (S) arrival (X), and iwgr-combinations, whether
the subject is in the genitive or in the common case:
on Miss Sharp('s) appearing, etc. Cf on the whole question vol V, where exceptions are also mentioned.
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A preposition is generally placed before its regimen
which is 'modified' by it; similarly a conjunction is
placed at the beginning of a clause.
2.14. (C) The principle of Cohesion: ideas that are
closely connected tend to be placed together. Hence
what is closely related to the verbal idea as the centre
of a sentence is placed as near as possible to the vb :
subject, object, predicative; similarly such advs as form
a complement to the verbal idea, while other tertiaries
m a y be relegated to a more peripheral place. Hence also
an adjunct is placed either immediately before or immediately after its primary, and the same is done with
a tertiary in relation to the secondary to which it
belongs. The order of two adjuncts to the same
sb is often decided by one of them forming a composite idea with the sb: poor afflicted human nature | in
perfect good temper | a clever young man (vol LT 15.15).
A n apposed word is not so closely connected with
the head-word as an adjunct and therefore has afterposition: Edward the First | William the Conqueror | Mr.
Dimley, the president of the club | the City of Rome;
a house not his own (see vol II 15.6 for 'semi-predicative
post-adjuncts'; cf AnalSynt chs IV and XII, also ib on
Extraposition). W e have a closer connexion in He himself says so than in the synonymous He says so himself.
The power of cohesion is in some cases stronger in
colloquial speech than in literary language: isn't he
ready11., won't he come11, as against is he not ready11., wi
he not come ? A preposition is generally closely connected
with, and therefore placed just before, its regimen, but
exceptions occur, not only if the regimen is a relative
or interrogative pronoun which has to be placed in
front-position (cf vol III 10.2ff.)and in the case of the
'split infinitive' (vol V 20.4), but in other cases as well
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(below 2.34 ff.); cf also the passives he was talked of
and sympathized with. T h e role of cohesion is also seen
w h e n each to other and one to another are n o w supplanted
by to each other and to one another, and w h e n nothing
important is contrasted with no important thing (vol II
17.32). Note also the group-genitive the King of England's daughter as against M E the hinges daughter of
England.
2.15. (D) T h e principle of relative Weight also to some
extent determines word-order (cf Behaghel's "Gesetz
der wachsenden glieder"). Lighter elements can be placed
near the centre, while heavier ones are relegated to more
peripheral places: take it off | take off your hat (below,
2.87). W h o l e clauses are generally placed either at
the very beginning or at the end of the sentence of
which they form parts — thus really in 'extraposition'.
Emphasis m a y be expressed by either of these two
positions, or, in fact, as Sweet says, by putting the
word in any abnormal — that is, unexpected position.
The fight little word it is frequently placed with the
verb to avoid clumsy collocations, thus as subject in
It is fortunate that he has come | it is a pleasure to see
so many people here; as object in / take it for granted
that he will come, etc. Similarly, in He was a great poet,
that son of the Stratford butcher, William Shakespeare —
he represents the real subject, which would be too
heavy to be placedfirst.In this w a y m a n y awkward
and clumsy collocations are avoided.
A participial adj is felt to be more weighty than an
ordinary adjunct and therefore is often placed after
its primary: for the time being \ in the year following.
This is especially obvious if the participle has an object
or another supplement: in the year following his dismissal | an old gentleman turned eighty (cf vol II 15.481 ff.).
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By considering the relative weight of various parts,
and by grouping them accordingly, the sentence is
rounded off and prevented from being top-heavy.
2.1B. (E) Stress and Rhythm also to some extent influence word-order. Some instances were given in vol
III 14.7 to explain various arrangements of pronouns
as direct and indirect objects. P. Fijn van Draat,
Rhythm in English Prose (Heidelberg 1910, p. 123ff.)has
collected about 800 quotations to prove that the seemingly capricious position of the adv only is largely
decided by rhythm, chiefly to avoid the clash of strong
syllables. But his argument is not so conclusive as he
thinks, chiefly because he operates with only two degrees
of stress and overlooks the possibility of intermediate
stresses (degrees 2 and 3 between 1 and 4.) —• The same
scholar's theory of the influence of rhythm on wordorder with regard to another point has been ably criticized by E. Buyssens in ESts 1933 p. 129ff.,see
especially p. 148: "Sentence-rhythm is too proteiform
to be considered as determining this construction."
Cf also m y own criticism in vol III p. 148 of Fijn van
Draat's pet theory of rhythm in quite another field.
— A. Western's valuable paper On Sentence-Rhythm
and Word-Order in Mod. Engl. (Norsk vidsk. skriffcer
1908) is far less dogmatic than Fijn van Draat; it deals,
in fact, chiefly with the influence of logic and stress on
word-order and sentence-rhythm.
Stress is in some cases intimately connected with
Actuahty (A): what is uppermost in one's mind is
often, though not always, emphasized.
2.17. (F) These were considerations determining the
place of words from the point of view of the speaker.
But the hearer's point of view should also be taken
into consideration. It is of importance for him to know,
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as soon as possible, if what is said should be taken a
a simple positive statement, as a negative statement,
as a question, or as a wish. Hence the desirability of
placing negative advs early in the sentence, and the
use of the order V S in questions and in wishes. Various
compromises between such arrangements and the usual
order S V have been dealt with in vol V chs xxiii and
xxv, see especially the General Survey vol V 25.9;
others will be dealt with in the rest of this chapter.
2.18. (G) Tradition, too, is an important factor in
determining word-order: on a great m a n y points a
fixed word-order has become traditional, and speakers
will unconsciously arrange their thoughts and words
according to a certain pattern. This will change from
time to time. In former times the same system was
more or less carried out in English that still prevails
in other connected languages, according to which the
finite vb took the second place whenever there was an
introductory element (up went theflag\ well might he
say), but this has to a great extent been given up (cf
below 2,42). O n the whole the development has been
towards a fixed word-order as a simple consequence
of the giving up of manyflexionalendings which in
a more highly inflected language renders a free wordorder possible.
Many years ago one of m y classes at the University
of Copenhagen calculated statistically various points in
regard to word-order in different languages. I give here
only the percentages of sentences containing a subject,
a vb, and an object in the order S V O:
Prose Poetry
Gothic
Beowulf

41
16
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Prose
Alfred
Layamon
Ancrene Riwle
Chaucer
Shakespeare
Milton
Pope
Byron
Shelley
Macaulay
Carlyle
Tennyson
Dickens
Swinburne
Pinero

[2.1».

Poet]

40
48
66
84
93
88
93
89
82
87

51
86
71
68
81
85

88
91
83
97

Supplemental numbers were given by F. J. Curtis in
Anglia Beiblatt 1908, p. 143:
Bible
94
95
Kipling
90
95
Thackeray
95
Wells
Ruskin
98.5
Darwin
99.1
Shaw
99.8
Meredith
94
Stephen Phillips
80
For the sake of comparison I mention some numbers
from other languages: A Danish prose-writer (J. P. Jacobsen) had 82, a Danish poet (Drachmann) 61, Goethe
(poetry) 30, a modern German prose writer (Tovote) 31,
Anatole France 66, Gabriele d'Annunzio 49 per cent of
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the same word-order. Even if I concede that our statistics did not embrace a sufficient number of extracts
to give fully reliable results, still it is indisputable that
English shows more regularity and less caprice in this
respect than most or probably all cognate languages,
without, however, attaining the rigidity found in Chinese, where the percentage in question would be 100
(or very near it). English has not deprived itself of the
expedient of inverting the ordinary order of the members
of a sentence when required, e. g. for the sake of emphasis or poetic expression, but it makes a more sparing
use of it than German and the Scandinavian languages.
W e shall now deal with Modern English word-order
in more detail.
Word-Order in the Central Part of the Sentence
2.2i. The vb (V) is the centre of afinitesentence,
but it should be remembered that the formally finite
vb is often accompanied by a participle or an infinitive
which forms part of the verbal idea and is really the
most important part notionally. Thus we have frequent
collocations like has come, is taken, is coming, will come,
does come, even with two or three 'lesser vbs': has been
taken, will be coming, will have been taken.
If we denote the lesser vb by v, we thus have combinations like v V, v I — or v V(I) — , vx v 2 V. But in relation to the other main parts of the sentence, S and 0,
these combinations function like simple vbs as far as
word-order is concerned. As we shall see, tertiaries
m a y in some cases be inserted between the separate
parts of such a composite verbal expression. In the
following formulas V also comprises v V and v v V,
unless the opposite is expressly stated. In some cases,
however, it is necessary to keep v and V apart, e. g.
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when a subject comes between them: v S V or v S I.
Parallel to v V we have the combinations of a vb of
little notional importance with a verbal sb, which in
form is identical with the (inf. of the) vb: have a cry,
a bathe, take care, give a sigh, etc (vol VT 7.2).
It is not necessary here to give examples of the ordinary place of the subject before the vb — examples will
abound in the following sections.

VS
2.2a. This order is in some cases glottic, i. e. serves to
distinguish one kind of sentence from another. Thus in
questions, see the full treatment in vol V 25.54ff.:is
he ill"1, as against he is ill. With a full vb we have the
archaic What say you\ (vol V 25.55), where now the
periphrasis with do is used: What do you say% (O v S I).
But the formula S V also occurs in questions, chiefly
in short sentences when an affirmative answer seems
to be taken for granted; in this case intonation is the
only sign of the question (vol V 25.5X): You think so ? |
He lives here"1.
Next in wishes (subjunctive): Long five the King! |
Sh Tro II. 3.243 K n o w the whole world he is as valiant |
R o III. 2.136 W a s h they his wounds with tears | R 2 H .
1.139 Loue they to hue that Ioue and honour haue | B y
D J 11.38 Praised be all liars and all lies! — Cf 18.62.
But nowadays wishes are generally expressed by a
preposed may, which effects the compromise between the
order V S and S V through v S V(I): Marlowe E 1646
long m a y you hue | Sh Lr I. 1.186 A n d your large
speeches (0) m a y your deeds (S) approue | Austen P
284 Much good m a y it do them! (O v S I O1) | Happy
may your birthday be!
The contrast between the order in wishes and in
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ordinary statements is well brought out in Dickinson,
Europ. Anarchy 74 "The war m a y come," says one
party. "Yes," says the other; and secretly mutters,
"May the war come!"
The order S V is also found in wishes, chiefly in
fixed sentences like: God bless you | God save the
King! | Sh H 6 A IH. 2.117 Yet Heauens haue glory
for this victorie. — More examples below, 18.5X ff.
Here we m a y mention V S in stage-directions: Enter
the King, the Queen ... (originally subjunctive, hence
without -s in the 3rd pers. sg): Hankin 1.56 Is just
about to go out, when enter Stella.
More rarely the same order is found in the preterit:
Lawrence L 176 Entered the httle lady in her finery.
The word-order V S is also found extensively in
exclamations. See examples of it and of the now usual
order S V in vol V 25.47.
Note the negative expression in Galsw M 34 H o w
often have I not watched him (with other quotations
Negation p. 98). Also without an interrogatory word:
Wouldn't that be fun! = 'What fun it would be!'
Further, the inversion V S is significant in conditional
clauses without any conjunction, see vol V 21.6, where
a discussion is found of the connexion of such clauses
with the word-order in questions.
Sometimes the order V S is occasioned by the subject
being as it were an afterthought, the sentence being at
first intended as elliptical, cf below, 2.25: Walpole W
252 Must have cost a pretty penny that thing to-night |
Maugham Alt 370 Pulls you down dreadfully, this confounded malaria.
2.23. Finally, the difference between the two orders
S V and V S is glottic when it is used to distinguish
between a simple Corroboration of a remark just made
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(so I am, etc) and, on the other hand, a statement th
the remark applies equally to some one or something
else (so am I, etc). The latter type is sometimes emphasized by the addition of also or too, or after a negation, of either. Both types are introduced, when
positive, by so, and, when negative, by nor, neither, or
no more. The difference in word-order is combined with,
and explained by, a difference in stress: so I 'am: so
a m 'I.
Thus we have the following types:
(a) (He is rich) So he "is | So is 'she.
(b) (I don't beheve he is rich) Neither (Nor, N o more)
he 'is | Neither (Nor, N o more) is 'she.
But with the negative, the rule is not always observed.
Examples in positive statements of the order S V:
Sh Merch II. 6.44 A n d I should be obseru'd. — So
you are, sweet | Goldsm 648 It would be well for all
the pubhcans. — Ecod, and so it would | Di N 314 You
promised m e you'd find her out. — So I did | ib 320
you had better get back before dark. —• Thank you, so
I had | id X 26 She had a large heart! — So she had |
Thack N 283 284 London is dehghtful, and so is the
seaside | Pinero S 78 that shocks you! So it does m e |
Mackenzie S 1.163 I hke you more than I do any other
chap. — So I do you | Bennett G S 283 I've got a bad
cold. — So you have! she agreed | Hope D 54 W e m a y
see somebody. So we may.
Examples of the order V S: Sh Merch II. 4.26 ile be
gone about it straight. — A n d so will I | Swift P 69
Can you keep a secret? — Yes, I can. — Well, miss,
and so can I | ib 105 she's as old as Poles. — So will
you be, if you ben't hang'd when you're young | Di
D o 295 his eyebrows were still black, and so was much
of his hair | id D 143 your lodging will be paid by me.
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So will your washing | Ruskin S xv Perhaps you are
a little envious; but then — so is everybody else |
Browning 1.410 The Mayor looked blue; So did the
Corporation, too | Hardy F 349 Gabriel had prayed;
so would she | Stevenson J H F 171 So the physician
said in his prospectus; and so said all the citizens in
the city | Kipling L 197 I wish I were going with you.
— So do we all | Mackenzie S 1.170 I kissed Dora this
morning. — So did I Winnie | Wells O H 256 the Byzantine Empire ... its monarch had a R o m a n title no
doubt, but so for that matter had the late Tsar of
Bulgaria | Meredith H 329 N o w I'm cool, Tom, and so
must you be | Sackville-West E 242 You are a secret
sort of person, Viola ... So are you a secret sort of
person, Sebastian | Mackenzie C 177 I shall always love
you ... So shall I you | ib 183 I adore you. — So do
I you | Bennett Ace 256 You must go to bed ... So
must you go to bed, Alan answered.
Examples of both orders closely after each other:
Sh As II. 3.9 'tis the rarest argument ... And so 'tis
... To be relinquisht of the artists. So I say, both of
Galen and Paracelsus. —• Of all the learned and authenticke fellowes. — Right, so I say. —• That gaue him out
incureable. — W h y there 'tis, so say I too. ... lust,
you say well: so would I haue said | Shaw 2.214 Philip:
You were wrong. Dolly: So were you. Ph.: We're forgetting our manners, Dolly. D.: Yes, so we are | You
must go to bed now. — So I must, and so must you.
Some examples of both orders with an object m a y be
found vol III 12.72 ff.
2.24. Examples in negative statements of the order
S V: Mackenzie S 1.476 It's about time I met him. —
W h y , haven't you? Nor you have | ib 488 you would
insist that you didn't like her playing. — Nor I did |
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Sackville-West E 125 you were saying the other day
that you hadn't seen Clemmie forfiveyears. — Nor I
have | Walpole Cp 183 don't you know where Bryanston Square is ? ... If I did I wouldn't ... Quite right
— neither you would | Di D o 301 She says you couldn't
read. — N o more I can! | Thack N 814 saying that I
do not understand anything about business. N o more
I do; that is the truth | McKenna Sh 257 I didn't know
you did anything. — N o more I did, till this summer |
Stevenson T 74 I had no thought that Mr. Trelawney
would hear a word. — N o more I would, cried the
squire | Chesterton F 172 I thought you didn't beheve
in magic. — N o more I did | Benson D B 157 I said
nobody ever had got out of Tovey's without cribbing. —•
N o more they have | Jacobs L 117 I'm not aware that
I've said anything to be laughed at. — N o more you have.
The word-order V S: A V . John 8.11 N o m a n [hath
condemned me]. — Neither doe I condemne thee | Thack
(q Poutsma) Warrington did not speak. Neither did
Miss Bell speak | Allingham P 36 Uncle Andrew isn't
a lovable character. But then nor are any of them
really | Di P 439 "Well, I never heard the like of that!"
exclaimed Mary. "No more did I," said S a m | Thack
(q Poutsma) The girl had no fortune; no more had
Mrs. Sedley | id (q id) Y o u do not play to win. N o more
do I j Shaw P 137 do you like to be reminded that you
are very young ? — No. — Neither do I like to be reminded that I a m — middle aged. Cf with a different vb
in the second sentence: Macaulay E 2.105 As the Reformation did notfindthe English bigoted Papists, so neither was it conducted in such a manner as to make
them zealous Protestants.
2.25. Inversion (VS) is very frequent in a kind of
short sentences appended to main sentences to make it
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clear who or what is meant by a pronoun used loosely
in thefirstsentence: Di X 5 They had clear, loud, lusty,
sounding voices, had these Bells | id M 8 She was the
most arch and at the same time the most artless creature, was the youngest Miss Pecksniff, that you can possibly imagine | Stevenson T 11 H e has a cut on one
cheek, and a mighty pleasant way with him, particularly in drink, has m y mate Bill | ib 89 He's no fool,
is Dick | Ward E 263 it is a strange case — is Manisty's | Doyle S 1.183 It is afine,law-abiding country
is England | Wells H 329 She's not bad isn't Alice |
Walpole O L 12 She was a proud and severe lady was
Mrs. Payne | Zangwill G 117 They are a queer lot of
muddle-heads are the police | Bennett P 68 she knew
what she was about, did that young w o m a n | id W
2.238 H e will have his joke, will the doctor! | Williamson L 138 H e can do a good many things, can Lord
Lane | Crofts Ch 31 They know what they're about,
does this gang.
The opposite order is rarer in such repetitive sentences: G E M 1.6 it is puzzling work, talking is J id S 142
Ah, she has a quick wit, m y friend Priscilla has | Bennett E C h 73 They're hke that, Jewesses are | Walpole
Cp 274 but he was a weight on m y chest that fellow
was, with his long white beard J Freeman Th 325 It
has given us all a dreadful turn, this affair has.
2.26. The same word-order V S occurs, but is not
glottic, in cases where a sentence begins with some
word other than the subject; thefront-positionm a y be
due to various reasons, often to back-reference to something in a preceding sentence. As remarked above (2.18),
this order agrees with a custom found extensively in
all the cognate languages, but has largely been given
up in P E . Very frequently we have a lesser vb, so
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that the order is v S V, or, in some v V S: Thack N
202 Here will be your place.
O n the two orders S V and V S with an imperative
see vol III H.83 ff.
Front-Position of Object
2.27. W efindfront-positionof the object with the
word-order 0 V S for instance in Sh M c b I. 5.18 W h a t
thou would'st highly, That would'st thou holily |
Austen P 186 and not a note, not a line, did I receive
in the meantime | Di D 611 Not another word did
Mr. Dick utter on the subject | Doyle S 3.217 But no
trace of the body could we find | ib 5.73 Only one
little gleam of hope did I get | Locke H B 137 A sorry
figure. A n d just such a sorry figure had cut John
Baltazar [not natural].
In most cases, particularly in colloquial English, we
find the order 0 S V, e. g. Sh Mids II. 1.233 Things base
and vilde, holding no quantity, Loue can transpose to
forme and dignity | Ado III. 1.106 Some Cupid kills
with arrowes, some with traps | Mi P L 5.611 him who
disobeyes Mee disobeyes [Latin more than English] |
Keats 5.102 no one rings For coals, and therefore no
coals Betty brings | Shelley Phil. View Ref. 62 Property
thus acquired m e n leave to their children | Di D 244
talent, Mr. Micawber has; capital Mr. Micawber has
not | Kingsley H 90 The priests are jealous of the
deacons, and good cause they have | Carlyle S R 100
him what Graceful would ever love? | Swinburne L 219
the air that has nothing of her left it chafes m e to
breathe | Smedley F 2.10 The champagne breakfast on
the following morning who shall describe? | Maugham
Alt 140 pockets they had not | Walpole D W 141 his life
had been entangled with women; some he had loved,
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others he had been in love with, others again had love
him | Wells O H 294 This fact the genius of Constantine
grasped | id L 111 But the pneumatic glove there was
no explaining.
Generally the meaning is clear; but it requires some
reflexion to understand the following quotation: Shelley
Adonais 4.4 when his country's pride (0), The priest,
the slave, and the hberticide (S), Trampled and mocked
with m a n y a loathed rite.
The context makes the meaning clear in B y D J
16.89 They wondered how a young m a n so absurd (0)
Lord Henry (S) at his table should endure | Longfellow 260 A blind m a n is a poor man, and blind the
the poor m a n is, For the former seeth no man, and
the latter no m a n sees.
Intentional ambiguity is found in the oracular Sh
H 6 B I. 4. 33 The Duke yet hues, that Henry shall
depose.
The rare order 3 V O S is only justified because take
place is a set phrase = 'happen': Macaulay H 1.172 Early
in 1661 took place a general election | Crofts Ch 169
there took place what seemed to be a trifling thing.
Similarly with take root — 'thrive': Dickinson S 29
Under this shelter take root and thrive all monstrous
and parasitic growths.
2.28. A quotation, or the beginning of one, m a y be
considered the preposed object of a subsequent said or an
equivalent expression. Both orders (VS and SV) m a y be
found; V S was always used with the archaic quoth he,
etc, and is stillfrequentin short insertions merely to
indicate who spoke; the other order, SV, is perhaps
chiefly found if the manner of utterance is indicated.
This, however, does not appear clearly in the following
quotations, chosen a little at haphazard: Richardson
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G 54 He is, whispered she to me, as he ..., a young
Baronet | Bronte V 180 Fhrtation amongst the rest,
subjoined I, in thought. — W h e n do you suppose she
will return to town? he soon inquired | Chesterton F
232 that's all I can tell you, went on Flambeau carelessly | Hardy F 348 which, thought she, ... |[ Doyle S
1.15 It came by the last post, said he ... There will
call upon you to-night, at a quarter to eight o'clock,
it said,... | Phihps L 74 "That is plain enough," I think
to myself, "and very much to the point" | ib 89 "But
I assure you — " he began, nothing disconcerted |
Walpole SC 71 W h y not? he asked m e suspiciously ||
Goldsm 653 For thefirstcourse a pig and prune sauce.
— Hast. D a m n your pig, I say. — Mar. A n d damn
your prune sauce, say I [in the latter / is stressed].
2.2s>. The order V S is rare and, except in questions,
archaic when the initial word is the regimen of a preposition placed at the end of the sentence: Sh T w V. 1.57
A bawbling vessell was he captaine of [ More U 47 this
kinde of m e n muste we make most of [ G a m m e r 96 many
a good mans house haue I bin at [ Spectator 179 This
state of mind was I in [ Quincey 11 Nothing of that
sort do I pretend to | ib 181 M a n y a family party,
consisting of a man, his wife, and sometimes one or
two of their children, have I listened to | Macaulay H
2.209 What a generation of vipers do w e live among!
Examples of the usual order S V in sentences with a
preposition at the end will be found below, 2.35—2.36.
A n indirect object cannot, like a direct one, have
front-position in a sentence: to is required (vol H I
14.8,).
Front-Position of Predicative
2.3i. If a predicative precedes we have the order
P V S: [proverb] handsome is that (more rarely as)
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handsome does | such is life | Bennett B 232 a prince
is never seriously ill until he is dead. Such is statecraft | if such is the case | Di N 609 they forget these
things sometimes, and more's the pity [common, also
with the more} | Bennett L R 390 Strange creatures
were women! | Di D 484 Great was the labour; priceless the road | Ruskin F 68 'Blessed are the merciful
for they shall obtain mercy' [bibhcal] | Kiphng J 1.58
chattering, foohng, vain—•vain, foolish, and chattering,
are the monkeys | id V 149 Lean are the camels but
fat thefrails,Light are the purses but heavy the bales |
Stevenson M B 188 M a n y and long were the conversations they held through the prison wall.
This order is not natural except with the single vb
be; it is felt as odd even in such a combination as Medwin S 109 bitter were destined to be itsfruits[better: .... were its fruits destined to be].
In the following quotation the subject would now be
preposed: Swift P 125 this is it to send a fool of an
errand.
Note the order with a spht nexus-object: Sh H m l II
2.94 Your noble sonne is mad: M a d call I it.
The order P S V is found in the common Certain it is
that ... and similar sentences; see, e.g., Di D 190 and
nice people they were | ib 306 None of your close shavers
the prince ain't | Carlyle P 176 a small Poet every Worker is | Bronte J 187 it was a lady v/ho sang, and very
sweet her notes were | Rose Macaulay P 233 Horrible,
these w o m e n were; ugly, dirty | Strachey Q V 48 And
the governess was no fool: narrow, jealous, provincial,
she might be; but she was an acute and vigorous woman.
2.32. This order P S V is particularly noteworthy in
a stylistic trick consisting in a repetition of an immediately preceding expression (cf below, 2.37 f): Bronte
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V 215 I am glad to see you free, and trust that free
you will long remain | ib 418 I wished him success; and
successful I knew he would be | id P 187 I have one
object before m e now — to get that girl for m y wife;
and m y wife she shall be [very frequent in Charlotte
Bronte] | Stevenson V 124 if a person cannot be happy
without remaining idle, idle he should remain | Lang
T 170 his dramas were written to be acted, and acted
some of them were | Bennett C 1.187 he regretted that
he was like that; but like that he was | Myers M 155
If I could serve Jerningham's purposes better blind,
blind I would be as long as he liked | Christie L E 89
That looks like accident, and in m y opinion accident
it is | Bennett P 102 Of course I'm bored. I feel all
right, but bored I a m | Strachey Q V 57 She found him
perfect; and perfect in her sight he remained [ ib 77
She felt that only one thing now was needed: she must
be firm. A n d firm she was.
2.33. A preposed infinitive only rarely causes the
order V S : Sh H m l III. 3.38 Pray can I not.
Generally we have S V: Fielding T 3.7 Knock, indeed,
he did at the door, but not with one of those gentle
raps j Gissing G 66 D o something I must, or I shall
fret | Mackenzie R R 40 "he will only go and spend
it." A n d spend it Sholto did | Hope R 160 while he
could run, run he would | Campbell Shi 84 Read Shelley did | Masefield W 89 Look queer, the street will,
with the lock away | Norris O 366 Have her he would.
Preposition at the End
2.34. A preposition sometimes has end-position while
what is, or should be, its regimen has front-position.
For the sake of emphasis or contrast (actuality, above,
2.12 A ) the speaker begins his sentence with an im-
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portant noun or nominal phrase without exactly knowing how to continue. The preposition is generally closely connected with a vb or other words (above, 2.14 C).
As to this order in questions and in relative clauses see
vol V 25.14.7 and vol III 10.2, cf 13.9. Except in questions, we now always find S V, not V S, in such sentences; cf above, 2.28.
The close relation between vb and prep, is seen in
such parallel phrases as Austen M 265 her temper he
had good reason to depend on and to praise | Thack
V 9 Many a dun had she talked to, and turned away
from her father's door | Shaw P xix the pleasures of
the senses I can sympathize with and share.
2.35. I have found some examples in Ch, many in
Elizabethan English, and a great many in later books,
but shall give here only comparatively few of those I
have collected — arranged according to prepositions:
of: Sh T w 1.2.33 what great ones do, the lesse will
prattle of | John II. 1.553 and thisrichfair town we make
him lord of | Bunyan G 10 This also I have taken notice
of | Austen M 408 His present state Fanny could hardly
bear to think of | Keats 5.89 £ 30, an ample sum I assure
you — more I had no thought of | Di D 55 the length of
those five days I can convey no idea of to any one |
ib 404 that I'm sure of | ib 661 that I a m convinced
of | Carlyle F R 342 N e w Mirabeaus one hears not of |
Stevenson K 71 even their pickles, which were the
great dainty, I was allowed m y share of | Meredith T
125 Politics he thought of as the dust of battle | Ruskin
C W O 29 what ought to be done with them, we'll talk
of at another time | Doyle S' 6.107 The Indian I also
thought nothing of.
on, upon: More U 145 one thinge you muste looke
more narrowly vpon | Sh C y m b IV. 2.130 N o single
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soule Can we set eye on | As III. 5.104 and that He
hue vpon | Mi P L 9.539 Thee all things living gaze
on | Di D o 225 Florence, the Captain waited on, with
his strange news | Ruskin 1.303 these pencil sketches
he put a few blots of colour upon | W a r d D 2.97 T w o
things he was set on | Meredith E 418 Breakfast, you
m a y count on, from Mr. Dale | Galsw E C 5 W h a t he
says you can rely on.
to: Ch P F 695 I wook, and bokes tok m e to | Swift
3.304 All this m y master very graciously consented
to | Goldsm V 1.82 This I positively objected to | ib
2.82 as to your marriage with any but m y daughter,
that I never will consent to | Bennett E C h 176 W h a t
I say I stick to.
in: Goldsm 666 this house I no more show m y face
in | Burns 439 That dreary hour he mounts his beast
in; And sic a night he taks the road in | Quincey 70
him I could beheve in | Shaw D 283 I went off to your
lodgings, and a nice mess I found everything in.
into: Carlyle S R 196 this also, by way of counterpart and contrast, the world shall look into.
for: Sh Mcb IV. 2.36 Poore birds they [gins] are not
set for | BJo 3.233 Blood he thirsts for, and blood he
will have j Defoe R 139 but that there was no help for |
Fielding 3.559 Your youngest daughter I will provide
for | Sheridan 333 This mischief you m a y thank yourself for | Austen P 74 m y temper I dare not vouch for |
Ruskin P 2.179 mere rags or dirt I did not care an
atom for | G E A 207 the parson's ready to back it,
that I'll answer for.
at: Sh Cor II. 2.128 our spoils he kick'd at | Wells
A 97 Certain interesting side questions I m a y glance at
here | Meredith R 329 and an undistinguished m a n
what w o m a n looks at.
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with: Sh H4A I. 2.211 how thirty at least he fought
with | Bronte P 241 and that pleasure I could have dispensed with | Di N 568 Such kindness as he knows, he
regards her with | Ritchie M 15 Poor Andre Chenier
we were all in love with | Pinero S 47 most of it you're
acquainted with | Masefield S 36 W o m e n he hardly
spoke with from year's end to year's end | Bennett
P 209 That I agree with | Shaw 1.34 Every few hundred
pounds he could scrape together he bought old houses
with | Norris P 54 There, that's over with.
In former days withal was often used instead of
with in this place.
Without: Swinburne L 172 W h a t liberty to act and
think is left us, let us keep fast hold of; what we cannot have, let us agree to hve without.
Various other prepositions: Sh Alls IV. 2.23 What
is not holie, that we sweare not by | Ward R 1.297
his bowling they set small store by || Shelley L 709
One thing, I own, I a m curious about || Austen M 90
the mother I could not avoid, but the son I can get
away from | Galsw M W 124 That we must save her
from somehow || Morley M 172 Justice and injustice
in the law, let us abstain from inquiring after || Zangwill G 344 R o o m after room they passed through.
2.36. The same regimen m a y be dependent on two
or more prepositions in the same sentence: Bronte P
269 Byron excited her; Scott she loved; Wordsworth
only she puzzled at, wondered over and hesitated to
pronounce an opinion upon | Carlyle H 4 Such hideous
inextricable jungle of misworships, misbehefs, men,
made as we are, did actually hold by, and hve at
home in | Di X [p. ?] All this the fairies revelled in,
and loved her for | Ruskin C W O 127 A goodly struggle
in the Olympic dust, though it be the dust of the
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grave, the gods will look upon, and be with you
in.
The following sentences are certainly unnatural:
Southey L 57 Your Essays on Contemporaries I a m
not much afraid of the imprudence of j Shelley P 182
one thing will you take care of for m e ?
Cf from a comic paper: Governess: "Here is a nice
book from which I shall read to you." Little Girl:
"What did you bring m e that book to be read out of
from for?" — See also Weekley, Saxo Qrammaticus p.
86 ff.
Anaphoric Repetition
2.37. B y a styhstic trick, which for more than a
century has been gaining ground in literature, a
word is repeated and for emphasis given front-position: Mill Poetry [399] where every one feels a difference, a difference there must be | Kingsley H 78 There
was to be no outrage, and no outrage there was | Hope
D 104 she sighed delicately and delicately she panted |
Strachey Q V 228 She had settled to go to Balmoral
on the 18th, and on the 18th she would go | McKenna
SS 244 as long as mother thinks I must have a change,
change I must have. Cf the slightly different type with
a repeated adjective, as in Maxwell M L 72 Next day
all went merry as merry could be.
The repeated word is a vb: Southey L 68 W h e n he
is gone, as go he will, nobody wil believe what a mind
goes with him | Bronte V 199 I hardly noticed by what
magic these doors were made to roll back — Dr. John
managed these points; roll back they did, however |
Lang T 182 The days darkened around him, as darken
they must 1 Walpole R H 216 when the crisis came —
as come he knew it would | id C 322 realise that he
must dissemble. Dissembling was the hardest thing
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... , but dissemble he must | Merriman S 52 when the
famine comes — and come it assuredly will.
2.38. Such an anaphoric repetition is particularly
interesting in a clause with if (more rarely where);
sometimes it merely indicates a doubt on the part of
the writer as to the choice of the most appropriate
word: Cowper L 1.208 Forgive the bard, if bard he
be, who once too wantonly made free | Austen M 380
What are m y present plans, if plans I can be said to
have | Bronte J 85 she was going to be taken to the
region of spirits, if such region there were | Poe 177
Tell m e the method — if method there is —• by
which ... | Di P 378 his better feehngs conquered,
if better feelings he had | Trollope W 88 The contentment of these almsmen, if content they be | Galsw
W M 99 What, then, was the reason of the change —•
if change there were ? | Bennett H 27 N o w that I have
succeeded (if succeeded I have) in persuading ... |
Brett Young P C 78 This torture, if torture it was
meant to be, recoiled upon her | Doyle S 4.193 he
wants to find out some clue as to the burglary last
night, if a burglar it was | Phillpotts K 92 as for your
30ul, — if soul you have || Kinglake E 173 the camels
were turned loose to browse upon the shrubs of the
Desert, where shrubs there were.
Several similar quotations were printed in m y paper
in S. P. E. Tract No. 48 (1937), p. 272.
Front-Position of Tertiary
2.4i. A preposed echo-word often causes the order
V S with a notionally insignificant verb: Sterne M 1.28
at length, in some evil hour, — pop comes the creditor
upon each | Carlyle F R 403 Crack go the whips | G E
M 1.83 Snip! went the scissors | Hawthorne Sn 52
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ting-a-ting-ting! goes the bell | Cronin H 154 Clickclick went the needles! | Childers R 258 "Plump"
went the lead.
2.4a. In a great m a n y cases, but without any consistency, thefront-positionof a tertiary (adv, prepositional group, etc) occasions the order V S.
This is very frequent with negative advs, which
are placed in front in accordance with principle A
(above, 2.12): Mackenzie S 1.87 Never was spoken so
sweet a name as Maud | Locke H B 85 H e was staring
at the print, absorbed as never had he been in his life
before | Walpole R H 186 As surely as never before in
his love had he known what love truly was, so did he
know it now | Mackenzie S 1.43 his own real house,
where no longer did even a belated luggage train assure
him of life's continuity | Ellis M 27 at no age are females taller or heavier than m e n | Wells M a 1.42 Not for
him was it to pretend | Hope Z 219 but not a bit did
Rupert care | Macaulay H 4.273 Least of all could he
harbour any thought of molesting an august assembly |
Not till then did he perceive his mistake | Scarcely
had he spoken these words when ...
Only has a kind of negative force: Seeley E 58 only
by means of colonies was it possible to bring the wealth
of the new world within the reach of our population.
Cf below, 2.73.
With regard to other tertiaries I shall first give some
examples of the old order V S (where now S V would be
used, cf above, 2.19) and of vacillation: Marlowe J 922
A n d after that was I an Engineere | ib 926 A n d after
that was I an Vsurer | ib 941 One time I was an Hostler
in an Inne j Sh H m l II. 2.245 Then is doomesday neere |
ib 250 Then is the world one | ib 255 W h y then 'tis none
to you ... to m e it is a prison. W h y then your ambition
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makes it one | ib 301 Nay then I haue an eye of you |
ib III. 2.387 yet cannot you make it | ib 408 N o w
could I drink hot blood | ib 3.73 N o w might I do it
pat, now [conjunction] he is praying. — A n d now He
doo't, and so he goes to Heauen, A n d so a m I reueng'd |
ib V. 1.208 Here hung those hps that I haue kissed I
know not how oft | H 4 B IV. 3.126 Hereof comes it,
that Prince Harry is vahant | A V John 11.3 Therefore
his sister sent. 5 N o w Iesus loued Martha. 6. W h e n he
..., he abode. 7 Then after that, saith hee. 10 if a m a n
walke ..., hee stumbleth. 11 These things said hee, and
after that, he saith ... 12 Then said his disciples ...
if ..., he shall doe well. 14 Then saide Iesus ... 16
Then said Thomas ... 17 Then when ..., hee found.
18 N o w Bethania was ... 19 Then Martha ... went.
21 Then saide Martha... 36 Then said the Iewes. 41 Then
they tooke away. 47 Then gathered the chiefe Priests and
the Pharises a councell. 51 A n d this spake he. 56 Then
sought they for Iesus | Bunyan G 44 N o w was the
battle won, and down fell I ... N o w was I ... N o w I
began ... At the same time also I had ... 45 Sometimes, indeed, I should have ... N o w was I ... Then
began I . .. | Swift J 15 Here must I begin another
letter | Richardson G 70 N o w , Lucy, will I resume
the thread.
2.43. In recent usage V S is always used with the
weak non-local there (cf below, ch 111). With the local
there and here V S isfrequentif the vb is of little significance (generally short): Here comes (goes) the old
m a n | there goes the train | therefliesthe aeroplane
(but: there the aeroplane dives). Note Galsw S w
150 There speaks your modern! | id SS 313 Here
she was, and here was her heart's desire (different
weight!).
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2.44. When such advs as out, up, down, away, over,
and also other tertiaries are placed infront,the order
is generally determined by relative weight (above, 2.15
D). A short unstressed pronoun comes between the adv
and the verb: Off he went, up he rushed, down I came |
Goldsm 51 out she shall pack with a sussarara.
Exceptions arefrequent:Austen M 420 Bitterly did
he deplore ... wretchedly did he feel that ... | Bronte
V 20 With curious readiness did she adapt herself to
such themes as interested him | London M 100 if she
could feel hunger and thirst, then could she feel love.
— But a sb follows the vb.
Examples: off went the car, up rose the other fellow |
Di P 94 There was a sudden b u m p — a loud crash —
away rolled a wheel, and over went the chaise | Doyle
S 3.1191 was sitting doing a smoke that very evening ...
when up came m y landlady | Di D 139 With morning
came Peggotty; who called to me, as usual ... | Butler
Er 74 Once only did Y r a m treat m e in a way that was
unkind | Kipling L 109 they laughed together, and with
that laugh ended all serious discourse | Hope In 170
With her marriage would come a change [ Mackenzie
S 1.77 O n the afternoon walks would be told stories of
Miss Carthew's youth.
A similar distinction will be found below with regard
to the position V 3 O or V O 3 (see 2.8,).
2.45. Examples of V S after introductory word in
clauses: Sh Shrew I 1.39 N o profit growes, where is
no pleasure tane | Austen M 279 towards the fireplace
where sat the others | Galsw IC 54 Her mother had
been hke that, whence had come all those tears | Locke
G P 161 she asked Myrtilla whom, least of all mortals,
did she desire to take into her confidence | Dickinson
S 60 Where is Man, the new Man, there is our Coun-
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try | Maugham Alt 81 an office in which sat a stout,
spectacled, bald-headed m a n j ib 546 she must pass
two mortal hours before broke the reassuring day.
2.46. The order V S seems to become more and more
common after than (in some cases to avoid having to
choose between the pronominal forms we and us, etc)
and after as: Lang T 36 Carlyle had very httle more
appreciation of Keats than had Byron or Lockhart |
N P 1915 N o more than can a w o m a n forget her suckling child can he forget the tribulations of the people |
Walpole G M 231 her old conviction that she knew him
better than did the others | Merriman S 79 a Frenchman
of note plays his part better than do we dull, selfconscious islanders || Macaulay E 4.120 As was the
head, such were the members ] Merriman S 69 She did
not sway from side to side as do some people who lose
themselves in the intoxication of music.
2.47. Inversion m a y be found in the second member of
a composite sentence with the + comparative (cf vol V
21.74 and below, 14.6): Austen S 18 the more I know of
the world, the more a m I convinced | ib 34 the noisier
they were the better was he pleased | Hughes T 2.33 the
more he puzzled about it the less could he understand it.
2.48. Afrequentbeginning of a sentence is Well might
with S after V. But the opposite order is also found
and seems regular after as: Wordsw P 5.566 Well might
we be glad | Bronte' V 374 Well might this old square
be named quarter of the Magii | Bennett W 2.325 Well
might the Old Guard imagine ... | Churchill C 35 Well
might Mr. Worthington tremble for his other ambitions || Di D 448 he gnashed his teeth with jealousy.
Well he might. If he had the least idea how I adored
his mistress, well he might | Priestley B 38 Waverton . .
was looking at him curiously ... And well he might |
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McKenna SM 47 they looked slightly bewildered — as
well they might (also Priestley G 512 and 563).
2.4o. If much or a synonym (as object or tertiary) is
placed at the head of a sentence to achieve an ironical
(negative) meaning, the order is generally S V except
with may (which may, or m a y not, be taken as a wish):
Scott A 2.7 And much good that will do when he has
frightened the lad out of the country ? j Galsw P 12.99
Much gratitude I get for saving you | id W M 235
Much that'd save her from some aesthetes! | Bennett R S 159 Love? A lot you know about it! | ib
237 It'll kill m e ; but a fat lot you care about
that | Wells M a 2.103 Much you'd care | Shaw 2.140
Much good your dying would do m e ! | Maugham P 215
Much she cared for what any one thought of her now
|| Carlyle F 3.215 Much good m a y Liverpool do you |
Thack N 404 and much good m a y it do him | Shaw
2.185 and much good m a y they do you.
2.5i. Both orders S V and V S are found close upon
one another in Sh H m l III. 3.60 'tis not so aboue, There
is no shuffling, there the action lyes in his true nature
(N.B. Modern editions with c o m m a to avoid misunderstanding : There, is no ...) J Bronte V 427 The last day
broke. N o w would he visit us. N o w he would come and
speak his farewell j Wells P F 38 With her alone I had
talked of m y possible work and purpose; to her alone
had I confessed to ambitions ...
W e should say: In the year 1603 Queen Elizabeth
died — but In the year 1603 died good old Queen Bess.
2.52. In all cases except those now dealt with, frontposition of a tertiary does not cause inversion; thus we
have the order S V after such adverbs as connect a
sentence with what precedes, accordingly, consequently,
therefore, thus, again. Thus also those marking a con-
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trast: on the contrary, on the other hand. Further,
after an introductory clause: // (when, as) this happens,
etc. Other examples, which might be multiphed ad infinitum: N o w that's ah right | O n Sunday a curious
thing happened | Formerly John never complained |
Happily the story ends here (= it is fortunate that ..) |
Unfortunately he played at Monte Carlo. (With the last
two examples compare the different meaning where we
have a different word-order below, 2.6B.).

Place of Tertiaries
(apart from the cases dealt with above).
2.6i. The position of tertiaries forms a very difficult
chapter of English grammar. H o w comphcated this
subject is, appears very clearly when we see that the
exhaustive treatment of just two advs, never and ever
(with the exclusion of ever = 'always') by E. Buissen
(ESts 1939, p. 129ff.),takes up no less ten pages.
O n the place of advs and tertiaries generally, see
Sweet N E G § 1833ff.,Kriiger III p. 221ff.,698, Kruisinga H d b 6 III p. 341ff.,Poutsma I2 p. 427ff.,Western,
Sentence-Rhythm p. 18 ff.
A tertiary (adv or adverbial group) m a y in P E have
the following positions:
(1) in front, before both subject and vb; this has
already been dealt with (2.4X ff.);
(2) between S and V;
(3) after S and v, but before V;
(4) between V and 0 or P;
(5) at the end of the sentence.
In positions (1) and (5) the tertiary m a y often be
said to be in extraposition, in the latter case as a kind
of afterthought. In either position it is often separated
D
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from the rest of the sentence by a pause; in writing
by a comma.
Many advs can, according to circumstances, be placed
now here, now there. Though there are certain strict
rules, much depends on the speaker's or writer's individual fancy; he m a y desire to emphasize one element
or to avoid crowding together several tertiaries.

Tertiary between S and V
Style-Tertiaries
2.62. First I shall deal with a peculiar use of a tertiary mentioned in m y paper "Linguistic Self-Criticism"
in S. P. E. Tract No. 48 (1937) as 'speakers' asides':
the tertiary serves to qualify not the real content signified by the vb, but the styhstic choice of the following
word, which then is strongly stressed.
As a typical example m a y be given 'she fairly
screamed', which is = 'you m a y fairly say that she
screamed.'
Literary examples: Swift J 473 I fairly ventured m y
life | Di P 39 [he] then fairly turned his back and — we
will not sayfled;firstlybecause it is an ignoble term,
and, secondly, because Mr. Pickwick's figure was by
no means adapted for that mode of retreat —• he trotted away | id D 473 With that he fairly ran away |
Hunt A 360 One of these grampuses fairly sprang out
of the water, bolt upright | Stevenson T 176 Gray took
his pipe out of his mouth and fairly forgot to put it
back again, so thunder-struck he was at this occurrence || Galsw Ca 451 it fair sickened m e to see the
way they treat them | Wells T 80 he fair scared m e |
Bennett L R 348 I fair can't do it | Walpole Cp 168
Makes you fair sick to see m e ... Y o u fair loathe the
sight of me.
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Other advs similarly used:
Y o u properly took m y breath away | Hope D 87 W h e n
I was introduced I absolutely blushed | Walpole ST 220
I moved to the wall to take it down and I couldn't, I
literally couldn't | Galsw SS 290 I simply can't bear
the idea of England being in a fix | Bennett P 80 The
car simply had to be bought | Maugham P 217 I had
to see the Governor and I simply couldn't get away |
id T L 205 when I saw the Chinese I positively started |
RBennett P 62 You positively behaved like a madm a n | Mackenzie S 200 H e practically never shoots now.
Thus also with quantifying advs:
Byron D J 5.4 it [the name of Mary] half calls u\>
the realms of fairy | Bennett B 152 they still halfexpected some strange visit from Jules | Benson D
2.216 the quiver of her lips half at least consisted of
self-pity | Walpole Cp 81 At the door he almost ran
into Mr. Thurston | Allen A 176 Father Xavier . ..
seized his hat and almostfledthrough the door | Bennett A 211 she almost trembled | Locke W 165 I more
or less see | Crofts St 9 Turning a corner she all but
ran into Mrs. Oxley | Cole Corpse 95 H e as good as
told m e so just now | Maynard Smith F 632 H e as
good as owned to us that his credit was shaken.
Cf with a clause: The Dean as it were brushed aside
all objections.
Here we m a y class quite in G E M m 203 I quite hoped
that we should be friends | Freeman Th 162 I quite
appreciate the value of dust as evidence in certain
circumstances.
And just: Shaw P 281 I didnt give orders: I just
asked him | Bennett R S 248 H e just lay on his back
and stared up at the ceiling | Galsw Ca 239 They just
live to scrape enough together to keep their souls in
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their bodies | Maugham Alt 696 He only just escaped
a squint. — Cf below, 2.73.
A colloquial adv of the same order is jolly well before a strongly stressed vb; in vg speech some drastic
synonyms are found: Kipling S 158 because w e jolly
well chose | Walpole S T 96 I'm right, and you jolly
well know it | Galsw W M 93 he in bed if he jolly well
pleased \\ ib 289 It did matter ... it dashed well did j
ib 297 Think what you damned well like of m y character! | Frankau Dance 125 if he says I asked him here,
I suppose I ruddy well did ask him here | NJacob G
169 I pay cash, and what I can't pay cash for I blasted
well do without | ib 249 It won't do! It won't bloody well
do at all!
2.63. In this way a comparative with than m a y be
used: more than = 'one might use a stronger expression' : Sheridan 287 indeed he more than merited those
repeated bursts of applause | Cowper L 2.14 I more
than admire m y author [Homer] | Byron L 212 But
I more than love you, and cannot cease to love you |
Bronte V 183 N o w , when the pain is gone, I more than
forgive | Di F 823 You and I suspect some one. —
More than suspect | Poe 26 Till I scarcely more than
muttered 'Otherfriendshave flown before ... ' | James
R H 27 I don't think he more than half suspects his
ability | Bennett L R 322 They [newspapers] more than
satisfied him | Philips L 129 there are some things
which I more than dislike | N P 1919 she marries a
m a n she no more than likes | Tarkington PI 177 She
httle more than breathed it.
With a shght difference: Dryden, Ess. on Dram.
Poesie: W h e n he [Sh] describes anything, you more
than see it — you feel it too | Bennett E C h 284 H e no
more daredringthe bell than he dared pour out the tea.
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Rather . .. than: Defoe R 2.30 the poor creatures
rather devour'd than eat it | Bronte W 209 'If you
don't let m e in, I'll kill you!' he rather shrieked than
said j Di D 434 I felt, rather than saw, that the resemblance was not lost on m y companion || Anstey
V 153 [?] the sudden question rather threw him off
his guard.
Similar combinations with sbs and adjs are found in
m y S.P.E. paper.
In the same way as (or so) much as m a y be placed
before a vb: More U 186 they neuer asmuch as dreamed
therof | Heywood P 99 she not so much as dreamed
that all was spent | Osborne 181 I never soe much as
took the least notice on't | Defoe M 121 H e never so
much as asked m e about m y fortune | Di P 552 If she
so much as rustled the folds of her hood, he could
hear the iu-looking m a n clap his hand upon his sword |
Ruskin P 1.43 if I so much as approached the parlour
door | Butler N 255 if you so much as ask us to pass
the melted butter we will shoot you | Stevenson T 8
The doctor never so much as moved | Walpole F 199 they
had forgotten that they so much as had bodies at all |
Hope Ch 235 I a m not one of those w o m e n that lay
hold of a m a n if he as much as looks at a girl | London A 192 by his silence he as much as says, 'I do
things like this every day.'
2.64. Sort of and kind of before a strongly stressed vb
may be considered styhstic tertiaries: Galsw 241 It
sort of haunted you | Bennett B 95 I only sort of felt
that he was a suspicious character | Wells Bish 274
then I sort of had to telegraph | Walpole R H 249 It
never kind of struck m e that the fog was going to
worry you | Locke F S 249 I sort of interest myself
in the old weapons | Dickinson in Forster's Life 218
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I sort of see all the time the illusion and unimporta
of these things.
The weakened character of the phrase kind of in American
English is clearly seen from the pronunciation [kainda], spelt
kinder or kinda (Sam Hellman in A m . H u m o u r (1925) 386 I'm
kinda glad to see 'em).

2.65. Very often this order imphes a judgment on the
part of the speaker: he naturally rephed at once = 'it was
natural that he ... ' Similarly clearly: Macaulay E 4.15
he clearly saw that ... A n d evidently: H e evidently
failed to grasp the situation. Cf also W a r d M 283 She
very wisely keeps her views to herself | N P 1933 H e
quite correctly asserted that ...
If, on the other hand, the adv is meant as descriptive of manner, it follows the vb: H e rephed naturally |
H e saw it clearly. Thus also: H e does nothing simply
(as contrasted with the use of simply before the vb,
above, 2.62).
A n approximation to such style-advs is found in
cases like: if he really loves her | she actually forgot
everything about it.
Tins position is frequent with those introductory advs
whose front-position was mentioned above (2.52): The
Captain accordingly remarked | H e therefore (accordingly) set out to discover the whereabouts of N. |
John, on the other hand, emphasized the arguments for
her innocence.
A n adv in this position often serves to characterize
not only the action expressed by the vb, but partly
also the subject; I take some quotations from Western
(he terms them, perhaps not too fehcitously, adj-advs;
better perhaps epithet-adverbs (Palmer)): I then told
Mrs. M. m y disasters; and she good-naturedly blamed
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herself for not having better instructed me | my wife
artfully introduced it | As Chve had not the remotest
intention of satisfying those claims, he composedly prepared two treaties | G boldly walked forward alone.
Also: Kipling S 286 his Excellency graciously spared
him. — In all such cases the adv really adds httle to
the logical import of the sentence, but rather serves to
give it an emotional colouring.
W h e n other qualifying elements are added to the same
vb, tertiaries of the type just described m a y be placed
after the vb: Little Nell stood timidly by | His rival,
who sat despondingly in a corner | Both she and the old
man looked despondingly at it | H e nodded silently to
the other.
2.66. I subjoin a variety of quotations for the order
S 3 V without attempting to analyze or classify them:
Sh Merch IV. 1.402 I humbly doe desire your Grace
of pardon | Cowper L 1.258 but he good-naturedly, though
I think weakly, interposed in her favour | Macaulay E
4.105 the history of Catholicism strikingly illustrates
these observations | Di X 54 the Phantom slowly, gravely,
silently approached | id P 103 it'U do her good, and
she richly deserves it | Galsw Tat 35 What a room! Its
green and beetroot colouring and the prevalence of
cheap plush disagreeably affected him | N P 1918 To
this the statesman gently butfirmlydemurred | Ward
M 222 his interest in her visibly increased | Maxwell
G 364 Sheflatlyrefused to see Monsieur Leon | Ruskin
F 60 you probably will be having a dinner-party to-day |
Ward M 218 she probably doesn't quite understand |
ib 304 Edith warmly acquiesced | Royce Race Questions
43 Dead men not only tell no tales; they also, strange
to say, attend no schools | Priestley F 284 Ramsbottom
slowly opened his eyes, and blinked at them; he care-
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fully adjusted his spectacles, and stared at them; a
large fat smile gradually spread over his face; then it
gradually disappeared | he narrowly escaped death |
she involuntarily shrank from this ghastly object |
Trollope B 159 it might be good policy, but it also
might not.
This order seems to some extent to be literary rather
than colloquial; it is sometimes promoted by the desire
not to heap too m a n y tertiaries closely together.
Time
2.67. Advs of time are often placed between S and V.
This is the rule with never: H e never makes a mistake,
—- and with ever when it forms a contrast to never:
I don't think he ever makes a mistake | if he ever
makes a mistake || Stevenson J H F 65 the Doctor now
more than ever confined himself to the cabinet.
With other advs of indefinite time the same order
isfrequent,but not in the same way obligatory: H e
always (sometimes, occasionally, often, generally, now
and then, seldom, still, etc) makes a mistake. But this
apphes to full vbs only, thus also have when not an
auxiliary: Stevenson T 77 W e never had a night at
the "Admiral Benbow" when I had half the work.
Cf below, 2.82ff.,on small verbs.
With some advs of time this order, as Sweet remarks,
suggests sequence in time: I now proceed to explain ...
Compare "he then went to Brighton" with "he lived
then at Brighton". W h e n then = 'accordingly', it often
hasfront-position:Then it is true that he did it?
Cf also H e further remarked that ...
Here has the same effect, while as a real local adv
it is put after V: Tom's bell here rang, and T o m was
summoned to the parlour.
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Examples of other time-tertiaries. It will be seen
that they sometimes draw other tertiaries with them:
Bronte J 20 Mr. Lloyd a second time produced his
snuff-box | Di D 162 I rarely heard from Miss Murdstone
| ib 425 when I at last inquired ... | Doyle M 64 when
I at last laid m y hand on his collar | Bennett B 169
You months ago expressed the warmest satisfaction |
Bronte V 23 H e rarely, it is true, remarked on what
he read | Pinero S 39 when we next meet I shall remember nothing [or meet next] | Poe S 77 when I at last
completely came to m y senses, I found ... | Doyle S
1.155 It was nearly four o'clock when we at last, after
passing through the beautiful Stroud Valley, and over
the broad gleaming Severn, found ourselves at Ross |
she at once impressed m e as a flirt.

Quantifier Tertiaries
(Cf above, 2.47ff.,2.62 ff.)
2.68. Some tertiaries of degree may come between S
and V (note the negatives): Sh Meas II. 4.119 I something do excuse the thing I hate [now somewhat; N E D :
she somewhat smiled] | Defoe Rox 93 However, it not
a little pleased m e to see him so concerned | Walpole
R H 227 Y o u a little overestimate the situation | Black
Ph 246 I don't think it much matters really [also:
matters much] | Maugham Alt 1244 I don't think he
much cares about seeing people | Aldington D 3 of
course, nobody much bothered to read the lists | Bennett
T 61 The piano faintly sounded | Benson D 2.44 Something within her ever so faintly resented the idea of
Jack's marrying Nadine | Harraden D 301 so want to get
better | James R H 375 it's a riddle, and I only half
guess | Bennett R S 246 Nothing else in her own exist-
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ence greatly mattered to her | He badly wants a trash
ing ) he seriously injured his foot.
The quantifier little (without the indefinite article)
nearly means the same thing as a negative: I httle
thought he was such a brute. It is also placed before
such verbs as know and care and a few others.
2.69.1 give here a collection of quotations in which
the same adv is in closely connected sentences put in
two different places, leaving the reader to find out the
reasons for this diversity; in the last quotation the
difference between can't and the more emphatic cannot
should be noted: BJo 3.169 I a m but a messenger;
I but tell you, what you must hear | Peacock Works
1.336 Might it not be a mermaid? It was possibly a
mermaid. It was probably a mermaid. It was very
probably a mermaid. Nay, what could it be but a mermaid? It certainly was a mermaid | Austen M 358 ah
this became gradually evident, and gradually placed
Susan before her sister as an object of compassion |
Bennett E C h 246 I suppose you are Adela, said the
visitor awkwardly, and awkwardly advancing | N P 1925
Milton's mind ranged everywhere and everywhere found
grist for the mill | Stephen L 483 if I unduly depreciate
myself, I depreciate others unduly too | Bennett A 54
an eminent actor strolled in to us grandiosely, ....
chatted grandiosely, and grandiosely departed [ id C
1.57 Mrs. Nixon greeted Mrs. H a m p s effusively, and
effusively gave humble thanks for kind enquiries after
her health | Beresford G 154 'I can't really see,' she
said with a sort of moody petulance. 'I really cannot
see why we shouldn't be married.'
2.7i. Than and the element compared are sometimes
placed before the comparative: Black F 2.196 who than
she more capable of advising in aught concerning Lio-
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nel's welfare ? | Galsw EC 258 and than that was anything more calculated to give pleasure? | Stedman 0
103 Than these there are no more despicable creatures
in existence | Bennett C 1.279 Than they, she had no
more skill to be sociable. Cf the relative than whom.
2,.lz. A tertiary is sometimes placed at the beginning
of a clause after as, though it logically belongs in the
main part of the sentence: Doyle S 5.196 I propose to
occupy m y mind as best I m a y | Shaw J 195 let m e
take it as best I can | Gissing G 444 he went away to
bear the misery as best he might | Moore Conf 5 I put
m y trust in the future, as well I might, for a fair prospect of idleness lay before me.
Special Cases
2.73. The position of some advs requires special
mention. —• Cf Poutsma I2 451 ff.
Again has various places; as an introductory particle it hasfront-position,like the synonymous on the
other hand; in the sense 'once more' it is generally put
after the vb, thus also when = 'in return, in reaction':
shine again (really = 'against'). Note the idiomatic use
in Di P 210 when that chap as we issued the writ
against at Camberwell, you know, came in — what's his
name again? (also Maxwell F 73).
Enough: 'normally follows an adj or adv which it
qualifies' (NED): I a m not tall enough; — but it is sometimes placed before; end-position in: a pleasant room
enough (q); = 'a sufficient number or quantity of:
he had money enough, enough money | Shaw P 211
not having enough great m e n in our influential families
to go round || he proved convincingly enough...
First: he camefirst| when hefirstcame, when we
werefirstmarried (does not imply the possibihty of a
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second marriage, but = 'soon after our marriage,' cf v
IV 5.9) | withfront-position= 'firstly, in thefirstplace.'
Generally: he generally made himself useful ( = 'at
most times') | he made himself generally useful ( = 'useful in a general way').
Hardly (cf vol V I 22.9X and above, 1.5S): he worked
hardly || he hardly worked at all | he has hardly been
seen here.
Indeed: Indeed, it is too much | it is indeed too
much | he might indeed have refused | very good indeed | Will you come? I will, indeed.
Just: cf above, 2.62, and see Hope D 6 I just taught
him ... I just shpped in a remark here and there-... I
used to speak just at the right time ... A condition
that he should do just what I wanted ... I didn't
[care for him]. "Not a bit?" "Just as a friend."
Now introductory,front-position,cf above, 2.67: N o w ,
Brown was a very young m a n | now he is coming,
he is coming now | the population of England was then
hardly a third of what it now is.
Often not, not often, see vol V 23.3X. Cf also Rose
Macaulay P 220 people often don't get on with their
mothers-in-law | Bennett Imp. Pal. 151 Candour isn't
necessarily the best pohcy. It often isn't | Maxwell E G
172 She cried a httle ... Often she could not cry |
Maugham Alt xvii That is a writer's supreme virtue
and one upon which sufficient stress is often not laid.
Mostly: Rose Macaulay P 226 The trouble is that
they mostly can't do anything of the sort. They don't
mostly even know how to try. — Cf vol V I 22.96.
Once: he once told m e [on some occasion in the past],
weak stress | he told it once [not twice; stressed] 11 cannot begin m y work again when I have once been interrupted (Sweet) = 'once I have been interrupted.'
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Only. Purists insist on placing only close to the word
it qualifies, but as a matter of fact it is by most people
placed between S and V, and stress and tone decide
where it belongs, cf Ballard, Thought and Language 212
ff., with many quotations, Palmer Gr § 386. H e did
not hsten; he only 'talked | The others hstened, 'he
only talked.
Some quotations: Sh Merch II. 8.50 I thinke he
onely loues the world for him, i.e. 'he loves the world
only for him' | Stevenson M 104 The illusion only
endured an instant | Benson D B 308 You got down
this afternoon only? — Yes, sir. I only heard this
morning | Kipling S 280 H e slept twenty-four hours.
I only slept seventeen | Locke W 282 H e only saw her
when she came down late for dinner | Graves IC 423
A m a n only has one mother | Galsw E C 364 You don't
only have to watch him, but everybody connected with
him | Locke G P 294 A taxi took him to the house
which now was only his on sufferance | Shaw T T 157
[journalist:] I have only been married once. I mean
I have been married only once.
Note if only: Wells T M 87 If only I had had a companion it would have been different | Royce R 43
an animal that you can debase to whatever level you
please, if you only have power.
As a hmitation of what has just been said, only has
front-position: I quite agree with you, only I think
that Henry isrighton some points | H e is a very nice
man, only he talks too much | Mackenzie C 125 H e
said he would have done, only you treated him so
off-hand | Swinnerton S 147 [charwoman] I shouldn't
a noticed it only I was scrubbin' | Salt Joy 2331 wouldn't
have come home only Aunt Bessie said she was ill.
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Cf the conjunction only that = 'except that, but for the
fact that': Thack P 171 only that she remembered that the
lad's father had always destined him for the College, ... very
likely the fond mother would have put a veto upon his going
to the University | Butler Er 128 it might easily have happened
to themselves, only that they had the luck to be better born
or reared I Ridge N 222 he would have passed by the crowd
only that his name was called | Dickinson S 77 a plea with
which I most heartily sympathize, only that he gave no indication of the basis.

Quite: he is quite a famous man | Maugham Alt 4C1
Dick Temple who came from quite a good county
family | Mason N o Oth. Tiger 31 D o you know
that I hardly beheved you? — Y o u quite did not
beheve me, returned Strickland; = 'you quite disbelieved me', different from 'didn't quite beheve me,' =
'partly'.
So a m I, so I am, see above, 2.23 | so good | so
= 'so much': M y head aches so | = 'in this way. like
this': So it was that he became a soldier | It is not so.
Though as an adv has end-position.
Too (really a stressed form of the prep, to) = 'more
than desirable' is a word-modifier and precedes: too
old, too badly done; = 'also' it is generally placed
after the word it belongs to: She, too, was angry | here,
too, he was wrong. But exceptions are not at ah rare,
e.g. Beswick O D 183 That afternoon was a bad one
too for T o m Nehon.
Yet introductory: he is young, yet he is not without
experience | he has not come yet | he has not yet been
seen | in questions implying a negation ('nearly = already, but not expressing surprise, as that word' N E D ) ;
cf Sheridan 275 have you sent your play to the managers yet? | Kennedy R 210 Are you married yet? = 'I
thought you weren't married yet'.
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Overlapping
2.74. Sometimes one part that would seem naturally to belong to a dependent clause is placed in the
main sentence (or rather the main part of a sentence).
This is especially frequent in clauses without a conjunction, so that the boundary between main sentence
and clause is not outwardly marked. In sentences without a conjunction the tertiary m a y be considered as
an introductory part of the clause: Swift J 46 I hope
in a month or two all the forms of settling this matter
will be over | Sweet E 29 I expect in a few years there'll
be none left at all | Maugham P 109 I should have
thought under the circumstances a wife's place was by
her husband's side | id PI 3.62 Well, I thought in the
hot weather I'd sleep there sometimes.
Examples with perhaps arefrequent:Galsw Frat 23
I fancied perhaps you might feel that ... | ib 90 I
was hoping perhaps I might be allowed to take them |
Shaw A 119 I should have sent her away, only I thought
perhaps you wanted her to talk into your machines j
Maugham PI 2.244 I thought perhaps she might have
done it herself | Walpole Cp 153 I think perhaps I
shah sleep a httle.
Similarly in Galsw E C 545 I thought possibly I
might take you down to see him to-morrow | Cather
P 227 I expect maybe he's had his feehngs hurt here ||
N P 1926 we hope next month that we m a y be able
to announce that the offers have been forthcoming.
Examples with conjunction or interrogative pronoun
or adv: BJo 3.22 I hardly can perceive him, that he
breathes j Phillpotts G R 85 I remember long ago,
after the wedding, that he was interested in haunted
rooms || Sh Ant V. 1.51 Wee'l heare him what he
sayes | Tennyson In M e m . 74 I see thee what thou
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art | id 322 I know thee who thou art || Ch B 4391
Herkneth thise blisful briddes how they singe, And
see thefresshefloures how they springe |) Sh R 2 III.
3.61 marke King Richard how he lookes | ib V. 4.1
Didst thou not marke the King what words hee spoke ?
| Swift J 159 it pitied us to see the Archdeacon, how
concerned he was | Earle Phil 525 one httle girl I well
remember how she puzzled me.
O n I don't know exactly (or exactly know) what
happened, see vol V 25.24.
2.7s. Descriptive advs (of manner) are generally
placed after the vb (and as close to it as possible):
It snowed heavily for an hour | she passed the night
quietly | he writes badly | he dealt fairly and squarely
with her | he walked away leisurely | he works very
carefully, but slowly | he pronounces each syllable
clearly and distinctly | he spoke simply and to the
point | he averted his head respectfully | she laughed
heartily | he looked at her thoughtfully | W a r d M
234 she had treated her badly | ib 235 these things
stood out plainly, whatever else remained in obscurity | ib 236 she walked up to him deliberately | Kipling
L 82 Surely you aren't taking all the stuff in the papers
seriously.
This is distinct from other uses of some of the same
advs mentioned above (2.62, 2.65f.).
2.7e. Sometimes the vb and adv are joined by a
hyphen; thus with to: Jerome Idle Thoughts [T] 157 She
hears the front door opened and closed-to | Pinero B
277 W h e n Theo came-to | Hewlett F 20 Prosper clappedto his spurs.
The adv is clearly an afterthought in Hardy L 42
the inexplicable fact absorbed Cope's attention quite |
Merriman Last Hope 402 O n these subjects the Mar-
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quis good-humouredly followed her advice, sometimes j
Bennett A 212 ... he asked of Anna, menacingly |
Graves IC 175 H e said that he could not get enough
rehable information locally | (q Western) What is it,
whispered Edith, fearfully.
Tertiaries of time are generally placed after other
advs: I saw him there lately | we expect him back
again to-morrow | she met him clandestinely in the
garden every evening.
Some examples of tertiaries placed between V and
0: Hawthorne T 125 he had on a singular pair of
shoes | Ridge G 50 the trouble of putting on again
laced-up boots | N P 1911 to hold in check the insurgent democracy, — but these might be infinitely augmented.
Imperative
2.77. Tertiaries with the Imperative: Just fancy! |
Never say die! | Never fear (Wells N 455) | Walk as
fast as you can! | D o your work slowly and steadily! |
Treat her kindly — but: Kindly shut the door (cf
above, 2.65).
Infinitive
2.78. The order of words connected with an infinitive
requires few remarks. The infinitive in a combination
with small verbs has been dealt with above. Otherwise tertiaries are placed before the infinitive, either
before to or between to and the infinitive (see vol V
20.4). A few special cases are illustrated in these quotations: McCarthy 2.283 It was the happy fortune of
his country to have never been placed in any position
of organic danger | Stevenson A 12 H e will be found
to have greatly enriched the meaning | Garnett L 13
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Her odour abated so much by this means that he came
not to notice it at all.
The object of an infinitive is generally placed after
it. A n isolated exception is truth to tell, which, however, is not invariably carried through, see e.g. Thack
N 604 Truth to tell, she hardly took any notice of
him | Merriman S 131 Etta, who, truth to tell, had
pulled up the windows | McCarthy 2.342 About the
rest of the Adullamites, truth to say, very few persons thought at all | Thack N 825 the beauty of which,
to say truth, time had considerably impaired. — With
the definite article probably always: to tell the truth.
Participles
2.79. There is, as remarked in vol VI 9.73, a tendency
to place a particlefirst,which with the vb would
stand after: outstretched, but stretch out; thus also
downlying, but lie down, forthcoming, but come forth,
etc. See also Hardy F 388 she had done so in bygone
days, which, though not long gone by, seemed infinitely
removed | Bronte V 169 I had to recur to gone-by
troubles.
In a few cases a prepositional group is placed before
a participle: as in duty bound | James R H 411 Roderick
came out from the house, not, as appeared, on pleasure
bent. Cf Hughes T 2.92 if we are that way inclined.
Place of the Object
2.8i. The natural place of the object is after the vb,
see below.
Exceptionally (archaically or poetically), the object
is placed before the full vb: Sh H m l III. 4.9 Hamlet,
thou hast thy father much offended. Mother you haue
m y father much offended | ib III. 3.78 I, his foule
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sonne, do this same villaine send To heauen | Tennyson 575 God the traitor's hope confound!
Tertiaries with Verbs
2.82. W h e n the verbal expression is compounded of
a small vb and a full vb (infinitive or participle) the
regular order is for the tertiary to follow the small
vb. This is found with all those tertiaries which are generally placed between S and V, with the exception of
style-tertiaries:
He
He
He
He
He
He
He

has never met her | he'll never meet her.
is always meeting her.
can never forget it.
will often forget things.
has purposely refrained from answering.
was naturally surprised.
had evidently forgotten his manners.

A few hterary quotations will suffice: Di D 163 you
have never been a lodger. You have been a friend | ib.
I shall never, Master Copperfield, revert to the period
without thinking of you j Rose Macaulay P 215 H o w
did one work that? Y o u could never tell | Squire
Parodies Pref. All the parodies I have ever pubhshed,
or, I imagine, ever shall publish.
2.83. The same order is the rule when a form of the
vb be is followed by a predicative: S V 3 P; in fact,
the second participle in the passive sentence just
quoted is a predicative:
H e is never (always, sometimes, often) ill.
If, however, a predicative is qualified by some complement, both positions of the tertiary are possible:
H e never (always) was unkind to children, or H e
was never (always) unkind to children | Di D 76 Mr.
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Mell never said much to me, but he was never harsh
to m e | Lawrence L 197 A m a n never is quite such
an abject specimen as his wife makes him look.
If is or was, etc, stands alone, the tertiary is placed
before it, and the vb receives strong stress:
(Unkind to children?) H e never (always, etc) 'is.
Similarly when other small vbs stand without a
following full vb: H e hasn't seen her and never 'will
(nor ever 'will) | Seen her? Well, he never 'had.
2.84. Exceptional front-position of the tertiary m a y be
occasioned in an emotionally coloured saying like "You
never can tell" (Title of play by Shaw; also c o m m o n
elsewhere), and in a contrast like "It never 'has been,
and never 'will be, necessary" | Macaulay E 4.254
But it was then, and still is, the opinion of everybody
that Hastings was the real mover | Murry, Probl. of
Style 9 But the perfect critic does not exist, and never
has existed.
The small vb is also stressed in Di D 160 I never
will desert M r Micawber ... I never will do it | ib 180
his sister, Betsey Trotwood, never would have run
away | Lawrence L 188 He's really wonderful. A n d
he always has been the same | Butler E 255 it always
has been thus, and always will be.
2.8s. The following quotations illustrate both orders
in close succession: Sheridan 269 you will never read
anything that's worth hstening to ... But you never
will read anything to entertain one | Di P 397 to the
best of m y knowledge, I was never here before ... I
a m perfectly serious. I really never was here before |
id D o 314 I a m not a favourite child. I never have
been. I have never known how to be | Trollope B 377
You must positively introduce m e , T h o m e ; you positively must | Matthews F 193 she no longer wore
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the magic spectacles of youthful love; she was no
longer a mere girl | Bennett I 514 H e would never, and
never could, know anything worth knowing f Childers
R 156 the sea has never been m y element, and never
will be | Caine C 46 It has always been so, and always
will be | Phillpotts M 36 your opinion was always
outrageous and always will be | Merriman Last Hope
289 H e had once thought that she was always conscious of the social gulf existing between them; that
she always remembered that she was by birth a lady |
Walpole W 422 Y o u never have loved m e ? ... You
have never loved me?
The difference between weakly stressed is to and
strongly stressed *has to (cf vol V 13.5) results in the
word-order: she's always to assist him | she always
'has to assist him.
2.86. Difficulties in placing the tertiary increase when
the same sentence contains two small vbs.
Various Enghsh friends w h o m I asked about such
sentences (some years before World W a r II) preferred:
this will probably be said (to: this probably will be
said) | examples m a y easily be found (to: m a y be easily
found) | it will often be said (to: it will be often said) |
the whole matter has been publicly discussed (to: has
pubhcly been discussed) | it must also be constantly
borne in mind (to: be also constantly borne in mind) |
This letter does not seem ever to have reached the King's
hand (to: seem to have ever ..., as in MacCarthy
2.438 | H e had often been there (to: be had been often
there, as in Trollope W 203).
One of the editors of the N E D preferred: The family
of Dirkwood had been long settled in Sussex (as in
Austin S 1), while the other preferred: ...had long
been settled in Sussex. Scott (I 95) writes: he would
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have probably withdrawn himself altogether; but Dr
Onions preferred: ... would probably have withdrawn
himself.
In some cases m y Enghsh friends thought two
orders equally good: I could have easily vindicated
human kind (thus Swift 3.342) or: I could easily have
v. ... | H a d he been always as easily repelled, Carlyle
would assuredly not have deserved the praise of catholicity (Walker L 56) or: H a d he always been ... |
I must have indeed been shy (Butler Er 91) or: I
must indeed have been shy | the whole matter has
been frequently discussed, or: .. has frequently been ..
A few hterary quotations without remark: Shelley
L 730 Y o u will have probably been informed of the
manner | Macaulay H 1.61 the opposition which had,
during forty years, been silently gathering and husbanding strength | Trollope W 67 could he have thus
comprised the matter | Gissing H 183 M a y would
have long ago bought a bicycle had she been able to
afford it | Doyle S 5.257 as if they had been that instant done | Butler Er 88 the vintage had been already gathered | id E R 289 its place would be soon
filled by m e n who would be as false | id Er 43 a thought
occurred to me, which would have doubtless struck
m e at once | McCarthy 2.521 no popularity could
have wholly prevented that result | Huxley L 1.69
I should have bitterly despised myself | Milne P 67 I
should have pretty soon seen what that fellow Marcus
was up to | Sweet N E G § 542 The effect ... has been
already treated of.
2.87. Complemental advs, i.e. advs that form a
sense-unit with the vb, have their place after the vb,
but m a y be separated from it by the object, if this is
a hght unstressed pronoun. The rule thus is:
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I give him up: I give up all hope.
put it on: put on your hat.
put it off | put off the whole thing.
he found it out : he found out their plans.
he tore it up | he tore up the letter.
he gave it back : he gave back the book.
W e see here the same principle of weight (D) as
above with 3 V S and 3 S V (2.44).
This, to some extent, m a y be compared with the
difference between for it (him) with half-stressed prep.
and for the king with weakly stressed for.
W h e n a pronoun is stressed it m a y be placed after
the tertiary: Sh M c b IV. 2.51 there are lyars and
swearers enow to beat the honest m e n and hang vp
'them | Ado III. 3.91 call vp 'me | Di P 215 If you want
to ease your mind by blowing up somebody, come
into the court and blow up 'me.
The following quotations illustrate both positions:
Sh H 4 A I. 2.106 I must giue ouer this life, and I will
giue it ouer | Di F 771 I'll give up every word of it. I'll
give it up, and I'll give up you | Thack P 3.206 you
m a y give up society without any great pang ... but
severe are the mortifications and pains you have if
society gives up you | Bronte W 98 Will you give up
Heathcliff hereafter, or will you give up me? | Fox
1.145 So I have given them up, and in fact they have
given up m e | Galsw W M 172 he must have picked
up something in the Square — dogs were always picking things up | Bennett P 19 he had decided to give
up his other club. H e must give it up | Hankin 2.115
Break off this engagement. Break it off, I beg of you |
Shaw C xv showmen, who set him on tofightas they
might set on a dog | id P 123 W o n t you cut their heads
off? _ W h a t ! Cut off your brother's head? — W h y
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not? He would cut off mine, if he got the chance |
Galsw F S 399 Would you like to put on your hat ... ?
But while she was gone to put her hat on, he frowned |
Mannin C h E 74 "You did something to m e when you
tore up her picture," he said at last. "It was as though
you tore m y heart u p " | Lawrence L 237 to make up
his mind. N o w he had made it up.
But exceptions to the rule given do occur: see your
friend off —• more frequent than the order in KayeSmith T 355 Ted's gone to the station to see off Louise
and James | Walpole S T 100 I had not been able to
make m y mind up about the cottage | Caine P 174
when I gave Thora up to you.
2.88. The order V 0 3 is, perhaps, especially frequent
if the object is a word of such httle notional importance
as matters or things, as these approach the value of a
pronoun. Bentley T 264 wished to clear the matter up.
A gradual approach to the now usual end-position
is seen in Luke 15.6 Wycliff: he cometh hoom, and
clepith togidir hise freendis and nei3boris ... 9 sche
olepith togidir freendis and nei3boris | A V 6 he calleth
together his friends and neighbours ... 9 she caUeth
her friends and her neighbours together | 20th C. 6 he
calls hisfriendsand neighbours together ... 9 she calls
herfriendsand neighbours together.
Note the order with both indirect and direct object:
Caine P 39 Then you will give her back her word |
Meredith H 70 I'll send you up some tea presently |
always: pour her out some wine.
In some cases there seems to be httle if any difference between the two positions, e.g. take away one's
breath, or: take one's breath away | take up one's
time, or: take one's time up | turn out one's pockets,
or: turn one's pockets out | we have found out all this,
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or: found all this out | wrap up the books, or: wrap
the books up, etc.
As to cases in which it m a y be doubtful whether
we have an adv or a prep, (think over a matter: think
a matter over) see vol III 13.9X (1) ff.

Chapter III

Sentence-Structure. Concluded
Sentences with the E m p t y there
3.1i. The empty, or, as I have called it elsewhere,
the existential there differs from the local adv there
(1) by having weak stress and consequently having the
vowel [e.o] reduced to [a],
(2) by losing its local meaning; hence the possibility of combining it with local advs and other tertiaries, see below, 3.12.
(3) by being a quasi-subject, thus e.g. in an infinitival
nexus and with an ing, see below, 3.14, 3.17.
(4) by the tendency to have the vb in sg form with
a pi subject, see below, 3.14.
(5) by the word-order: there is nothing wrong, but
there nothing is wrong; cf above, 2.43.
Thus it is not quite correct to say with N E D (there
4) that "Grammatically there is no difference between
There comes the train and There comes a time when,
etc.; but while in the former there is demonstrative
and stressed, in the latter it has been reduced to a
mere anticipative element occupying the place of the
subject which comes later."
3.12. The empty there can be connected in the same
sentence with indications of place: Ch B 3981 For
ther-in is ther no desport or game | Franklin 191 paquet-
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boats ... there were two then remaining there | Di X
31 The noise in this room was perfectly tumultuous,
for there were more children there, than he could
count | Di T 2.31 But there is no one there J Stevenson M 33 and there, sure enough, crusted with the
red rust, there lay an iron shoe-buckle | id K 204
There, there are living m a n y friends of mine || Ch G
943 somwhat of our metal Yet is ther heer | Bunyan
P 62 and there was here enough of this | Wells T M
149 There's some magazines here | Doyle S 6.39 Here
on the left hand there stands a shop window filled
with photographs || Ch B 4178 a toun, Wheras ther
was swich congregacioun | Where there is a will, there
is a way || Di T 2.213 W h a t strength there is in these
common bodies I
3.13. There has often been described as preparatory
subject, as anticipatory subject (Curme; cf anticipative
in N E D ) , or as introductory (Kruisinga), but these
epithets are misleading, for there need not precede the
real subject; Curme just after using his term gives the
example: M e n there were yet living who had seen him,
etc. Other examples of the place after the subject
proper, m a n y of them in questions: Sh Merch IV.
1.47 Some m e n there are Ioue not a gaping Pigge }
Mi P L 4.178 One Gate there onely was | ib 4.514
One fatal Tree there stands of Knowledge caU'd |
Defoe R 2.4 W h a t there was really in this, shall
be seen in its place | Di X 3 I don't mean to say that
I know what there is particularly dead about a
door-nail | Maugham Alt 928 what other explanation
was there ? | W h a t is there to laugh at ? | Shoes there
were none | The reason, if reason there was. — Note
that in some of these, at any rate, is and was are
stressed more strongly than in sentences with the other
word-order.
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3.14. The tendency in colloquial English to use there
is before a pi word was mentioned in vol II 6.81 and
6.82 with the explanation that there is in the beginning
of the sentence becomes a fixed formula and is often
pronounced before the speaker has considered whether
it is a sg or pi word that is to follow; parallels from Danish, Italian and Russian were mentioned, and examples from Malory and later writers were given, among
others of there was you. A n earher example is Ch T
3.865 there is but we two. A n d recent ones are Wells
T B 2.112 They're to call on m e on Wednesday, and
there's got to be you for tea | Mason Witness 9 Before
I came there was no one. Since I came here there has
been — you | Huxley P C P 280 In the intervals,
Walter darhng, there's you.
This peculiarity is one of the indications of the fact
that in the iAere-sentences w e have not to do with a
subject in the ordinary sense.
In ah these sentences there occupies the place usually
given to the subject, and might be termed a vicarious
subject or quasi-subject — Wiwel uses the term nodsubjekt ('makeshift subject'), and Western skinsubjekt
('sham subject') — , while the other word is relegated
to a second plane. This is especially obvious in the use
of there as subject in infinitival and gerundial groups:
let there be fight | I don't want there to be | it was
impossible for there to be (vol V 19.4) | account for
there being something rather odd (ib 9.79).
There are other indications that there is felt as as a
kind of subject. Thus the use of tag-questions: there
is nothing funny about him, is there? | there will be
trouble, won't there? || Tarkington F 90 N o other
little girl ever fell in love with you, did there ? — Further answers like these, where we should otherwise
have no subject: Is there any bridge going? Yes,
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there is | Are there any cherries ? Yes, there are. —•
finally thefrequentoccurrence of there at the beginning
of relative contact clauses (i. e. without any relative
pronoun). These otherwise always begin with the subject, as the rei. pron. as subject cannot be spared, but
cf Money is just about the most useful thing there is [
Bentley T 330 the disappearance of any chance there
might be of the commutation of the capital sentence.
M a n y quotations in vol H I p. 148.
3.15. But if there is the subject, what about the
other part: how are we to analyze it? It is as a rule
more indefinite than ordinary subjects, which are the
most special part of the sentence; and it does not take
the usual place of a subject. Stiff, it must be considered
the subject proper of these sentences. In AnalSynt 10.51
analyze There are many churches there as 3/s V S 3,
denoting by 3/s something which m a y either be called
a tertiary or a lesser subject. This is correct enough,
but there might be occasion to show that there is
something unusual about both subjects, and I now
propose to do this by a raised m ("modified"), exactly
as I marked (ib 3.8) some unclassifiable adjuncts as
2 m ; thus 3/sm V S m 3.
3.16. The chief use of £&ere-sentences is to denote the
more or less vague existence or coming into existence
of something indefinite; thus veryfrequentlywith the
vb be: There's some one at the door | If he comes,
there will be trouble | W h a t is there for dinner? |
There is no time hke the present | There is m a n y a
shp between cup and hp | There is no rule without
some exception | There are as goodfishin the sea as
ever came out of it (and m a n y other proverbs).
3.17. There being is frequent in nexus-tertiaries to
indicate cause: Spectator 3 As for the rest of m y in-
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fancy, there being nothing in it remarkable ... | Di
D o 26 there not being room for both of them in the
only boat that was not swamped, neither of them would
consent to go | Stevenson M B 179 A n d I, there being
none to settle the difference, must reproduce both
versions [ Di T 1.58 There appearing to be no other
door ... and the keeper of the wine-shop going straight
to this one, Mr. Lorry asked him.
3.18. The combination of there is with a following
-ing was dealt with in connexion with Expanded Tenses
in vol IV 14.8(4) (Shah there be gallows standing | if
there were any drinks going, etc). O n there is no use
-ing instead of the more usual it is — see vol V S ^ .
Cf also Kaye-Smith H A 291 there's no good making
conjectures [ ib 294 There's no good whispering.
3.19. The vb be is also found in passive constructions,
which are very frequent in sentences with there: A V
Matth 19.13 Then were there brought vnto him little
children | Sh H 4 B V. 4.7 There hath beene a m a n or
two lately killed about her | H m l V. 1.258 Must there
no more be done? | Carlyle S R 73 would there not,
among the idler classes, perhaps a certain levity be
excited | Bentley TI 206 There had been a jeweller's
window smashed.
3.2i. Other vbs than be are found in (Aere-sentences,
but generally only those of a somewhat vague meaning,
such as come, appear, happen, etc: A V John 1.46 Can
there any good thing come out of Nazareth? [but
without tliere in 20th C. V. Can anything good come
out of Nazareth?] I A V Esth 4.14 then shall there
enlargement and dehuerance arise to the Iewes | Defoe
R 2.93 Early one morning, there came on shore five
or six canoes of Indians j Spectator 189 There cannot
a greater judgment befal country than .. | Keats 4.184
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there has scarce a day passed but he has visited him |
Carlyle F R 106 Since the year 1614, there have no
States-General met in France | G E A 396 there m a y
good come out of this | Stevenson J H F 209 In the
ancient days there went three m e n upon pilgrimages |
Dreiser F 226 Then there won't anything happen to
her.
A few examples of vbs outside these categories: Mitford O V 21 There only wants a pool under the thorn to
give a stiff loveher reflection | Lawrence L 97 There wants
a m a n about the place | Carlyle S R 158 That there
should one m a n die ignorant who had capacity for
knowledge.
3.22. Transitive vbs with objects formerly were not
at ah rare with there ( N E D there 4 b, obs.; frequent in
Ch). W e do not say There took a man a walk, but There
was a man who took a walk. But take place = 'happen,'
m a y still be found; thus also cross her path = 'come':
Thack P 715 there took place between him and his
son a violent and painful scene | Cronin C 91 O n the
sixth of September there took place a full meeting of
the Committee | Locke H B 177 If there crossed her
path a m a n with a strong protective arm, he was whisked
away. —• Cf also More U 23 There met us at Bruges
they w h o m ...
3.23. A there-sentence m a y contain a predicative, e.g.
Stevenson T 147 There is one thing good about all
this [different from: There is one good thing] | Christie
Big Four 220 At times there seemed really nothing the
matter with him.
The generally indefinite character of sentences with
there is (as already hinted above) shown by the 'subject', which in the majority of cases is indefinite. If
it is a sb, it is most often accompanied by an inde-
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finite adjunct (a, no, some, any, many, etc). Note tha
that and those as subjects here have an indefinite meaning: there was that in his character which ... = 'something'; there are those who think ... = 'some'.
3.24. Not infrequently, when the subject is seemingly definite, the underlying notion is really indefinite
as shown by the indefinite article after of: Stevenson
T 130 I was thinking this over, when there came ringing over the island the very cry of a m a n at the point of
death | id M 204 it was not long before there shone in
at the door the ruddy glimmer of a lantern | Jenkins B
246 ... when there reached him the sound of a motorcar | Swinnerton S 50 Beyond, there could be seen the
rim of a hill | Maxwell F 31 and there passed through
his mind the memory of a real boy, a boy called Cartwright 11 Note also for example in Russell F O [p. ?] The
few survived had curious adventures. There were, for
example, Mrs. Simmons and her daughter.
In other instances the writer might nearly as well
have written a as the: Bennett C 1.194 there had begun
to form in his mind the conviction that ah was not
quite well with the work | Galsw M W 214 When, at
last, she stopped, there followed the strangest silence
[= 'a very strange silence'] | id D 69 Through the
leaves there came the faint far tinkle of the tea-bell j
Russell F O 485 Then there awoke in m e the wish to
build shops of m y own | Benson D 2.45 there was
also in Dodo's heart the indefinable yearning for days
that were dead.
3.25. But in some passages these explanations do not
hold good; sometimes the reason for the ^ere-construction seems simply to be the length of the subject
which has made it difficult to place it at the beginning of the sentence; cp. the constructions with it,
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below, 4.68. Examples: Di T 1.212 there is, in her hea
towards you, ah the love and reliance of infancy itself
| Coffins W 419 There were also placed in her possession
the clothes Lady Glyde had worn | Stevenson T 108 Then
it was that there came into m y head thefirstof the m a d
notions that contributed so much to save ourfives|
Kipling M O P 193 after the httle silence that followed
on the ceremony there entered the native officer who had
played for the Lushkar Team | W a u g h W 64 Later in
the day there was announced R o y Bauer, the m a n on
w h o m he rehed for the remainder | Walpole Cp 21
Then there arrived Mr. Brassy, her father's sohcitor,
from Cater Hill | Butler W 304 then there came into
his mind that noble air of Handel's: 'Great God" |
Oppenheim Laxw 94 To-night there will meet here the
m a n whose deeds a short time ago set all London in
a panic, and the bloodhounds who ... | Benson D 26
as he thought of this, there occurred to him the remark
that Dodo had made that morning.
3.26. In sentences of the vague character generally
found in English with there, in Scandinavian with der,
in Dutch with er, in Fr. with il y a, in Ital. with v'e,
there seems everywhere to be a tendency to have the V
before the S; in comparing the Authorized Version with
the Greek original I was struck with the frequency of
there, where the Greek had the word-order VS.
Abbreviated Sentences
3.3i. Alongside the fully articulate sentences considered so far (containing a subject and afinitevb) we
have very frequent instances of inarticulate or semiarticulate sentences —
cf the remarks in PhilGr
308ff.on expression, suppression, and impression. W e
here have especially to dwell on sentences in which
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something is left out either through what is learnedly
called prosiopesis — the beginning left out — or aposiopesis — the end left out. In both kinds we find types
of sentences in which the suppression has occurred so
often that at last no one thinks any more of what is
left out, the remainder becoming a regular idiomatic
expression which the grammarian must recognize as a
complete sentence. Cf also Language 273.

Front-Part Left Out
3.32. The beginning is dropped: the speaker begins
to articulate, or thinks he begins, but produces no
articulate sound (either for want of expiration, or because he does not make his vocal chords vibrate till
one or two syllables after the beginning of what he
intended to say).
It m a y be a particle or even the beginning of one:
Galsw P 2.22 [Of] Course you've no personal feehng in
the matter (also Kipling S 59, Rose Macaulay T 208,
etc) | Kipling S 154 [Be-]'Sides.
3.33. W h a t is left out is very often the subject: (I)
thank you, (I) beg your pardon, beseech you (Sh, etc),
etc, for which I m a y refer to vol III 11.861ff.Ib 11.8,
we saw instances of something else left out besides the
subject: (I a m ) Sorry, etc; 11.872 (Do you) See? |
(Have you) Seen the Walworth's lately?; 11.873 (When
you) Come to think of it, etc.
A few additional quotations: Merriman S 41 [I shah]
See you later | Hammett Th 147 [I shall] Be seeing
you | Di P 134 [I'm] Blessed if she didn't send 'em
ah to sleep | Kipling S 154 [I'm a-]'Fraid not | ib
189 [I'll be] 'Shot if I would! | Galsw F 342 [It would]
Never do to really let them have such decisions in
E
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their hands | Kipling L 155 [Do you] Think so? | id
S 119 [Do you re-]'Member that chap?
With the omission out of Ood in Damnl (ib 11.8e2),
Saue thee (Sh Lr II. 1.1), and Bless us\ (said the Mayor,
Browning 1.408) should be compared the similar dropping at the end of a sentence (below, 3.53): in both
cases the aversion to mentioning the holy name comes
into consideration.
3.34. W h a t is left out m a y be simply a vb: Doyle S
5.35 [Is] That you, Lestrade? | Meredith R 355 [Is]
That all? | Ridge G 286 I'm going home! [Are] Y o u
coming, or are you going to stay here? | Hankin 1.54
[Does] Sir John often dine here? | Bennett C 1.342
[Will] That do? | Wehs CI 148 [Are] Y o u coming,
Billy? | Galsw P 9.18 [Did] Stephen get m y note?
3.35. Very often as is left out before soon as: Swift J
491 Soon as he saw me, he left the Duke | Shelley 56
soon as the W o m a n came into that hall, she shrieked |
Di D 679 [vg] Soon as she see him, ah her fear returned
upon her ... soon as she got to England | Hope C
147 soon as I got a rise | Ridge S 77 he'll have to take
m e to the theatre, soon as ever he gives up playing
this game || Cf also Mannin W 55 likely as not he was
only making out he was annoyed, to save his face |
Merriman V 26 Likely as not, said Captain Cable |
Hergesheimer M B 155 often as not there's shooting.
Note also the omission of the before a comparative:
[The] More's the pity | Galsw T 166 Sooner the better.
3.36. The article is dropped (or has coalesced with the
following word): Keats 5.178 Fact is, I have had so
many kindnesses done m e | Lewis M A 213 trouble is
I can't be sensational enough | Kipling S 265 'Thing
I don't understand | ib 267 'Rest of our chaps
3.37. A n initial negative is left out in the order to
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a helmsman when he is too near the wind: (No) Near!
( N E D near adv. 1 c; near the old comparative = P E
nearer; cf below, 11.27).
The omission of no before more seems to be confined to the South-Western counties: Phillpotts M 29
Not much of a scholar. More a m I. (Other examples
ib 12, 144) | ib 322 you meant that I couldn't expect
that m a n to like me. More I do. Similarly with either =
'nor . . either': Quiller-Couch M 111 it so happens that I
have no small change about me. M e either!, said Mrs.
T. idiomatically.
Middle Part Left Out
3.4. The following small number of examples are
chiefly due to rapid and slovenly pronunciation: Bennett C 1.300 Where [have] you been, old gentleman? |
Norris P 351 what [are] you doing? | Ridge G 284
H o w [are] you going to treat m e this time ? | Cronin
C 71 I'm glad to see you. I['ve] been back and forward
here this last hour.
Cf the chiefly American: couple [of] minutes | you['d]
better do it. This omission of the auxihary leads to the
(Amr) use of done = did, been = was, were, cf vol IV
3.8(4).

End Left Out
3.5i. Thefinalkind of abbreviated sentences, in which
the end is left out, is termed aposiopesis, or, more familiarly, stop-short or pull-up sentences. — Cf PhilGr 310(2).
In the following quotations the writer has aptly
characterized the state of mind that most often leads
to such ellipses:
Thack V 6 "Well, I never" — said she — "what an
audacious" —• emotion prevented her from completing
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either sentence | Di Ch 24 "Well, I never!" cried Meg.
She had, though — over and over again. For it was
Toby's constant topic | Di D o 49 "Good heaven," said
Uncle Sol. "It can't bo! Well, I — " "No, nor anybody
else," said Walter, anticipating the rest. "Nobody would,
nobody could, you know" | Swinnerton S 229 "Well,
all I can say is — " But Rachel did not say anything |
Hankin 2.96 Mrs. E.: I must say! (but words fail her) |
Harraden S 14 "Well, I'm blessed!" said the taller of
the two, hghting a cigar. "So a m I," said the other,
fighting his cigar too. "Those are precisely m y own
feelings," remarked Mrs. R.
After saying "If only something would happen" the
speaker stops without making it clear to himself how
he would go on — whether "I should be happy," or "it
would be better," or "things would be tolerable," or
whatever he might think of. But even without any
continuation the ^/-clause is taken at more than its
face value and becomes, to speaker and hearer alike,
a complete expression of a wish:
Harraden S 78 0, if I had only not come to Peterhof | Caine C 153 If she could only get a hearing! |
Galsw F M 166 If only Ronny weren't known to be so
broke.
3.52. But an i'/-clause without a continuation m a y
also be simply a round-about way of stating something:
Shaw StJ 103 W h y , if it isnt Peter Cauchon! [ = it is!] |
Norris O 101 Well, if here isn't that m a n Annixter |
Mackenzie P R 256 Well, if that isn't the best thing
I've heard since I was home | Lawrence L 211 Well,
if that isn't the devil | Galsw S w 114 If that was
pleasure! | id P 2.47 If you can't see that this is a
special opportunity.
Or it m a y contain a request: Galsw F M 131 If you'll
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all be handy, in case he wants to put the questions
for himself.
Other similar clauses without thefinishingapodosis:
Di D o 181 "... they're poor, indeed; but if you come
to blood, sir!" the Major gave aflourishwith his stick
and walked out, in despair of being able to say what
you came to, if you come to that J Galsw F M 64 If
you knew what a Prussian expression you've got! |
Rose Macaulay K 50 Mrs. Folyot said that she was
terribly sorry, but, of course, if it must be J id T 216
"So long as it makes him happier," said Rome. "Poor
darhng."
3.53. Elliptical ever to strengthen a superlative will
be mentioned in one of the chapters on Comparison (11.8,);
a parallel is Keats 5.45 I enjoy claret to a degree |
Bennett B 51 The symptoms are unusual to a degree.
And after "it's just as well" one often does not add
the second member of the comparison: Bronte V 5 Mrs.
Bretton did not hear it: which was quite as well |
Stevenson J H F 25 it is as well we have met.
Cf also Ward M 118 [lady:] Poor Kitty! she has been
in such a state of mind | ib 124 D o you know that
you look such a duck this afternoon ... This hat suits
you so — you are such a grande dame in it.
Further — as it is difficult in a hurry to hit upon
some adequate comparison — so glad that I cannot express it frequently results in the inexpressible remaining
inexpressed and so becomes = 'very much indeed',
e. g. in Doyle R 54 I shall so look forward to seeing it.
Cp also Wells F m 46 I wouldn't go up in one [a
balloon] — not for ever so | Galsw W M 180 she had
hked the country ever so.
3.54. A servant in bringing a message will say: There
is no answer [waiting, or wanted] (Di N 39) | It's for
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Mrs. Tanqueray, sir; there's no answer (Pinero S 168),
— or Bennett A 93 A letter, and there's an answer,
and he's waiting.
The stopping short before the mention of God is
similar to the omission at the beginning of a sentence
mentioned above (3.38): Galsworthy M 1 2 1 We've walked
from Brighton, so 'elp m e ! | Shaw A 135 So help me,
Governor, I never did.
A favourite beginning that is notfinishedis "Of all
the ...," meaning 'this is the worst,' e.g. Galsw Escape
63 Well, of all the impudent villains! | Shaw M 7 I
must say that of all the confounded pieces of impertinence — | Hart B T 230 Of all the httle idiots! |
Swinnerton S 110 Of ah the cheek! he ejaculated |
Priestley A 229 "Of all the confounded cheek!" A d a m
began.
3.55. The beginning of a familiar phrase suffices to
suggest the continuation: I haven't the faintest (or, in
coll. speech, the foggiest, in slang, the groggiest) [notion
it's no earthly [use, Galsw SS 8 the general opinion that
the League of Nations was "no earthly"] j they were
head over ears [in love, id M W 1 1 6 , W M 165] | Stevenson
K 4 honour to w h o m honour [is due] | D o things regardless [of expenses] | That depends [on circumstances] | Well, I'm hanged [if I understand; Hope C
183] | M y [gracious!, or God!].
3.5e. A subject, either a noun or a clause, is often
in an exclamation left without any predicate: Mackenzie P R 45 "The trouble you must have taken," Hilda
exclaimed | Maugham PI 3.67 Oh, the humiliation I
endured | Galsw Ca 700 The way he sits and smiles! |
Congreve 155 That m y poor father should be so very
silly | Di X 222 Poor girl! That I could ever hope she
would be fond of m e ! That I could ever beheve she
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was! | Maugham PI 2.234 I wouldn't be a lady's companion, not for anything. W h a t they have to put up with!
3.57. The end of an indefinite relative clause is often
left out. This is somewhat different from the phenomenon dealt with in vol III 17.952 (2) with examples
hke "whatever the consequences to himself" and "however interesting to her the conversation" — clauses
parallel to sentences consisting of a preposed predicative
and a subject like "Queer cattle —
women". In
such cases there is no elhpsis.
3.58. But an elhpsis must be acknowledged in the
following clauses with relative pronouns or adverbs in
-ever (archaic -soever or -so):
(1) who (not veryfrequent):Di F 329 the incompetent
servant, by whomsoever employed, is always against
his employer | Walpole O L 230 Then there was Canon
Ryle, smiling and pohte to whomsoever | Merriman S
216 I a m not likely to discuss it with anyone whosoever.
Thus also what as a primary in Stevenson J H F 78
this drug is wanted bitter bad, sir, whatever for.
(2) what (rarer which) as an adjunct, which thus
comes to lose its relative power and mean 'any': L a m b
E 1.119 theses to be defended against whatever impugners | Quincey 117 won in whatsoever way, success is success j Ruskin 1.415 in whateverfield,it
[genius] will always be distinguished by its labour |
Poe 663 Beauty of whatever kind, in its supreme
development, invariably excites the sensitive, soul to
tears | Rose Macaulay T 131 Anyhow, from whatever
cause, there began at this time a slump in decadence |
Bennett A 211 At whatever cost, she was bound to
win | Dickinson S 73 to reahze, at whatever cost of
suffering, great works and great hves | Sh Wiv IV.
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2.24 he curses ah Eues daughters, of what complexion
soeuer ] Carlyle H 127 ah Protestants, of what rank
and function soever | Defoe R 191 no m a n of what
kind soever || Di F 795 For whichsoever reason, or
for ah, he drooped his devoted head.
(3) adverbs: Mi A 33 in any twenty capacities how
good soever | Fielding 3.498 a conqueror ... h o w ambitious, wanton, or cruel soever | Gissing G 444 It
would never have been possible for him to support a
wife of however humble origin | Poe 670 in subjects
so handled, however skilfully, or with however vivid
an array of incident | Carpenter P 59 imprisonments —
how-so-oft repeated — are powerless to change the
Drink habit | Black P h 300 Young people must not
play pranks with Scripture names, in however innocent
a fashion.
In this way whensoever comes to mean 'at any time'
in Sh H m l V. 2.210 now or whensoeuer — and however comes to be used without any feeling of elhpsis
in the sense 'nevertheless.'
This elhpsis hes at the bottom of the very frequent
use of whatever placed after a sb to strengthen an indefinite adjunct, chiefly negative (quotations in N E D
whatever 4 b from 1623 on): Defoe R 158 not upon
any account whatever | James S 139 you took no notice
of it, you know, whatever | under no pretence whatever
| (q N E D ) All bodies whatever are hable to the state of
sonorous vibration || Ruskin Sel 1.408 a m a n is not
educated, in any sense whatsoever, because he can read
Latin | Wilde S M 159 Pubhc opinion is of no value
whatsoever.
Inarticulate or Semi-Articulate Sentences
3.61. In the cases so far considered the intention of
the speaker, though not carried out fully, was to form
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a full sentence according to the usual pattern with a
subject and afinitevb. But we now come to utterances of a different type, which, however, should be
considered complete sentences. First we should mention such terms of pohteness as: Thanks | Thanks very
much | Thanks awfully | Ladiesfirst!| After you (please)
| Good morning (abbreviated: Morning) | in earlier times
Good morrow (abbreviated: Morrow, Farquhar B 323) |
Good day | Good afternoon | Good night.
Next, we have answers, which are complete in themselves, but cannot be understood except from the context or whole situation, e.g. Yes | Certainly | B y all
means | N o | Not on any account, etc.
Requests are frequently expressed in inarticulate
sentences: T w o third Brighton return | Another bottle
of the same kind | None of your cheek!
Note especially verbless sentences with the preposition with: A w a y with you! | Sh Ahs IV. 3.242 off with
his head | H 4 A II. 2.55 on with your vizards | Meas
V. 1.313 to th' racke with him | Shrew Ind I 72 to bed
with him. (Cf also Meas V. 121; Wint III. 3.128;
Gent IV 4.22) Still in use.
With is here used in nearly the same w a y as in full sentences
like " H o w is it with your health T | "Shelley 259 W h a t is it with
thee, sister? T h o u art pale.

3.62. In a rapid narrative we m a y have a whole
string of inarticulate sentences indicating swift motion:
Then rapidly to the door, down the steps, out into the
street, and without looking to right or left into the
automobile, and in three minutes to Wall Street with
utter disregard of police regulations and speed limits |
Longfellow, Paul Revere's Ride: A hurry of hoofs in
a vihage street, A shape in the moonlight, a bulk in
the dark, And beneath, from the pebbles, in passing,
a spark Struck out by a steedflyingfearless and fleet.
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3.63. As it is in these cases, a feeling of terseness
of vigour is also produced by the omission of verbs in
a great m a n y proverbial locutions, apophthegms, party
devices, or similar sayings: Like master, like m a n |
Shaw C 175 Every m a n to his taste | N o cure, no pay
(in Kingsley H 318 N o play, no pay) | Di N 331 Wine
in, truth out j One man, one vote | Once taken, never
shaken | Once bitten twice shy | Quincey 30 Once a
clergyman, and always a clergyman | Norris P 255
Once a speculator, always a speculator | Least said,
soonest mended (Di D 476, Ridge S 20, etc) | Dickinson
S 95 As with the land, so with its products | So far, so
good (common) | First come,firstserved.
3.64. W e have verbless word-groups serving as a kind
of temporal or conditional clause followed by a main sentence introduced by and: Bronte P 181 one minute more
and we should not have had one dry thread on us |
Lawrence, Publ. Mod. L. Ass. 19Q9 258 A touch, and
the whole m a y fall hke a house of cards | Kingsley H
xi A few more tumultuous years, and the Franks would
find themselves lords of the Lower Rhineland | Stevenson M B 194 A little while ago and Villon was almost
totally forgotten | Holmes A 233 he drew a long breath
with such a tremor in it that a httle more and it would
have been a sob f Stevenson M B 326 Once found out,
however, and he seems to himself to have lost all claim
to decent usage.
3.6s. In these and similar instances I have no hesitation in employing the word 'sentence'. But it is m u c h
more difficult to apply that grammatical term to some
instances of what H. Straumann, Newspaper Headlines
(London 1935), terms 'block-language':
(1) Signboards: "J.C.Mason, Bookseller;"
(2) Titles of books, articles, etc: M e n and W o m e n |
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Life and Letters of Charle3 L a m b | Chapter II. Arrival
in London | Recent Medical Discoveries;
(3) Newspaper headlines: Death of the King | Terrible Explosion, Fifty Dead;
(4) Entries in diary: Tuesday. Rain and fog. Chess
with uncle Tom, walk with the girls.
Straumann's book contains m a n y clever remarks
on block-language and language in general, but his
careful analysis of headlines from purely formal points
of view without regard to ordinary grammatical categories is not really of the slightest assistance in understanding either ordinary sentences or his special subject.
W e understand a headline more or less through our
transposing it into ordinary language with its usual
grammar. Straumann himself seems to admit this when
on p. 79 he apphes the terms nexus and junction to
headlines like "Steamer sunk" (nexus) and "Sunk Steamer" (junction) or "Captain Russell" (junction) and
"Russell Captain" (nexus). Headhnese combinations are
not in themselves sentences and often cannot be directly
supplemented so as to form articulate sentences: they
move, as it were, on the fringe of ordinary grammar.

Chapter IV

Person
4.1. W h e n in grammar we speak of the three persons,
we mean the distinction between:
(1) the speaker: thefirstperson,
(2) the person (or persons) spoken to: the second person, and
(3) what is neither speaker nor spoken to: the third
person.
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It is easy to see that this grammatical terminology
has nothing to do with the ordinary use of the word
person: "the horse runs" and "the sun shines" are in
the third person, and if in a fable we make the horse
say "I run" or the sun say "I shine," both sentences
are in thefirstperson.
The distinction applies primarily to the "personal
pronouns":firstperson /, second person you ((and the
old thou); to the third person belong not only the
personal pronouns he, she, it, but everything else: the
man (goes), who (goes), everybody (goes), etc.
First Person
4.2i. The form / goes back to O E ic, M E often ich.
The consonant has generally disappeared, but survives
in the dialect of one part of Somersetshire in the form
[it/, At J], also [tj] before am. In literature this is represented in G a m m e r Gurton's Needle: cham, chyll 'I
will', chwold T would', similarly in Redford. Edgar
(disguised) in Sh Lr IV. 6.239 speaks the Somerset
dialect: Chill not let go, zir.
The pi is we, us.
On J for me and inversely, see Ch VE on Case in
Pronouns.
Us loses its vowel in let's (cf vol I 9.94, and vol V
24.14 on the difference between let us and let's), formerly also in other cases: Sh M c b I. 3.125 betray's.
4.22. Various substitutes m a y be used for the pronoun of thefirstperson sg, thus number one (e.g. Lytton
K 354, Galsw Ca 232); further some expressions taken
from the usual way of signing letters: your humble
servant (obs.) and yours truly:: Fielding T 3.83 this did
him some disservice with your humble servant | Thack
S 20 all the inhabitants of the hotel, amongst others
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your humble servant, (ib 150, Kaye-Smith F 217) |
Thack P 1.46 Give the young one a glass, and score it
up for yours truly | id N 147 why haven't you picked
out some nice girl for yours truly? — While these are
familiar, the following are decidedly vg: this child as
in Ridge G 103 it m a y answer with some; but not
with this child (also Maugham Alt 254); frequent in
U.S., especially among negroes, and sometimes "improved" into this baby (O'Neill E m p . Jones 16 I ain't
'lowin' nary body to touch dis baby | ib 21), this chicken (ib 23 Takes more'n dat to scare dis chicken), or
this horse. Other Amr. substitutes are the old boy (or
man), or your uncle | Ade A 89 what she sees in m e to
get stuck on [ = in love with] is what keeps your Willie
boy guessing, Cf Mackenzie C 164 and 273 this little girl |
Jerome N N 98 [a baby!] not this baby.
Occasionally a speaker uses his own name instead of
the pronoun "I"; thus in Sh Csesar and Othello often,
by commentators taken as a sign of their pride (?);
e.g. Caes 1.2.17 Speake, Caesar is turn'd to hear.
Many writers in their articles and books avoid the
use of the pronoun / and replace it by the author or
the (present) writer, whenever it is not possible to use
some passive or impersonal construction.
4.23. As already remarked in vol II 4.52, we is not
a normal pi (= several I's, hke horses, etc), but a pi
of approximation = 'the speaker + some one else or
some others'. It is therefore often necessary to specify
who else is included: we gentlemen, we Yorkshiremen,
we Europeans, etc.
Colloquially, us m a y be used for me: Mackenzie C
103 Give us a cigarette, Val. — Further in Scottish
and Irish; see vol II 4.13.
Present company m a y be used as a substitute for we,
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us: Caine C 186 you fancied yourself above present
company.
A kind offluctuationbetween two persons is sometimes found. Some of us and most of us are, strictly
speaking, in the third person; therefore we should say:
Most of us lost their heads.
But it is, at any rate, excusable, if the speaker includes himself, to say: Most of us lost our heads.
Similarly with most of you.
Compare Thack N 297 dive and I went each to
our habitation | Masterman W L 32 W e will each carry
on with our own line of research | ib 140 w e will each
keep his own counsel | Dickinson in Forster 50 then
[we] went out into the night, each on our different
paths.
4.24. A curious confusion of the twofirstpersons is
sometimes found when the speaker means "J£ I were
you": Maugham Alt 750 I wouldn't tell him more about
yourself than you find absolutely necessary | Sayers
Unn. D 24 In any case, I said, I shouldn't distress
yourself too much | Phillpotts G R 75 If you can even
lunch with your party I should | Sayers D C 57 I should
not let the matter prey on your mind in the least.
Cf vol IV 19.5(6) I would [if I were you] and 20.3(7)
I should.
4.25. The possessive pronoun corresponding to I is
my, mine; on the distinction see vol II 16.2.
Mine is always pronounced [main], but my alongside
of the pronunciation [mai] has an unstressed form
[mi], shortened from the M E form [mi-], [mi] m a y
still be heard, not only in vulgar speech, but on the
stage, and in courts of law when addressing M y Lord.
Cf vol I 4.431.
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Second Person
4.3i. N o w only one form you without distinction of
number or case. Formerly four forms:
Sg. nom. thou
Sg. obhque
PI. nom.
PI. obhque

thee
ye
you.

The way in which the simplification has been brought
about is described in detail in Chapters 6—7 on Case in
Pronouns.
O n various ways of distinguishing a pi from the sg
of the 2nd person see vol II 2.84, 2.87 (you people,
etc.), 2.88 (you together, you ah).
4.3a. For the second person, too, we have some substitutes. First we m a y mention the paternal we, frequent
from doctors and teachers and probably meant originally to denote kindness through identifying the interests of speaker and hearer; this seems to be found in
many countries: Thack P 3.306 W h a t a pretty gal
we've grown | ib 354 Are we going to change our
condition and give up our chambers? | Mrs. Browning
A 177 we are sad to-night | Di T 2.18 (husband to
wife) | Stevenson M 225 Aha! said the doctor. So we
rise early in the morning, do we? | Wilde Imp 22
[clergyman to young girl] A n d how are we this morning? (thus Hankin 1.42 doctor to patient) | Meredith
H 179 Are we enamoured of a beautiful maiden?
There are a few respectful substitutes for the simple
you, consisting of your and a substantive (the verb to
be put in the third person): Your Majesty, Your Royal
Highness, Your Lordship, Your Excellency, Your Grace
(to Dukes, Duchesses, and Archbishops), your worship (to judges).
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My darling and my own girl m a y occasionally be
used as fondling substitutes for the pronoun; thus
Candida speaks to her husband, in Shaw 2.121 My
boy is not looking well. Has he been overworking ?
There is a fondling way of using it instead of you
in speaking to children, which is also sometimes used
from husband to wife, etc. This usage originated in the
habit of half mentioning, half addressing an infant that
is too smah to understand what is being said to it. Sh
John H . 1.160 goe to yt ['its'] grandame, childe ...
and it grandame will Guie yt a plum | M c b IH.
4.66 [Lady M . to her husband] shame it selfe. W h y
do you make such faces? | Goldsm 668 it won't leave
us, cousin Tony, will it? | Thack P 3.401 Foohsh boy!
she said, it shall be loved as it deserves | id N 348 |
Di N 195 and 244 (Mr. Mantahni to his wife) | Caine
C 151 A n d what's its nyme, m y dear? | Shaw 2.126
[Candida petting Marchbanks ironically] Poor boy! have
I been cruel ? Did I make it shce nasty httle red onions ?
| Pennell L 101 Dear old Sweetheart, keep itself well.
4.33. A pronoun of the second person is very often
placed both before and after a term of abuse: Redford
W 357 thow calat, thow | Sh A d o V. 1. 53 thou doest
wrong me, thou dissembler, thou || Redford W 342 you
quene, you | Sh Mids III. 2.288 Fie, fie; you counterfeit, you puppet, you | Defoe R 9 you fool you | Thack
V 303 you were ready to murder your brother, you
wicked Cain you | Shaw 1.214 D o you think I'll put
up with this from you, you young devil, you? (also
ib 2.99) | Ridge G 34 Oh, you Christy Minstrel, you!
4.34. A n y name m a y be made into the second person,
as in: Come here, John! | Beg your pardon, Miss Langton | W h a t do you think, Dr Cassell? | Anything
else, sir?
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Here we say that John, Miss Langton, Dr Cassell,
and sir are vocatives, but in Enghsh the vocative is
not, as in some languages, a separate case.
Any imperative is virtually in the second person,
even if seemingly addressed to a "third person". Quotations for this (Somebody caff m y wife | Don't congratulate m e , anybody! | Search him, some of you,
etc) see vol V 24.16.
4.35. The possesive pronouns of the second person
are the obs. or archaic thy, thine and the living your,
yours. O n the difference between primary and secondary see vol II 16.231 f, 16.27 ff.
On the pronounciation of your, yours [juo, juoz; joo,
jo-oz] see vol I 4.434.
With weak stress your m a y become [jo].
Instead of yours the negro and the "poor white "in the
South of the U.S. alike are much more apt to say
your-all's or yourn, see V. Starnes in Century Mag.
M a y 1895 p. 155 and Mencken A L 4 449 with references.
Third Person
4.4i. In the third person we have the forms
Sg. nom.
he
she
it
Sg. obhque
him
her
PI. nom.
PI. obhque

they
them.

For the explanation of she instead of OE heo see
Lindkvist in Angha 45 p. 1 ff.
On the difference between he, him — she, her — it
see ch V on Sex.
O n the case-distinction see ch V I on Case in Pronouns. See below, 6.18, on dialectal un from O E ace.
hine.
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Him and her often lose [h] in weak position: for him
[for im], to her [tu o], etc. It is now always without
the h it had in O E hit. In a weak position it m a y lose
its vowel: 'tis, 'twas, 'twiU; but instead of 'Us it is
now usual to say it's.
Instead of them there is a coll. form, generally considered sub-standard, hem, 'em, which is not historically to be considered = them with [o] dropped, but is a
continuation of O E and M E hem, of the same stem as he,
etc. This is written in literature 'hem (BJo), or 'em,
sometimes 'urn (e.g. Goldsm 658). Swiftridiculesthe
use of 'um for them in the Tatler no. 230.
4.42. The possessive pronouns of the third person
are his, her, hers, its; their, theirs.
O n the difference between primary hers, theirs, and
secondary her, their see vol II 16.27 ff.
The most important function of the pronouns of the
third person is to denote the person or thing indicated
by the situation or context, thus very often as an 'anaphoric' pronoun, referring back to what has just been
mentioned: W h e n A n n saw Brown, she [ = Ann] shook
him [ = Brown] by the hand.
The pronoun is often superfluously added after the
noun, e. g. in ballad style and especially in illiterate
speech: Brown, he knows (Sh Lr II 1.124 Our father
he hath writ | R 3 III 2.115 Your friends at Pomfret,
they doe need the priest | Err V. 229 God he knows; the
latest example in N E D 1839 the skipper he stood beside the helm). Also before the noun: H e is very clever,
that boy of yours | Kaye-Smith T 222 She was a good
girl, Fanny | Kingsley H 188 They were bhssful months
those to poor Hypatia.
4.43. He or she m a y be made definite by a following
indication, thus a relative clause: A n n told it to him
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who sat next to her, or a prepositional phrase: Which
of the ladies is your sister ? She in the red dress | Spielmann, Studies in the First Foho 26 a portrait of Shakespeare when a much younger m a n than him of the bust.
(Is N E D correct when calling this archaic?).
He, she, they as antecedents of a relative clause m a y
either be non-generic as in the sentence just above, or
generic = 'any one'. Both cases were dealt with rather
fully in vol III 5.1xff.and III 5.16. Examples were also
given there in which the pronoun was separated from
the relative clause. As there said, m a n y of such combinations are now literary rather than coll.; they that
and they who are now supplanted by those that and
those who.
A few additional examples m a y find their place here:
Sh As II. 7.98 H e dies that touches any of thisfruite|
A V R o m . 13.8 hee that loueth another hath fulfilled
the L a w | H e who can't keep a penny Will never have
many J Sh R o II. 3.94 they stumble that run fast.
4.44. Sometimes it m a y be doubtful to which of several persons mentioned a he, she, or they refers. Stress
is a convenient means to dispel doubt in that respect
(in print often denoted by itahcs): Di O T 47 Ohver
was not altogether as comfortable as the hungry pig
was, when he was shut up ... in the grain department
| Huxley L 1.225 Huxley's wife was at Folkestone for
three months. ... Huxley ran down every week; his
brother George and his wife also werefrequentvisitors |
Mackenzie S A 229 Mary's hands ... were now the hands
of her grandmother when she wasfifty,fiftyyears ago |
Maugham Alt 476 B y some chance he had never met
Hutchinson, though of course he knew ah about him
just as Hutchinson knew all about him \ Walpole C 66
The Archdeacon was determined tofightthem ... even
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as the Black Bishop had fought his enemies | Lawrence L
195 Hannele waited with her hands in her lap, and Mrs
Hepburn mused, with her hands in her lap | L a m b E
1.181 Children love to hsten to stories about their
elders, when they were children | Walpole S C 99 and
shadows moved behind the shadows, and yet more
shadows behind them.
In Somerset a distinction is made between Bill cut's
vinger and Bill cut ees vinger, the former meaning,
'Bill's ownfinger',the latter, 'the other man's' (Elworthy
Wordbook XVII).
In formal and legal style ambiguity is often avoided
by the use of ths former and the latter instead of
pronouns.
In Mi P L 4.600 a stressed they is opposed to these,
meaning 'the former' and 'the latter' respectively:
beast and bird, They to thir grassie couch, these to
their nests.
4.45. Personal pronouns as primaries m a y take an
adjective as a secondary: Poor httle I (or m e ) [ Rehearsal 83 that you will here with poor us stih remain |
Ridge G 103 Makes m e shriek to see little you standing
there.
Indirect Speech
4.46. In indirect (reported) speech a shifting of the
persons is in m a n y cases natural, a directfirstperson
being turned according to circumstances into an indirect second person or an indirect third person, etc.
The various possibilities m a y be thus tabulated: the
direct statement (A speaking to B ) : "I a m glad of your
agreement with him" (i.e. C) m a y become:
(1, A speaking with C): I said I was glad of his
agreement with you.
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(2, A speaking with D ) : I said I was glad of his
agreement with him.
(3, B speaking with A ) : Y o u said you were glad of
m y agreement with him.
(4, B speaking with C): H e said he was glad of m y
agreement with you.
(5, B speaking with D ) : H e said he was glad of m y
agreement with him.
(6, C speaking with A ) : Y o u said you were glad of
his agreement with me.
(7, C speaking with B ) : H e said he was glad of your
agreement with me.
(8, C speaking with D ) : H e said he was glad of his
agreement with me.
(9, D speaking with E ) : H e said he was glad of his
agreement with him.
It should be remarked, however, that in the sentences
2, 5, 8, and 9, clearness would certainly be gained by
the use of the name instead of one or more of the
ambiguous he's.
It is a simple consequence of the nature of the pi
we, that itfrequentlyremains unshifted, as in: "He
said that he still believed in our glorious future as a
nation."
Ambiguity m a y sometimes be caused by the use of
the third person both for real third person (Lat. eum,
ejus, etc) and for a shiftedfirstperson (Lat. se, suus,
etc.). Thus in North's Plutarch 1004 "Antonius sent
againe to chalenge Caesar, to fight with him hand to
hand. Caesar aunswered him, that he had many other
wayes to dye then so." H e means Antonius, but Shakespeare took it as a shiftedfirstperson and renders it
(Ant. IV. 1.4) "let the old Russian [read: ruffian]
know, I haue many other wayes to dye."
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As Brinton remarks (Essays of an Americanist.
Philadelphia 1890, p. 324) "John told Robert's son that
he must help him" m a y have any of six different
meanings, which in some Amerindian languages are
expressed by distinct pronouns.
Sometimes extra stress m a y show that a shifted
first person is meant, as in G E M 1.244 T o m thought
this sister of Tulhver's seemed a nice httle thing,
quite unlike her brother; he wished he had a httle
sister.
In some cases ambiguity is obviated by adding the
latter: Thack N 401 W h e n Miss 0. quitted M a d a m e
d'lvry's family, she spoke with great freedom regarding the behaviour of that duchess, and recounted.
horrors which she, the latter, had committed.
Some curious instances of shifting are found in these
quotations: Sh Merch II. 8.22 (Shylock cries " M y
daughter! 0 m y ducats ... ) W h y ah the boyes in
Venice follow him, Crying his stones, his daughter,
and his ducats | Defoe G 124 will you give m e leav to
make an objeccion or two? The gentleman told him,
with all his heart | Di D 334 As to afish-kettle,Mrs
C says, Well! would I only come and look at the range ?
The shifting m a y even be found in imperatives and
wishes expressed in the subjunctive: Carlyle F R 136
they [the Clergy] pass silently, and none cries, God
bless them | Ridge G 147 what she wanted to say was,
that for cleanhness and appearance and comfort, give
her a horsehair sofa with a black cushion | Burns 120
An' she cry'd L — d preserve her! | Di D o 160 the
dream she had, was over now, God help her! |
Ward Chaucer 129 a question was h o w to take this
money to the house. It must be done by night; so let
them draw lots, and let him on w h o m the lot fell run
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to the town | Shaw P 273 Heaven forgive m e for judging
him ... Y o u said just now, Heaven forgive you for
judging him.
Person in Verbs
4.5i. The distinction of the three persons applies not
only to pronouns but to verbs as well. But in English
this has in course of time been greatly restricted: it
is found only in the present tense, and there only in
regular verbs (I, you, we, they go; he goes) and be (I
am, he is; we, you, they are). O n -s in dares and needs
see vol V 12.2—3. O n -th and -s see vol V I ch III. In the
past tense, and in the originally perfecto-present verbs,
the distinction has been given up (saw, can, may, etc,
in ah persons). The old forms corresponding to thou
have been discarded from natural speech together with
that pronoun (thou art, wert, wast, canst, mayst, goest,
etc; see vol V I ch II). The present subjunctive is always equal to the base and shows no distinction according to person; see below, 18.23 f.
O n the other hand, standard English has developed
a distinction in the use of the auxiliaries will and shall
according to the persons, see vol IV chs X V - X X I .
The obhteration of the old personal distinction in so
many verbal forms is a signal case of progress in language, as evidenced by the difficulties such distinctions produce in those cases in which they are still
found. There is no difficulty in
Neither my brother nor I saw her, or
Neither m y brother nor I can have done it.
But in the present tense things are not so easy.
Instead of "either you or I are wrong," which is felt
to be incorrect, or "either you or I am wrong," which
is equally objectionable, some people will prefer the
stiff and awkward "either you are wrong, or I," where
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one feels tempted to add "am [wrong]," which makes
it stiff more clumsy; Dean Alford (The Queen's English,
8th ed. 155) proposed to say "either you or I is wrong,"
though he admits that" the sound is harsh, and usages
would be violated." The following passages show how
Enghsh writers have cut the Gordian knot in different
ways:
4.52. (1) the verb is put in the pi (because neither A
nor B is =A
and B are not): Hunt A 295 Neither he
nor I were very strong | Bronte P 181 Neither she nor
I were wet J Tennyson 369 For whatsoever knight
against us came Or I or he have easily overthrown |
Stevenson T 168 neither you nor I are m u c h account at
the shooting | id M B xiv I question whether either I or
the writer in the Review have ever encountered a good
one | Harraden S 37 to imagine that you or I are going
to do any good | Garnett G o 28 neither he nor I are
superior | Bennett P 299 doubt as to whether you or
I are the strongest | NJacob G 82 Only to-day have I
understood that neither you nor I are left alone | Wells
P F 106 neither she nor I were behaving as though we
thought so | Father Ronald K n o x in B D S 90 they were
no more mystics than you or I are || Mason House
Arrow 128 Have either of you two ladies received an
anonymous letter ? | Rhode Murder Praed 165 Have either
of you any knowledge ... Have either of you any suspicions.
4.53. (2) the verb is attracted to the nearest subject:
Greene J4 415 this king and I a m one | Swift P 107 I
wonder w h y such a handsome, strait, young gentleman
as you, do not get some rich widow | Galsw D 30 A m
I and ah w o m e n really what they think us ? | Tennyson
446 Great brother, thou nor I have made the world |
Gissing G 337 Neither you nor A m y is the kind of person
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to take a pleasure in disagreement | id B 413 Neither
you nor anyone else has authority over m e | London A
180 all I or any other m a n knows j Maxweh H R 127
Neither of you are weighing your words.
4.54. (3) the verb is in the third person sg: Sh L L
V. 2.346 Nor God, nor I, dehghts in periur'd m e n | Scott
Iv 178 either the Prior or thou has made some alterations | Walpole Golden Scarecr. 25 I'm afraid neither you
nor I is the ideal m a n | Lewis E G 291 of course neither
you nor I is necessary to the progress of that great
Methodist Church | id M A 37 Either he or m e has got
to get out | Shaw 1.55 [vg] Y o u and m e is too much
of a pair. — Cf Swinburne Itylus (116) could I forget
or thou remembsr, Couldst thou remember or I forget.
4.55. Similar difficulties often appear in relative clauses; the Prayer Book reads "Thou art the God that
doeth wonders," where the A V has "Thou art the God
that doest wonders" (Ps. 77.14). Cf also: Sh Shrew IV.
2.18 I a m not Licio, But one that scorne to hue in this
disguise ) W i v II. 2.166 I a m a gentleman that haue
spent much | Johu IV. 2.47 Then I, as one that a m the
tongue of these | cf also Mids II. 1.34, R 3 IV. 4.268,
Ado V. 2. 89 | BJo 3.117 Are you not he, that filthy
wretch, that here, in hope of prey, have ... snuffed
about .... Are you not he that have to-day .... professed J A V Judges 13.11 Art thou the m a n that spakest
unto the w o m a n ? | Spectator 449 I a m one whofivein
a continual apprehension | Cowper L 2.13 Thou only
critic of m y verse that is to be found in all the earth,
w h o m I love j Shelley P 75 the presumption that I,
the person who now write and think, a m that one mind.
4.5e. There is a decided tendency to use the form of
the third person after it is (was) instead of the orthodox
"it is I (me) who (that) a m the guilty" and "it is you
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who (that) are the guilty" and even "it is not I who
a m guilty": Sh As H I . 5.55 'Tis not her glasse, but you
thatflattersher | Beaconsfield L 438 It is you, m y dear
Lothair, that is surprising, not the world | W a r d G
1.290 It's you that's being teaching Lucy these beautiful sentiments | Zangwill G 355 I'm very sorry it's m e
that affords you amusement | Stevenson A 86 it is yourself that is hunted down | id K 194 you that's a m a n
of so much penetration | Barrie A d m . Crichton 77 it
wasn't you who was firm | Cather P 238 I'm glad it's
you that's doing this to m e , T o m ; not m e that's doing
it to you | Cronin H 633 It's not you that is to
blame.
Cp "It isn't you that is wrong, but John," in which
the third person in the verb m a y be justified by the
fact that the meaning is "the person that is wrong, is
John, not you."
4.57. Here I m a y mention the very frequent occurrence of a vb in the sg after one of (pi) + relative: Sh
Alls IV. 3.323 | Bosweh 2.94 Dr. Johnson exclaimed,
"One of the most dreadful things that has happened in
m y time | Fielding 4.124 one of those who was vain
enough of m y own charms | M a u g h a m PI 4.62 I a m one
of the few m e n I know who is able to profit by experience | Priestley A P 286 one of the two or three things
written during these last ten years or so that is going to
hve. — Frequent in newspapers.
4.58. Attraction is also found in Marlowe F 1380 A n d
none but thou shalt be m y paramour | Sh H 4 B IV.
2.121 Heauen, and not wee, haue safely fought to
day (Q: God, and not wee, hath ... ) | Meredith H 168
you none of you know how to meet a woman's smile.
Curie L 94 W h o but I a m able to manage the
house?
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Who is = 'who is meant by' in the following sentences: Bennett P 311 W e had a breakdown ... Who's
we? | Maugham PI 3.154 W e were under the impression
that you had a case this morning. —• W h o is we? J id
P 64 W e should go up the Western River and then by
chair. — W h o is we ? — You and I.
The vb after such honorific substitutes for the second
person as Your Majesty is normally in the third person
sg; an exception is Sh R 2 II. 2.20 so your sweet maiestie
Looking away vpon your Lords departure, Finde shapes
of greefe.
Cf below, 4.8j, on myself, etc.
They + Numeral
4.5a. In connexion with a numeral, they was formerly
very frequent and is still not at ah rare: Malory 50 they
two ... they sixe | Sh Err I. 1.111 And in our sight
they three were taken vp | A V Mark 10.8 and they
twaine shal be one flesh.
They two, e.g. Franklin 46, Wordsw 135, Lamb R 13,
Tennyson 114, Di Do 143, id N 759, Shaw D 206, Hope
R 59, Allen W 87, Norris, Hawthorne S 69, Hewlett
Q 24, ib 446.
Even before a sb: Malory 56 they two knyghtes.
In the obhque case, them + numeral is found, e.g. in
Caxton R 83 the fayrest of them thre | Malory 50 eche
of them V | More U 181 of them III | Sh H 5 III. 2.30 I
am boy to them all three, but all they three ... could
not be man to me | BJo 3.247 out of them two.
But this is now generally avoided, because them is
felt to be hke the vg use of them as an adjunct (them
boys); them two in Peggotty's mouth DiDC 123 is meant
as vg; still wefindShaw J 225 I want to see them two
meet.
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Nowadays these two and those two are preferred. But
the simple definite article before the numeral is perhaps
just asfrequent,thus in a subject: Di T 2.289 The two
stand in the fast-thinning throng; also id N 206, Thack
N 25, ib 624, ib 810, Tennyson 311, W a r d M 355, Shaw
1.186, ib 152, Ridge L 184, Kipling L 38, id J 42, Hardy
L 185, Maugham P V 208 the two of them.
And outside the subject: Austen M 150 in each
of the three | Hawthorne S 18 the graver m a n of the
two | Kingsley H 9 he left the two together | Shaw P
126 This movement brings the three in a httle group
to the place.
Them as an Adjunct
See N E D them 5 (from 1596 and later), examples in
vol II 16.13 from Bunyan, Di, Thack, Hardy, Shaw. It
is used in vg speech as subject as well as in other positions.

It

4.6i. O E hit lost its h in M E on account of the habitual stresslessness, cf vol I 2.942. The vowel, too, was
often lost: 'tis, 'twas, 'twill, etc, though in ordinary P E
it's has supplanted 'tis, probably on account of the frequency of that's, what's with loss of i in is; cf also I'm,
you're, etc. After prepositions in vg speech on't, o't
(=sofit).
W e have to distinguish between three functions of it:
(A) Anaphoric it —• referring to something previously
named:
(B) Preparatory it — referring to something that follows;
(C) In cleft sentences: it is ... ;
(D) Unspecified it — without any reference.
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A. Anaphoric it
4.62. It refers back to anything previously mentioned
that is not spoken of as he or she (see ch V on Sex:
an infant, an animal, or a thing): Have you seen m y
knife? Yes, it is on that table. It m a y even refer to
nothing: Hope R 235 well, nothing seems to be happening, does it? (also elsewhere).
This it has a pi identical in form with the pi of he
and she: they, them.
It is used as subject, as object, as indirect object (examples vol n i 14.52) and after a preposition.
Though it is a primary, it cannot take an adjunct;
parallel to all that, we say it (..) all with all in apposi
tion : Chesterton F 289 After it all, I a m still glad that
you are brave | The loveliness of it all | It is all very well.
W e m a y find it that or it which with a relative clause:
BJo has 1.30 it will never out o' thefleshthat's bred i'
the bone — now: W h a t is bred ...
A n ambiguity (not very serious) m a y sometimes arise
when there are two antecedents to which it m a y refer:
If the baby does not thrive on raw milk, boil it.
In rare cases it refers to a verbal action, chiefly after
do (where so is generally used); in the Swift quotation we should now say to as representing an infinitive
(cf vol V 20.57, on obs. to it ib 20.59). Examples: Bennett B 151 Supposing that anything could happen to
m e — which it can't | Swift J 4 I have not yet seen
her, nor intend it J Austen S 315 she has forgiven m e
before she ought to have done it.
Cf also: you m a y go to London if you find it necessary.
In popular speech that word which it refers to is very
often postponed tiff the end of the sentence: It runs
very well, that horse of yours (Wright EDGr).
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O n the omission of it = what you said, etc, in I
know, etc, see vol III 16.16. A few similar examples: Sh
H m l III. 4.201 Alacke, I had forgot | Di P 243 I should
never guess, if I were to try ah night | Collins W 214
Time will show | Doyle S 1.45 A n d how did youfindout ?
B. Preparatory it
(Also termed anticipatory or representative it).
4.6s. It stands as a preliminary representative of a
longish group of words which follows later because its
placement here would make the sentence-structure cumbersome or 'top-heavy'. It is often what I have called
a " d u m m y subject". It heralds, as Fowler says M E U
301, a deferred subject — but m a y also herald a deferred object.
Preparatory it has already been dealt with in previous
volumes in connexion with the treatment of its various
functions. I give here a reference to these passages with
one example each, often abbreviated, just to show the
character of the phenomenon. In some cases I add a
few supplementary quotations and remarks.
4.64. References to vol. III.
2.13. It stands for a content-clause: It seems certain
that he is dead.
As subject of a nexus-object: W e thought it probable
that the accusation would be refuted.
As object: She would have it that all m e n hailed him.
As there are comparatively few vbs that require it
before a content clause as object, some supplementary
quotations will not be amiss here: Swift 3.63 the Lilliputians will needs have it, that m e n and w o m e n are
joined together hke other animals | Kennedy C N 41
report had it that she was of very good family | Sh Ado
IV. 1.206 A n d publish it, that she is dead indeed |
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Mannin W 85 he liked it that she had a good firm
grip | Benson D B 243 I always rub it in that cricket
doesn't matter.
2.3S. The same without that: I take it he should be
equal to the task | It occurred to m e there was no time
to lose.
2.27. It after a preposition: rely on it that I shall give
you a full account.
2.43. Indirect question: It mattered httle who filled
the town.
3.7e. Relative clauses: W a s it true what Mabel had
said?
4.65. References to vol. V.
4.3v In a nexus-object: I make it a rule never to look
into a newspaper (4.34 without it: he thought fit to
escape. Here might be added: A V Esth 3.6 hee thought
scorne to lay hands on Mordecai | Swift 3.176 the King
thought proper to pass a few days at a palace | Goldsm
V 1.35 I always thoughtfitto keep up some mechanical forms of good breeding | Trollope B 356 she now
thought weh to show her husband that ... | Wells F m
4 one creditor sawfitto be malignant).
9.85f. It precedes a gerund with its subject: It is no
use her hstening at keyholes | it seems so funny any
one being frightened of m e | it's no use him pretending
he doesn't.
Cf 11.16. It's been very pleasant seeing you again.
11.13. It represents an infinitive: It is a great pleasure
to see you (cf 11.26 Would it be asking too much of
you to register the parcel?).
19.1 j. Infinitive with its subject: It is rather funny,
you to be talking of power.
19.1 J. Infinitive with its subjeot after for: It is good
for a m a n not to touch a woman.
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19.27. H o w painful it was to Marion for these people
to witness it.
Note the idiomatic expression in Defoe G 42 it was
as much as both the clergymen could do to keep them
from quarrelling | Hope R 38 it was as m u c h as I could
do to hold the pen | Stevenson M 33 It was all that I
could do to catch a trail of the sea-tangle.
4.6e. It represents an inf as object: Stevenson A 54
we have it in our power to do great harm or great
good | Williamson Wedding D a y 166 they owed it to
themselves and to him to make good marriages | Bennett L R 146 you wouldn't think she had it in her to fight.
In find it in one's heart, it was formerly absent, but
it is found in recent usage: More U 79 if you ... can
find in youre harte to followe some prynces courte | Sh
As II. 4.4 I could finde in m y heart to disgrace m y
mans apparell | Defoe R 283 I could not find in m y
heart to take him off | Bosw 2.125 H e cannot find in
his heart to pour out a bottle of wine | L a m b R 10 I
can't find in m y heart to forbid him | Di P 532 said
he could neverfindit in his heart to stand in the way
of young people's happiness | Wells CI 450 I did not
find it in m y heart to do so |j Coffins (q Ellinger) The
general has taken it into his heart to explain ...
In vol V ch X I V it is stated that in Enghsh an inf
can only in certain definite cases be governed by a preposition. It should be added that a preparatory it often
serves as a remedy: Bunyan G 123 I looked upon it as
m y duty to do both | I look upon it as an advantage
to be able to go third class.
Only rarely do we find the representative it placed
immediately after the inf it represents, as in Sh Ven
168 Thou wast begot, to get it is thy duty; cp. such
popular expressions as "John Farnham he says," etc.
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4.67. What we have thus seen denoted by a preparatory it was a clause, an inf, or an ing. Outside of these
cases any group of words m a y be represented, chiefly,
however, in such a way that the group is the equivalent
of a clause, which, in fact, m a y have been present in the
mind of the speaker: Wells Br 219 It was perfectly
horrible the way that people were being kept in the
dark [— how people were ...] | Collingwood R 272 It
was not strictly academic, the way he used to come in |
Galsw SS 49 it was uncanny the way she had left her
image on his senses | Bennett P 29 It's fantastic the
number of cars there are in use in America [ = how
many ...] | Trollope W 198 It is incredible the number
of evil practices he has put down | Hawthorne S 104 It
was wonderful, the vast variety of forms into which she
threw her intellect | Bennett R S 47 Yes, but you see
it never strikes them the inconvenience they're causing
[= what inconvenience ...] | Di F 192 it's no good
this sort of game | Doyle S 5.105 It's getting on m y
nerves, this business ) Hawthorne S 157 It is inconceivable, the agony with which this public veneration
tortured him! | Locke W 343 For it matters not so
much the life one leads as the knowledge of the perfect
way to hve it.
In this way it m a y even stand for a pi noun: Wells
T 56 It's extraordinary the different ways different
people have of showing respect | Phillpotts M 13 Samuel
tells m e 'tis a pity the friends he makes | Galsw E C
444 It's extraordinary the things one can do without |
Fielding 4.370 It is incredible the pains I have taken
[pains sg.?].
C. Cleft Sentences
4.68. A cleaving of a sentence by means of it is (often
followed by a relative pronoun or connective) serves to
F
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single out one particular element of the sentence and
very often, by directing attention to it and bringing it,
as it were, into focus, to mark a contrast. In AnalSynt
Ch 25.4 I give a detailed criticism, which I shall not
repeat here, of the view previously expressed by m y self (vol III 4.6) and others — the transposition theory.
The result I arrive at is that it is and the following
connective are considered as a special kind of extraposition, symbolized by brackets [ ].
Thus I analyze
It is the wife that decides [sv] S [3C] V
It is the wife who decides [sv] S [Sc] V
It was John w e saw [sv] O S V
W h o is it that cries S ? [vs 3C] V
What is it you're talking of O ? [vs] S W .
T w o sentences, identical in writing, but differing in
meaning and intonation:
It is the country that suits her best, are
(a) S V P(12(SC V 0 3) if it means that the country
previously mentioned (it anaphoric) suits her better
than any other, — and
(b) [sv] S [3C] V 0 3 = country hfe suits her better
than town hfe.
It is here he must come [sv] 3 S V
It was yesterday that he died [sv] 3 [3C] S V
W h e n was it that he died 3 ? [vs 3C] S V.
Other examples in AnalSynt and in vol III 4.6.
The questions: Who was it that found the key% and
Where was it (that) they met"1, ask for more precise information than the simple Who found the key* and
Where did they meet ? — What is it you are doing ? presupposes a knowledge in the speaker of the second person
doing something, while What are you doing* does not
imply such a knowledge.
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The Irish make an excessive use of cleft sentences:
Is it reading your are? | it is angry that he was | it's
right weel you look (Joyce lr 51) | McKenna SS 164
It's yourself should have been there | ib 165 It's the
fine tale ye're spoiling | Birmingham Inviol. Sanctuary
28 it's proud and pleased I a m to see you home again |
Cronin H 40 It's an angel you are to forgive m e | Lindsay C A 26 Is it bitten you are? | frequent in Synge.
W h e n there is no cleft sentence (i.e. when no continuation with a relative clause could be thought of),
he, she, they are used, not it: (Who are those girls?)
They are m y sister's friends | (Who is that boy?) H e
is our neighbour's Jack | Barrie A d m C r 146 But they
were happy days | Mackenzie S 1.313 H e did not know
whose tunes they were that Stella played | ib 316 "...
these ferns." "They're not ferns — they're bracken."
Other examples of they in vol II 6.241.
D. Unspecified it
(Also called conceptional it, PhilGr 241).
4.6o. This is often considered 'impersonal' or 'indefinite', though it really refers to something definite. Cf Sh
T w V. 1.401 The raine it raineth euery day (with the
definite article; cf also the weather isfine,etc).
It is in thefirstplace used as subject, as "the great
neuter of nature," in expressions for the weather: it
rains, drizzles, hails, freezes, snows, is pouring down,
etc. Thus already O E Blickl. Horn, Sonne hit swl&e
freosep. O n the origin see PhilGr 241.
M o d E examples: A V Gen 2.5 the Lord God had not
caused it to raine vpon the earth | Stevenson M 102 It
had thundered during the day, and it promised more
thunder J It is cold, warm,fine,cloudy ... J It looks
like rain | It is rather close in here | Bennett H L 165
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it only began to rain in earnest just as w e got to the
gate. — Very thoughtful of it, I'm sure! | id W 1.263
D o you think it will last long ? — Not it!
Further some examples on time:
It isfiveminutes to six | It wants only a few minutes
to six | It is long till Christmas | It was a long a time
before I got hold of him.
It is Friday today (but also with the day of the week
as subject, without it: Today is Friday j Doyle M 18
yesterday was m y birthday). Note in a nexus-tertiary:
Being Sunday, ah shops were shut — quotations vol V
6.9 (also with it).
O n distance:
It's a long way to Tipperary | London V 327 It is
forty miles from Oakland to San Jose" | It is not far
from here to Brighton.
Unspecified it as subject is found in: It says in the
Bible: Thou shalt not steal | Bennett A 90 It says in
the "Signal" that trade is improving ( = it is said in . . . ) .
4.6io. Unspecified it is very often used as the object
of an otherwise intransitive vb. Idiomatic phrases thus
evolved possess a certain affective colouring by containing it = 'the thing you know, which I need not specify'.
A great many examples were given in vol V I 6.87 of
vbs = sbs + it, arranged after the character of the sb
(names of persons: lord it; names of inanimate things:
cab it; other sbs: Aldershot it; adjs: brave it).
A few additional examples: Marlowe E 671 N o w let
vs in, and feast it roiallie (also Dekker F 588) j Sh Err
IV. 4.65, cf other vbs Sh-lex p. 600b | K e m p N P W 2
to foote it | Maxwell F 18 W e pig it with the artists
and otherriff-raff| Kennedy C N 24 one of you must
leg it up to the hotel | Doyle S 5.277 he legged it as
hard as he could run.
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With or without it: Marlowe E 1519 thou wilt fight
it to the last | Goldsm V 1.38 we can walk it perfectly
well ... if we walk to church in this trim | Byron 643
I battle it against him, as I battled in highest Heaven |
Shaw T T 57 you can jump out to dress yourself and
hop it from here.
Walk it and hop it (where the vb m a y be formed from
the sb) form the transition to other vbs of movement
used with it as sbj; note especially the half-slangy go it,
come it = 'act vigorously, furiously, excessively': Kipling L 36 I ran itfine,awfully fine | Di D 79 I say,
young Copperfield, You're going it! | Shaw 1.212 Go
it, httle missie, go it | Hope In 49 you seem to be going
it | Di P 479 it's m y 'pinion that you're a comin' it a
great deal too strong | Galsw P 11.64 he never comes it
over [ = is angry with] you | Wells J P 173 to let young
W come it over him | Hardy F 390 Oak is coming it
quite the dand [i. e. dandy].
Other idiomatic uses of it: Stevenson M B 207 he and
Sermaise had it out alone [ = fought] j Kennedy C N
132 I meant to tease you a little before I had it out
with you | Priestley B 75 I'll bet you had it pretty
rough, didn't you? | Pinero Iris 174 I desire to make
it up to you — desire to make amends | Caine P 191
But I'll give it her | Carry it off well 'make a brave
show' | Carry it high | beat it (orig. U.S.) = cut it
'get away'.
4.6n. Unspecified it is found after a prep, in many
idiomatic phrases:
of it: Goldsm V 1.111 I think we have made an excellent day's work of it | Sterne M 1.73 he had but a very
uneasy task of it | Sheridan 285 and a very comfortable living I had of it | make a day, a bolt of it (both
18th c, N E D ) | G E S 33 the rich were entirely in the
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right of it to lead a jolly life | Stevenson T 107 Silver
was the captain and a mighty rebellious crew he had of
it | ib [p.?] we had a good enough place of it in this
cabin | ib [p.?] what a supper I had of it that night |
id B 85 they made but poor speed of it n o w ) Pinero
Iris 171 I make a clean breast of it (also Allen S 194) |
Caine C [p.?] she started the cheering again, and said
she meant to make a dead heat of it with Tennyson's
brook | Haggard S 165 one might think from the look
of you that you had been having a night of it | make
a night of it \ have a nice time of it.
for it: There is nothing else for it but to submit |
Defoe M 185 I ran for it | Carlyle S 59 thou hadst
nothing for it but to leave | Stevenson T 178 I made a
bolt for it over the stockade | James S 49 W h y didn't
she make a bold personal dash for it ? | Wells T 24 Ride
for it | Bennett B 72 N o w I a m fairly in for it.
in it: (pun:) H e never opens his mouth but he puts
his foot in it.
to it: Locke C A 229 he had been greatly put to it
to satisfy Amos's omnivoracity | M a u g h a m F P S 254 the
publishers ... were hard put to it to fulfil the pressing
orders of the booksellers.
The Generic Person
4.7i. English has no pronoun for the generic person
exactly corresponding to Scand. and G man, F on. M E
had man and the weakened form men, which was not
the pi as shown by the vb being in the sg (see Skeat's
note on Ch M P 5.22).
The notion of a generic person is in M o d E expressed by
(I) a passive construction,
(2) we,
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(3) you,
(4) they (4.7,),
(5) one (4.74), oneself, etc (4.75),
(6) a substantive denoting a person preceded by the
indefinite article (4.76).
These possibilities will be exemplified and discussed
in what follows.
(1) a passive construction: H e is said to be very rich |
French spoken here | A n old deed has been found.
In this way one avoids mentioning who the acting
person is.
(2) we: the speaker includes himself, often with a
certain humility: we are but human | we hve to learn.
(3) you: this appeal to the second person as an ideal
person is found in m a n y languages (see e.g. Wackernagel, Vorles. ilber syntax 1.109). In M E wefindthou
(Ch E 265 Ther maystow seen) and poet, in Byron 2.364
I felt as on a plank at sea, W h e n all the waves that dash
on thee, At the same time upheave and whelm, And
hurl thee towards a desert realm.
4.72. Generic you is distinctly colloquial in tone,
though veryfrequentin hterature, also outside of conversations. The original purport of the pronoun is never
entirely forgotten, and you cannot be used except when
there is a possibihty of applying what is said to the
hearer (or reader). Thus in speaking of a remote past,
it would be impossible to translate on a vu by "you
have seen", though in hypothetical expressions it is, of
course, possible to say, for instance, "In 1604, you
might have seen Shakespeare play the ghost in H a m let." In Jack London's Martin Eden, p. 65, Miss Ruth
asks Martin: "By the way, Mr. Eden, what is boozel
You used it several times, you know." "Oh, booze,"
he laughed. "It's slang. It means whisky and beer —
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anything that will make you drunk." — This makes
her say: "Don't use 'you' when you are impersonal.
'You' is very personal, and your use of it just now
was not precisely what you meant." "I don't just see
that." " W h y , you said just n o w to m e , 'whisky and
beer — anything that will make you drunk' — make
me drunk, don't you see?" "Well, it would, wouldn't
it?" "Yes, of course," she smiled, "but it would be
nicer not to bring m e into it. Substitute 'one' for 'you,'
and see how much better it sounds." — A s a general
rule, it m a y be said that one is preferred for the generic
person if referring to the speaker himself — you if
referring to the hearer — and they if neither is uppermost in the mind of the speaker.
Therefore, you could not very well be used with
ought to or should: "You ought never to be cruel to
animals" would be felt as too personal.
This use of you does not seem to have been at all
frequent in E1E; at any rate Al. Schmidt in his Sh-lex.
has only one instance, W i v II. 1.233 In these times
you stand on distance. Cf, however, your below.
In this quotation you isfirstgeneric, then = the
person addressed: Cronin H 109 Y o u would think you
were starved to hear you.
A few modern examples: Quincey 20 the memory
strengthens as you lay burdens upon it | Di D 16 Y o u
mustn't marry more than one person at a time, m a y
you, Peggotty? ... But if you marry a person, and the
person dies, w h y then you m a y marry another person,
mayn't you, Peggotty? — Y o u M A Y , if you choose, m y
dear | Ruskin Sel 2.414 you cannot tell a secret which
you don't know.
Parallel to the generic use of you = 'one' we have a
generic use of the possessive your with no reference to
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the person addressed, very often with an imphcation
of contempt:
Sh H m l IV. 3.22 Your worm is your onely Emperor
for diet. ... Your fat King, and your leane begger is but
variable service to dishes | ib V. 1.189 your water is a
sore decayer of your horson dead body | Alls I. 3.66
your marriage comes by destinie, your cuckow sings by
kinde | Oth II. 3.79ff.| Rehearsal 27 your grave lookers
are the dullest of m e n ... your gravest bird is an owl,
and your gravest beast is an ass | Sheridan 224 not like
the work of your modern Raphaels who contrive to
make your portrait independent of you | Austen P P
316 he m a y be a httle whimsical ... your great m e n
often are | Scott Lockh. 582 your scornful dog will
always eat your dirty pudding | Di D o 90 None of
your hve languages for Miss Blimber | R u Sel 1.164
your dunce thinks things are standing still, and draws
themfixed:your wise m a n sees the change or changing
of them, and draws them so | Meredith E 27 Vernon
was one of your m e n that have no occupation for their
money | Stevenson J H F 10 one of your fehows who do
what they call good | Ward F 94 some young aristocrat
no doubt, one of your idle insolent rich | Doyle S 1.80
it is your commonplace, featureless crimes which are
really puzzles | Stephen L 138 a httle swearing was
thought no blemish in your muscular Christian.
4.73. (4) they: they say (— people say, it is generally
said) | Stevenson M 217 (beginning of story:) They had
sent for the doctor | Marett Anthropol. 32 They were
digging out a place for a gas-holder in a meadow |
Christie in B D S 360 M y poor httle girl. What have they
been doing to you?
They alternating with people: Fox 1.75 At all the dissenting chapels they are telling the people that they are
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sure to go to a very uncomfortable place if they don't
vote for you.
Thus as subject only, probably never e.g. I have heard
them say.
4.74. (5 and 6) A sg form of the third person, either
one or a sb preceded by the indefinite article. In both
cases we have often a disguisedfirstperson, the speaker
avoiding the direct use of /, though thinking chiefly of
himself.
(5) one—often weakly stressed though keeping the full
vowel [A]: she looks at one in a most peculiar w a y
[at WAn]; cf Sweet E 62 [-itri maindzwanov:wanovmista -pikwiksed ventjoz]: thefirstone weak, the second
half-stressed.
Examples of this one: Caxton R 54 One myghte haue
luste to see suche a feeste | Sh R o III. 3.174 M a y not
one [ = T ] speake ? | H m l 1.5.108 one m a y smile, and smile,
and be a villaine | One would think he was m a d | One
must draw the line somewhere | W h y , m a y one ask ?
Alternating with you: Keats 4.153 these chasms ...
turn one giddy if you choose to give way to it | Montague Rough Justice 274 One does get a sort of pleasure
out of it, don't you?
The gen. of the indefinite one is always one's, when
the nominative is not found in the same sentence, thus
twice in Sh, Err IV. 3.72 Some diuels aske but the
parings of ones naile | Gent V. 4.67 W h o should be
trusted, when onesrighthand Is periured to the bosome ?
4.75. W h e n the indefinite one has to be repeated the
usual English practice nowadays is to use forms of the
pronoun itself: One has to take care of oneself and one's
family if one can. But the old practice, which is stiff
frequent in Scottish and U.S., is to use forms of he:
One has to take care of himself and his family if he
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can. Further examples (see also some in N E D one
21): Bacon (q Bogholm 34) one can scarce draw his
breath | Sh Lucr 1393 one would swear he saw them
quake and tremble | Sh Gent IV. 1.115 one cannot climb
it without danger of his life | As III. 2.24 I know the
more one sickens, the worse at ease he is | Goldsm 651
If, indeed, like an Eastern bridgroom, one were to be
introduced to a wife he never saw before, it might be
endured | Carlyle [?] One does not stickle about his
vehicle | Barrie M 269 one can no more drive in tackets
properly than take cities unless he gives his whole mind
to it | id Echoes 166 down here one knows he has risks
to run | Lowell S t W 316 m a n y passages which one is
rather inclined to hke than sure he would be right in
liking them | Hawthorne T 48 if one could hve a thousand
years, he might have time to grow rich | Holmes A
123 H o w one does tremble with rage at his own intense
momentary stupidity about things he knows perfectly
well (ib 104, 155, 157) | Washington U 243 I beheve
that one always does himself and his audience an injustice when he speaks merely for the sake of speaking [
Hurst Five 77 One cannot bear to be in the company
of the insipid young girls, once he has known you.
Cf also Sh H m l V. 2.147 to know a m a n wel, were to
knowe himselfe (no pronoun one preceding) — which
would now be oneself.
English compositors now correct authors on this point,
thus Carlyle F R 404 "One must verily stir oneself",
where the original ed. had himself.
I have found the same proverb in three different
forms: As one makes his bed, so he must lie in it j
As one makes One's bed, so one must lie thereon | As you
make your bed, so you must lie upon it.
Some old examples of one repeated by the pronoun
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she are given ESt 17.394; cf also B J o P IV. 1.35 A n d
how must one behave her selfe amongst 'hem? | N e w
York Teachers' Monographs 1902 p. 88 W h e n one
thinks, by contrast, of the English work in our best
schools to-day, she can but exclaim that times have
changed.
A n advantage of the British way is seen in such a
sentence as "It is absurd to tell a person something
about his own will, but it is not absurd to tell him
something about one's own will." O n the other hand the
British repetition of me (oneself, etc) is sometimes more
clumsy than the American he himself), as seen if inserted in the following sentence (Cooley, H u m a n Nature
124): "if one likes a book, so that he feels himself inclined to take it down from time to time and linger in
the companionship of the author, he m a y be sure he is
getting something that he needs, though it m a y be long
before he discovers what it is." But then the Englishm a n would feel inclined to substitute someone for one,
and then go on with he, etc, or else to use the generic
you.
4.7e. (6) a designation for a h u m a n being in the sg
with the indefinite article:
a man: Ch C 513 | Sh H 4 A I. 2.105 and n o w I am, if
a m a n should speake truly, httle better then one of the
wicked | ib 117 'Tis no sin for a m a n to labour in his
vocation | H 4 B I. 1.257 A m a n can no more separate
age and couetousness, then he can part young limbes
and letchery. Cf Err III. 2.91 | H m l III. 2.116 W h a t
should a m a n do but be merry | Caes V. 1.122 | Rehearsal 79 Must a m a n be eternally telling you of
these things? | Swift J 47 W h a t must a m a n expect
from his enemies? | ib 271 'Tis a plaguy ticklish piece
of work, and a m a n hazards losing both sides | Di D o
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352 an accountable speculation, such as sometimes
comes into a man's head | id Ch 75 that's hardly fair
upon a m a n | id D 335 "A m a n might get on very
well here," said Markham — meaning himself ....
"Upon m y honour," returned Markham, "town seems to
sharpen a man's appetite. A m a n is hungry all day long.
A m a n is perpetually eating." Cf the introduction of
Markham: he always spoke of himself indefinitely, as
"a man," and seldom or never in thefirstperson |
Thack P 2.146 | Bronte V 357 Really it does a m a n
good to see the spirit of that boy | Stevenson J H F 6
I got into that state of mind when a m a n hstens and
hstens and begins to long for a policeman | Kipling L
46 "A m a n can't work for ever." " A m a n might have
gone to a pub, and got decently drunk" | ib 132 what
is there in that nonsense to make a m a n restless? |
Shaw C 139 what can a m a n say more than that he
has had enough? | ib 137 W h a t do you mean by shoving your elbow into a man's breadbasket for? | Hope
R 105 you're always so down on a man.
a fellow, coll., common from the 19th c.: Thack V 227
but hang it, if a pretty w o m a n will throw herself into
your way, what can a fellow do? | id N 520 Don't
make fun of a fellow | ib 521 A fellow can't help letting
it be seen | Beaconsfield L 89 If a fellow is obliged to
marry, he always likes to marry one of the B family |
ib 90 as if a fellow could have too much land | Trollope D 1.50 What the deuce is a fellow to do I
Other examples in Meredith, Stevenson, etc.
a body (cf the use in nobody, etc, and in Sh Tit II.
3.103 any mortal body): Found in Bacon according to
Bogholm, but not so frequently as in Sh | Sh As IV.
3.166 a body would thinke this was well counterfeited |
Swift P 136 this eating and drinking takes away a
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body's stomach | ib 170 you plague a body so | id J
13 it is good enough for naughty girls that won't write
to a body | Fielding T 4.319 where a body means no
harm, what signifies a hasty word? | Hardy T 114 it
is wonderful what a body can get used to of that sort
in time!
Especiallyfrequentin Sc and A m r : Burns 3.151 Gin
a body meet a body Comin' thro' the rye, Gin a body
kiss a body, Need a body cry ? | Stevenson K 200 where
can a body turn to ? [id J H F 204 a body would think
there was something in this | Twain M 16 I think a
body's got his hands full enough if he sticks to just
what he knows himself | Aldrich S 10 H o w was it,
Molly? Tell a body, dear! j Cronin H 237 you always
offer a body something tasty.
a person (mostfrequentin the mouth of a w o m a n ) :
Di D 352 but when a person is umble, Master Copperfield, a person treasures such things up [ id F 857 it
isn't easy for a person to know where to begin, when
a person is in this state of dehght | id D o 33 it's one
thing to give orders, and quite another thing to take
'em. A person m a y tell a person to dive off a bridgehead foremost intofive-and-fortyfeet of water, but a
person m a y be very far from diving | ib 375 [same
speaker:] it turns all the blood in a person's body into
pins and needles, with their pints ah ways | Trollope
0 [p. ?] Might a person ask what you are going for? |
Twain M 189 There's one thing in this world which a
person don't ever try to jew you down on. That's a coffin.
an individual: Di D 495 does an individual place himself beyond the pale of those preferments by entering
on such an office ? | Mulock H 133 Well done, Phineas —
to walk round the garden without one resting! —• now
I call that grand, after an individual has been ill a month.
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a woman, a girl: Meredith H 62 It makes a woman
feel cold to think of him | ib 156 mayn't a w o m a n have
secrets? || Caine C 34 a medical school containing lots
of nice boys, only a girl m a y not speak to them J ib
153 there must be some explanation, if a girl could
onlyfindit out.
In more or less vg or slangy speech a chap, a cove:
Shaw M e 3 chuck away your silly week-end novel, and
talk to a chap | Doyle S 1.231 what d'you want to
frighten a chap for ? | Wells L 153 Chap ought tofight||
a cove is used constantly by the boy Rob Grinder in
Di Do, but he is taught by Miss Fox to say an individual
instead.
4.77. Finally we must mention the recent, more or
less slangy use of it, sometimes spelt with a capital It
or IT, mentioned by Louise Pound in the Curme
Volume 1930, p. 109f. (cf Karpf in Anglia Beibl. 1931.
331). It started in children's games, where "He's it"
means 'he is the centralfigure'(also "He's he"); then,
e.g. "She thinks she's it" = 'thinks herself of special
importance.' But it also comes to mean 'stupid person,'
and, on the other hand, (from an A m r film) 'personal
magnetism or attractiveness,' whence even the derivatives itty, itfulness and itlishness.
I add the quotations I have found for these senses:
Maxwell H R 212 I couldn't tell you, Jack. I only know
he is quite it | Galsw M W 141 endowed with the conviction, invisible, impermeable, of being IT | Mason Ch
106 You're it, you know, in this house, Lydia | ib. I'm
going to be it to-night | Crofts Ch 108 you're simply
It! | Frankau Dance 245 And take it from us, you're
It. You're more than It. You're the type | Lowndes B D
200 " H o w wonderful, Brookie!" "What a clever idea!"
"It's just 'it'! I can't say more" | Maynard Smith F
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302 Teddy is just it. H e knows everybody. H e has been
everywhere | ib 363 I have some new plus-fours which
are 'it' | ib 643 Ernest, Inspector, is simply 'It' when
it comes to eavesdropping in a Night Club | Stacpoole
in B D S 161 H e is It.

Reflexive

4.8i. In a reflexive sense, i.e. referring to the subject of the sentence, or at any rate to the subjectpart of a dependent nexus, w e have both the simple
personal pronouns and composed ones with self. Let us
first consider the development of the latter forms.
The history of the «eZ/-pronouns is far from simple.
Originally self was an adj, inflected as other adjs and
agreeing in use and number with the sb or pronoun to
which it was added, e.g. nom. ic self, ace. m . hine selfne
dat. f. hire selfre, etc. Besides this use, self was also
made a sb and as such was combined with a genitive
(possessive) as in myself, and had a pi selves. In M o d E
the result has been an amalgamation of these two
functions, and the original case-distinction in the adj
has been abohshed. Himself was to begin with the
dative, added to the vb with the meaning 'for (or to)
himself', but it came to be regarded as an emphatic
apposition to the subject without this notion of interest
(he has done it himself, he himself has done it), or as
a reflexive object (he washes himself), andfinallyit is
sometimes used as a subject by itself (himself has
done it).
W e thus get the following forms, in which a denotes
the adjectival and b the substantival construction, while
c denotes a mixture of both:
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a (meself)
himself herself
6 myself ourselves yourself yourselves (hisself) herself
(theirselves)
c
themselves.
The forms in ( ) are obs., except in dialects. Herself m a y be taken either as a or as 6; N E D takes it
only as a.
W h e n a person speaks of himself as we (pluralis
majestatis) he m a y use the form oursdf (vol n 4.13).
Itself m a y be taken as either a or as 6 with the obs.
possessive form it.
B y the side of oneself (a) we find one's self (b).
The 6-forms were formerly often written in two words:
my self, etc.
A few quotations m a y illustrate how dative-forms
came to be used as nominatives, and the old usage in
general: Oros. 194 pa ongeat Hannibal, & him self sade |
Orrm 2.327 he nass him sellf nohht Crist | A R 258 he
him sulf het sei5 | Lay 1.136 m e seolf ich habben ino3e;
B: i-noh ich habbe mi seolue | ib 141 vs selve we habbet
cokes; B : hus seolf we habbep cocus | ib. vs sulue we
habbet bermen; B : hus seolf we habbep bermen | V a V
19 god sei5 him self | Ch B 44 H e scholde him-seluen
usen it by ryghte | ib 145 hemself (pi) | C 459 though
myself be a ful vicious m a n j B 407 The sowdan comth
him-self | ib 2268 as he him-self recordeth | C 742 But
sires ... ye m a y your self wel rede | F 454 For ye
yourself upon yourself yow wreke | Caxton 65 can not
helpe hem self j ib 74 thenne m a y they them self correcte
fyrst | id R 84 euery thyng by h y m self [= by itself] |
ib 86 they them seluen ben hurt | Malory 67 yf she saye
so her self J ib 60 they maye saue h y m self | More U 31
themselfes (but in Arber's reprint of 2nd ed. themselues) | ib 227 if either of them fynde themselfe ...
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greued | Bale T 1761 where Christ hys self is. — Cf
further N E D under each of the forms and under self.
An old grammarian's view is seen in Lowth, Eng. Gramm,
(1762) 39 Himself, themselves, seem to be used in the Nominative
Case by corruption instead of his self, their selves: as "he came
himself," "they did it themselves."

Simple Pronouns in a Reflexive Sense
4.8a. First as objects of verbs. This was found in a
great m a n y cases where nowadays the self-forms are
used, e.g. Marlowe E 2010 I should reuenge m e of the
wronges | Sh H 4 B II. 4.390 I feele m e m u c h to blame j
Ven 3 Adonis hied him to the chase | Ado ITI. 1.11
there will she hide her | Shrew IV. 4.63 bid Bianca
make her ready | H m l III. 1.124 I could accuse m e of
such things, that it were better m y mother had not
borne m e | ib IH. 3.2 prepare you | ib 24 A r m e you.
In a great m a n y cases where the earher language had
reflexive pronouns (with or without self) as object, the
vb is now used intransitively; see vol III 16.2ff. (e.g.
repent m e of it > repent it; behave, rest, turn, wash).
O n lie : lay and sit : set (e.g. lay m e down, sit m e
down) see ib 16.7.
4.83. Bethink with the simple object is quite frequent
in the 19th c; Thackeray uses it continually, e.g. N
298 he bethought him that ..., but it is also found in
other writers: Doyle M 242 I bethought m e of the quiet
Miss Wilhams | Wells N 462 I bethought m e of a youngster named C. | Mason R 58 he bethought him of another argument.
But with -self: Bronte J 101 I bethought myself to
ring the bell | id V 336 he bethought himself, one day,
to intrude on her class.
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Other isolated instances of reflexive objects: Di N
664 None of your story-book writers will ever make as
good a book as this, I warrant m e | Shaw P 233 (Sc)
I misdoubt m e he will not answer | Maxwell G 38 (vg)
I fear me, James, you haven't a very strong sense of
humour.
The simple pronouns and the se£/-pronouns as indirect objects were treated in vol III 14.4!.
According to Curme C G 232 it is possible in colloquial speech to say "I bought m e (or myself) a new
hat," but in the third person only "he bought himself
a new hat," as him would be taken to mean another
person.
Reflexive Pronouns as Regimens of Prepositions

4.84. After a preposition the simple form is often used
in a reflexive sense if the preposition has a perfectly
concrete meaning, chiefly local. It seems to be of some
importance whether the action indicated is one which
one naturally performs with regard to oneself or to
others; thus we say: he looked at himself in the mirror,
she pointed at herself, she was angry with herself — because as a rule one looks at, points at, and is angry
with some one else, not at or with oneself.
4.8s. Examples of various prepositions with simple and
compound pronouns:
above, beneath, over: W e looked at the stars above us j
they bathed in the sunlight beneath them | he drew the
counterpane over him.
about, (a)round: I had no change about m e | she
looked inquisitively about (around) her | Sh Caes I.
2.192 Let m e haue m e n about m e that are fat | Mi
SA 1501 to sit idle with so great a gift . . . about him |
Spectator 143 As I was walking in m y chamber with
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nothing about m e but m y night-gown | Defoe R 54 I
had nothing about m e but a knife | ib 55 I look'd
about m e again | id G 91 looking round them | Di D 95
Mr. Creakle was laying about him dreadfully | Doyle
S 6.53 Lestrade looked about him.
But in a transferred sense: Milne P 98 You've talked
about yourself and thought about yourself quite long
enough; now I'm going to talk about myself.
besides: Always (?) with self: They were quite beside
themselves with joy.
before, in front of; behind, after: She drew him afte
her | Coming events cast their shadows before them |
H e gazed straight before (in front of) him | H e left a
large fortune behind him | They burnt their boats behind them | W e have a couple of hours' work before us |
Bunyan G 31 it made m e suddainly look behind m e |
N E D 1766 Goldsm V xxii Next morning I took m y
daughter behind m e | Macaulay H 1.83 Great statesmen
who looked far behind them and far before them |
Wharton H M 107 Lily and Selden had the whole
afternoon before them | Walpole Cp 24 She gazed
before her | id D F [?] staring in front of him.
But: he can't look after himself.
in, within: Baily (q Kruisinga) Great art has always,
or nearly always, in it a transitory element of contemporary fashion | Mill, Poetry (402) Great poets have found
within them one highly delicate and sensitive specimen
of human nature.
to, into, for, towards: (Kruisinga) H e had the difficulty pointed out to him | Walpole Cp 30 her aunt drew
her towards her.
But: H e came to himself a few minutes afterwards j
he sat, smiling happily to himself | Scott I 249 murmuring to herself a Saxon rhyme | Bennett B 77 he's one
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of those that keep themselves to themselves | Maugham
Alt 6 we should keep ourselves to ourselves | Wharton
H M 115 he said to himself that even her weeping was
an art | Maxwell G 113 she retired into herself | Wharton H M 1Q7 a girl who has no one to think for her is
obhged to think for herself | ib 114 W h a t a miserable
future you foresee for m e ! — Well — have you never
foreseen it for yourself? | he is old enough to do for
himself.
by: always (?) with -self: H e hves by himself in an
old dilapidated cottage | he woke by himself.
on, upon: Sh Gent IV. 4.13 one that takes vpon him
to be a dog indeede | the teacher took it upon him (or
himself) to punish the lad (Curme).
with: She took her children with her.
between, among [reciprocal]: They had 5/- between
them | a patch of land which they were to divide between them | Mackenzie C 9 W e enjoy between us a
comfortable httle sum of money.
But: Between ourselves=entre nous, unter uns gesagt.
4.8e. Some vbs are always, or nearly always, used
reflexively (with -self): avail oneself of | bestir oneself |
betake oneself to (cf above) | content oneself with |
pride oneself on (e.g. Goldsm V 1.2 She prided herself
much also upon being an excellent contriver | Phillpotts G R 89) | in the same sense: pique oneself on.
Thus some vbs with over-: I overslept myself, I overrate myself.
M a n y other vbs can, at any rate occasionally, take a
reflexive pronoun as object. I note the following instances in the beginning of Maxwell's Gabriehe: 7 she
pulled herself together | 11 she had perhaps too much
accustomed herself to swift reactions | 28 So I turned
myself into the next best thing | 37 he shook himself
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free of the spell | 68 all opportunities that presented
themselves | 87 Make yourself at home | 107 one had
to shout to make oneself heard | ib. Every minute she
enjoyed herself more completely 1117 these pretty things
showed themselves solid and real | 121 with a lovely
lady fanning herself.
Reflexive Possessives
4.9i. Possessive pronouns are used reflexively in a
great m a n y cases where other languages generally prefer
the definite article. Thus in objects: More U 71 he shaked
his heade | Bronte V 21 by putting herfingersin her
ears | Di D 91 he shook his head, and rubbed his hands |
ib 676 he cleared his voice | id N 615 the old gentleman
snapped hisfingerstwenty or thirty times | Kingsley Y
53 Lancelot hung down his head | Shaw P 275 shall we
just put our heads together | Zangwill G 66 she hung
her head (also Austen M 13, Di D 5) | Caine P 199
wipe your eyes and blow your nose | Wells T 120 he
bit his nail | Hope R 296 we hung our heads | Doyle
S 5.54 H e wrung his hands | Parker R 103 the crowd
held their breath.
'He hcked his hand' — here his is reflexive, but not
in 'The dog licked his hand.'
In prepositional groups: Sh Gent III. 1.333 she doth
talke in her sleepe. It's no matter for that; so shee
sleepe not in her talke | M c b 564 There's one did laugh
in's sleep | Fielding 3.495 she feh on her knees [ Di D
114 they blow upon their fingers, and tap their feet
upon the floor | id N 387 a great m a n y dissuasions
uttered by Mr. Crowl with his mouth full | Pinero B
4 she struggles to her feet | Wells T M 77 I turned with
m y heart in m y mouth | Kingsley H 274 the soldiers
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ran for their hves | Maxwell G 97 M r T. was on his
way home.
O n the shortened constructions like 'hat in hand' see
vol V 6.76.
Here we m a y place combinations hke "He walks his
four miles before breakfast" in which the possessive pronoun does not indicate possession in a strict sense. Note
the inverted commas in the Maugham quotation: Sh
H m l II. 1.98 H e seem'd to find his way without his
eyes j Kipling P 133 D a n had come to grief over his
Latin | N P 1925 The author knows his poor because
he has sympathy | Dine B 33 Professor Bertrand Dillard was a m a n in his sixties 1 Sapper in B D S 13 one
of those open-air, clear-eyed m e n who came over in
their thousands to Galhpoh and France | Maugham F P S
95 It will bring on your lumbago. — Miss PorChester
had '-her' sick headaches and Mrs. St. Clair had 'her'
lumbago.
Cf work one's hardest vol III 12.26,
Note, on the other hand, the following quotations in
which the vb has no possessive pronoun before it (in
some of them we have two-member combinations, which
always tend to brevity): Ruskin S ix a nation ...
hardly able to keep soul and body together | id P 1.305
m y father lived alone, parting with wife and son at
once for the son's sake | ib 314 he instantly took off
boot and sock and walked over [the Cherwell] and back |
Caine P 160 Helga was standing before him with head
down | Wilde L 26 Ten minutes later, with face blanched
by terror, and eyes wild with grief, Arthur rushed from
Bentinck J Galsw S w 5 they've got to save face.. .each
wished his face saved at the expense of the other fellow's ! | ib 63 she would save face this time — strongest
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motive in the world | Ridge G 185 I won't give her
rest from the moment she puts foot inside the house.
4.92. As a subdivision of this class we must reckon
those cases in which a contrast to what is done to other
people is (as in the following section) especially noticeable. While the reflexives mentioned so far correspond to
the simple reflexive pronouns in other languages (Dan.
han ... sig, G er ... sich, F il se, etc), other languages
have here a double pronoun (Dan. han ...sig selv, G
er ... sich selhst, F il se ... lui-mime, or a lui-meme).
The following quotations are from Maxwell G: 21 W h a t
does he imagine ? she asked herself | 36 he interrupted
himself | 79 H e gave himself away | 87 she wronged
herself | 95 never sparing himself | ib. she worked herself to death. She wore herself out by work | 101 heaven
helps those who help themselves | 108 Have I disgraced
myself?
Most of the examples above (4.85) of prepositional
uses with -self have the same peculiarity.
As a reflexive use of the self-forms w e must also
reckon the predicative in "he is quite himself again" =
'in a normal condition', though N E D takes it to be the
emphatic, i.e. non-reflexive use. Thus also in Maugham
P 11 She did feel more herself now.
The reflexive use does not always refer to the subject
itself; see, e.g., W e left Jane to herself; cf Jane was
left tp herself.

Non-Reflexive Use of the Se/f-Pronouns
4.9a. This use is generally called emphatic or emphasizing (Sonnenschein), but as a matter of fact the essential thing is contrast rather than emphasis (contrast
to some one else), though these pronouns have gener-
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ally strong stress, while the reflexive pronouns as a
rule have at most half-strong stress.
These pronouns stand in apposition with some sb (or
other primary), whether the subject of the sentence or
not. In other languages we find correspondingly the
word for self (Dan. selv, G selbst, F (lui- etc) mime, etc)
without a reflexive pronoun.
In English the word-order varies considerably. W e
find both "he himself did it" and "he did it himself."
The former position is somewhat more pretentious and
perhaps more hterary, the latter, in which the pronoun
comes as a kind of after-thought, is frequent in colloquial speech.
Sometimes the early position of the *e£/-pronoun is
chosen because it would otherwise be taken in the reflexive sense: Maxwell G 21 Gabrielle herself had stopped |
ib 25 I wouldn't myself mind showing you the house |
ib 110 as he himself changes, his past will change.
A third position is between the small vb and the full
vb or a predicative: Thack (q Poutsma) H e had never
himself had the measles | Maxwell G 125 I hope of
course that I a m myself not mischievous.
The word-order chosen is obviously the only one possible in cases like the following: Maxwell G 53 Talking
herself, she atfirstgave scant attention to what Gabrielle said | ib 77 (vg) the best way would be to inform
her so yerself | ib 92 N o one goes in there without an
invitation from him himself | ib 130 she would have
helped him toriseto his highest aims and herself have
risen with him.
In a relative clause end-position is necessary after
that, but the ^/-pronoun m a y follow immediately after
who: I heard it from one of the men that had been
present himself: I heard it from a m a n who himself
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had been present | Hewlett Q 15 Nicolas ... of w h o m ,
himself, there will be plenty to say.
A n example of the rarer it itself: Bradley S 37 the
persons are not really something outside the order, so
that they can attack it or fail to conform to it; they
are within it and a part of it. It itself produces
them.
The *e?/-pronoun m a y also stand in apposition with
other words than the subject: the consent of the negroes themselves.
"You yourself must set some tasks," or "you must
set some tasks yourself": non-reflexive, but in "you
must set yourself some tasks" yourself is reflexive.
I a m mad, he said himself — non-reflexive.
I a m mad, he told himself —• reflexive.
Sonnenschein § 84 quotes a conversation in which the
difference between the two uses of myself appears:
A. I had good sport in Scotland this season.
B. I think I shall go and shoot myself there next
year — and adds: though not perfectly clear in writing,
would be quite clear when spoken.
Sometimes the se£/-pronoun stands by itself; this is
especiahy found in groups with and, and after as, like,
and than: This will be very convenient to Mrs Brown
and myself | Sterne 19 In order to satisfy myself and
reader | ib 21 place bis rib and self in so m a n y tormenting hghts | Maxwell G 99 he spoke of the great love
that subsisted between Lady Sarah and himself | ib 116
That person is afriendof m y mother and myself 11 His
love of strong drink was stronger than himself | H e
wanted to have round him people abler than himself |
Stevenson K 224 A n d how is yourself, Cluny? (also
Mackenzie C 263) | Wharton H M 286 bothers that a girl
like yourself ought never to have known about.
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Isolated this is poetical; NED has a quotation from
Browning: W h a t a m myself?
4.94. Self is also an independent sb and m a y be found
in combinations hke the following, where it serves to
introduce an adjunct: Barrie T G 373 she was quite her
old self | Maugham P 56 His blue eye sparkled and he
was once more his gay and jovial self | Mackenzie C
411 H e became his o w n diligent self | Myers M 177 he
was his alert and competent self | Letter of credit: W e
hereby beg to accredit with your goodselves the bearer
of this letter | G E A 415 (vg) with only our two selves
and mother.
4.9s. This self is also found in compounds: self-confidence, self-assertion: Bronte P 200 I re-entered m y
own room, self-deprived of the means of hving, selfsentenced to leave m y present home | Meredith E 101
the forfeits she had to pay for self-assistance and, if it
might be won, the world's | Kipling D W 211 they'll
blame everyone except their foolselves | Lawrence L
108 the same ruddy self-contained look on his face, as
though he were keeping himself to himself.
As a genitive to self we m a y consider own: he cooks
his own meals | I like their children better than m y
own | I like their children because I have none of m y
own.
4.96. W e m a y place here the use (ohiefly Sc) of lone (lane)
with preceding possessive as a kind of variant of self; in M B
we sometimes find by myn one (Pearl 243, see Osgood's note;
Towneley 117); lone < (a)l-one: Little Book of So. Verse 29
walkand your alone / Scott 0 M 105 if they meet a fraim body
their lane in the muirs / Cronin H 360 I want to be quiet and
by m y lone in the darkness.
Cf the variants: London V 372 All by his lonely out there /
Maxwell W F 111 W h o are you going with? N o one. All by m y
little lonesome / Ade A 26 if sho went runnin' around the street
by her lonelies / Mannin W 101 I'd sooner be the cat that
walks by its wild lone / Sayers Unn. D 109 (vg) ooming all
this way by your lonosomo.
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Chapter V

Sex and Gender
5.11. Sex is a natural quahty shown primarily in the
productive organs; male beings are distinguished from
female beings. W h a t is neither, is sexless.
Gender is a grammatical category. M a n y languages
have class distinctions of different characters. Gender
in primary words (chiefly substantives) is not always
shown by the form of the word itself, but it m a y influence
the form of other words (secondary), and is thus chiefly
a syntactic category. Languages vary very m u c h with
regard to the number of classes distinguished,
also with regard to the correspondence found between these grammatical classes and natural distinctions such as those of sex, between big and small,
between living and lifeless, etc. Gender thus cannot be
defined as the grammatical expression of sex, but m a y
relate to m a n y other things. — Not infrequently the
distribution of words into different genders is so arbitrary that no reason can be discovered. See G. Royen,
Die nominalen Klassificationssysteme in den Sprachen
der Erde. 1929.
Old Enghsh, like the other ancient members of the
Aryan (Indo-European) family of languages, had three
genders, masculine, feminine, and neuter. The distinction to some extent corresponded to the real one between
male, female, and sexless, but deviations were very
frequent, as when wif 'wife' was neuter, and wlfmann
'woman' was mascuhne. M a n y animals had a distinctive
gender irrespective of the actual sex of the animal spoken of; thus hund 'hound', apa 'ape', hara 'hare' were
masculine, and mils 'mouse', crawe 'crow', ncedre 'adder'
were feminine.
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Besides, an enormous number of words denoting
sexless things belonged either to the masculine or to
the feminine gender. Thus stan 'stone', dceg 'day', deal
'death', mona 'moon' were masculine, and 6oc 'book',
hnutu 'nut', hand 'hand', sdwol 'soul, and sunne 'sun'
were feminine, etc, etc.
It will be well to keep apart two sets of terms, thus:

(nature)

sex
male \ , .
female } b e m g S
sexless things

(grammar)
gender
masculine ]
,
> words
- ..
fermmne
neuter.

Thus O E wif denotes a female being and is a neuter
word, etc. This terminology is clearer than that used
by Sweet, who says that O E wlfmann is a grammatical
masculine, while O E mann is a natural masculine (NEG
§ 146). No, both words are masculines, but wifmann
denotes a female being, while mann denotes either a
male being, or, in m a n y instances, a human being irrespective of sex.
Gender in O E is shown partly byflexion,partly by
syntax. The flexion of neuters is characterized by the
absence of any distinction between the nominative and
accusative, and by the plural in -u or without any
ending; the genitive in -es is pecuhar to masculine and
neuter; a nominative plural in -as is only found in
masculines, and one in -a is only found in feminines.
But such characteristics are not carried through with
any degree of consistency. Thus the syntactic criteria
are more important; they consist in the use with each
gender of separate forms of adjuncts, especially pronominal adjuncts, as e. g. the 'article'. But such dis-
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tinctions are not found everywhere, and in the plural
the distinctions between the three genders are much
less strongly marked than in the singular.
The origin of this system (if system it can be called) is lost
in the darkness of pre-history, and does not concern us here.
It is found in all the m e m b e r s of our family of languages,
though it has been modified in some of them. T h e simplification has been carried out with greatest consistency in Armenian
which has n o genders, in Modern Persian, in the dialects of
West Jutland, and in English. N o w , w h a t is the cause of this
sweeping change?
With regard to Armenian, A . Meillet without hesitation
thinks that the loss is due to a "substratum" which had n o
grammatical genders: w h e n a foreign population adopted an
Aryan tongue, they transferred this negative peculiarity to
their newly acquired language. This theory, however, is not
universally accepted, thus not b y Holger Pedersen.
5.1a. With regard to Enghsh, too, some scholars have
thought of influence from foreigners. Van Ginneken
and N. J. H. Royen (see De jongere veranderingen van
het indogermaanse nominate drieklassensystem, Leiden
1926, p. 87) think that on account of the formidable
influence from the Normans, Enghsh should be reckoned "more or less" among Creolized languages, i.e. is
placed in the same category as Pidgin Enghsh, FrenchCreol of St. Mauritius, Negro-English and Negro-Dutch
in the Antilles, etc.
On such languages see Ch. XII of m y book Language.
I characterize these languages as makeshift or minimum
languages: the grammar in all of them has been simplified to such an extent that it has reached the vanishing point. They are simply English, French, etc, learnt
very imperfectly indeed by natives who have kept
practically nothing of their own languages. But the
conditions in which such languages come into existence
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are totally different from those prevailing in England
after the Norman conquest; the native Enghsh population did not give up their own language in favour of a
mutilated French, but kept up their old language with
here and there an interspersed word taken from the
speech of their superiors. Neither did the Norman
lords speak a kind of Pidgin Enghsh, or if some of them
did occasionally, it did not survive and was not imitated by the great majority of Enghsh people. If the
loss of genders had been due to influence from the
French, we should expect it to have taken place more
rapidly in the South than in the North; but the exact
opposite is what actually happened: genders for some
centuries after the Conquest were kept with much
greaterfidelityin the southernmost part of the country
than in the North, where it had practically been given
up before the Normans occupied the country.
The destruction of the genders is not an isolated
phenomenon; it is intimately bound up with the whole
process of simplification in theflexionalsystem of the
language, more particularly in the case system. The
beginnings of this movement are as old as the language
itself, but the rapidity of the breakdown increased very
considerably in the North from about 1000, while the
South was much more conservative. I have elsewhere
tried to show that the principal cause of this simplification was the inconsistency of the old system, in
which the same ending had in various words many
different functions, and some endings might in many
words be pronounced with indistinct vowels or with
no vowel at all without the meaning of the whole
sentence being therefore much obscured. The tendency
to slur over theflexionalendings would be especially
strong where there was a strong element of Scandina-
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vian immigrants, who spoke a language that was indeed
different from, but yet closely similar to Enghsh in
most of the vital elements. Therefore, cases and genders
were effaced much more rapidly and effectively in the
North than in the South, where the Scandinavian influence was not very strong; but even there the old
system had eventually to give way to the simpler linguistic structure which characterizes Modern Enghsh.
This, however, is only one side of the question; it
explains the falling together of the various forms of the
article, the disappearance of the difference in e.g. the
adj-forms godne godum godre, etc. (ModE uniformly
good), and the genitives such as psere cwene and Pses
cyninges (ModE the queen's and the king's). This might
very well have been combined with the retention of
the use of the pronouns he and she in referring to orig.
m. and f. sbs like stan (stone) and hoc (book). But as
a matter of fact this was given up completely. The
reason was a strong feeling for natural sex and sexlessness. Very early we find the pronoun she referring
to such words as O E wif or msegden (n.) and wifmann
(m.) even when these were accompanied by articles
and adjs showing the grammatical neuter and masculine gender, respectively; similarly he or heo (she)
referring to did (n.) if a male or female child was spoken
of. (Similar phenomena are frequent in German). The
use of these pronouns thus is more or less independent
of the gender of sbs and depends on notion more than
on grammar.
Similarly, we find in O E and stih more in M E hit
(it) used in speaking of a thing, irrespective of the
grammatical gender of the word. I take some examples
from S. Moore's valuable article Grammatical and
Natural Gender in Middle English (Publ. Mod. Lang.
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Ass. 1921): hlsew ... beorhtne ... se seel ... paet hit ...
(Beow.) | anne arc ... hit (^Elfric) | senne cahc ... hit
(id) ) Eta8 pisne hlaf, hit is min hchoma (id) | bone
kinedom ... hit (AR) | bene drunch ... hit (ib). See
full statistics in Moore's paper.
The use of it is chiefly found at some distance from
the gender-indicating word.
The old and the modern usages are mixed in Malory
125 the grete stone, and he was so heuy that an C men
myghte not lyfte hyt vp.
This side of the question is not treated in Morsbach's Grammatisches und psychologisches geschlecht im englischen. Berlin 1913; here a n d in Moore's paper further literature; see especially N . v. Glahn, Zur geschichte des gramm. geschlechts im
mittelenglischen (Angl. forschungen 53, 1918). Hoops, Engl.
8prachkunde s. 85 ff. gives a s u m m a r y of Morsbach a n d v.
Glahn. Cf also m y o w n PhilGr 226 ff. — W i t h regard to the following sections see especially A . Knutson, The Gender of Words
Denoting Living Beings in English (Lund 1905). B u t m y treatm e n t is very different from his.

5.13. W e shah now see how sex is indicated in Enghsh. W e m a y distinguish the foho wing categories:
(1) male sex, e.g. father, bull; he
(2) female sex, e.g. mother, cow; she
(3) both sexes, e.g. reader, eagle; who
(4) no sex, e.g. glass; it
(5) indifference to sex or no-sex, e.g. they.
To class 5 also belong all adjuncts: the, no, good,
etc. Those pronouns which as primaries belong to
class 4: this, that, what, m a y be prefixed to any of the
substantives just mentioned.
In the following pages it will be m y task to go more
into detail. It will be seen that though the simplification
G
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sketched in the preceding sections is "one of the most
beneficial of ah the changes which the Enghsh language
has undergone" (H. Bradley), no perfectly consistent
system has been arrived at.
Substantives
5.2i. To distinguish the male from the female sex w e
find various means. Sometimes w e find totally different
stems, e.g. father : mother; sometimes the same stem,
but with a derivative ending added to one of the words,
e.g. god : goddess; widow : widower; andfinallycomposition or an adjunct is resorted to, e.g. tom-cat, sheeagle, a male frog.
(A) W e shallfirstconsider names for h u m a n beings,
and among them in thefirstline those instances in
which we have three names, one for both sexes, one
for the male, and one for the female. In the following
list those words which cah for special detailed treatment are marked with a star.
Two-sex- words:
man*, person,human
spouse
parent

Male:
man*
husband
father (papa, dad)

Female:
woman
wife
mother

child*, baby
child*
youth*
monarch, sovereign

boy
son
lad

girl
daughter
lass
queen.

(mummy)

king

5.2a. Man is a difficult, and therefore an interesting
word, because it is used in three different senses, viz.
(a) as a contrast to beast and God: a human being.
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(b) as a contrast to woman: human being of the
male sex.
(c) as a contrast to boy: human male grown-up.
Edward Carpenter was conscious of this ambiguity,
when he wrote (Art of Creation 171) "the deification
of the Babe. It is not likely that M a n — the human
male — left to himself would have done this ... But
to w o m a n it was natural." O n the other hand Carlyle,
without hesitation, uses men in sense (a), even in such
a combination as this (FR 301) "atrabihar old men,
especiahy old women, hint that they know what they
know." The effect of the same use is comic in Miss
Hitchener's line which according to Medwin (Shehey
118) so much amused Shelley: "Ah, all are men — women and ah!" Compare also Defoe R 2.234 Cromwell...
killing man, w o m a n and child, — where man must be
taken in sense (c).
In a great many combinations man will naturahy
always be understood in sense (b) only: I saw an old
m a n w h o m I did not know, etc. In the plural in the
same way: T w o or three young men made a fearful
noise | Sh Tp II 1.157 N o occupation, all men idle, ah;
And women too. Cf also the "Young Men's Christian
Association". People m a y function as the plural of man
in sense (a): A few young people made a fearful noise.
But everyman and no man ("no man's land") are
taken in sense (a). The general ambiguity of man is,
however, probably the reason why body is used in the
pronominal words everybody, anybody, somebody, nobody;
cp. also Burns's "If a body meet a body", etc; see
above, 4.7,.
In the generic sense we find
(1) the singular used in sense (a): Pope: The proper
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study of mankind is m a n | Cowper 197 God made the
country, and m a n made the town; cf below, 14.33 f.
(2) the singular in sense (b): Caine C 352 Man's the
head, but w o m a n turns it; it m a y really be taken in
either sense in Shelley 67 Can m a n be free if w o m a n
is a slave?
(3) the plural in sense (a): Mi P L 1.26 justifie the
ways of God to m e n (cf below, 14.34);
(4) the plural in sense (b): Gissing B 259 I a m studying men, she had said. In our days this is the proper
study of womankind. (Other quotations vol II. p. 132
and 134).
A male, but hardly a female, can use a man in the
sense of 'one' (Fr. on): It does a m a n good to see the
energy of that boy. (In the same way a fellow). Cf. 4.76.
The verb man has really no reference to senses (b)
or (c): "A German ship during the war was reported
as manned with w o m e n " (q McKnight, English Words
209) | Bennett L R 2 T w o Thames barges, each manned
by two m e n and a boy.
5.23. This ambiguity is old and c o m m o n to m a n y
languages. It has been obviated in German and Scandinavian by the derivative mensch, menneske, manniska; in Enghsh by the use of human being and recently of
human as a sb with the pi humans. Examples of both:
Beresford G 117 you must know that w o m e n are h u m a n
beings just as weh as m e n (b) | W e h s M a 2.157 Marriage isn't what it was. It's become a different thing because w o m e n have become human beings || Farnol A
307 since humans, of every degree, are only m e n and
women after ah | Galsw P 2.74 B y Jove, Molly, I sometimes think we humans are a rubbish lot | id T L 256 to
humans without ideas (also id Ca 475) | Walpole O L [? ]
what children these humans were! (also id R H 48) | Car-
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penter A d 178 devotion to other humans | Locke B V
294 we poor humans (very frequent in Locke). Cf for
the adjunct Harraden F 56 a book on the marriage
question, which is neither a woman's book nor a man's
book, but a human book.
5.2s. The old collective mankind (now stressed on the
second syhable) comprises all human beings, but the
younger compound mankind (stressed on thefirstsyllable) is opposed to womankind. (The stress-difference,
as made in N E D and by Dan. Jones, is not, however,
recognized by everybody). Note the quotation Di D
181 [girls] "whom m y aunt had taken into her service
expressly to educate in a renouncement of mankind, and
who had generally completed their abjuration by marrying the baker." The ambiguity is sometimes avoided
by a new formation with human: Tennyson L 1.12 for
universal humankind.
5.25. A m o n g derivatives manly, mannish and manful
refer to male m a n (b), but manlike generally to both
sexes (a). Manhood according to N E D has the meanings: human nature (a), the state of being a man, as
opposed to childhood (c) or as opposed to womanhood
(b), the quahties eminently belonging to man, manliness (b), the adult male population (c).
In compounds preposed man is always used in sense
(b): man-servant, man-milliner | Sterne M 1.92 Dr. Slop,
the man-widwife's house | Allen A 118 O n her lap was
a man child. | W a u g h W 169 I doubt if a m a n often
makes a man friend after boyhood. Thus also in the
plural: Kipling D W 331 men-visitors J ib 359 her men-folk.
With regard to compounds containing man as the
second element, we have various classes. Man is used
in the sense (a) in the two old compounds to denote
the two sexes: O E wsepnedman or waepman, M E weop-
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monn, and O E wifman, whence modern woman. In modern
usage, some compounds m a y be apphed to both sexes:
she is a good horseman | Norris O 312 Mrs. C. was a
fashionable woman, the president or chairman of a
score of clubs | Wells J P 445 That's all I have to say,
Mr. Chairman (or 'My Lord,' or 'Mrs. Chairman/ as
the case might be) | Ehzabeth was a great statesman |
Mrs. N was the spokesman of her sisters | Mottram E M
7 she prided herself on being a sportsman (as she called
it, never a sportswoman) | Cather Lost Lady 116 Mrs.
Forester is afinepenman. — B u t the forms horsewoman,
chairwoman, stateswoman, spokeswoman are also in use
and would be preferred in these cases by many; Wells
H 244 writes "the veryfirsttask of our Women Statesmen" | Galsw SS 271 she noted the one lady juryman.
— O n leman see below, 5.36.
In another group of compounds -man is used exclusively of the male, and if a female is referred to, -woman
is used: kinswoman, madwoman, noblewoman, policewoman,
postwoman, saleswoman, sportswoman. Poutsma has an
interesting quotation from Mrs. Gaskell, illustrating
the difference between vocation-feminines and marriagefeminines: "The post-woman brought two letters. I say
post-woman, but I should say the postman's wife." Cf
also Di D o 109 Mrs. Pipchin was but an indifferent
pen-woman | Stephen L 206 to hear a female clergyman
or clergywoman (cf lady juryman, Galsw SS 271, above).
Some national denominations: Englishman, Scotsman,
or Scotchman, Irishman, Welshman, Frenchman, Dutchman — are in the singular used of a male, in the plural
also of both sexes (cf also the English, etc, genericahy,
see vol II 11.5), while in the singular Englishwoman,
Scotchwoman (hardly Scotswoman), etc, are said of a
female. Similarly Chinaman, but also a Chinese man, if
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the male sex is emphasized, pi of both sexes Chinamen
(and Chinese). I find both a Bushman woman (Westermarck M 366) and a Bushwoman.
Finally there are some compounds which are always
used of males and have no corresponding forms in
-woman: alderman, footman, journeyman, yeoman. To
gentleman in one sense of the word lady is the
corresponding female word: note Gissing H 55 She
is a lady — my idea of a lady. Christopherson's a
gentleman, too, there's no denying it — where the
word too shows that there is one common notion underlying the two words, though there is no two-sex word
to express it. Gentlewoman means 'woman of good
birth or breeding' (NED).
Some compounds with man are now used to denote sexless
things; thus Indiaman, merchantman = ships. Man-of-war was
formerly = 'warrior' (thus Sh R 2 II. 2.286, A V Luke 23.1 Herod with his m e n of war); now it is no longer applicable to a
male being, but only to a ship.

The phrase to a man, in the sense 'without exception, unanimously,' m a y be used even when women
only are concerned: N P 1906 [half jocularly] every
woman, to a man, became a fierce advocate of admitting w o m e n to the suffrage. — Cf also Maxwell
B Y 124 She [an artist] told us of a grand one-man
show that she was going to have next month.
Poutsma quotes from the Review of Reviews: "The
lawyers have decided for us that the word 'man' always includes 'woman' where there is a penalty to be
incurred, and never includes 'woman' when there is a
privilege to be conferred."
5.26. Spouse: this word is hterary and not much used.
As a synonym consort is used of royal personages, often
in compounds: queen-consort, prince-consort.
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Child, it will be seen, has two significations, one in
relation to age, and one in relation to the parents.
Youth as apphed to a single young person should
naturally be a two-sex word, and is sometimes found
as such: N E D has some examples (1580 vertuous
youthes of both sexes, and 1881 Before she was twenty
she wrote verses like other youths). But as a matter of
fact it is most often used of young males, as in N E D ' s
quotations from Sh (He that hath a beard, is more
then a youth: and he that hath no beard, is lesse then
a man) and Milton (To m a n y a youth, and m a n y a
maid). I m a y add one quotation: Locke W 3 large
classes of tradesmen's children, both youths and maidens. (In Dan. et ungt menneske, though containing the
two-sex word menneske is always understood of a
young male). —• Other quotations for youth in various
senses are found in vol II 4.94.
5.3i. (B) Next, we come to those cases in which we
have only two, not three words.
Male:
bridegroom
widower
bachelor
brother
uncle
nephew
lover*
gentleman
lord*
landlord*
sir*
master*
mister (Mr.)

Female:
bride
widow
spinster, old maid
sister
aunt
niece
love, lady love, mistress*
lady* (gentlewoman)
lady*
landlady
lady*, m a d a m
mistress
missis (Mrs.) and miss
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schoolmaster
monk (friar)
wizard
merman
sloven*
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schoolmistress

nun
witch
(merwoman,) mermaid*
slut, slattern

Note the transference of names of animals in the
colloquial American stag-party and hen-party for parties consisting of respectively m e n and women only.
Lover: though the plural naturally refers to both
sexes (a pair of lovers, etc) the sg is almost exclusively
applied to the male (though N E D has some old examples of the contrary use from old writers). Thus it is
quite natural to say with Sh: There was a lover and his
lass, but it would not be possible to say: There was a
lover and her lad. In the predicative, it is possible to
use the word of a w o m a n in a somewhat different sense:
she is a great lover of music. — As given above, lover for
the m a n and love (lady love) for the woman, the words
apply only to the mutual relation of a pair of lovers (her
lover, his love). Love is used of a male in Sh Wiv III.
5.79 to search his house for his wiues Ioue. Differently
in Quffler Couch T 86, where an Admiral is addressed
by his wife: You are wet, m y love.
Mistress is given above in two senses, cf also 5.33.
Sir is generally used only in speaking to or of a man;
but sometimes, especially in Scotland, it is apphed
to a w o m a n ( N E D from 1578 to 1818); sirs in adressing w o m e n twice in Sh (LL IV. 3.211, Ant IV. 15.85)
and Scott A 1.230.
Note that landlord has two significations, (1) male
host, with landlady as the corresponding feminine word;
(2) owner of land, used of both sexes, as in Shaw 1.23
Lady Roxdale is one of the head landlords. — In a
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similar way lord and master have sometimes been used
in speaking of women: Sh Merch III. 2.169 I [Portia]
was the Lord of this faire mansion, master of m y servants, Queene ore m y selfe | Caine C 24 he was a poor
curate in the country, where the lord of the manor
chanced to be a lady.
Mermaid is perhaps preferred to merwoman on account of the alliteration.
It is not quite correct to say, as m a n y grammars do,
that sloven is exclusively used of males; as a matter of
fact it is apphed to either sex; see quotation in N E D :
she came in — a dirty sloven.
Witch was formerly apphed to m e n as well as to women, now only to the latter, cf below, 5.36.
5.32. Here we have to consider those cases in which the
name for one sex is derived from the other by means
of an ending. Only in one case is it the name for the
m a n that is formed from that of the corresponding
feminine word, namely widower from widow; the social
reason for this exception is obvious. In ah other cases
it is inversely the name for the female that is the derived one, chiefly by means of the ending -ess, as in
goddess, see vol V I 19.1. W h e n Shehey, according to
Medwin 273, "used to say that every city had its Devil
or its Diavolesse — w e have no word in our language
for the fiend feminine," he is not right, see N E D deviless
with quotations 1693, 1761, 1881.
"There is a derogatory touch in it [the ending -ess]
which makes it unsuitable when w e desire to show
respect," says Curme (CG 228), and on the same assumption Fowler ( M E U : Feminine designations) puts in
a plea for an intenser use of this suffix concluding by
three short selections of (A) estabhshed feminine titles,
(B) recent or impugned ones, and \C) words unfortu-
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nately not provided with feminines, among them artist,
clerk, cook, cyclist, singer, teacher, typist.
Other feminine endings are the learned -(t)rix as in
victrix, see vol V I 15.94, -ine as in heroine, ib 21.42,
and -ina as in czarina, ib 21.44.
O n -ette in suffragette see vol V I 24.63. I might there
have mentioned Trollope B 374 a leash of baronets and
their baronnettes (neither correct French nor Enghsh).
In very few cases the French feminine -e has been
used in Enghsh as an ending for women. Confidant for
the m a n and confidante for the w o m a n are sometimes
found in E writing, though the sound is the same [konfi'daent]. Similarlyfigurant,-ante, further protige and
protegee (Di D 181),fianceandfiancee:these words are
generally marked in print as French by itahcs. Coquet
is an adj for both sexes, but coquette is a sb used of a
woman. Ruskin (Sel 1. 197) writes "the lionne of a
ball-room" (cf below lioness of the animal). O n pianiste
of a w o m a n player see vol V I 19.92. Sometimes comedienne and tragedienne are used as feminines to comedian
and tragedian.
In two cases we have words from F with the ending
-eur for the m a n and -euse for the woman: accoucheur,
-euse, masseur, -euse; further danseuse corresponding to
the two-sex word dancer.
5.33. The word from which a derivative in -ess is
formed m a y in itself sometimes be used for the m a n
(exclusively or generally), e.g. governor, prince, shepherd,
sometimes for both sexes indiscriminately, e. g. quaker,
ancestor. Some examples will illustrate these differences
in concrete details.
W h e n we speak of a poetess, we are thinking at the
same time both of her quahty as a poet and of her
sex, as when we say "Mrs. Browning is one of the
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greatest Enghsh poetesses;" but as this sphts the
attention, it is a much greater praise to say "Mrs. B.
was a real poet" than it would be to say "she was a
real poetess." Thus Stedman has ( N E D ) : She [Mss
Rossetti] is a poet of a profound and serious cast.
" W e m a y speak of a w o m a n as a successful actor
(rather than actress), or as a brilliant or beautiful
actress (rather than actor), according as the distinctive
qualities of sex are ignored or emphasized" (Carpenter,
Princ. E. Gr. 51). Actress was (see N E D ) originally used
only = 'a female doer', not in the dramatic sense; now
inversely, for we would say "The female prisoner appears to have been the chief actor in the tragic scene."
Note the difference in the two substantives in Goldsm.
416 "Signora Mattei is at once both a perfect actress and
a very^finesinger." In the pi w e find "actors and
actresses" (Salt Joy 13), but also actors embracing both
sexes; cf OHenry B 129 Actor people never stay long
anywhere.
Doctor, in the sense 'medical practitioner', is used
of both sexes; a w o m a n is often specified as womandoctor, lady doctor in the sense 'one who has taken a doctoral degree', doctor is a two-sex word. Doctress or doctoress
is used only when the sex is emphasized: Bronte M 166
m y mother herself is something of a doctress.
In the following quotation the pi Jews isfirsttaken
of males only, but later evidently of both sexes:
Caine C 189 the audience consisted largely of hvely
German Jews and Jewesses in evening dress, some
Pohsh Jews, and a sprinkling of other foreigners.
Mistress in some cases corresponds to master, e.g.
mistress of the house, mistress of her own fate; placed
before a name (written Mrs.) it corresponds to Mister
(Mr.), but in the sense of 'female lover' it has no masculine correlative.
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5.34. Where we have a separate word for the woman,
it sometimes means 'having such and such a position
or occupation', sometimes 'married to a m a n of such
and such a position'. Queen has the former meaning
in Queen Ehsabeth, the latter in the case of the present
Queen of England. A n emperor's wife is an empress, but
a murderer's wife is not a murderess. Farmeress in N E D
is defined (1) a w o m a n who farms, (2) a farmer's wife.
Here is a hst of marriage-nouns. With the exception
of the twofirstthey are used also in the first-named
meaning. They refer chiefly to the higher social ranks.
There are no such words corresponding to author,
negro, etc.
Male:
Husband

Mr.
emperor
king
viceroy
prince
duke
marquis
earl, count
viscount
baron
lord, etc.
mayor
elector
ambassador
landgrave
margrave

Female:
wife
Mrs.
empress
queen
vicereine (rare)
princess
duchess
marchioness
countess
viscountess
baroness
lady
mayoress
electress
ambassadress
landgravine
margravine.

Further bishopess (nonce-word?, Philips L 96), bankcress (nonce-word, Thack N 275).
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Priestess generally designates a female priest, but
m a y be used for a priest's wife, thus e.g. Trollope B
408, in Trollope B 164 w e further find the unusual
prelatess (prelate and prelatess) in the same sense.
Cf also knight ess in N E D .
A w o m a n m a y rank with a count or earl in her o w n
right, or be married to a count or earl; in both cases
she is a countess. Lady, besides corresponding in the
ordinary w a y to gentleman, is a marriage-word to Sir
and the titles above knights in rank. A Lord Mayor's
wife is a Lady Mayoress (e.g. Ritchie M 86). Electress
generally means the wife of a (German) Elector (of the
Empire), rarely a w o m a n having a vote.
5.3s. (C.) W e n o w come to the very comprehensive
class of words for h u m a n beings which have no separate
names for one of the sexes.
Cousin, relative, friend, guest, enemy, comrade, servant,
slave, outlaw, fool, criminal, prisoner, thief, dwarf,
neighbour, stranger, foreigner.
Agent-nouns like thinker, writer, conqueror, interpreter, possessor, successor, • intruder, liar; student, agen
inhabitant, copyist; musician, violinist, novelist, librarian; drunkard.
European, American, Norwegian, Dane, Londoner,
Oxonian.
Christian, Lutheran, methodist, Mohammedan,
atheist.

heathen,

Republican, democrat, socialist, partisan, candidate.
member, etc.
An interesting case is seen in the Bible, Luke 15.6 and 9, the
parable of the lost sheep a n d the lost piece of silver. In the
Greek, a n d likewise in the Latin, Gothic, G e r m a n , a n d D a n i s h
versions, the sex of those he or she calls together, is expressly
indicated, because it can easily b e done b y m e a n s of a n ending:
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sugkalei tous philous kai tous geitonas> ... sugkalei tas philas
kai tas geitonas | convocat amicos et vioinos ... convocans
arnicas et vicinas | galabob frijonds jah garaznans ... gahaitib
frijondjos jah garaznons | ruffet er seinen freunden u n d nachb a m ... ruffet sie jren freundinnen u n d nachbarinnen | sammenkalder h a n venner og naboer ... sammenkalder b u n veninder og naboersker. In the English versions the difference is
not indicated: Wycl.: clepith togidir hise freendis and neijboris ... clepith togidir freendis and neigboris | A V : calleth together his friends and neighbours... calleth her friends and her
neighbours together (thus also the O E versions, though Lindisf.
has da wif-friondas & nehebyrildas, and R u s h w . da vilf-fHondas
& da nehgiburaa).

Cousin is one of the words apphcable to both
sexes, the French forms cousin and cousine have fahen
together in Enghsh: Mary is John's cousin | John is
Mary's cousin | G E M 1.336 Lucy's pitying questions
about her poor cousins [i.e. T o m and Maggie] | Doyle
G 46 [they were not lovers] It was cousin and cousin, she
said.
O n account of social conditions m a n y words which
properly belong to the two-sex class C have been and
are practically always used of men only:
Shoemaker, baker, merchant, lawyer, soldier, gen
bishop, etc. Nowadays this is being changed with
regard to words like professor, doctor, member of Parlia
ment and mayor (cf Lady Mayoress 5.34).
Some male words m a y in certain apphcations be
used of women. Captain is so distinctly male that N E D
has no example of it being apphed to a woman, but
a girl m a y be captain of the school hockey team or
a guide captain. Cp. also "she is a good sailor."
5.3e. Some words which were formerly used of both
sexes, have now been restricted to the female sex.
Thus some expressions for contemptible women: leman,
O E leof-man 'dear man' (man = 'human being'), Ch
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B 917 he sholde Hir lemman be (cf ib A 4247, H 204,
205, 238; female: H 220), Maundev. 25 he wolde ben
hire limman; Sh Wiv IV. 2.172 his wiues lemman, but
fern. T w II. 3.26, H 4 B V. 3.49; now only used of females, but obsolete in ordinary language. Harlot till the
middle of 17th c. was used of both sexes, now only of
a female. Bawd formerly very often used of a male
'go-between', from ab. 1700 only of females. Witch used
of both sexes in Sh and BJo, now only of a w o m a n ;
witch is combined with wizard to denote the two sexes
in Hawthorne Sn 77, Kipling J 2.70 father and mother ..
confess they were witch and wizard; but ib 77 witches
is used in the pi of both sexes: "she and I are witches"
[said the man]. Shrew now only of a w o m a n ; thus also
generally slut and slattern, though N E D has the latter
word used of a m a n in Thackeray, and Bennett writes A
47 his puffed, heavy face ... gave the idea of a vast
and torpid male slattern.
In the same way, nurse, dressmaker, and milliner are
chiefly, if not exclusively, used of women. The bedmaker
(in slang bedder) in Enghsh colleges, is a woman.
It is natural that changed social conditions m a y
influence the use of a word; thus it has been said
pointedly, though inexactly, that in the sixties, the
word teacher in the United States changed gender, as
most teachers before the Civil W a r were m e n while
now most are woman.
Girl was formerly apphed to either sex (hence we
sometimes in early textsfinda knave girl = 'a boy'),
but since 15th c. only to female children. Similarly
wench.
The substantives prude, jilt (and coquette) are nearly
always apphed to women; occasionally we m a y find
a male jilt, etc.
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Child, of course, is a two-sex word, but the N E D
remarks: "It has been pointed out that child or my
child is by parents used morefrequently(and longer)
of, and to, a girl than a boy. Shakspere nowhere uses
'my child' of or to a son, but frequently of or to a
daughter"; it quotes Wint III. 3.7 A very pretty
barne: A boy, or a childe I wonder ? — and from Notes
& Q. 1876: a country w o m a n (in Shropshire) said to
me, apropos of a baby, Ts it a lad or a child?'
Gossip is thus defined in N E D 1. a godfather or
godmother 2.friend,chum. Formerly applied to both
sexes, now only (somewhat arch.) to women ... 3. a
person, mostly a w o m a n ... who dehghts in idle talk.
According to Al. Schmidt senses 2 and 3 are in Sh
found only of women, but I have found a modern
example of gossip apphed to a loquacious m a n (Pinero S 2).
Gipsy, too, though naturally a two-sex word, is used
contemptuously with the special meaning of 'a cunning
or deceitful woman', but not correspondingly of a man.
But I have never found a single instance of words
originally designating female beings being made into
names for either both sexes or specifically for males,
still less of an ending used atfirstto derive ferninines
being later used to form masculines. It cannot be called
an exception when maid, maiden, and virgin are (or
were) sometimes used to denote sexual purity and thus
applied to m e n as well as to women, for these words
cannot properly be said then to denote male beings.
Examples:
Malory 723 thou [Galahad] hast ben a clene m a yden
as I [Ioseph] have ben and a m | Sh T w V. 1. 270 You
[Olivia] are betroth'd both to a maid and man. Hence
Ben Jonson (q N E D ) speaks of "two noble maids of
either sexe, to union sacrificed."
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Virgin: A V Rev 14.4 These are they which were not
defiled with women: for they are virgines (20th C. V.
they are as pure as virgins).
Still less have I been able tofindan example in any language
of a derivative ending used first to form feminines, later
to form common-sex Words or masculines. This, however, has
often been asserted of the ending -ster, see n o w vol V T 15.1.

5.37. Language is often capricious in the way in
which some words are provided with feminine derivatives, and others not, as seen, for instance in the following collocations: Shaw St J 14 that she was a liar and
impostor, that she was a sorceress | ib 33 she was tried,
not as a traitress, but as a heretic, blasphemer, sorcer
and idolater ) Bennett Cd 135 the Countess of Chell ...
that great aristocrat ... Mayoress ... witch ... benefactor ... patroness | Walpole O L 198 then you will
be a murderess as well as a thief.
In the predicative, it is often possible to use a distinctly male word of a woman, the sex being sufficiently
indicated in the subject: she was master of the situation |
Tracy P 189 At any rate, she was victor in a struggle
of which she had not the shghtest knowledge | She is
a very good judge of character | Shaw M s 141 (Queen
Ehzabeth speaking) it is well that I a m a merciful
prince ( N E D has some examples from 1560 to 1650 of
prince apphed to a female sovereign, but this is different). Cp. the examples of lover 5.3X and Satan below.
In the same way a German would say "Die frau war
sein feind", although the word feindin exists, and a
Dane: " H u n er en ven av tyskerne", not "en veninde".
Servant is a two-sex word, as used, e.g. in signing a
letter "Your humble servant." The word, however, in
consequence of social conditions is chiefly used of
female domestic servants.
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Cook, which in OE was masculine (gen. coces, pi cocas), is now used of a m a n in ships, and coheges, cf also
pastrycook, but in ordinary houses of a woman. —
Housekeeper is a woman,but householder is &two-sex. word.
Fellow is a two-sex word in school-fellow, fellow
sufferer and other combinations, where it means 'companion' ; but used by itself it is chiefly a familiar synonym
of 'male person'. The synonym chap is generally male;
cf, however, Macdonald Rasp 176 M y dear chap! You
poor child! — to a girl.
5.38. The predominance of the male sex is shown in the
fact that when a two-sex word is used without any
qualifying word, it will in m a n y combinations naturally be understood to refer to a man. Thus with some
words indicating nationahty: when I say "The other
day an Itahan told m e ..." it will be taken to have
been a m a n — : if it had been a woman, it would be necessary to say an Italian lady (or woman), though in
the plural Italians refers to both sexes: there are a great
many Italians in France; thus also every Italian knows
that | no Italian would ever do that, etc. Similarly
with Spaniard, Jew, negro, etc.
Heir is a two-sex word in spite of the existence of
the derivative heiress, which is generally used with the
specific sense of a rich marriageable lady; therefore we
have e.g. A V Prov 30.23 an handmayd that is heire to
her mistresse | Victoria was heir to the throne | the only
heir was Miss Mary, etc.
Hero to some extent is a two-sex word in spite of
the existence of heroine. Prof. Campbeh writes of
Meredith (Univ. of Wisconsin Studies 1918. 325), "Ah
his heroes are heroines" — the same idea could
have been expressed in a less pointed way: all his
principal characters are women.
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Though angels are generally imagined as male beings,
(Gr. aggelos, Lat. angelus), there is no objection to
using it in a transferred sense of a woman, as when
Romeo (II. 2.26) says to Juhet: "Oh speake againe
bright angell". In a similar way: She is a httle Satan.
5.3s. H o w to specify sex with two-sex words ? Compounds with man were mentioned above, 5.25. Cf gentleman friend, boy friend, girl friend. W e say women doctors,
but beggar women. The adjs male and female are always
handy: I expect to see m y oldest male friend there, etc.
Note buck: Bell Prec. Pore. 205 Until that night he
had been, in the quaint colloquialism, a buck virgin.
In U.S. slang buck nigger = 'negro man'.
Girl m a y be preposed: Gosse F 86 m y girl-cousins |
R u S 12 some girl readers J ib 32 m y girlfriendsj
girl graduates.
With inverted order: servant-girl. In the same sense
maid-servant is used; the corresponding male is either
man-servant or servant-man. Cf also bachelor girl (Waugh
W 82, Lowndes Ivy 68). Maid child (Sh Per V. 3.6).
Lady is often preposed and then has lost its specific
sense and has become more or less a mere mark of sex:
R u F 185 m y young lady readers | Bronte V 64 the
lady-chief of an English school | lady friend | lady
acquaintance (Kaye-Smith G A 80).
But tom-boy means a romping girl: Aumonier O B 145
Motlie, in spite of her dehcate appearance was a regular
tomboy.
Preposed he or she are not very often applied to
names of persons. Marlowe F 417 a hee diuell and a
shee diuell... all hee diuels ... ah shee diuels | Sh Wint
IV. 4.211 a shee-angell | H 4 B V. 4. 25 you shee-knighterrant | Swift 1.248 she-companions | L a m b letter (in
Campbell's Coleridge 111) the She-Coleridges | Wilkins
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P 60 by the hee bawds . .. the she bawd (cf 5.36) |
Wells T 104 she-creatures. Note the A m r a he-man
= 'a very mascuhne man': Plunket Greene 28 a dim
collection of he-men. Facetiously a Shebrew = 'Jewish
girl' (Frankau M y Unsent. Journey 262).
The adjectives male and female are naturally much
used. Sh A 5 I. 2.54 sole heir male | Per Prol: female
heir | Sh John III 4.79, A V Mat 1.16 male child.
The adjectives fair, gentle, and lovely are in oldfashioned novels added to the word reader, as in Thack
N 137 I think of a lovely reader laying down the page
and looking over at her unconscious husband. But ib
638 he uses the words gentle reader of both sexes: If
m y gentle reader has had sentimental disappointments,
he or she is aware that the friends who have given
him most sympathy, have had dismal histories of their
own — where we note also the substitution of him in
the second place for him or her. —• Cf also Sh Wint IV.
4.503 m y faire belou'd H.
Note these two quotations: B y L 248 English women
wear better than their continental neighbours of the
same sex | Christie L E 224 People discussing their
friends of the opposite sex.
Finally I m a y mention the legal Act for shortening the
language used in acts of Parliament (13 &14 Victoria
cap. 21, June 16, 1850): That in all acts words importing the masculine gender shall be deemed and taken to
include females, and the singular to include the plural,
and the plural the singular, unless the contrary as to
gender and number is expressly provided.
Animals
5.4i. (A) Here we sometimes find three distinct
names, showing that the interest is greater in the
diversity than in the underlying common notion.
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horse
foal
ox (collective: cattle)
sheep
swine, pig, hog
(red) deer
fallow deer
fowl

bee

Female:

Male:

Both sexes:

stalhon
(colt)
bull
ram (wether)
boar
stag, hart
buck
cock, rooster
drone

mare
filly
c o w (heifer)

ewe
sow
hind

doe
hen
queen-bee.

Colt is generahy a two-sex word. Wether is generally
a castrated ram. Bullock or ox is a castrated bull.
Fowl is often a collective, or else used in reference to
the meat. Rooster is chiefly dial, a n d U . S.
5.4a. (B) In the following cases w e have t w o distinct
words, sometimes the word for the male used also for
either sex:
dog (hound)
ruff

bitch (brach)
reeve.

B u t in other cases the n a m e for the female is used
(chiefly in the pi) for both sexes:
gander
t(i)ercel
drake
cob(-swan)

goose
falcon
duck
swan.

Only with some fehne animals are there derivatives
in -ess, while the word without that ending is used
both as a two-sex word and for the male: lion: lioness,
tiger: tigress, and the rarer leopardess a n d pantheress.
Doggess is very rare and chiefly used of w o m e n (Huxley
L 2.239 the anti-vivisection pack-dogs a n d doggesses).
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Note the use in Freeman T h 138 a beautiful American
widow was the hon (or should we say honess?) of the
season: Cf above lionne, 5.32.
The ending -ine (cf vol V I 21.42) is found in wolverine (Wells M a 2.216).
5.4s. (C) T o indicate sex with regard to all other
animals we must have recourse either to the adjs male
or female, or else to compounds. In some cases we have
Christian names, in others names of such animals as
distinguish sex. Thus w e have:
Both sexes:
otter

fox
cat
donkey, ass
goat
roe, roe-deer
hare
rabbit

rat
ape
peafowl
robin
heathbird
black grouse
pheasant
pigeon
sparrow

Male:
dog-otter
dog-fox
tom-cat
jackass
billy-goat
roe-buck
buck-, jack-hare
buck-rabbit
buck-rat
jack-ape
peacock
cock-robin
heathcock
blackcock
cock-pheasant
cock-pigeon
cock-sparrow,
jack-sparrow

Female:
bitch-otter

bitch-fox
tabby-cat, tib-cat
jenny-ass
nanny-goat
roe-doe
doe-hare ?
doe-rabbit
she-rat
she-ape
peahen
jenny-robin
heathhen
grey-hen
hen-pheasant
hen-pigeon
hen-sparrow

Tom cat dates from a book "Life and Adventures of
a Cat" (1760).
Note that buck has lost its old special signification
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'male of the goat' and is n o w used only in the combinations mentioned above.
The O E fyxen 'she-fox' is continued in M o d E as vixen,
generally apphed to a quarrelsome woman, see vol I
2.538. I find in Kingsley H 144 the old vixen-fox took
care to get her profit out of the bargain. Bitchfox is apphed to a w o m a n in G a m m e r 138. Cf Huxley L 2.11 two
foxes ... a fine dog fox and his vixen wife, Sh Tro II.
1.11 bitch-wolf. To heathbird there is a collective heathgame, and to black grouse a collective black game.
Other compounds are torn lion, cow rhinoceros, turkey
cock, jack merlin (see N E D : merlin).
A motley collection of quotations to illustrate these
and similar names: Caxton R 73 the she ape | Marlowe J
409 shee asses | Sh Lr III. 6.25 [Q] you shee foxes
(his daughters) | As IV. 1.161 cock pigeon | ib IH.
2.86 she lamb | Merch II. 1.29 she bear j Tro H . 1.11
bitch-wolf | Walton A 43 bitch otter | ib 91 the female
trout ... the male trout | ib 147 a he and a she pike |
Merriman S 129 he would be afraid of a cock pheasant, though he would be plucky enough among the hens
| Stevenson B 34 jack-sparrow | Hewlett Q 131 hensparrow | London W 85 ptarmigan hens | Lawrence L
124 a lovely dog-fox | ib 135 the she-fox | Rose Macaulay
T 13 a cock canary J London M 265 the bull-seal | Masefield S 197 the toms [i. e. wild cats] are as bad as the
shes | Butler W 79 if his father does not know a cock
from a hen lobster ... till that moment I had not so
much as known that there were cocks and hens among
lobsters.
Plants
5.44. With plants, the discovery of sex has not left
any mark in language, with the sole exception of carl
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hemp, which should etymologicahy denote the male
plants, but is really used of the female plant because it
is bigger; the other sex is calledfimblehemp (through
L o w German from F femelle). Botanists of course
speak of male and female plants.
Pronouns
5.5i. M a n y pronouns are absolutely indifferent to sex,
thus i", you; they; mine, yours, theirs, the interrogative which, andfinally(cf 5.13) all the adjunctal pronouns.
A distinction between a two-sex word and a no-sex
word is made with
Interrogative
Relative
Indefinite

who
who
someone,
somebody

—
what
— which
— something,

and similarly the corresponding forms with any, no,
every.
It is quite natural that I and you have no separate
sex-forms, as the sex will practically always appear
from the situation (at any rate when you is addressed
to one person).
It is similarly natural that we should have commonsex interrogative pronouns, who and which (of you), as
it happens very often that in asking such a question
as " W h o bought it?" we do not know whether the
buyer was a he or a she.
O n the distinction in the wA-pronouns (relative and
interrogative) see vol III ch VI, on whose below, Case.
A triple division is only found in the third person
sg: he of male beings, she of female beings, and it of
sexless things.
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The ordinary use of he and she as apphed to h u m a n
beings naturally presents no difficulty.
But we have two opposite tendencies in the use of
these three pronouns. One m a y be termed desexualizing, when it is apphed to beings really provided with
sex, and the other sexualizing, when he or she is apphed
to sexless things.
5.52. The want of a both-sex pronoun in the third
person sg is often felt; it is remedied by
(1) the clumsy: he or she, as in Fielding T 1.174 the
reader's heart (if he or she have any) | Thack P 3.294
every w o m a n and m a n in this kingdom w h o has sold
her or himself | Mulock H 2.128 each one made his or
her comment | Doyle St 66 the murderer has written
with his or her own blood.
(2) he alone, thus especially before a relative clause,
as in A V Mark 4.9 he that hath eares to heare, let him
heare | Luke 11.23 he that is not with m e , is against
me. This was legalized by the Act 13 & 14 Vict. Cap.
21.4, see above, 5.310. Further M a u g h a m F P S 170 [lady
speaking:] A n d we've decided that if either of us wants
bis liberty the other will place no obstacles in the way
of his getting it | Canfield Her Son's Wife 120 She looks
to m e like a person that's walking in his sleep.
(3) they, as the plural makes no distinction as to sex:
nobody prevents you, do they? See vol LI 5.56, with
many quotations from Sh, Thackeray, Austen, Ruskin,
etc. A n Englishfriendwrites that they m a y also be used
in other cases, e.g. I can hear someone talking in the
hall. I don't know their name | Yes, I had a friend
with me. I didn't bring them in because I didn't know
if you'd care to see them.
(4) a preposed thou has not been successful, see
Murray D 186, Progr. §§ 24 and 204.
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O n it see below.
5.53. It is a sexless pronoun for things that have no
natural sex (the sun, a star, earth, stone, door, space,
time, argument, etc, etc). Other less concrete uses were
treated in more detail in the chapter on Person, ch 4.
But it m a y also be used about such beings as have
really a sex, thus not only plants, but also animals,
especially lower ones, whose sex is not obvious, or in
which the speaker takes no particular interest, and even
about a child to avoid the clumsy his or her: a child
does not always love its parents of its own accord. It
is not infrequently said of a baby (though parents,
nurse, etc, will naturally use he or she instead). Thus
Sh R o I. 3.30 [nurse speaking of Juliet:] when it did
tast the worme-wood on the nipple of m y dugge ...
to see it teachie [i.e. tetchy] | Fielding T 1.10 She
must take care of the child, and in the morning he would
give orders to provide it a nurse ... the hussy its
mother | B y D J 2.148 Hushed as a babe upon its
mother's breast | Bennett H M 50 your two-year-old
babe m a y defy you by the instinctive force of its personality. This desexualizing use of it is similar to the use
of the word thing about a human being: Poor httle thing!
It is used of the [male] ghost in H m l I. 1.40 Looke
where it comes againe ... Speake to it, Horatio. Lookes
it not like the King?, etc.
5.54. As God is referred to as he (most often with
capital letter: He) and who, so are also often veiled
expressions for God: Sh John V. 7.60 heauen he
knowes how we shall answer him | Cowper L 1.134
the intention of Providence when he endued them with
the faculty of speech | Bennett W 1.60 in those
days Providence was still busying himself with everybody's affairs | Compton-Burnett, Brothers and Sisters
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99 "Providence might have kept it back altogether, if
it had kept it back as long as that." — "Is Providence
'it'?" said Tilly | Rose Macaulay O 7 Strange indeed
are the ways of Providence, which had thoughtfit,in
its inscrutable wisdom to save the doctor. — Cf, on the
other hand, with the Latin gender of procidentia Bridges,
Bradley 12 Nor was his good Providence deserting him.
She was holding a trump up her sleeve | McKenna Sh
15 Poor providence! Sometimes I think she has punished the Enghsh in advance. — Cf further B y D J
3.104 all that springs from the great Whole, Who hath
produced, and will receive the soul. — It is rare to find
which referring to God: Froude C 4.260 I could only
believe in a God which did something. — Fate is made
feminine (like Nature) in spite of Lat. fatum: Browning
1.205 let fate reach m e how she likes | Galsw Car 908
Fate would turn her thumb down on them.
5.55. A predicative is, at any rate often, felt as a
neuter, i.e. it is referred to by means of the sexless
pronouns (see vol II 16.344 and PhilGr 242). This is true
not only of the predicative after afinitevb, but also
in a dependent nexus.
Thus it: She is a witch, and she looks it | Carlyle
F R 490 long years ago it was borne on his mind that
he was to be Finance-Minister; and now he was it |
Benson C 6 "Be good, sweet maid, and in course of
time you will become stupid and ugly." They now,
most of then, become it.
That: Gissing R 107 All m e n m y brothers? Nay,
thank Heaven, that they are not | id G 288 Narrowminded? Y o u admit they are that? | Kipling S 64 I
thought he was only a beast. — He's that, too, of course,
but he's worse | Hope D 91 A n d what an angel Mrs.
Musgrave is! — Well, I should hardly call her that.
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This: Bronte J 188 she assured m e she would not
stir till I was ready. This I quickly was.
Interrogative what. Nowadays What is he\ generally
asks about a man's profession, but also about his
general quahties. In E1E the same question was often
used where P E would employ Who is he\ (where we
m a y doubt which of the words is subject, which predicative) in asking about a person's name or identity: Sh
Oth I. 1.95 what are you? M y name is Roderigo |
John I. 1.35 W h a t art thou? The son and heire to that
same Faulconbridge (cf Franz3 p. 304 f.). Note that E1E
has not what for who in other positions.
Examples of what in the modern sense: Sh Merch I.
3.162 0 father Abram, what these Christians are!
(exclamation) | R 3 I. 3.132 if you forget What you
haue beene ere this | Hope D 7 You're so very elliptical. So very what? | ib 53 W h e n you were young,
were you ever — ? he paused. — W a s I ever what,
George? — In love || N E D q 1854 W h o or what he
was ... no one ever cared to inquire.
Relative which: Di F 261 I propose to be of some
use to somebody — which I never was in this world |
Stephen L 139 he could be impatient .which no
clergyman ought to be | Gissing G 179 they would talk
like gods — which indeed they are.
A few other neutral predicatives (note the pi): Di X
21 the arms were very long and muscular; the hands
the same | Doyle S 6.151 H e was noble, unselfish,
loving — all that m y husband was not | Kaye-Smith
H A 201 She had always been friendly, interested,
sympathetic; but he had felt that if she loved him
she would not have been quite all these — not quite
so kind or friendly or patient.
5.56. The neuter idea m a y also be expressed by thing,
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not only in the ordinary pronouns: Hope D 6 H e was
everything he shouldn't be | James A 1.168 I did not
say she was too fond! She is not too anything! | Locke
F S 187 H e is good and kind, and noble, and everything
that is right | Galsw T 79 I'm quite serious. Never
knew you anything else | to earn his living as a clerk
or something of the kind | Walpole D F 129 Nffritin
was an ideahst, a mystic, a dreamer — eveiything that
Semyonov was not | ib 159 she was honest, impetuous,
pure, if ever w o m a n was those things | Walker L 833
Macaulay entered the House of C o m m o n s as member
for Caine, and as that thing which he had been certain
he would never be, a Whig [ Gissing G 387 Edwin and Harold seem to you inert,flabby,weakly envious, foohshly
obstinate, impiously mutinous, and m a n y other things j
Bromfield ModHero 193 m e n ... w h o were engineers
and business managers and a dozen other things ||
Byron D J 3.51 H e enter'd in the house no more his
home, A thing to human feelings the most trying.
5.57. A (comprehensive) neutral idea is often expressed by the pi things or matters: Quincey 88 things
had not yet come to Sinbad's state of desperation |
Di D 650 you won't mind things going a tiny morsel
wrong, sometimes | id D o 188 let m e know how things
are going | Shaw P 281 Saylors always understand
things | Kipling L 68 you know things and the ways
of doing things | ib. let things stay as they are | id J
1.13 if things came tofighting|| Marlowe F (1616) 772
there be of vs here, that haue waded as deep into
matters as other m e n [ Austen M 297 how matters
stand between you | Di D 227 Mr. M . tried to be talkative, but was not at his ease, and made matters worse
| Kipling J 2.128 that made matters rather worse.
A verbal idea is similarly referred to by a neutral
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pronoun: H e never complains, but that is what she does
every day | I go there whenever I have time, which
isn't often.
5.6i. With regard to animals the only general rule
that can be established is that when a speaker takes
a special interest in a particular animal he wih specify
the sex by using he or she. Where there is no such personal interest or sympathy, it wih generahy be used.
Stiff there is a strong tendency to 'sexualize' the names
of animals, i.e. to use he or she without regard to the
actual sex. Sweet says that "dog, horse,fish,canary
are generahy masc, while cat, hare, parrot are generally
feminine." Elsewhere he says: "children wffl even speak
of their silkworms as she" (Storm E P h 1018).
5.62. Wheeler says (Journal of Germ. Philol. 2.536):
"The pronoun he is commonly used of a horse, when
no reference whatever to sex is intended, but simply
to express a slightly increased degree of sympathy with
the animal as compared with what would be expressed
by it. In speaking of a cat we should use she for the
same purpose. The use of he would involve a somewhat
offensive affusion to sex, not contained in the use of she."
5.6s. According to the overwhelming number of quotations cohected by W . Sattler (Anglia 14. 193ff.),the
prevaihng tendency in ordinary modern prose is to
refer to any animal, whether a mammal, a bird, a
reptile, or an insect, etc, as he, if it is not used. The
rule sometimes given that he is used in reference to
strong or big animals and she in reference to weak or
small animals, is absolutely wrong. Even such a name
as goose m a y be mentioned as he when the individual
sex is taken no account of: "Not a bird is visible. Yes,
one! — a goose — he is swimming straight this way."
W h e n a bird is mentioned in connexion with its young
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ones, brood, or nest, she is very often said; but whe
there is no such inducement to think of the female sex,
he is nearly always preferred.
In the old language there was a greater tendency to
use the pronoun she; thus the Bible has: They are like
the deafe adder that stoppeth her eare (Ps 58.4) | the
storke in the heauen knoweth her appointed times (Jer.
8.7). This usage has been kept up by poets w h o will
often refer to birds especially as she, where the ordinary language of prose would have he. Similarly sportsmen wih often speak of a hare as she, especially in the
phrase, "the hare in her form", and of a fish as she;
similarly whalers speak of a whale as she.
5.64. Very often he or she and it m a y be used in the
same sentence, e.g. A doe was brought up from a httle
fawn with a dairy of cows; with them it goes a-field.
The dogs of the house take no notice of this deer,
being used to her | This young leopard was about to
try his teeth on the dead body of a gazelle, which its
mother had just captured | D o not hurt the mole. He
is continually destroying grubs. N o trace of vegetation is ever found in its stomach | A rat, though living
in and among garbage, is always clean in its person,
and his teeth are always beautifully clean | A swan ...
him .. .he ... it ... its | The frog was evidently much
alarmed. It repeatedly shook off the enemy by jumping,
and then threw himself out of pursuit.
5.65. I now give some quotations from m y own
collections: Sh Ado III. 3.74 the ewe that will not
heare her lambe when it baes, will neuer answere a
calfe when he bleates | As IV. 1.54 a snaile for though
he comes slowly, hee carries his house on his head |
A V Prov 6.6 Goe to the ant, thou sluggard, consider
her wayes, and be wise. 7 Which [the ant] ... her
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meat | Walton A 22 cuttle-fish .. her .. she | 41 otter
her, she, she, him, his, he | 48 chub .. him | 59 chevin ..
him | 89 trout .. he, thus also 94 of brandling, 96 of
minnow, 132 of salmon, 179 of pearch, 193 of eele | 145
pike .. he never eats a venemous frog till he hath first
killed her (frog, she, also 88) | 190 lamprey, her | 207
hare, her | Defoe R 100 the Turtle ... I found in her
threescore Eggs | Fielding 6,59 a poor hare, which is
certain, whenever it ventures abroad, to meet its
enemies | Cowper L 1.47 m y linnet; I keep him in a
cage | Wordsw 481 linnet . .. his music .. throstle ..
He, too, is no mean preacher | ib 195 The hare is running
races in her mirth; also 490 | Shelley 403 spider .. she;
silkworm ... his | Quincey O 421 a crocodile ... him \
Peacock M 183 a frog ... him | Di B 1.131 he supposed
the Bee liked to make honey, or he wouldn't do it |
Kinglake E 164 the camel kneels to receive her
load ... she ... | Holmes A 95 a Canary-bird ... hung
him up in a cage | Ruskin Sel 2.248 thefly... there is
no courtesy in him; the earthworm has his diggings;
the 6ee her gatherings and building; the spider her
cunning network; the ant her treasury | Hardy R 255
a sparrow ... he | Wilde L 195 the howling swan,
which, still looking down, waileth her end | Kipling
L 3 the goat ... he \ Fludyer 102 cat ... him (N.B.
mentioned as a she-cat) | Stevenson M 180 the big
and foul fly, that hves on carrion, had set up his nest
in the rotten woodwork | id T 110 I saw snakes, and
one raised his head | Caine E 423 the cat took his place
on the gravel path | Benson N 9 a cat or two stretches
himself on the grass | ib 181 a grouse ... he | Butler
Ess 219 penguin .. . he | Bennett A 32 the Persian
cat ... he; also ib 37, but 207 it | Mackenzie S 1.82 he
felt as the ugly duckling must have felt when he saw
H
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himself to be a radiant swan | Hemingway Sun Also
R 124 thefirsttrout ... He ... his ... him.
Knutson, Gender of Words, etc, p. 74ff,gives m a n y
quotations for the use of pronouns in speaking of animals.
5.7. As stated in vol III 6.35 the relative pronoun
who is generahy used in reference to animals, where he
or she would be used, and which corresponding to it.
To the examples there given, also of inconsistencies,
the following m a y be added: Southey L 32 the bulls ...
were quiet, harmless animals, whom a child might
safely have played with ... Thefiercestof the whole
was one of the four who were only tormented J Kinglake E 219 the dromedary which fell to his lot ... he
(but ib 222 m y poor dromedary ... she) | Benson D
2.45 a thrush, perhaps the same which had cahed Dodo
to the window. He ... his ... he ... | Pennell L 17
With the cat itself I had no fault tofind.It was a charming creature to whom I gladly would have given shelter |
Galsw SS 141 everything [was] removed, except the
cats, who lay replete before thefire| Wells ScL 255 Our
amphibian ancestor, which certainly had no more brains
than a frog, could give rise to descendants with the
brains of men.
Of plants: Shelley 655 lily of the vale, whom ...
its tremulous bells. Cf Tennyson 248, where the yew,
though addressed in the second person, yet has which:
Old Yew, which graspest ... Thyfibres... Thy roots.
Relative who or which as referring to h u m a n beings
depends chiefly on the corresponding use of he, she, or
it; thus after child: she had only one child, which was
still-born | She has only one child, who is now in Australia.
Bank = bankers in Plunket Greene E 47 The Southern Bank, who werefinancingthe transaction.
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5.8i. The use of the pronouns he or she in speaking of
inanimate things always imphes a strong personal feehng
of affection.
The usage in sailors' language (in many counries) to sexuahze a ship as she is often attributed to
the fact that most names of ships are feminine; cf,
however, Morsbach, Gramm. und psych. Geschlecht im
Engl. p. 27 on O F influence.
Examples: Sh T p I. 2.7 a braue vessell (Who had no
doubt some noble creature in her) (but once him about
a ship in the (spurious) Pericles V prol. 18) | Franklin
A 185 another packet arrived, she too was detained |
Doyle G 33 an old merchantman ... her yards were
square, and she was running with all sails set. —• Note
Archer A m 8 The Lucania has no individuality as a
ship. It — I instinctively say "it," not "she" — is
merely a rather low-roofed hotel.
This even applies to ships with a masculine name,
e.g. B B C 1944 The Tirpitz ... she.
This sexuahzation is extended by railwaymen and
others to trains and engines: Anstey V 286 she wih be
in in another minute | Buchanan F 11 when an Irish
train steamed out of Euston, I was one of her passengers | Freeman Th 27 [railwayman:] a goods train takes
some stopping; before they could bring her up, the
engine had gone over the poor beggar | Brett Young
P C 474 The Scotch express wasfiftylate at Durby,
and they've got to get her clear before they think of
locals. Ay, here she comes | Rolt, Sleep N o More 92 he
caught the sound of the 'Mountaineer' [train] beating
it up the bank ... well up to her time.
A motor-car is constantly spoken of as she (quotations
Kaye-Smith H A 149, Williamson L 29, Bennett L R 12,
Galsw T L 53, M W 232, Frat 90, Locke G P 13, Oppenheim Laxw 201, Lewis B 36, M S 54).
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Professor 0. Vocadlo heard the following assertion
in B B C : The tank is the queen of the battlefield.
See also a long article by T. H. Svartengren in A m S p
5.85ff.on the increasing colloquial use in U.S. of she
referring to things, actions, etc: it is chiefly found in
men's talk and has a strongly marked emotional
character and shows a feeling of companionship between
a m a n and his tools. It mentions the fact, more or less
coldly and indifferently.
5.82. O n the other hand m a n y m e n will use he in
speaking of their pipe, watch, etc. (But note Meredith
E 248 she [his watch] was four minutes in arrear). Cf
also Bentley T 117 a little leaden bullet ... Is that the
one ? —• That's him — Lodged in the bone at the back
of the skull | Galsw Escape 51 D o you know the turnip
in a state of nature, Sir ? He's a homely fellow | ib 54
cigar ... I shall down him next time | McKenna M 36
[a pearl necklace] Isn't he a ripper? I got him in
Paris for Dina | Childers R 218 anchor ... the rusty
monster himself | Pascoe P S 254 [Charterhouse] A n y
cake is called a he, but a cold plum-pudding of a more
"stodgy" nature is termed a she.
T w o old quotations for he: Swift 3.94 w e reeft the
foresail and set him | Sterne M 1.116 ... sees no ...
prison opening his gates upon him.
In dialects the usage varies (Wright, Rustic Sp. 144):
"In Sc, Irel. and the dialects of the northern counties
the feminine pronoun is used [of inanimate objects],
while in the Midlands, the e.s. and sw. counties, the
use is variable."
5.83. While the sexuahzation so far considered is
popular and colloquial, we have in other cases a purely
hterary attribution of sex to objects of nature and to
abstract notions, which are otherwise always spoken of
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as it. The choice of he or she depends chiefly on the
Latin gender (and French, which agrees with Latin), but
often also on the writer's imagination, which represents
something to him as mascuhne or feminine. It is characteristic of Shakespeare and Ben Jonson that when
they differ in the "sex" which they attribute to the
same thing, we see the free play of the imagination in
the case of the former, and strict adherence to classical
gender in the latter. For Sh, see Franz p. 203ff,for
Tennyson see Dyboski p. 334; also E Ausbiittel, Das
personl. geschlecht unpersonl. subst. (Hahe 1904) and
Knutson, Gender of words denoting living beings (Lund
1905).
The personification or animation shown in the use of
pronouns like he or she is essentially the same that leads
us to expressions like "Fortune smiled on him" and
that led the King in Sh H 4 B IV. 5.92 to say "Thy wish
was father, Harry, to that thought" (which in Galsw
F M 173 becomes "Your wish is mother to your
thought" and in McKenna, While I Remember 149 to
"The wish being parent to the thought"). On differences
in this respect in different languages and difficulties
in translations on that account see PhilGr 236.
Nature of course is she (e.g. Lytton K 54). So is the
world in spite of Latin and French: Mackenzie S 1.82
The world was opening her arms and calling to Michael.
Soul, mind, etc: Sterne M 1.132 that part where the
soul principally took up her residence | similarly Spectator 143 and Bronte V 156 | Sterne M 1.111 the mind
... within herself | Bennett L R 122 to restore ordinary
British common sense to her throne | Butler Er 285
C o m m o n Sense ... he could not mistrust her.
Natural objects (cf. vol III 6.3„). The sun is he as
in Latin (different from O E ) : Sh often | Swift 3.207 |
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Cowper L 1.135, 248 | Byron 640 the Sun's gorgeous
coming — His setting indescribable ... as I behold
Him sink | Macaulay W H 65 the next morning, before
the sun was in his power | O'Rell J B 82 when the
sun makes his appearance he is photographed, that
folks m a y not forget what he is like | Thack N 5, etc.
See Storm E P h 1008.
The moon is she as in Latin (but in O E m.): Sh T p
II. 1.183 | L a m b R 18 J Stevenson J H F 72 | Galsw P
2.74 Haven't seen such a moon for years, she's like a
great, great lamp | ib 92, etc.
The river ... he: Byron 589 (but immediately before
it); thus generally also individual names of rivers:
Wordsw P 10.7 Loire ... his; but Phillpotts M 83
Walla ... she, on account of the ending ~a. Cf. also
Wordsw P 4.51 The famous brook, who, soon as he was
boxed within our garden, found himself ... Stripped of
his voice.
The sea, according to Moon, Eccles. Engl. 1886, 30,
is in the revised Old Testament, both m., f., and n. It
would be vain to search for psychological reasons where
we have arbitrary personifications of this kind. Shelley
West Wind III Thou who didst waken from his summer
dreams The blue Mediterranean, where he lay, Lulled ...
In Sh the sea is it (except Tro I. 3.34 boates dare
saile Vpon her patient brest). Kinglake E 116 There she
lay, the Sea of Gahlee.
5.84. Names of countries and nations are very often
referred to as she, particularly when their actions
(politics, etc.) are mentioned. M a n y examples are given
in vol H I 6.37 in connexion with the use of relative
who. Note also Mi A 49 a noble and puissant nation rousing herself. — A n exception which is easily accounted
for, occurs in Mi S A 240 Israel still serves with ah
his sons.
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5.85. N a m e s of towns are treated in the same way as
countries: R u P 2.27 Oxford taught m e as much Greek
and Latin as she could, | Mackenzie S 607 Paris was
herself again. — It, of course, m a y also be said, thus in
spite of the mention of hand, etc, in Quffler Couch T
85 Troy saw the joke, and, hand on hip, laughed with
ah its lungs.
Time, etc: G E S 221 in spite of Time, who has laid
his heavy hand on them all | Stevenson M 180 | Hope
C 120 would Time have arrested his march (note the
capital letter) | Wordsw P 1. 476 the year ... in his
delightful round || Mi P L 5.1 Morn, her rosy steps ...
Advancing | Bronte J 80 Spring drew on: she was
indeed already come (immediately after this: winter ...
its: winter is not so poetical!) | Mackenzie S 571 April
went her course || Masefield M 197 The wind ceased
from her whirling about continually. She blew steady
(seems very unnatural).
5.86. Abstract notions are often referred to as she (on
M E personifications of vices as he on account of the
Morahties, see Morsbach, 1. c. 16ff.):Sh R o IV. 5.
130 Musicke with her siluer sound | Sh H 4 B IV. 4.87
Peace puts forth her ohue euery where | Mi A 18 vice with
ah her baits ... vertue, her adversary | Sterne M 1.19
Humility herself | B y D J 6.63 I love Wisdom more
than she loves m e | ib 8.62 Crime .. she is not the
child of Sohtude; Health .. Her home is in the rarely
trodden wild | Bronte P 173 solitude .. he will find
her brooding still and blank over the widefields| Trollope
W 2 here probably Scandal hes, as she so often does |
Carpenter C 62 Science has failed because she has attempted an impossible task | Wilde In 11 Maupassant
strips life of the few poor rags that stih cover her | ib
17 | W e h s M 76 it is a pleasant superstition that Nature
(who in such connections becomes feminine and assumes
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a capital N) is to be trusted in these matters. — Thus
also philosophy, poetry, literature, the church (Macau
H 1.171), the University, etc. But Love is very often made
he (after Eros, Amor), and so is Death (cf Shelley 29:
Ruin calls His brother Death | ib 1 Death and his
brother Sleep). Sleep is she in Bronte V 151, but he
ib 434. — Further examples below, 16.5X(3).
Animate and Inanimate
5.9 I. In connexion with the chapter about sex and
sexless we must mention the distinction between animate (living) and inanimate (lifeless), which is not exactly
the same thing; some of the pronouns considered (it,
this, what) refer not only to hfeless, but in certain
circumstances also to living beings.
A distinction between animate and inanimate plays
a certain role in various departments of syntax.
With names for inanimate there is a marked disinclination to use the genitive of nouns and the possessive pronouns, cf e.g. the man's body, but the roof of the
house; with names of countries we say e.g. France's
policy, but the mountains of France. This distinction,
however, is not neat, for we m a y in m a n y instances
use of instead of the genitive even with living beings,
and we say e.g. out of harm's way.
5.92. In vol II we have already mentioned several
oases in which the distinction between animate and
inanimate appears: Cohectives denoting persons m a y
take the vb in the pi (my family are earlyrisers),while
those denoting things require the vb in the sg (my library
isrichin Oriental books). A n adj m a y be used as primary
in the sg for something inanimate (What's the good of it ?);
but referring to living beings this is only possible in the
pi (the dead do not rise again), while in the sg w e must
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have an addition (a good man, a good one). The good
ones when not anaphoric (referring to what has just
been mentioned) wih be understood of persons; but
anaphoricahy it m a y refer to things just as well as to
living beings. A distinction is shown in such dictionary
definitions as creeper = one who creeps, or that which
creeps. Those who referring to persons is opposed to
those that about things: the distinction, however, is not
strictly carried through, see vol III 5.15. The pronominal advs therewith, wherewith, thereat, etc, never refer
to animate beings.
5.93. There is in the south-western dialects a curious
distinction between (1) full shapen things, and (2) unshapen quantities; (1) is referred to as he, en (< O E
hine) and takes the pronominal adjuncts thease and thir,
(2) is referred to as it and takes this and that: Come
under thease tree by this water | goo under thir tree,
an' zit on that grass (Barnes, Dorset Gr. 20, Elhs E E P
5.85, Wright, Dial. Gr. § 393, 416 f.) This seems to
some extent to coincide with the distinction between
thing-words and mass-words, which has been shown
to have grammatical importance in other respects (see
vol II. 5.2 and 10.91). — Examples of en as apphed
to 'full shapen things' m a y be found in Hardy's novels,
e.g. R 25 a black cross ... in en .. I zid [saw] en | ib
52 beaker ... pass 'en round. Cf also Wright, Rustic
Sp 144 f.

Chapter VI

Case
6.11. Case is defined in N E D as "one of the varied
forms of a substantive, adjective, or pronoun, which
express the varied relations in which it m a y stand to
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some other word in the sentence." I know no better
definition than this. There is really no definition in the
latest comprehensive treatment of the subject, L.
Hjelmslev, La Catigorie des Cos, I, Aarhus 1935, II
1937. In m y chapter on Case in PhilGr 173-187 I discuss
at length the number of Enghsh cases and decide in
favour of a purely formal standard; but on p. 185-6 I
give a survey of the notions which cases m a y stand for
in general.
In Present Enghsh we distinguish two cases in substantives, a 'common case' and a genitive, three in
pronouns, a nominative, an obhque case, and a genitive; the genitive is generally reckoned as a separate
class of pronouns (possessive); on the difference in rank
between my (secondary) and mine (primary), etc, see
vol II 16.2 ff. (Cf on no and none ib 16.6). In adjectives there is no longer any case distinctions, except
when they are used as primaries and m a y take a genitive inflexion — see vol II 9.5.
Case in Pronouns
6.12. This chapter is to a great extent based o n the one
entitled "Case-shiftings in the pronouns" in Progress in Language (1894), reprinted as Ch. 2 in Chapters on English (1918).
But here it appears in a somewhat different shape, with omissions, additions, and transpositions, caused partly b y m y studies
in the intervening years, and partly b y its n o w being part of
an English grammar, while originally it was written chiefly to
illustrate progressive tendencies in the development of language
in general. It is possible that too m a n y traces are left of the
original composition.
6.1s. In O E pronouns w e find the nom., ace, and
dat. cases distinct both with regard to morphology and
syntax, although in a few pronouns there is no formal
difference between the nom. and ace. (in the plurals of
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the third person: hie; in the neuter: hit, hwoet, etc.;
the fern, form heo or hie).
Thefirststep in the simplification of this system is
the abandonment of the forms mee, pec, usic, eowic,
uncit, incit, which were used in the very oldest texts
only, as accusatives distinct from the datives me, Pe,
us, eow, unc, inc, and were soon ousted by the latter
forms. B y parallel developments occurring somewhat
later, the old datives hire (hir, her), him and hwdm
(whom) supplanted the accusatives heo, hine and hwone.
In some of the southern counties hine has, however,
been preserved down to our times in the form of [an],
see E E P 5.43, E D G § 405; in the hterary transcription
of these dialects this is written 'un, e.g. in Fielding T
(Squire Western, etc) and Thack P (1.62 Show Mr.
Pendennis up to 'un). In the plural also the dative
form has ousted the old ace; hem (OE him, heom;
preserved in coll. and vg speech: I know 'em) and the
later them are originally datives; the neuter sg, on the
other hand, has preserved the old ace. forms hit (it),
pait (that), hwmt (what), at the expense of the old datives.
The reason for this constant preference for the dat.
forms in the person-indicating pronouns is no doubt
the fact that these pronouns are used as indirect objects
more often than either sbs or adjs; at any rate it is a
phenomenon very frequently found in various languages.
6.14. In what fohows I shah discuss at some length
those tendencies towards further modifications of the
pronominal case-system which have been and still are
at work after the establishment of one oblique case.
The forms concerning us are in modern spelhng:

Nom. Obi.
/; we

me; us
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Nom.
thou; ye
he, she, it; they
who

Obi.
thee; you
him, her, it; them
whom.

By the side of them there is a colloquial form 'em,
from O E hem, which was the regular form before the
adoption of them from Scandinavian.
Some of the modifying tendencies are of a more
universal character and m a y be found more or less in
other languages as well; others are pecuhar to Enghsh,
and even to some parts of the Enghsh system. Here
and there they have already brought about comprehensive changes in the system, but elsewhere the result has
only been a good deal of natural hesitation in the right
use of the forms, which, indeed, is one of the knottiest
points in Enghsh grammar.
It should be noted that in m a n y of the sentences
quoted below two or even more causes of shiftings
have operated concurrently.
6.15. The principal rules for the syntactic use of
these forms m a y be briefly stated as follows:
The forms before the semicolon are singulars; those
after the semicolon are plurals. This, even traditionally, apphed to thou, thee in addressing one person, and
ye, you in addressing more than one. With who there
is no distinction between the two numbers.
The nominative is used as the subject and the obhque
case at the object:
I (we, he, she, they) loved him (her, them), etc.
The obi. case is further used as indirect object and
as regimen of a preposition:
H e gave m e (us, him, her, them) a shilling.
H e spoke to m e (us, him, her, them).
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In the same way originally with thou, ye, and thee, y
6.16. O n the cases when the pronoun is turned into
a sb, see vol II 8.22 (quotation sbs) and 8.4 (others).
To the examples in the latter place m a y be added:
Di D o 11 [vg] You have a son, I beheve? said Mr.
Dombey. — Four on 'em, sir. Four hims and a her |
Ridge S 70 Show them up. — It isn't a them, sir, it
is only a bit of a lad | Zangwill G 389 can't you put
her second for once? — I didn't say it was a her. —
A she, corrected the governess | Galsw T L 256 compared
with him or her whose fixed idea is the possession of
some her or him | Lewis M A 75 somebody ... It isn't
a Him, it's a Her J Maugham P 233 But it wasn't me,
it wasn't the real me.

Extraposition
6.2i. O n this term see vol III 17.1, AnalSynt Ch. 12
and E E G 9.6,.
A speaker begins a sentence with some word which
takes a prominent place in his thought, but has not
yet made up his mind with regard to its syntactical
connexion; if it is a word inflected in the cases he
provisionally puts it in the nom., but is then often
obliged by an after-correction to insert a pronoun indicating the case in which the word should have been. This
phenomenon is extremely frequent in the colloquial
forms of all languages, but in literary language it is
often avoided. I shallfirstgive some examples where
the case employed is correct or the fault at any rate is
not visible:
Ch B 4267 oon of hem, in sleping as he lay, H i m
mette a wonder dreem | Sh As IV. 1.77 verie good
orators when they are out, they will spit | ib IV. 1.177
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that w o m a n that cannot make her fault her husbands
occasion, let her neuer nurse her childe.
6.22. Next I quote some instances in which the nom.
might also be caused by relative attraction (cf below,
6.2,):
Ch B 4621 For he that winketh, whan he sholde see,
Al wilfully, God lat him never thee! | B 2505 for certes
he that ... hath to gret presumpcioun, him schal evyl
bitide (also ib B 3045) | Malory 150 ye that be soo
wel borne a m a n ..., there is no lady in the world to
good for yow | Sh R 3 III. 2.58 that they which brought
m e in m y masters hate, I hue to Iooke vpon their
tragedie (cf for the genitive below, Ch IX) | H 4 A V.
4.167 Hee that rewards me, heauen reward him | Ado
I. 1.260 | H 5 IV. 3.35 | ib II. 1.104 | Cor I. 4.28 H e that
retires, He take him for a Voice (also H m l III. 2.252) |
A V Matt. 19.12 H e that is able to receiue it, let him
receiue it | John 8.7 Hee that is without sinne among
you, let himfirstcast a stone at her (cf on let 6.4X) |
Matt 19.12 ( Luke 3.11 j Carlyle H 9 H e that can discern
the lovehness of things, we call him Poet | Mrs Browning
A 42 But we indeed who call things good and fair, The
evil is upon us while we speak.
There is no relative attraction in the following
sentences: Sh Meas V. 134 But yesternight m y lord,
she and that fryer I saw them at the prison.
6.23. Sometimes no corrective pronoun fohows: Marlowe F 594 She w h o m thine eie shah hke, thy heart
shal haue | Sh W i v IV. 4.87 and he m y husband best
of ah affects | Meas V. 531 She Claudio that you wrong'd,
looke you restore J Austen P 475 He, w h o had always
inspired in herself a respect which almost overcame her
affection, she now saw the object of open pleasantry |
Di D 775 She in w h o m I might have inspired a dearer
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love, I had taught to be my sister | Browning [Tauchn.]
1.235 She, m e n would have to be your mother once,
Old Gandolf envied me, so fair she was! | Bronte V 378
She, who had been the bane of his life ... he treated
with the respect a good son might offer a kind mother |
Stevenson V 31 She, whose happiness you most desire,
you choose to be your victim.
Apposition
6.24. Related to the phenomena just dealt with is
the fact that when two or more words are in apposition
to each other it often happens that the appositum
does not follow the case of thefirstword; the speaker
forgets the case he has just employed and places the
appositum loosely without any connexion with what
precedes. This is frequent in O E , where it is extremely common with participles (gehdten, etc). In more recent
periods it is found in m a n y other cases as well: Ch B
1877 prey eek for us, we sinful folk unstable | id D
1912 I speke of us, we mendinants, we freres | id M P
5.421 Beseching her of mercy and of grace, As she that
is m y lady sovereyne | Sh L L L IV. 3.7 this Ioue ...
kils sheep; it kils mee, I a sheep | H 4 A I. 2.16 by Phoebus, hee, that wand'ring knight | Wint II. 4.114 I a m
not yet of Percies mind, the Hotspurre of the North,
he that kihes m e some sixe or seauen dozen of Scots j
ib V. 1.86 Prince Florizell ... with his princesse (she
The fairest I haue yet beheld) J Swift J 129 did you
never hear of Dryden Leach, he that prints the Postman?
| Wordsw P11.197the auxiliaries which then stood Upon
our side, us who were strong in love! | Shelley 227 K n o w
yet not me, The Titan? he who made his agony the
barrier to your else all-conquering foe ? | Bronte V 386
I heard one of m y examiners — he of the braided
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surtout — whisper to his co-professor | Kipling B 69
I'd ha' left it for 'is sake — T m that left m e by the
ford | Gosse F 147 go in and waken Mary, whom, however, they found awake, praying, she too, for the conversion of Bess.
Relative attraction m a y of course have also been at
work in some of these sentences.
Relative Attraction
6.2s. A pronoun in the main sentence is often put in
the case which the corresponding relative pronoun has
or ought to have. This is particularly easy to explain
in relative contact-clauses; cf vol III ch 7. Examples
abound, both where the relative pronoun is expressed
and where it is not:
Sh Cor V. 6.5 H i m I accuse [:] the city port by this
has entered | Ant III. 1.15 him we serues [i.e. serve's]
away | R o II. 3.86 her I Ioue now Doth grace for grace,
and Ioue for Ioue ahow [the oldest quarto she whom] |
H m l II. 1.42 him you would sound ... be assured he
closes ... | As I. 1.47 better than him I a m before
knowes mee | Tp V. 1.15 | H 6 A IV. 7.75 | Shelley P W
1.96 [Zastrozzi] Before her, in the arms of death, lay
him on w h o m her hopes of happiness seemed to have
formed sofirma basis | Tennyson 370 Our noble Arthur,
him Y e scarce can overpraise, will hear and know |
Trollope D 1.161 [lady writing] I have come to be
known as her w h o m your uncle trusted and loved, as
her w h o m your wife trusted | Haggard S 246 thou
didst say that Kallikrates — him w h o m thou sawest
dead — was thine ancestor.
Very often with it is: Marlowe J 1034 'Tis not thy
wealth, but her that I esteeme [ = 1 esteeme her] |
Sh H 6 B IV. 1.117 it is thee I feare | Sonn 62 *Tis
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thee (my self) that for my self I praise | Thack P 1.2
it's not m e I'm anxious about | ib 3.301 it is not him
I want | Trollope O 121 It is her you should consult on
such a matter | Dickinson C 23 him it is that I wish
to characterize, for he it is that is the natural and
inevitable outcome of your civilization | Bennett L R
252 it's him you've got to settle things with.
O n it is I caused by relative attraction see 6.75.
6.26. A nom. instead of the obhque case is rarer in
the instance of relative attraction: Fulg 52 H e that
hathe moste nobles in store H y m call I the most noble |
Sh Ven 109 thus he that overrul'd I overswayed |Tro
II. 3.252 Praise him that got thee, shee that gaue thee
sucke | H m l I. 2.105 | H 6 B H I . 2.89 | R 3 IV. 4.101 |
Hardy L 187 This from His Car'hne, she who had been
dead to him | Stevenson B 361 I will teh a secret to
m y Lady Shelton — she that is to be | Steel F 81
their worship alike of sex and H e who made it, seemed
incomprehensible | Alhngham P 17 you would be
rendering your eternal debtor he who begs always to
remain, m y dear fehow, Your devoted, M.F.
Preposition and Conjunction
6.3i. A good deal of confusion arises from some words
being both prepositions and conjunctions. A characteristic example is but; cf N E D with examples, especially
under the heads C. 3 and 4. It should, however, be
noted that the confusion in the use of but is not, as
said in N E D , a consequence of the want of distinct
case-endings in the nouns and the use of the obi. case
instead of the nom. in other connexions. In m y opinion,
on the contrary, the existence of such two-sided words
as but, etc, is one of the primary causes of mistakes
of me for I or vice versa, and careless uses of the cases
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generally. Even in such a language as German, where
the cases are generahy kept neatly apart, w e find such
combinations as "niemand k o m m t mir entgegen ausser
ein unverschamter" (Lessing); "wo ist ein gott ohne
der herr" (Luther); "kein gott ist ohne ich," etc. See
Paul, Principien* 372; in Danish similar examples
abound (ingen uden jeg, etc).
If we use in one place the term preposition and in
another conjunction in speaking of such words, the
real meaning is that in one case the word concerned
is definitely felt as part of the (main) sentence (no one
but me), and in the other as loosely connected with
it, whence a stronger feeling of its virtually being the
subject of a latent verb (no one but I).
6.3a. In some of the following examples (which have
been starred) the nom. is used, although both the
preposition and the conjunction would require the obi.
case:
A R 408 no ping ne con luuien ariht bute he one |
Ch M P 2.30 no wight woot [it] but I | id C 282 no m a n
woot ther-of but God and he (rimes with be) | E 476
no wight ... but we tweye | D 1936 But w e | E 2050 no
wight but they two (ib 2136, 2160, 2412) | id (q Brusendorff Chaucer Tradition 280) That euery wight but
I hape sume solas [N.B. hape 3rd person] | Towneley
27 bot ye j ib 32 bot oonely we | Malory 42 but he |
Redford W 712 who sent it but I? | More U 206 what
m a n wakynge feleth not hymselfe in health, but *he
that is not ? | Marlowe J 1576 I neuer heard of any m a n
but *he Malign'd the order of the Iacobines [he felt as
sbj of maligned] | Sh H 4 A V. 2.50 that no m a n might
draw short breath to day But I and Harry Monmouth j
John IV. 1.14 no body should be sad but I | C y m b I.
1.24 but hee | ib II. 3.153 That I kisse aught but *he |
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As I. 2.18 my father had no childe but *I | Mcb III.
1.54 but he | R o I. 2.14 Earth hath swallowed all m y
hopes but *she | R 3 II. 2.76 W h a t stayes had I but
*they? | H 6 B I. 2.69 here's none but thee, and I | Tp
III. 2.109 I neuer saw a w o m a n But onely Sycorax
m y dam, and *she | Defoe G 68 education was for no
body but *they that were to trade with it | Di T 1.112
There were no other passengers that night, but we
four | Bronte W 42 Nobody but I even did him the
kindness to call him a dirty boy | ib 245 | Hope Q 86
who but he was responsible.
Obi. case after but: Bunyan P 7 since there is none
but us two here | Defoe R 2.178 there is no God but
him | B y D J 2.106 So nobody arrived on shore but
him | Thack V 521 how pretty she looked. So do you!
Everybody but m e who a m wretched | Stevenson
Child's Garden 17 So there was no one left but m e |
Galsw T 29 Nobody comes here but him for a long
time now | Maugham PI 4.107 I suppose everybody
knows but us.
Save (formerly also sauf) presents similar phenomena
of confusion, although it is not very often found as a
preposition (with the obi. case) as in Tennyson 319
W h o should be King save him who makes us free? |
Arnold P 1.159 For the race of Gods is no one there,
save m e alone | Macaulay E 4.332 All who stood at
that bar save him alone, are gone | Conway C 268 W h o
could be her husband save me? | London M 100 there
was no w o m a n who would not have guessed — s a v e her.
In Chaucer sauf (save) is very common with the nom.,
e.g. B 473 Ther every wight save he ... was with the
leoun frete | E 2045 he wol no wight suffren bere the
keye Save he himself (also B 627, G 1355, I 25, L G W
1633, T 887, etc.). Later examples: Fulg 30 There is
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neuer a knaue in the house saue I | Gammer 147 Yet
shal yefindno other wight saue *she | Sh T w HI. 1.172
nor neuer none Shall mistris be of it, saue I alone | Caes
III. 2.66 | A V Matt. 19.11 All men cannot receiue this
saying, saue they to whom it is giuen ( Byron D J 3.86
Where nothing, save the waves and I, May hear (also
By 4.332) | Mary Shelley F 143 Ah, save I, were at
rest | Di D 105 I beheved there was nothing real in
ah I remembered, save m y mother, Peggotty, and I |
McCarthy King 103 None must know who he is save
you and I and Tristan | Bennett C 1.293 No one heard
save she | Walpole G M 389 he dreamt that all were
drowned save he.
An example of an abnormal use of the nom. is Sh
Sonn 109.14 For nothing in this wide uniuerse I call,
saue *thou, m y rose.
With except, and excepting, too, wefindboth nom. and
obi. case, as in Defoe M 39 [this] amazed the whole
family, except he that knew the reason of it | Mary
Shehey F 78 Did any one indeed exist, except I, the creater who would believe | R u P 2.74 the horror which
neither he nor any other Englishman, except Byron and
I, saw | Meredith T 28 And everybody is to know him
except I? | Wilde P 103 every one is worthy of love,
except he who thinks that he is | Sutton Vane, Outw.
Bound 64 There's no one at all on board this ship,
excepting wefive—• and those two || Mrs. Browning
Letter in Orr 232 Nobody exactly understands him
except me who am in the inside of him and hear him
breathe | Mulock H 2.22 No one ever knew of this
night's episode, except us three | Hardy T 101 Perhaps
any woman would, except me.
Except with the nom. not mentioned in N E D .
Note the exceptional nom. in Di P 2.398 upon which
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every m a n (including he of the mottled countenance)
drew a long breath.
Ere as a preposition with obi. case is rare. N E D has one
example with pron. 1649 Lovelace Poems 22 Could you ascend
yon Chaire of State e're him? I have further noted Arnold P
1.140 three kings, ere thee, Have I seen reigning in this place.

6.3s. The conjunctions as and than, used in comparisons, give rise to similar phenomena. As it is possible
to say both "I never saw anybody stronger than he"
(viz. is), and "than him" (obi. case agreeing with anybody), and "I never saw anybody so strong as he,"
and "as him," the feehng for the correct use of the
cases is here easily obscured, and he is used where the rules
of grammar would lead us to expect him, and inversely.
In what follows I shallfirstgive some examples
of as before the nom.: Ch T 4.948 he fond him ahone,
As he that of his lyf no lenger roughte | Marlowe E
1384 things of more waight Thenfitsa prince so young
as I to bear | Greene F 12.66 I do love the lord, As
he that's second to thyself in love | Sh R o I 2.3 For
men so old as we | As II. 5.58 Heere shah he see grosse
fooles as he | Bunyan P 154 lest heedlessness makes
them, as we, to fare | Swift 3.370 to a creature so
inferior as I | Di N 642 she will be married to a m a n
as bad as he | Meredith E 192 W h a t was the right of
so miserable a creature as she to excite disturbances ? |
ib 244 because offindingno one so charitable as she |
Trollope A 4 Harrow School was disgraced by so disreputably dirty a boy as I | Bridges E 95 [dost thou
think] I cannot bear another son As good as thou |
Wehs CI 86 [it] does seem to so amateurish a reader
as I a straightforward story.
Obi. case after as: Sh Ant III. 3.14 is shee as tall
as me? | Fielding T 2.115 you are not so good as m e |
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Thomson Rule Britannia: The nations not so blest as
thee Must in their turn to tyrants fall | Scott A 1.247
[Sc] he now really looks as auld as m e , that might be
his mother | Austen E 30 they are quite as well educated
as m e | id S 133 you do not know him as well as m e
[i.e. as I do] | Shelley in Ingpen, Shelley in England
323 N o son can be so dutiful so respectful as m e |
Hazhtt A 57 W h o is there so low as m e ? | Di D o 60
[boy:] when Florence was as httle as m e | Trollope D
3.31 [young lord writing:] the Carbottle people were
quite as badly off as us, only they are poorer than us |
Childers R 108 every steamer that goes in would see
as much as m e | Bennett P 222 There must be quite
a few others in the same fix as m e in London | id W
2.24 you ate aboutfivetimes as m u c h as m e | M a u g h a m
PI 3.98 Duchess: I shah be obhged if you will not get
in the same carriage as me.
6.34. After such as (such ... as) we have generahy
the nom.: Ch A 243 For un-to swich a worthy m a n as
he ... | Marlowe E 713 laugh at such as w e | Greene
J4 416 Exile, torment and punish such as they J Bunyan
G 35 pray to nothing else but to these, or such as they
... on such as he [.. not for such as thee] | Swift 3.127
mimicked by such diminutive insects as I | Goldsm V
1.128 she shah chuse better company than such lowlived fehows as he | Scott I 101 it is notfitfor such
as we to sit with the rulers (ib 249, 257) j Tennyson
256 what then were God to such as I (also ib 430) |
Browning [Tauchn.] 3.78 The land has none such left
as he on the bier (ib 1.280, 282) | Mrs Browning Sonn.
f. the Port. 8 who hast ... laid them on the outside
of the wall, for such as I to take (after prep, also id
A 185, 210, 219, 241, 304) | G E A II W e want such
fehows as he to hck the French | after vb Lowell St
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49 | Fox 2.141 Can He love such an one as I? | Di Do
388 to such as he | Bronte J 307 Death was not for
such as I (after prep, also Bronte P 258, V 56, 369) |
Whittier 440 of such as he Shah Freedom's young
apostles be.
M a n y other instances found, but not noted here.
But the obi. case after such as m a y be found: Swift
J 487 while such as her die | Di D o 299 what's a torn
foot to such as m e | Wells L 7 Did ever m a n have
such a bother with himself as me? | Rose Macaulay
P 35 they were not bad, for such as her | id K 50 The
Folyot's household was no place for such as her |
Pennell L 137 M e n — even such as m e — are much
too needed out here.
6.3s. Even after as well as the confusion m a y be
found, at any rate in earher authors, though in the
mouths of vulgar persons: Sh Meas II. 1.75 I wih
detest m y selfe also, as well as she | Fielding T 3.121
Dost fancy I don't know that as well as thee?
The same phenomena are known from other languages as
well, thus in Italian with come, and in Spanish with como, e.g.
Serao Pant. 75 egli e, come me, una vittima della fatalita ||
Calderon A Z 3.556 Con un hombre como yo, Y en servicio del
Rey, no Se puede hacer.

6.3e. As like, which as a rule is combined with the
obhque case, means the same thing as as, we sometimes
find a nom. after it:
Sh R o III. 5.83 A n d yet no m a n like he doth greeue
m y heart | Burns 1.177 Frae onie unregenerate heathen,
Like you or I | Shehey 577 To think that a most unambitious slave, Like thou, shouldst dance and revel
on the grave Of Liberty | Huxley L 1.289 men, who
like you and I stand pretty much alone | Stevenson
T 64 a pair of old bachelors hke you and I m a y be
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excused | Vizetehy, With Zola in England 211 They,
like we, were waiting for the verdict | Deeping 3R
326 Hard-working people like you and I have to be
punctual | Loos Gent. Marry Brunettes 147 the kind
of a gentleman that appeals to a girl hke she. Cf Am.
Speech 1.103.
6.37. With than we have the same confusion. According to the strict grammatical rule w e should expect the
same case of the pronoun after than as its antecedent
(if than is not followed by a whole clause), which is sometimes the nom., sometimes the obi. case. Hence the possibility of interpreting than n o w as a conjunction, n o w as a
preposition, and if a speaker or writer more or less consistently uses the word in one of these functions only,
we m a y get "ungrammatical" constructions hke the
following. Note that in most of the examples with the
obi. case as against the strict rule there is in the preceding sentence no verb with an object, but generally
a verb with a predicative.
Nominative after lhan: Ch L G W 446 To m e ne fond
I better noon than ye | Sh Cor IV. 5.170 but a greater
soldier then he, you wot one 1 As I. 1.172 m y soule ...
hates nothing more then he (cf Tro II. 3.199; C y m b
V. 3.72 then we (obj.; relative attraction) | Osborne 14
I have knowne better m e n then hee, lye | Defoe R 347
it was enough to have terrify'd a bolder m a n than I |
Scott A 1.283 under protection of a m u c h Greater than
he | Di T 2.173 Carton, who was a mystery to wiser
and honester m e n than he | Bronte W 230 I thought
Heathchff himself less guilty than I | Carlyle H 93 the
care of Another than he | G E M 1.186 I have known
much more highly-instructed persons than he make
inferences quite as wide | Tennyson Becket 1 But we
must have a mightier m a n than he for his successor |
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Lowell St 64 To a thinner man than I, or from a stouter
m a n than he, the question might have been offensive |
Meredith E 141 if I could see you with a worthier than
I | Doyle S 1.53 I love and a m loved by a better m a n
than he | Philips L 189 you wih have no bitterer enemy
than I! | Zangwih G 194 M a y you always be happy,
and find a worthier wife than I | Walpole Cp 85 he did
not beheve himself better than they because he had not
yielded to their temptations | Galsw Frat 29 it required
a greater psychologist than he to describe | Maugham
PI 3.283 Forget m e and hve happily with a better m a n
than I.
Obi. case after than: More U 63 seing that m a n that
is condempned for thefte in no lesse ieopardie ... then
h y m that is convict of manslaughter | Otway 169 There's
not a wretch ... But's happier than m e | Fielding T
1.49 M y sister, though m a n y years younger than me,
is at least old enough | ib 3.129 you are younger than
m e | Bosw 2.87 A w o m a n does not complain that her
brother, who is younger than her, gets their common
father's estate | Goldsm V 2.3 our cousin, who was
himself in httle better circumstances than m e | L a m b
E 1.185 he was good bit older than m e | Byron 434
none Can less have said or more have done Than thee,
Mazeppa! | ib 628 he seems mightier far than them |
(and elsewhere in Byron) | Shelley 262 I a m .. . mightier
than thee | Keats 1.51 But what is higher beyond
thought than thee | Di D o 23 (said the boy) the swordbearer's better than him | Thack N 41 Ethel's
younger than m e | ib 101 | Bronte V 104flowers... the
sweetest that blow —• yet less sweet than thee, m y
Peri. Cf the dialectal G E A 173 There's One above
knows better nor us.
A n y number of further examples might be adduced.
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The construction with the obi. case is n o w so universal as to be considered the normal one. Nevertheless,
m a n y grammarians reject this natural use of the obi.
case; and the nominatives in some, at least, of the
above examples have certainly been called forth by an
artificial reaction against the natural tendencies of the
language.
Than is clearly a conjunction in Affingham P 16 it
[is] more likely that you would ... consult m e ...
than I you.
The obi. case is always used in than whom, see vol
III 10.42.
Notional Subject
6.4i. In the preceding section it was indicated how
the feeling that a word was virtually the subject (of
a latent verb) gave rise to the use of a nom. instead of
an obi. form after but, etc. N o w w e are going to consider
a similar preference for the nom. in other cases in which
traditional grammar requires the obi. The combination
let us (let's) go has taken the place of older go we; the
formula is V 0(S I). Hence we find a nominative
(1) in apposition to us:
Pinero B 212 let's you and I go together J Sutro F
96 let us not be ashamed, we two, but only very proud |
Bennett Cd 250 Let's halve the cost, you and I | Bentley T 138 Let's you and I hope we never see anything
nearer hell.
(2) when the S itself is composed of two members,
joined by means of and:
Bunyan P 185 let thee and I go on | Farquhar B 375
let my dear and I talk the matter over | Defoe R o x
111 let you and I go into the next room | Shelley P
297 Let you and I try if w e cannot be as punctual and
businesslike as the best of them | Di D o 304 don't let
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you and I talk of being dutiful | id N 366 let he and
I say good night together | Meredith R 180 So let you
and I come to an understanding | Hughes T 1.3 let you
and I cry quits | Maxwell W F 84 N o w M r Charles,
let you and I have a quiet chat about it | Stevenson
B 176 let thou and I go round about the garden.
(3) outside these combinations:
Sh Merch III. 2.21 Let Fortune goe to hell for it,
not I | Byron Cain II. 2.88 (ed. London 1831: 3.316)
Let H e who made thee answer that (relative attraction,
corrected into Let him ... by later editors) | Tennyson
322 Let love be blamed for it, not she, nor I.
The feehng for the pronoun as virtual subject is seen
clearly in Maugham PI 2.224 Herbert, let's go and lunch
at Prince's, you and I, shah we.
Cf vol V 24.1 B and NED let 14 b, Storm EPh 678, who also
quotes Dickens: Leave Nell and I to toil and work.
The same phenomenon is found colloquially in Danish-Norwegian lad vi del for lad os det. In the corresponding Dutch
construction both the n o m . a n d the obi. case are allowed:
loot mij nu toonen as well as laat ik nu toonen 'let m e n o w
show'; similarly laat hem [hij] nu toonen, laat ons [laten wij] nu
toonen, lat hem [laten ze] nu toonen.
6.42. A similar confusion after the vbs make, etc, is
found in Sh Tp IV. 1.217 mischeefe which m a y make
this island Thine owne for ever, and I thy Caliban for
aye thy foote-hcker. — Here Cahban forgets the first part
of his sentence and goes on as if the beginning had
been 'this island shall become'. So also R 2 IV. 1.216
[God] Make me, that nothing haue, with nothing
grieu'd, A n d thou with all pleas'd, that hast ah achieu'd
| Bunyan P 85 Christians fall makes Faithful and he
go lovingly together | Fielding T 4.130 I would have
both you and she know it is not for her fortune that
he follows her | Rose Macaulay K 126 it made Dad
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and I laugh | Oppenheim Pawns Count 88 I want us
three to meet, you and she and I.
Cf also Beresford Mount. M o o n 6 to persuarS Richard
to let us go alone — we three, you know | Bronte W
186 he is willing to let us be friends, at least, Linton
and I (let us different from above).
6.43. The combination is also a virtual S in an infinitival nexus with for: Defoe G 135 those we have
every week for the parson and I to talk over | Huxley
L 1.133 I see nothing for it but for you and I to constitute ourselves into a permanent committee | Herrick
M 324 it's no more use for you and I to kick.
W e have also a notional subject before a gerund
(cf vol V 9.76): Walpole SC 176 and behind it I saw...
Nikitin and I sitting on the bench outside the stinking
hut | Bertram Atkey in B D S 270 to advance him ten
thousand pounds on the strength of Gene and I signing
a — a — promissory note | Mannin W 202 But there
was no harm, surely, in she and Richard having a
friendly drink together.
And in a predicative nexus: Deloney 14 I verily
thought, that you were inuited by the W i d o w to make
her and I sure together [i.e. engaged] | Norris S 176
she [the ship] comes back with you and I aboard |
Jerome T [Brockhaus ed.] 59 with Harris at the sculls
and I at the tiller-lines.
W h e n we find in the middle of the 16th c. such
sentences as these: Roister 38 A n d let m e see you
play m e such a part againe | ib 76 I would see you
aske pardon — we m a y be pretty sure that the author
meant you as the obi. case and the verbs play and
aske as infinitives; but to a later generation neither
the form of the pron. nor that of the vb would exclude
the possibihty of you being the subject offinitevbs
(= let m e see (that) you . . . ) .
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Loosely Connected N e x u s
6.44. W e must here mention some forms of sentences
in which no finite verb is used. The most important
class is the nexus of deprecation (PhilGr 129, Negation
23 f., with predicative vol III 17.83ff.,with infinitive
vol V 20.32ff.).In exclamations of scorn or similar
feelings an idea is, as it were, brushed aside as impossible or absurd.
The use of a nom. here need not surprise us: Austen
P 333 She a beauty! I should as soon call her mother
a wit || Sh L L L III. 191 What? I Ioue! I sue! I seeke
a wife! | ib 202 A n d I to sigh for her, to watch for
her ... | Greene J4 410 What, I take a reward at
your hands, maister? Faith, sir, no! | Thack P 2.130
W h y ! they don't come here to dine you know, they
only make beheve to dine. They dine here, L a w bless
you!
W h e n the subject is put in the obi. case, this need
not be an instance of the 'absolute' case mentioned
below (7.2^., 7.5„). Examples vol III p. 374 and further:
Mackenzie C 264 M e married? I don't think (on this
phrase see vol V 23.78) || Thack N 171 did you dance
with her? — M e dance! says Mr. Barnes | Kiphng J
2.72 M e to sing to naked men! | Bennett A 175 What!
And m e be left ah afternoon by myself? | Shaw St J
110 ... admitted the said Joan to the ranks of Venerable and Blessed. — M e venerable! | Bennett P 241
Were you begging or what? — M e begging, sir!
In a different kind of loosely connected nexus there
is no negative meaning, but generally a contrast to
what precedes, introduced by means of and; these combinations form a transition to the nexus-tertiaries which
were treated in vol V ch VI.
Sh R 2 IV. 1.129 A n d shah thefigureof God's Maiestie ... Be iudg'd by subiect, and inferior breathe,
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A n d he himself not present? | H 5 IV. 1.205 when our
throats are cut, hee m a y be ransom'd, and wee ne're
the wiser | Tim III. 1.50 Is't possible the world should
so much differ, A n d we ahue that hued? | Mi S A 1480
Much rather I shall choose To hve the poorest in m y
tribe, thanrichest,A n d he in that calamitous prison
left | Stevenson K [T] 199 there might have been
twenty squadron of dragoons there, and w e none the
wiser | Rose Macaulay T 94 he writes essays like a
pohshed gentleman of the world, and he a round-faced
cherub barely out of school.
The nom. m a y be found here even though it is in
fact parallel to the object or the regimen of a preposition in the preceding sentence: Marlowe T 244 M e
thinks I see kings kneeling at his feet, A n d he with
frowning browes andfierylookes Spurning their crownes |
Sh R o I 5.5 good manners shall he ah in one or
two mens hands and they vnwasht too | Mrs. Browning
A 154 I fail to hold and move One m a n —• and he
m y cousin, and he m y friend | W a r d D 3.133 It made
her m a d to see their money chucked away to other
people, and they getting no good of it | M a u g h a m PI
4.289 to bolt with the daughter of an old friend and
she only just out of the schoolroom.
In some of these sentences the construction might
be called a kind of apposition.
Position
6.45. Word-order is a very important formal element
(see PhilGr 44, cf ib 147 and 174), and has to no small
extent been instrumental in bringing about shiftings of
the original relation between the two cases. In O E
prose the subject is already placed before the verb in
nearly every sentence; the exceptions are almost the
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same as in Modern German and Danish; thus inversion
is the rule after adverbs such as pd (while, curiously
enough, the subject precedes the vb where the clause
is introduced by hwoet pa or efne pa). Gradually these
exceptions disappear or are reduced to a minimum, so
that in M o d E the order subject — verb — object is
practically invariable. (On do in interrogative sentences see PhilGr 26 and vol V 25.6Xff.,especially
25.7,).
On the percentage of this order S - V - O in some modern authors see above, 2.18.
Cooper in his Gramm. Linguoz Anglicanoz (1685) 121
defines the difference between the nom. and obi. case
of pronouns in the following manner: "J, thou, he, she,
we, ye, they, verbis anteponuntur, me, thee, him, her, us,
you, them, postponuntur verbis & praepositionibus."
However naive the modern grammarian m a y find this
definition, it contains a good deal of truth: this is the
popular perception which often overrides the older rule
according to which the use of / and me was independent of position.
Before the Verb
6.5i. Before a vb the nom. comes to be used in many
cases where the obi. case was required by the rules of
the old language. This is in thefirstplace the case with
who, as the natural position of this pronoun is always at
the beginning of the sentence (or clause), the vb as a
rule following immediately after it. It would be an easy
matter tofindhundreds of examples of who as an object
or regimen of a preposition placed last from the M E
period on. I shall here print only a few selected from
m y own cohections to supplement the numerous examples adduced by Storm E P h 680, and those given
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in vol V 25.13—16, where I refer to the chapter in Progress that is taken up again in this volume.
Marlowe T 4190 U U h o haue ye there, m y Lordes? |
Greene F 1.143 Espy her loves, and who she liketh
best | BJo 1.17 now I see who he laughed at | Spectator
266 who should I see there but the most artful procuress ? | Goldsm 668 W h o does it come from ? | ib. D o you
know who it is from? | Sheridan 39 who can he take
after? | ib 48 who can he mean by that? | Thack V
74 W h o , I exclaimed, can we consult but Miss P? |
Ward R 2.141 [Lady Helen:] W h o does this dreadful
place belong to? | Shaw 2.84 how can he teh who it
was intended for?
6.5a. As regards Sh's use of who in the obi. case, it
must suffice to refer to Sh-lex. Under the interrogative
pronoun we find there 15 quotations for the use in
question, and then an etc. is added, which is certain
proof that examples abound. Finally Schmidt names
19 places where the old editions do not agree. It is weh
worth noting that where such variations of reading are
found it is nearly always the earhest edition that has
who and the later editions thatfindfault with this and
replace it by whom. Most modern editors and reprinters
add the -m everywhere in accordance with the rules of
'orthodox' grammar.
6.53. The reaction of school-grammar is seen, e.g. in
Jerome T o m m y & Co. 71 "... that gaby Mary Ramsbotham has got herself engaged." ... " W h o to?" demanded T o m m y . "You mean 'to whom'. The preeposition governs the objective case," corrected her James
Douglas McTear ... who himself wrote Enghsh better
than he spoke it.
Whom is required after a preposition: To whom did
you give it ? But the natural expression is Who did you
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give it to ? Most people will also use the form whom
the vb in the form I saw him. You saw whom ? | Stevenson T 171 Some one was close behind, I knew not whom.
Under the influence of schools whom is found here and
there, but very rarely, in literature.
6.54. As to the relative pronoun the tendency to replace whom by who is strong, though not quite so strong
as with the interrogative pronoun, the reason being that
who(m) is not here fohowed immediately by the vb. In
Sh-lex. Al. Schmidt under the relative pronoun adduces
12 quotations for who as the obi. case, followed again
by an etc., and by 11 references to passages in which
the oldest editions give different readings.
6.55. Examples of relative who as object and regimen
of preposition from other authors: Spectator 583 a
gentleman who of ah others I could wish m y friend |
Defoe Rox 12 a poor w o m a n that had . . and who I had
often .. . been very kind to | id R 25 the boy, who they
cahed Xury | ib 321 The other two who I had kept till
now [very frequent in Defoe, but ib 321 the two prisoners, to w h o m ... I had given their liberty, — and 324
from w h o m ] | Keats 4.10 to Fanny who I hope you wih
soon see [ Di N 566 She is the daughter of a lady, who,
when she was a beautiful girl herself, and I was very
many years younger, I loved very dearly | Thack N 38
the servants, who she never would ahow to sit up for
her | Stevenson D 23 with one who, in spite of all, he
could not quite deny to be a lady | Butler W 353 the
writer of the Odyssey (who, by the way, I suspect
strongly of having been a clergyman) | Merriman S 21
the m a n who we last saw on the platform.
O n relative who(m) and who(m)ever, etc, see vol III
3.3i ff.
6.5e. The last refuge of the form whom is the com-
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bination than whom, where originally it had nothing to
do, and in concatenated relative clauses, in which whom
is natural, though criticized by grammarians (we feed
children w h o m we think are hungry); see vol III 10.42
and 10.73, and PhilGr p. 349. Note that in neither of
these cases is the pronoun followed by the vb. But as
these combinations belong more to literary than to
everyday language, who is now to be considered almost
as a common case. Compare what Sweet wrote to
Storm (EPh 680): "I think m a n y educated people never
use whom at all; always who."
6.57. A great m a n y vbs (often, but not very felicitously termed impersonal) have shifted what was once
the object (generahy atfirsta dative) into a subject.
This change was dealt with succinctly in vol III 11.2,
where it was attributed to three causes: (1) the greater
interest taken in persons than in things, which caused
the name of the person to be placed before the vb,
(2) the identity in form of the nom. and the obi. case
in sbs (adjs) and some pronouns, and (3) the impossibility of distinguishing the cases in certain constructions, thus with an infinitive.
6.58. Here I shah supplement the quotations given
in vol IH, partly from what is already found in Progr;
the arrangement as in Progr, not as in vol III.
(1) the original construction O V S; S of course m a y
be an infinitive: A R 238 m e luste slepen | Ch B 1048
hir hste nat to daunce (also M P 3.878 and 1019) | M P
4.39 when he deyned caste on him her ye | B 4371
H i m deyned not to sette his foote to grounde | Malory
100 I shold fynde yow a damoysel ... that shold lyke
yow & plese yow [the two vbs are synonymous] [ A R
214 ou schal euer hungren | Ch B 3229 so thursted him |
A R 330 pet us soheome | Ch B 101 To asken help thee
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shameth in thyn herte | M P 1.76 him thar not drede
in soule to be lame || Ch H F 119 m e mette [T dreamt']
I was | M P 3.276 m e mette so inly swete a sweven
(frequent in Ch) | B 4578 hem thoughte hir herte
breke | Malory 65 (four times) h y m thoughte | Latimer
(Skeat's Spec. 21.91) m e thynketh I heare | methinks,
methought(s).
6.5o. The old constructions with a different wordorder: Ch B 4456 Nothing ne hste him thanne for to
crowe | Bale T 1264 And maye do what him lust |
A R 338 hit mei lutel liken God [dative], and mishken
ofte | Ch M P 5.397 as hit best lyketh m e | ib 22.63
al that hir list and lyketh | Greene F 4.55 this motion
likes m e well | Sh H m l II. 2.80 It likes vs well | Oth
II. 3.49 it dislikes m e [ Tro. V. 2.102 I doe not like
this fooling ... But that that hkes not you pleases m e
best | Mi Pr [p. ?] much better would it like him to be
the messenger of gladness | Scott I 189 m y poor monastic fare likes thee not | Thack V 89 Some [women]
are made to scheme, and some to love: and I wish
any respected bachelor ... m a y take the sort that best
likes him || A R 136 hit schal punche be swete | Ch M P
4.150 A n d what his compleynt was, remembreth m e
[T remember what ... '].
Sometimes with to: Ch E 345 It lyketh to your fader
and to me, That I yow wedde. — With unto M P 1.139.
6.61. (2) O/S V S/O. In many cases it is impossible
to decide whether the vb is used with one or the other
construction, as, e.g., when it stands with a sb or with
one of the pronouns that do not distinguish cases. It
goes without saying that the frequency of such combinations has largely assisted in bringing about the
change to modern usage. A few examples will suffice:
A R 286 hwon be heorte liked wel, peonne cumeo up a
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deuocioun | Ch M P 1.172 Right so thy sone hst, as a
lamb, to deye | B 477 God hst to shewe his wonderful
miracle | H F 517 Eleanor N e mette swich a dreem |
B 4302 how Kenelm mette a thing | Malory 65 Thenne
the kyng dremed a merueihous dreme.
6.62. The construction similarly is not evident in the
infinitive nexus: Ch M P 5.108 That made m e to mete |
ib 115 [thou] madest m e this sweven for to mete.
(3) The transition to the new construction is shown
by the possibihty of joining two synonyms, such as:
Prov. of Alfred (Specimens 1.148) pat ye alle a-drede
vre dryhten crist, luuyen hine and lykyen | V a V 69
wele, be $ie michel 3itsiS, and luuieS and liked, and
dradeo to forliesen | Malory 35 the kynge lyked and
loued this lady wel.
6.63. As early as Ch we find passages in which a
nom. is understood from a differently constructed vb
to a following vb of personal construction: B 3731 For
drede of this, him thoughte that he deyde, A n d [he]
ran into a gardin, him to hyde | M P 7.200 her liste
him 'dere herte' cahe A n d [she] was so meek | ib 5.165
Yit lyketh him at the wrasthng for to be, A n d [he]
demeth yit wher he do bet or he.
Sometimes both constructions are used almost in a
breath: Ch L G W 1985 m e is as w o For him as ever
I was for any m a n | Malory 74 Arthur loked on the
swerd, and lyked it passynge wel; whether lyketh yow
better, said Merlyn, the suerd or the scaubard? M e
lyketh better the swerd, sayd Arthur | Greene F 6.138
Peggy, how like you this? — W h a t likes m y lord is
pleasing unto m e | Sh Tro V. 2.102 above, 6.59.
6.64. In Ch M P 5.114 [thou] dauntest w h o m thee
lest, — some of the M S S read thou, probably in order
to avoid the two obhque cases after each other.
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Sometimes an expression with the obi. form is fohowed
by a connexion of words that is strictly appropriate only
after a nom.: A R 332 Ase ofte ase ich a m ischriuen,
euer m e punched m e unschriuen (videor mihi non esse
confessus) | ib 196 swetest him punched h a m [the nuns;
they appear to him [God] most lovely] | Ch E 106 For
certes, lord, so wel vs lyketh yow A n d all your werk
and ever han doon.
The last quotation is of particular interest as showing
a sort of blending of no less than three constructions:
us lyketh as a third personal sg with no object, the old
construction, where like means 'to please', us lyken ye,
andfinallythe modern use, we lyken yow; the continuation "and ever han doon" ( = 'and we have always liked you') shows that the last construction was
at least half present in Chaucer's mind.
6.6s. Other blendings of a similar nature are found
with think; me thinks (OE me pynceth) and J think
(OE ic pence) are confused in me thinke, found, e.g.
in one of Latimer's sermons (Skeat's Specimens 21.176);
thinks thee'1, and thinkst thou\ give thinkst thee in S
H m l V. 2.63 (folio; the old quartos have thinke thee;
some modern editors write thinks't thee, as if contracted
for thinks it thee; but this is hardly correct, as this vb
is very rarely used with it, at least when a personal
pronoun is added).
6.6e. Note particularly who in the following sentences: AR 38 hwo se punched to longe lete pe psalmes
[whoever thinks (them) too long m a y omit the ps.] |
Ch B 3509 Hir batailes, who-so hst hem for to rede ...
Let him vnto m y maister Petrark go | T 1.398 and
who-so hste it here.
These we m a y consider either the oldest examples of
who as the obi. case (centuries before any hitherto
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pointed out), or else the oldest examples of O E pyncan
and lystan used personally. I suppose, however, that the
correct way of viewing these sentences is to say that
the two tendencies, neither of which was strong enough
to operate at that time by itself, here combined could
bring about a visible result.
6.6T. (4) the modern construction S V 0 : Ch B 2230
to hem that listen nat heren his wordes | Sh R o m I.
1.47 as they hst | Mi P L 4.804 as he list | Gesta R o m .
(q Kellner) pou shalt like it J Redford W 68 I lyke
not that waye (in E1E also like of) J Greene F 10.45
if thou please | Sh Shrew IV. 3.70 as I please | Ch B
3930 and eek a sweuen vpon a nyghte he mette | ib
4117 this dreem, which ye han met to-nyght | ib 4223
his dremes, that he mette.
On ail, etc, see vol i n 11.2aff.,on seem ib 11.33.
6.68. I must here mention the history of some peculiar phrases. W h e n the above-mentioned tendency to
have a personal subject seized upon the idiom me were
liever (or me were as lief), the resulting personal construction came in contact with the synonymous phrase
I had liever (or / had as lief), and a considerable amount
of confusion arose in this as weh as in the kindred combinations with as good, better, best, rather. A further
confusion arose from the fact that the weak forms of
/ would and I had fell together in I'd. I give a few
examples :
(1) the original dative with was, were: Oros 220.26
him leofre wses past ... | A R 230 h a m was leoure uorte
adrenchen h a m sulf pen uorte beren h a m J Sirith 382
M e were levere then ani fe That he hevede enes leien
bi m e | Ch M P 5.511 him were as good be stille j T
4.84 to teche in this how yow was best to done.
(2) nom. with had: Ch F 572 N e never hadde I thing
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so leef, ne lever | Malory 87 he had leuer kyng Lotte
had been slayne than kynge Arthur | ib 92 I had leuer
mete with that knyght | Marlowe J 147 Rather had I
a Jew be hated thus, Then pittied | Sh Meas III. 1.190
I had rather m y brother die by the law, then m y sonne
should be vnlawfulhe borne | Cor IV. 5.186 I had as
hue be a condemn'd m a n | Fielding T 2.110 Your
La'ship had almost as good be alone | Smohett Roderick
R a n d o m 19 I had as hef stand | B y T 5.198 That she
had better woven within her palace | Thack P 3.131
you had much best not talk to him.
(3) with case-confusion: Ch B 1027 she hadde [var.
1. Hire hadde] lever a knyf Thurghout hir brest, than
ben a w o m m a n wikke | C 760 if that yow be so leef
To fynde deeth [two M S S ye be, others to you be] | R
1646 M e hadde bet ben elleswhere | Bale T 889 Thu
were moch better to kepe thy pacience | Roister 46 ye
were best sir for a while to reuiue againe | Deloney 57
if shee come any more in m y house, she were as good
no | Marlowe J 1798 he were best to send it | Sh Meas
HI. 2.38 he were as good go a mile | As III. 3.92 I were
better to bee married | R 2 III. 3.192 M e rather had,
m y heart might feele your Ioue | R 3 IV. 4.337 W h a t
were I best to say? (also Shrew V. 1.108, C y m b III.
6.19).
6.69. Many examples m a y be found in vol IV 9.4
(2,3) on account of the use of the preterit of imagination, but without special regard to case; cf ib 19.9(1)
on the confusion of would and had. Cf also vol V 11.2.
See on the whole question C. Stoffel in Taalstudie
8.216, Lounsbury S U 150, 269ff.,van der Gaaf ESt
45.381ff.,McKnight M n E 511.
Finally I shall here refer to the phenomenon so
frequent in English that what in the active is an in-
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direct object or the regimen of a preposition m a y in
the passive become the subject (he was given a watch,
she was taken no notice of). See the full treatment in
vol I H 15.2—15.6.
After the Verb. Predicative
6.7i. Having dealt with the substitution of the nom.
for an original obi. case before the vb, we shall now
proceed to the corresponding tendency to use the obi.
case after the vb, where a nom. would be used in the
old language. This is of course due to the preponderance of the instances in which the word immediately
following the vb is its object. Thus, when Trollope
writes (D 2.227) There might be somebody, though I
think not her, — her is viewed as a sort of object of
/ think.
6.72. I have already had occasion to mention a few
connexions in which the obi. case wih naturally come
to be used after it is (see 6.26); to these might
be added infinitival nexuses ("ace. with inf."), as in
Greene F 10.57 Let it be me, cf Curme C G 40 A noun
or pronoun which is predicated of an accusative subject is in the accusative ... H e thought Richard to
be m e | I supposed it to be him | ib 108 A boy w h o m
I beheved to be him just passed | W h o m do you
suppose them to be.
But even where there is no inducement of that kind
to use me, this form will occur after it is by the same
linguistic process that has led in Danish to the exclusive use of det er mig, and which is seen also in the
French e'est used in O F with the obi. form of nouns
and then also of pronouns, e'est moi, etc (see L. Foulet,
Comment on est passi de ce suis je a e'est moi, in
Romania 46 (1920) p. 46 ff.).
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6.73. In OE we have ic hit eom (cf German ich bin
es), which in Ch has developed into it am I (A 3766,
B 1109, M P 3.186, T 3.752), and it is I: Ch R 4365
For it is I that a m come down | Malory 38 it was I myself
that cam | Caxton R 88 yf ony hier shold haue a reward
it shold be I by ryght | Towneley 127 it had neuer
bene I | ib 129 it is I | G a m m e r 142 was it I that it
broke? | ib 143 it was not I | Roister 21 that shall
not be I | ib 58 it was I that did offende | Marlowe
J 656 'tis I | Eastw 561 it is I | Swift T 2 it must be
I | Galsw T L 247 It's only I, Jon dear (but 245 Yes,
it's me).
Similarly in the 2nd and 3rd persons: Ch B 1054 it
was she | ib T 3.1354 It were ye that wroughte m e
swich w o | Malory 713 they sayd ahe, O m y lord sir
launcelot, be that ye, and he sayd Truly I a m he |
Towneley 131 I wold say it were he | Caxton R 88 I
a m he | Fulg 34 A m not I he that ye wolde haue? |
Roister 26 this is not she | Sh R 2 IV. 1.174 God saue
the king! although I be not hee; And yet, Amen, if
Heauen doe think him mee | Mcb (three times) tis hee.
6.74. The nom. accordingly seems to have been the
natural idiom, just as det ar jag is stih in Sweden;
but now it is otherwise, just as det er mig is good Danish.
In Sh (besides the passages accounted for above) we
find the obi. case used in three passages, and it is well
worth noting that two of them are pronounced by
vulgar people, viz. Gent II. 3.25 [the clown Launce:]
the dogge is m e | Lr I. 4.204 [the fool:] I would not
be thee (cf Per II. 1.68 [thefisherman:]here's them
in our country of Greece gets more); —• the third time
it is the angry Timon who says (Tim IV. 3.277) [I a m
proud] that I a m not thee. Nowadays even to the most
refined speakers it's me is certainly more natural than
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it's I. A n d Shehey has consecrated the construction as
serviceable in the highest poetic style by writing in
his Ode to the West Wind (Shehey 642) Be thou, Spirit
fierce, M y spirit! Be thou me, impetuous one! (the poet
m a y have used the obi. case to avoid two nominatives
following one another immediately, and 'Be thou I'
would have been phonetically infelicitous and difficult
to understand).
I shah now give some examples of the modern usage
(from about 1700 on), nearly all from very good authors.
(1) it is (was, etc) me, that is me: Defoe R 2.41 he
had no notion of its being m e | Austen M 293 it is m e |
Keats 4.158 If it was me, I did it in a dream j Hunt A
204 I know it is no more m e | Di D 282 are you sure
it was me? | Whitman L 111 how often I question
and doubt whether that is truly m e ... oh I never
doubt whether that is reahy m e | Hope D 12 I'm glad
it's not me, you know | Kipling L 209 it is only m e | Shaw
P 227 [Scotchman:] That was me, sir | id M 27 it might
have been m e | id C 158 if either of us goes, it must
be m e | Caine C 34 that is m e | ib 40 it is m e — I know
it is m e | Benson D 283 it isn't m e a bit | Galsw P 10.80
[clergyman:] It's m e ... only m e ! ... It was m e | Bennett L M 103 But it's not m e that's teaching you |
Maugham P 233 It wasn't m e that lay on that bed |
ONeih Strange Interlude 51 It's m e — I, I mean.
(2) Other sentences with predicative me: Di F 871
you should have been m e | Bronte V 137 A n d what
would you give to be M E ? | Coffins M 477 if you were
m e | Stevenson A 86 Willoughby is m e ! | James S 20
H e was already m e | Benson D 2.33 The result is m e |
Locke G P 27 everything I can think of as being m e j
Shaw StJ 111 Is that meant to be m e ? ... Is that
funny httle thing m e too? | id T T 271 but the robbed
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victim is me — ME! | Kaye-Smith HA 304 the last
person he recognized was m e | Bennett Imp Pal 404
I'm m e | Galsw D 261 That nymph is you; and this
m a n is m e | id W M 16 if you were me, wouldn't you
tell Frederic | OHenry B 20 I'm m e without m y hair,
ain't I?
6.75. It is I is often caused by relative attraction
(cf 6.25): Thack P 876 It is I a m in fault, is it? f
Caine M 143 It was I that promised myself to Pete |
Benson J 213 Don't you see it is I who stand there on
that easel ? This thing which you think is me, is nearly
dead | Galsw M W 304 it's I who have to trust them.
But it is me is naturally found before relative clauses
in which the pronoun is the object: Bronte V 371 it
was m e he wanted — m e he was seeking | Collins W
101 I wish it was m e you had frightened, and not her |
Flecker Hassan 134 It is not m e you want but m y
shame!
6.76. (3) Obi. case 1st pers. pi: Austen E 162 it is
us | Thack V 453 It's you are thrashed, and not us |
Benson D 2.330 since we are us | Wells L 129 how sweet
it was to forget it all, to be just us two together for a
httle while | id P F 229 they aren't us ... it isn't us,
Stephen, reahy. It can't be us | Galsw P 12.103 It's
only us!
(4) Obi. case 3rd pers. sg: Goldsm 176 "Who's there?"
M y conductor answered that it was him | Austen P 284
If I was her, I would not have put up with it | Keats
5.23 in doubt whether it was him or his brother | Bronte
W 51 if I were her | Swinburne L 46 "That's her," said
Redgie, using a grammatical construction which, occurring in a Latin theme, would have brought down birch
on his bare skin to a certainty | Shaw 2.16 thats him |
Hope F 106 W h a t a pity it's Eugene, and not him |
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James S 146 Oh, it isn't reahy you. I mean it's her |
Ridge B 5 this is him | Pinero Q 9 This is her | W e h s
U 250 I'm certain it was her | id V 124 That's him,
said A n n in sound idiomatic Enghsh | Norris P 312 this
is him | Locke St 139 "That's him," cried Miss Bunter,
in suppressed and ungrammatical excitement | Galsw
F M 16 I think that's her (often in Galsw) | Walpole
W 103 Rosahnd declared that were it her she would
be terrified | Kennedy R 331 It turned out that the
person they heard was him | Garnett G o 27 if it had
not been him it might have been me.
6.77. In the fohowing examples the obi. case is due
to relative attraction: Marlowe E 1129 ist him you
seek | Thack P 794 I like the Captain. But it is not
him I want | Rose Macaulay K 267 And, anyhow, it's
not her you're engaged to, it's me.
W e m a y even find the obi. case in a sentence where
the pron. is in subject relation to an immediately
followingfiniteverb: Cronin H 380 It was him tried
to kih me.
6.78. A predicative in initial position will always be
in the nom.: H e it is who ...
Thus also if the pron. is immediately followed by
who as subj. of a relative clause: Kaye-Smith H A 308
it was not he who had failed the spirit of life | ib 312
it was she who had killed him | W e h s T M 85 it was they
who had taken it.
6.7a. (5) Obi. case 3rd pers. pi: Austen S 108 it
never entered m y head that it could be them | Norris
0 514 That's not them | Wells T 26 it is not them |
Bridges N e w Verse 13 it was them or nothing | Bennett Ace 178 he entered into their souls. H e became
them | Galsw F M 93 That's them, I expect ... It is
them | Bahard Thought & L 38 it cannot be them.
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6.7io. In sentences where the predicative is the same
pron. as the subject, we must necessarily have the
nom.: Bennett W 2.50 the axiom that he was he.
In Sh Cor I. 1.236 A n d were I any thing but what
I am, I would wish m e onely he, —• he is the only natural
form for the predicative, as him would only obscure the
meaning of the sentence.
6.7n. If the personal pron. is fohowed by a corresponding reflexive pron. we shah probably always
have the nom. in order to avoid cohocations like him
himself, her herself even in cases where relative attraction might suggest the use of the obi. case: It was she
herself he wanted to see | It was he himself she wanted to see.
6.7i2. Palmer Gr.2 writes § 107: "In the normal and
spontaneous speech of everyday hfe, especiahy between
friends and in the conversation of men-folk, the forms
[mi:], [him], [ha:], [AS], and [dem] are usually heard:
... In careful and deliberate speech, especiahy between
strangers and women-folk, when one is on one's guard
against possible criticism, the forms [ai], [hi:], [Ji:], [wi:],
and [dei] are generahy heard. Those who have cultivated a bookish or formal style of speaking almost invariably use this form." — Weekley in Saxo Grammaticus 79ff.unreservedly accepts That's me, but would
"hesitate at 'That's him (or her)' and draw the hne at
'Between you and I, him and her drink too much'."
(Cf below, 7.4S, 7.54, and 7.56). According to Mr. Walt
Arneson, Americans are inchned to use It is I, etc,
much more than Enghsh people.
In some of m y quotations the construction with obi.
case is expressly characterized as "ungrammatical" or
the like, and it is sometimes used with a certain diffidence.
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After the Verb. Subject
6.81. The obi. case m a y even be found in the subject,
thus in thefirstplace in sentences introduced by the
preparatory there: Thack V 278 [Oxf. undergraduate:]
there was m e and Ringwood of Christchurch | Hardy
R 71 there are only you and m e now to think of |
Kiphng K 217 There is none but m e can doctor a sick
pearl ... for a sick pearl there is only m e | Bennett
L R 149 there are others, for instance m e , w h o can't
quite afford ... | McKenna M 120 There was Bertie
and m e and a third man.
Both cases in Di N 665 There'h only be she and me.
Thus also with the 1st pers. pi: Di P 483 there was
only us two | Kiphng L 107 there are only us two in
the world | Norris S 231 that there was just us — you
and I — in the world | Locke F S 170 there will be
only us two.
The obi. case is rarer after here BJo 1.10 here be
them can perceive it | ib 1.101 here be them have been...
| Shaw M s 175 Heres the boy in gaol and m e disgraced
for ever.
6.82. Next in cases like the following with its, which
occur at any rate from the 15th cent.: Towneley 31
hens must vs fie | 103ffyrstmust vs crepe and sythen
go (also ib 33) | Devil E 532 Shah's in to breakfast? |
Eastw 426 when shal's be married? | Beaumont 1.139
Shah's geld him. — Shall's for shall we is found six
times in Sh. As in four of the quotations it means
pretty much the same thing as let us (Cor IV. 6.148
Shal's to the Capitoh | Wint I. 2.178 | C y m b V. 5.228 |
Per IV. 5.7) it is probable that this idiom is originally
due to a blending of let us and shall we (compare the
corresponding use of a nom. after let, 6.4,). But
it has been extended to other cases as weh: Tim IV.
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3.408 H o w shal's get it? | C y m b IV. 2.233 Where
shah's lay him?
6.83. Towards the end of the 18th cent, shall us was
common in vulgar speech according to Pegge (f 1800)
Anecd 1803 p. 159, who adds: The Londoner also wih
say — "Can us," "May us," and "Have us." — Storm
E P h 676 quotes some instances of vg shall usl etc,
from Dickens and Trollope, and on p. 831 he quotes
from a rendering of children's language: What shah us
dofirst?To which I m a y add Kipling L 161 [child
speaking] Shah us take some hver phis ? | Hardy F 438
[dial.] Let's look into Warren's, shall us, neighbours ? J
id Under the Greenw. Tree 70 They [tunes] move his
soul; don't 'em, father? — Cf also Matthews, Cockney p. 39. — This usage is decidedly substandard.
6.84. Ifinda further trace of the influence of position
in Sh Mcb V. 8.34 And damn'd be him thatfirstcries
hold, enough! (him of course "emended" to he by
Pope and most later editors) — Damn'd be is here
taken as one whole meaning the same thing as, and
therefore governing the same case as (God) damn. Cf.
also Otway 227 Curst be him that doubts Thy virtue! |
Morris E 48 Curst be the King, and thee also.
The person that should properly be the subject of the
vb is in later English practically always governed by
to: Fielding 1.449 you a rogue, and be damn'd to you,
without a penny in your pocket (also id T 1.297, 2.118,
4.87) | id T 50 be rotted to'n | Byron Corresp. 1.29 be
damned to them (ib 67, 71) [ ib 2.238 Murray showed
(and be d — d to him) a letter ... | Thack V 158 be
hanged to them | Darwin L 3.76 I went to Lubbock's,
partly in hopes of seeing you, and, be hanged to you,
you were not there | Meredith H 117 Be off, and be
blowed to you | Ward D 1.220 be d — d to your Chri-
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stian brotherhood! | Stevenson C 136 It's a bad busine
and be damned to it. Be damned (hanged, dashed) to ...
in innumerable other passages in recent novels.
Here the phrase be damned or hanged, etc, has become an exclamation, and to you is added as if "I say"
was understood; compare also Hail to thee ( M E heil be
Pow); farewell to you; welcome to you, good-bye to you
(properly containing two yous). Cf Stevenson T 256
I've got m y piece o' news, and thanky ( < thank ye)
to him for that.
6.85. A n earher form of the phrase Would to God is
Would God, where God is the subject: Ch M P 3.814
God wolde I coude clepe her wers | Malory 66 so wold
god I had another | ib 81 wolde god she had not comen
in to thys courte | Greene F 6.40 would God the lovely
earl had that. — But when people lost the habit of
placing a subject after the vb, they came to take would
as an aphetic form for J would and God as the obi. case
(dative); and the analogy of the corresponding phrase
/ wish to God (or, / pray to God) would of course facilitate the change of God into to God.
6.9i. The position after the vb has probably had no
small share in rendering the use of thee (and you) so
frequent after an imperative, especially in early M o d E ;
the usage is still seen in the poetical phrase "Fare thee
well." Here we have, however, a concurrent influence
in the use of a reflexive pronoun (without the addition
of self) which was extremely c o m m o n in all the early
periods of the language, and which did not perceptibly
alter the meaning of the vb to which it was added
(See Voges, Der reflexive dativ' im englischen in Anglia
6.317ff.).This reflexive pronoun was sometimes originally added in the accusative, e.g., after restan (see
Voges 333), but generally in the dative, a distinction
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which, however, obviously had no significance for any
but the very earliest stages of the language. As now
it made no difference whatever whether the speaker
said I fear or / fear me (cp. e.g. Marlowe J 876 with
ib 1110), the imperative would be indifferently fear or
fear thee (fear yow) (cf e. g. Ch L 1742 dreed thee noght |
Malory 61 and 85 drede yow not); but it was equahy
possible with the same meaning to say fear thou (fear ye),
with the usual addition of the nom. of the pronoun to indicate the subject, e.g. Malory 73 go ye | ib 74 tehe
thow | ib 75 doubte ye not, etc, etc. Voges even quotes
(p. 336) an example of both cases used in the same
sentence: Judas: Slep thou the anon. — In other
words, after an imperative a nom. and an obi. case
would very often be used inchscriminately.
6.92. Examples (the vbs alphabetically):
(1) nom. or obi. case with the same vb:
care: Malory 72 Care ye not : ib 135 care not yow.
fare (well) : Sh Merch I. 1.58 and 103 fare ye well |
Tp V. 318 fare thou weh : Mcb IV. 3.34 Far thee well |
T w H I . 4.183 fartheeweh | ib III. 4.236 far-thee-well |
Merch II. 7.773 and Cor I. 5.18 fare you well | Tim L
1.164 W e h fare you (rare).
get: Redford W 8 and 282 get ye foorth | Marlowe
J 1226 get ye gon : get thee gone (common, Sh) | Mcb
V. 8.5 get thee back | Greene F 11.20 get thee from
Bacon's sight.
sit: Sh H 4 B IV. 5.182 sit thou by m y bedde | Di D o
77 sit ye down, girls, sit ye down | G E A 192 sit ye
down : Sh Mids IV. 1.1 sit thee downe vpon this flowry
bed | Dryden 5.404 Sit thee down (also Congreve 270,
Scott I 192). Also with the transitive vb set: Sh L L L
IV. 3.4 set thee down (in some editions emended to
sit).
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stand: Sh Ahs V. 3.35 stand thou forth : Ado IV.
1.24 stand thee by.
stay: Sh Cses V. 5.44 stay thou : H 6 C III. 2.58 stay
thee.
turn: A V Ps 69.16 turn vnto mee | Ezek. 33.11
turne ye from your euill wayes : Ps 25.16 turne
thee vnto m e | Pro v. 1.23 turne you, at m y reproofe |
Marlowe T 801 bid him turne him back to war with
vs | Swinburne A 109 Turn back now, turn thee, As
who turns him to wake.
(2) the obi. case:
cheer: Greene F 13.99 cheer thee [ = cheer up].
haste: Ch B 1347 hasteth yow (also id I 72) | id B
2240 ne haste yow noght too faste | Marlowe T 805
Haste thee | Greene F 12.77 haste thee post to Fressingfield.
hie: Marlowe T 934 Hie thee | Greene F 12.57 hie
thee to Fressingfield | Sh M c b III. 1.35 H y e you to
horse.
hold: Marlowe J 1130 Hold thee, wench | ib 2299
here, hold thee, Barabas | Sh M c b H I . 2.54 hold thee
still.
remember: Ch M P 3.717 Remembre y o w of Socrates.
rest: Marlowe T 2577 Reste thee.
run: Sh Ado III. 1.1 runne thee to the parlour.
take: Sh Mcb H . 1.5 take thee that too.
O n the transitive and intransitive use of various vbs
including some of the above see vol I H ch 16.
6.93. It will now be easily understood that thee or
you would be freely added to imperatives where the
thought of a reflexive pronoun would not be very
appropriate. In hear thee, hark thee, look thee and similar
cases, Vogesfindsa reflexive dative, whereas Al. Schmidt
quotes them under the heading "thee for thou;" it is dif-
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ficult to draw a line here. When Troilus says (Sh Tro
IV. 5.115) Hector, thou sleep'st, awake thee, — no less
then three grammatical explanations are apphcable:
awake m a y be intransitive, and thee the subject (Al.
Schmidt), awake is intransitive, but thee is a reflexive
dative (Voges 372), andfinally,awake m a y be a transitive vb having thee as its object (cf N E D ) ; but whichever way the grammatical construction is explained, the
meaning remains the same.
It is evident that ah this must have contributed very
much to impair the feeling for the case-distinction, and
it should be noted that we have here a cause of confusion that is peculiar to the pronouns of the second
person.
W h e n in P E a pronoun is added to an imperative
it is generahy placed before it. See examples vol I H
11.8a ff.
In M o d E examples m a y be found everywhere, so I
shall only state the fact that in the modern use of
himself and themselves we have an obi. case used as a
nom. (or rather as a common case), and that this was
formerly the case with me self (stih in vg) and us self
(or us selue, seluen), which have now been ousted by
myself and ourselves. Her in herself m a y be the obi.
case or the possessive.
Note Butler in S P E Handwriting Plate 23 it suggests
a writer who has him or herself suffered much from
some great overwhelming misfortune.
6.94. Sometimes we come across isolated uses of the
obi. for the nom. case, which are probably to be ascribed
to analogical influence exercised bj' the ^/-combinations. Abbott Sh-Gr 214 quotes Sh John IV. 2.50 Your
safety, for the which m y selfe and them Bend their
best studies — and says, "Perhaps them is attracted
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by myself," which naturally suggests the objective "my
self and (they) them(selves)."
That this is the correct explanation seems to be
rendered more hkely by the parallel passage Marlowe
T 433 T h y selfe and them shall neuer part from m e —
and perhaps it is also apphcable to the following two
sentences: Sh Wint I. 2.410 Or both your selfe and m e
Cry lost | Caes I 3.76 N o mightier then thy selfe, or m e
[N.B. than\], and to the one modern example I have
noted: Hewlett Q 446 when yourself and him are in
danger.

Chapter V H

Case in Pronouns (Continued)
Phonetic Influences
7.1. I now come to the last but by no means the
least important of the agencies that have brought
about changes in the original relations between the
cases of the pronouns. I mean the influence of sound
upon sense.
A glance at the hst of pronominal forms printed
above, 6.14, wih show that six of them rime together: the
nominatives we, ye, he, she, and the obhque forms me,
thee. After the old case-rules had been shaken off in
different ways, instinctive feehng seized upon this similarity; and likeness in form has in part led to likeness
in function.
As evidence of this tendency I shahfirstmention
Malory's use of those vbs in which an exchange of
object and subject was going on in his times (above,
6.77ff.). H e has a manifest predilection for the e-forms
without any regard to their original case-values. I note
ah the instances found in some hundred pages:
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Malory 115 now me lacketh an hors | 127 ye shalle
lacke none | 71, 90, 148 me lyst(e) | 61, 114, 146 ye
lyst | 76 ye nede not to puhe half so hard | 115 ye shalle
not nede | 153feeshahe repente ... m e sore repenteth |
59, 82, 83, 84, 96, 106, 107, 117, 133 me repenteth |
78, 80 ye shahe repente hit | 117 ye ou3t sore to repente it | 79, 82, 118 me forthynketh [ = I repent] |
121 it were me leuer | 46 ye were better for to stynte |
62 ye were better to gyue | 87 whether is me better to
treate [ 69 that is me loth to doo | 90 that were me
loth to doo | 100feewylle be lothe to returne | 105
we wolde he loth to haue adoo with yow | 115feeis
ful loth to do wronge.
The following are the only exceptions: 131 though /
lacke wepen, I shahe lacke no worship j 101 hym nedeth
none | 82 els wold I haue ben lothe | 112, 131 I a m loth.
(Thynke and lyke are always 'impersonal' in Malory, cf
above, 6.5g and 6.63).
A century later the same holds good of the vb
lust in Roister: ye (pp. 12 and 51), me (12),fee(42),
she (87); there are two exceptions: hym (43), / (44).
The phonetic similarity is used to mark the contrast
in Sh Mcb III. 4.14 'Tis better thee without then fee
within.
W e now see the reason w h y me is very often used
as a nom. even by educated speakers, who in the same
positions would never think of using him or her. Thus
after it is, see above, 6.72ff.
7.2i. Sweet, Words, Log. and Gr. says on p. 26: "The
real difference between T and 'me' is that T is an
inseparable prefix used to formfiniteverbs, while 'me'
is an independent or absolute pronoun, which can be
used without a verb to follow. These distinctions are
carried out in vulgar English as strictly as in French,
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where the distinction between the conjoint 'je' and t
absolute 'moi' isrigidlyenforced." A n d in the Primer
of Spoken English 36: "The nom. I is only used in
immediate agreement with a verb; when used absolutely, me is substituted for it by the formal analogy
offee,we, she, which are used absolutely as weh as
dependently: it's he, it's me; who's there11, me."
7.22. The c o m m o n answer which was formerly always Not I\ (thus in Sh, see Sh-lex. p. 565 a at the
bottom) is now often heard as Not me! (Di D 253)
Also only me, as in Di D o 131 "Wal'r!" cried the Captain. "Ay, ay, Captain Cuttle," returned Walter, "only
me." Cf also Scott A 1.225 "the letter that ye opened."
"Me opened! ye ken yoursel, it just cam open o' free
will in m y hand."
The corresponding form in the third person does not
seem to be Not him\ even in vulgar speech, but always
Notfee!At least Ifindin Thenks 82 Not 'e!
To avoid the natural use of me, branded as incorrect
in educational institutions, and the unnatural use of I
standing alone, Enghsh people add a superfluous vb
more frequently than people of other nations in such
sentences as "He is older than I am."
7.23. Me, then, to some extent has become a c o m m o n
case under the influence offee,etc, and we find some
traces of a development in the same direction beginning
in the case of the other pronouns in [v], only that it
is here the nom. that has been generahzed: Sh W i v
III. 2.26 There is such a league betweene m y goodman
and he | Wint II. 3.6 But shee, I can hooke to m e (cf
6.23) | Oth IV. 2.3 You haue seene Cassio and she
together | L L L IV. 2.30 Those parts that doe fructifie in vs more then he [ = in him] | Fielding T 1.200
[Squire Western:] It wih do'n ['do him'] no harm with
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he | ib 2.50 [id:] Between your nephew and she (cf
between you and I below, 7.43) | Cowper John Gilpin: O n
horseback after we | Goldsm 658 She'd [Betty] make
two of she [Miss Neville].
Professor Moore Smith wrote to m e : "I do not feel
convinced that there is a difference between the vulgar
(or natural) Enghsh, 'It's m e —• it's him'; 'not m e —
and not him'. I think the chief reason of him being
less common is that while me is distinctive, in the
third person it is generahy necessary to mention the
name. It seems to m e very familiar Enghsh, Ts he
going' ? 'Not him.' Of course such usages m a y differ in
different parts of the country."
7.3i. Phonetic influences m a y have been at work in
various other ways. If the vowel of the nom. pu were
weakened when the word was unstressed the result
would be Pe [do], exactly like a weakened form of the
obi. form pe. This, I take it, is the explanation of the
nom. pe found frequently in certain combinations in
the Ayenbite of Inwit, pe wylt, etc, cf Huannes comste
'whence comest thou' (cf to > te). As, however, this
use of pe for pu is only found in a few texts, we cannot
ascribe to it any great influence on the later development.
7.32. Similarly a you pronounced with weak sentencestress wih be reduced to ye or even to the short vowel
[i], written y, e.g. Kiphng L 197 yet y' know | ib 266
take it as a loan y' know. — This is especiahy the case
in stock phrases hke thank you (thanky), God be with
you (Congreve 223 Good b'w'ye > Goodbye: the oo-vowel
is probably introduced from the other forms of salutation: good-morrow, good-night, etc, the naming of God
being thus avoided; in Sh it is also written God buy
you), God give you good even (in Sh Godgigoden, Godigoden, God dig you den).
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Harky (hark'ee) and look'ee may contain ye, weakened
for you, or the nom. ye. I a m inclined to think that
this phonetic weakening of you is the cause of the
unstressed ye after vbs, which is found so very frequently from the beginning of the 16th cent., although it is
impossible in each single instance to distinguish the ye
which originates in this way from ye's cahed forth by
other circumstances dealt with in this chapter.
In Redford W we generahyfindye, both as the nom.
and the obi. case, though you, too, isfrequentlyfound
in both cases. Ye after a vb was probably pronounced
as a weakly stressed [i]; cf e.g. the rime 597 plentye :
sent ye.
See also the weakened ye in Ch T 1.5 er that I parte
fro ye : joye, the earhest example of ye as obi. case?
7.33. Further w e have here to take into account the
ehsion of afinalunstressed vowel before a word beginning with a vowel, which was formerly extremely
common in Enghsh (see vol I 6.13 and 9.82). But
these phonetic tendencies cannot have any influence on
the case-relations of most pronouns; weaken the vowel
of me as you like or drop it altogether, the remaining
m' is not brought one bit the nearer to the nom. I.
But the pronouns of the 2nd pers. have this peculiarity
that the cases are distinguished by the vowel only; if
the vowel is left out it becomes impossible to teh
whether the nom. or the obi. case is meant — one
more reason for the old distinction to become forgotten.
In Ch the vowel of thee is ehded, e.g. B 1660 the
goost that in th'ahghte. In Greene F 12.78 For ere
thou hastfittedall things for her state — w e must
certainly read th'hast (see also ib 13.37). In countless
passages, where modern editions of Sh read you're the
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old foho has y'are, which should no doubt be interpreted ye are (y'are also e.g. Dryden V. 137, Rehearsal
35). But when we find th'art, e.g. Sh H 4 B H I . 2.189
do'st thou roare before th'art prickt | ib III. 2.233 and
268 [Q] th'art (Fol. thou art", Cambr. ed. thou'rt) |
Cor IV. 5.17 and 100 th'art, mod. edd. thou'rt | Tim
I. 2.25, II. 2.58, IV. 3.45 and 481, — is this to be
explained as thou art (thu art) or as thee art% (Thou'rt
is found in the fol. M c b I. 5.29 | John IV. 3.121 [ Meas
HI. 1.15 and 25, Wint I. 2.211).
Similarly Sh th'hast (mod. edd. thou'st), th'hadst (mod.
edd. thou hadst; Dekker F 2072 th'adst). In Mcb IV.
1.62 Say if th'hadst rather heare it from our mouthes
— it is especiahy difficult to decide in favour of one
or the other form on account of the pecuhar constructions of had rather (see above, 6.68, and vol IV 9.4(3)
and 19.9).
7.34. There is one more thing to be noticed. Where
the pronouns are combined with the verbal forms commencing with w, those forms are preferred that contain
rounded vowels. The past subjunctive of y'are is in
Sh you're (Cymb HI. 2.79 Madam, you're best consider);
the 2nd pers., corresponding to Tie for I will, is not
ye'le, but you'le (Marlowe J 708; ace. to Sh-lex. ye'le
is found only once, in the 1st quarto of L L L I. 2.54,
where, however, the 2nd quarto and the fohos have
you'll), or morefrequentlyyou'll. N o w I take it to be
highly probable that these forms were heard in the
spoken language at a much earher period than they are
recorded in hterature, that is, at a time when you was
not yet used as a nom., and that they are contracted
not from you were, but from ye were, ye will (? ye wol),
the vowel u being thus a representative of the w of
the vb. If this is so, we have here yet another reason
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for the confusion of ye and you, as the contracted for
you'll and you're would be felt instinctively as compounds of you and will or were. For thou wert we find
thou'rt; for thou wilt similarly thou'lt (e.g. Marlowe J
1144; often in Sh, who also, though rarely, writes
thou't).
7.3s. The pronouns in question were pronounced by
Chaucer and his contemporaries as follows:
Nom.
du- (du)
Obi. case de- (de)

je* (je)
ju* (ju),

the forms in () being used whenever the pronouns were
unstressed or half-stressed. A regular phonetic development of these pronunciations would have given the
following modern forms:
Nom.
dau (du)
Obi. case di- (di)

ji* (ji)
jau (ju).

The forms [du] and [jau] are no longer heard, but
their former existence is directly evidenced by the
works of the old phoneticians, thus Buhokar (Booke at
large 1580, and Msopus 1585) transcribes thou with the
same sign as that used in full, suffer, but, us, put, etc,
i.e. short [u] as in M o d E full. The spelling thu is by
no means rare in the 16th cent.; it is used consistently,
e.g. in Bale T. A n d Gil, Logonomia 41, states that a
pronunciation of you rhyming with how and now was
found in his times.
It is in accord with this that in Roister (printed
1566) you rimes with thou (pp. 31 and 32), with now
(15, 43, 48, 53, 60, 63, and 70), and with inowe (18).
Cf Dekker Sh III. 3.36 vow : you.
N o w the [au]-form of you is extinct; the current
pronunciation [ju-] or [juw] must be due to a natural
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lengthening of the originally unstressed form [ju], w
it was used with stress. The existence of the form [ju-]
at the time of Sh m a y be concluded from the pun in
L L L V. 1.60 on the pronoun and thefifthvowel.
7.36. In thou, on the other hand, it is the fuller form
with [au] that is now heard solely. This is quite natural
because the word is now never found in colloquial
language, so that only the emphatic pronunciation of
solemn or ceremonial speech has survived. But when
the two pronouns thou and you were used side by side
in ordinary conversation, their sounds were ahke; you
and thou formed correct rimes, exactly as thee and ye
did. The feeling of you and thou as parallel forms is
manifest in the rimed dialogue in Roister 31: I would
take a gayrichehusbande, and I were you. — In good
sooth, Madge, e'en so would I, if I were thou. — But
to the formal likeness corresponded a functional unlikeness: you is not the same case as thou, but as thee,
and ye has the same case function as thou. Are not
these cross-associations between sound and sense likely
to have exerted some influence on the mutual relations
of the forms?
7.37. This supposition becomes the more probable
when it is remembered that the pronouns of the 2nd
pers. are different from the other pronouns in that the
sg and pi to a great extent are synonymous. / and we
cannot be used in the same signification, except in the
case of the "royal" and "editorial" we; but in the second
person the pi ye, you begins very early in imitation of
French politeness to be used in addressing one person.
See further vol. II 2.82 ff.
For curiosity's sake I m a y mention that Chaucer's Melibee
addresses his wife as thou, but she him as ye, and that in Sh's
V A Venus says thou and Adonis you (not ye).

